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(
pressing issues for educational R & D is to bu

=

ntegoate the fiel4 Of educational R & D systemi studies.-
%

-OAS heedwill require:

d'and

To meet

understanding of the nature', structnre_and functioning

o R:61-p_systems as they-interatt with their envirdnments;

an understanding of educational R & D and- of he educational

context n which it exists and with which it nteracis;

light of the above,;an understanding of the applicability

ori,non-applicability) for edueational,R & D of the R..& D

:pchnoloe and'experience Vo be-found in other secmodels

4. as is implied in the above, an understanding of the bas

comparative analysis R & D systems across sectors.
.

is-to thaabOve taska which this report addresses itself, bringing

tobear an ineerdisciplinary R & D perspectives Of Members of the'

research team at the Center for thejnterdiscipilinaiuStudy of Science

and Technology at Northwestern University OCISSTX.

-This is.an abridged version pf a very much:longer report (over ),200

pages ) which is being,revised into three seperate volumes.. These:later

volumes will expand the discussion in this report bY providing:a Om-
.

prehensive Contextual analysis of the education dector and by inhluding

contextual and issue analySes not included in,this report. Further,

tha.later volumes.will be written for.specific audiences. One volume

will be for R & D aystems researchers,'elaboratIng.the contextual ana-

lytical framework and methodology and exploring its uti ityffor iden-

tifying research issues and generating research,agends. A second ,

voluMe for.policy analysts and policy makeri; de cribing the



mithodoAogy in n manner usful to meet policy needs and,illqstrating

kthe utility of.the contextual analytical framework by presentation
-

of policy adalyses we have_conductid for NIE and other agencies.
/

A third volume will be Airected to the educational R/D&I* community;

providing a comprehensive analysis of the key_aspecta of the educational

R/D&I system, An addendum to%this volume will,provide an extensive

annotated bibliography o4 the educational R/D&I literature.

This present report *will include_the following:

will provide A basic understanding.Chipters 0 e and Two (Section One

of the process Of contextual analysis for R/D&I.,

"

Chapter One will discuss the nature and bases for a contextual

analytical aftroach and then will describeand discuss the

CISST comparative contextual analytical framework.

Chapter Two will then expand the discussion of the . majoi aspects

(which we will caft 'features' ) of-an R/D&I context.

Chapteys Three through Five (Section Two ) will then provide illus-

trative detailed +analysis 6f the contexts of seldcted sectors, using

the CISST analytical framework.

Chapter Three will focus on the education sector, and kill sum-

narize the discussion to'be, esented_in-more comprehensive

detail in the later,volume on educatival R/D&I.

Chapter, Four will focus on the civilian aviation sector.

*Research, Development and-InnoVation As will be discussed

in Chapter One, we use this,term todescribe the total prbtessv__,

innovation.



iii

' Chapter Fille will provide.a aummariaed illustratitl of a

cress-sectoral Compatmtive cdatextual aaalysis, The,sbctor

_included are education and civilian aviation'(a_ discussed irr-

this report); ahd health; law enfordeMent and induettx (for'
,

whiCh more de ailed contektua ,ana ais- Will provided.in

ene 0-the la et volumes).

Chapters Six and Seven (Section ThFee ) will illustrate how the

contextual analytical approach may be used to anklyze'specific

R/D&I issus.

ChapterSik wilt fools pn the institutional base of R LAI

systems; with:patticulat'attention being given to how the,

R/D&I;functions* are "clustered" together within and_amang-

the, institutions otR/D&I ystems.'

Chap er Seyen will focus oa the iSsue of entrepeneurship as, ,

this,telates to .the historical and current state'of'develop7

ment'of R/D&I systems
P

Chapter. Eight and the ApPendix (Section Fout ) pretride in effect.,

"look,bacle and a "look- ahead

Chapter Eight ( he Coftclu'sion chapter).- will briefly review

this report and Sug'gest ways the contextual analytical.ap-

proachemay be util4zed.

The.Appen4ix will provide an"excerpt from one policy issLa

analySis andbrief descriptions of other,issue ateas where

we:have thus farntilized (or-propo'sed to utilize) the con-
-,

textual analytical approach'discussed in this repo

*The speciffc meanitig we attach tc the term "R/EAT func ions" will

be discussed in Chapter. One.
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-,:-CHAPTER, ONE

.-THE dOMFARATI OONTEXTUAL A YSIS'011 RESEARCH

AND INNOVATION SYSTE AN OVERVIEW

I. INTRODUCTION',,

DEVELOAENT

One of the central issues in educatien is the ne-d,to develop our knowledge

and-skills it educational R&D policy making_and management.. To respond

idequatelitp tills heed requires at: least the following:
#

1. aq,adequate description of educational R&D as it currently exists;

2. identification of Those aspects of R&D which are generic; i.e.,

which:are in some way common acr4ss different ctors or fields
,

(e,g., health, eftcation, aerospace etc.) if indeed such

generic characte7ristics do exist;

identification of those aspegts of educational R&D which are'sectora

specific to the nature of education.and educational R&D (and

why);

determining, in lighc, of the above, why educational R&D systems
.

have the character they do and functIon or operate in the ways in

which we observe them Co do.

'When, he above anaiysewkare made and interacted with each- other, we can

begin to'gain insight into policies and strategies which are specifically

-relevant to educational R&D, while at the same time allowing relevant

transfer of.R&D anagement t chnology and expetience from, non7educational

sectors.

This projectjocuses primarily on the second of the above points (though

One of our sectoral :analyses will be of education). That is to say, the

task "of this project is to develop the outline of a framework for comparative

analysis which will enable us to understanclohserved differences and/or

commonalities in R&D systems across the various sectors. It is further the

task of this project.to demonstrate the utility of such an anaiytical frame-

1 4



work in termS both of 'policy making and:management and

'releant technologies and, experience across sectors.
,

ans fer

,-Tolicy making and,management in R&D must saij the narrow straits be ween
. ,

.

Charybdls and Scylla, with.the danger of non-relevantigeneralizations on
4 '

the pne side and the:danger of r'ei. -'.;-tion of mell-established principles
. . _

9n-the other sf.de,- At present there does'not exist the analytical frame-

work for R&D ewhich coulmap this narrow channel fbr 'pelicy making/manage-
--,... ,

, .
.

.

ment navigators. -IC is our hopto. proVide at-least the basic outlfne pf

such a map.

SOME INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before beginningto develop a framework for comparative analysis of R/D&I

systems, tt is important to pro,Vide some initial background concepts and

understandings from which we will be working.

Research Develornent -and innovation It/D&I as a Total.Process o_

Innovation

Froth this point on, we will be using the term "Research? Development-And

Innovation (R/D&I)" instead of the more common te- "Research and-Develop-
.

ment (R&D)." 04r reason l.'s simple. The ierm "R&D",tendS to imPlya very

narrow part of the total spectrum of functions.and activities involved in
htotal process of innovation. ,Reseatch end develOpment'are essentially

"pre-user" aspects 'ofthe total innevation process. A total innn'vetion _pyocess

also includes such "pest-development"-functions such as production -dis-
,

semination (a key function) and acquiSition/implementatichiutilization

(user functions). A total innovation process aiso recognizes that users may_

also be innovators. I

- ThuS, a complete conceptualization of an R/D&I system (i.e., a total in-

novation process)-requires that we reco nfze'it as spanning the total know-
,

_edg duction (KP) to knowledge (KU) spectrum. Thus, this,

total spectrum of R/El&I activities will include not only research (both

basic and applied) and deveropment, but also production, dissemination,

acquisition, implementation, uttli.zation, evaluation research, etc. Further,

r



we must also have An understanding_ e-opetative conditions that exist

within and affect the R/D&I syxtem e.g.: the state of system maturity;
,

the personnel base; funding levels and patterns; etc.). Finally,: we

must: also take into account the environment with:which the R/D64r system
,

interacts.

Such a cOmplete conceptualization f a total innovatio R D 1) process -

recogniZes the many variations of Onovat'on processes for example=

the role of "creative insIght" by an vidual apart from any researchor
P

develOpment (e.g,: by an educational practitioner); or that a speciL1C

function .g.: ,research) may in practice exist in a rather isolated

fashion. However, conceptualization of a total R/D&I prooes.s willenable

us to evaluate the overall role and effec of such various types 0 in-

novation activities.

Thus, we -ill use the term "RiD&I".

Develo in Com.arative Analytlal Framework

The process.we have used in,developing fhe comparative analytical-frame

work' to be presented hire has been an iterative process. Thu- the relevant

literature and the eXtensive experience of CISST personnel and- orthwestern

University was used to make a ,first cut", tentative identifica ion of key

variables (which we will later label as "features") WhiCh would seem St be

cotimon (generic) to R/D&I syStems.' From these key variables (features) we

'developed the cpmparative analytical framework which weare-now describing.

In turn, this,framework was used for a pore detailed and systematic. examination

of several sectors and of several features (and subparts of features).

The above process, though des,cribed in rather linear fashion, was qu te,

iterative with each part of the process being repeated several times

as new insights and understandings were gained. For ease of presentation

1 6
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We will generally us.e a step-b- step dpscri iVe roces which reflects

esult of these iterations.

3.T Nature _1- Real-World Rtp&T s stems'

.it impo tent to note at the outset that "real-world" R &I system
.1

1
emerg s,as an interactive "working out" of generic R/D&I c aracterist_ics

withih a specific sec- 1 context.. whether by delibe e design or not.
,-

..

1

.ThUs 'both the resep-reher:and. the deciston maker,mst u ers,tand'that R/D&I

system features,Assues,and managemen_ poqicies/strate- es will have both

.generic and sectoral dimensions,,and that_these will

with pach other:

For the dectsion maker, the importance oi undersEa _

hdture of RJD&I ,s'ystemt is threefold.

1 be ih interaction

ing this ."emergent"

An understanding of the generic char cteristics of R/D&I
,

systems enables tile decision maker _ "zero in" on the

sreas'of the sectoral contdxt where he critical issues

arp likely,to be and where in-depth analysis of the

secforal context is needed. I.

2. 'An understanding of Ole nature and/uni qudnes of on '

sectoral context provides a basis or 14arhing trom

R/D&I systems in other sectors and for detemining the

adaptahilAy/transferability of -knowledge, methods,

techniques, innovations,,etc., from R/D&I'syst_

other, sectOrs.

Froman understanding of the interaction between generic

and'sector4lccharacteristics, the decision makqr has a bas

for developing policies and rategies,which are both

genericalWfunctiondlsand sector-specific.

1 7
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FA the purposes of this study, the.. "emergent" nature of R/DI systems, will

:allow us to make cross-sectoral comparisons of R/D&I systems. To.the degree

that R/D&I system isspes- chars sties have common aspects across

sector, we may identfp gener c a ara -terfstics of R/D6cl systems. Contrarily,

to te degree that lltD&Itsyste iss es7 and characteristicS vary across seqtors,

"we 1llave begun a description of the sectoral R/D&I systemicharacteristics.

may further,n that this -mergent" perspective'permita both deductive

/ and inductive analysis. 'Nat is, we'mayatart with the generic understanding
_

thgt-WD&I' context (i,e the features_ )and through. _nteractive analysis
-

,

i h the-Sectoral contexe,- identify "real-World".issuea, policies, atrategies.

cotiVersely,,we may analyze a,"real_world" ssue policor strategy (e.g.:
,

-the impact of specific prograwiselection) in the light-of sectoral and gen- 1
. _

,
la,

eric.R/D&I system characteristics. a

ill be helpful at this point to introduce- briefly some key terminology

11 .be using -hrOughout this report. We wilisave 4ullpr explication

fo later.

A. Secto A field of'interrelated activities/institutions

health; industry; aerospace; law nforcement; education) which is41'

identifiable as such for practical purposes (e.g.: for funding, policy
,decisions, analysis).

Of course, there will be sub-sectors within'a secto e.g.: the drug

sub-sector of the:health sector Also, there will be institntiona

which may span several sectors (e.g.: counnunication equipment for

several sectors).

definition or delineation of a "seC may vary accerding to

-ractical purposes of the-policy maker, researcher, etc.
.8



B. Feature -- An identifiable aspect of the totaL-R/D&I process
,

which is useful for analytical and/or decision making pudposes (e.g.:

thesR/D&I,system's environment; the personnel ba- the twork of
4 *4

.institutions; researbh; developmen dis'semina n; utilization; etc.

C. Function A specific type of R/B&I 'system adtivity which describes

what the system does.to produce and utilize kndwledge

ihus be considered an'integral part
-f

development; .implementation). The

the total set of featureA.
_

and which may-

total innova ion process (6.

various functions form a sub-set

.

A specIfic aspect of a feature whi5h -is ok coocorn to

the' researcher, analyst, policy maker or decision'Maker (e.g.: "sources

of!'inforMation" as a specifi'& aspect:of the information flow feature

E. Context -- The total set offfeatures

framework'within which a feature or an is-

exaMple, if a specific-funotion e g .;:.0 elopment) is to be analyze_

its context would include all other featu-
.

which provides an interactive

e must be analyzed. That. for

A Theoret al Framewor 'as an AcCes- 1

It isJmportant to understand that all RID&I syptems.consist of a-complex

variety of fehtures which must be-understood individually:and in, interaction

,before a full understanding of an R/D&I system as a whole can be deVe ped.

It is this very tOmplexity which makes necessary the deveiopment of an analytica

framework within which this complexity'may be analyzed. At the same time,

we must emphasize that the analytical'framework we are presenting'is, precisely,

a tool for analysis. Thus, iff prese ting an analytical-framework,. we make no

claim for its completeness, absolutendser-i'or definitiveness. Rather, in i

lorm.and content, :the,analytical framework is presented as a useful way of

gaining adcess into an analytical process

end all Models".

not as some esoteric "model tID



Specificelly, we Would note the following.

The i- n Features

have selected nineteen "features" to form the basis of an analytical
*

framework Different names could be gitrem-to these features; different

featurea could be'emphasized; slightly, different -ModifiEatitihs of the

nature of-a feature-could be made; other features could be added._ Indeed,

we assume,that a. different listineof features and/or Issues Will at times

be usdful as new insights_ are -lned and/or-as features not included here,

have_significant relevance to a specific analysis br policY issue. The

yay we Have categorized the:features should facilitate such modifications
4 ,

in.the total lit,of features and issues,

A

B. S sterfi-urations

,In-preSenting our analytical framework, we will use a litiear array ,df
-

the R/D&I process. _Tbia,is done solely for ease of presentation- As

will be seen, we fully redognize indeed, We: emphasize) the-inter-
,

,active, often non-Jinear,nature of the different features (both in theory

and in reality)
A

the total:11/1Wprocess. The,array of features (and-

in particular the fUnctions) prFsented here could be re-labeled, sub-
,

divided, clOptered, organized in parallel streaMS, connected with various

feedbacks and cyclical loops, etc. Thus, our use of a linear array of

features, is siMply an artifact of presentation and the reader

should treat it as such.

2 0
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The Confi-uration of Functions: An Tmer en_ Dependent Issue

_It,will perhl.ps be helpful here to carry this discussion of configu-

rations a little further- specifically with

functions.

-pect to R/D&I systeM

A variety f eonfigurations of,R/Z&I s'ystem functions is not only..

PoSsible such Variety'actually'exists in an. indeed may be mandated

by the specific nature of:the environment and operative- systeM Conditlio
,--,

_ -
.existing'within a?specific sector. Thu:S. in some instances, we might

finerDhe various functions rather precisely gented. in ether instances,

we might find the various functions rather precisely sbgmeneed. In yet-
,- -

other instances,.we might find the entire.R/D&I process oceuring within

single institution,for even within single person.

Further, we night find R/D&Isystems interacting with each other. Thus,

a specific real-7world organization_ ( .g.: a te,deral R&D laboratory;'

a book publisher) may play roles insveral different sectors .g

health; enegy; etc.).

Thus, while we ut lize a linear array of R D&I functions for purposes

of preseptatfen, we will treat the configurationlof funCtions'as, an

emergent dependent issue.

III. R D&I SYSTEMS.. SECTORAL DIFFERENCES AND GENERIC CONONALITIES

1. Defining a "Sector

We. have up to this point identified a "sector" in terms of a somewhat ,vague

(but_hopefully somewhat reasonable) concept of a "field of interrelated

activities/institutions" (e.g.: the health field; the education field;

thp field of industry;
rs) .

How do R/D&I systems vary acros- sectors?

etc.). The typical question we will be posing is:

There are.several problems with this question. We lack any substantial

2 1



basis for kndwing how or why to dfs_inguish one sector from Andther and

there are very-obviously. also: major differences within what we call sectors.

there- may be greater-similarities between some of the regulated in-

dustries and various government agencies than betWeen regblited industries

and Other industrial- firMs. -SerVice firms Operate in quite different ways

frolp manufacturing firms; Some hospitals are private for profit; others'
,

are publid And so on. If we take a purely empfrical persrwctive an&examine

the til.D4I sy,Sems adross the comm6n differentiated sfdtors (industry,

health', education, etc.).we quiCkfy ncounter the problem of having to deal

withimauy-u#explainab variances within sectors and across-suppokedly,simflar
.1

setors. We also encounter similaritiesacrOss supposedly different sectors.-

'As. we attempt to unravel, these amomalies we.inevitably mov award the uso)

,o-f tore cOmplex typologies of organizations, sectors, products peraconnel,

ete., specific recognition of historicar developmental phases; consideration

of diffetences in the stat'e of knowledge and te6hnology; etc.

Indeed, precisely because the.definition of a real-world sector" isan

imprecise science, it is necessary to take into account the various complex-

ities involved. Utilized in its fullest possible way, the analyticarframe-

work we are presentfng would merely take this process of ever-increasing

complexity to its logical conclusion. Needless to say, we are not Advocating

such arnfeasiblè ultimate strategy.

The Necessity of a Sectoral Basis of,jimparisonk

To abandon a sectoral basis for comparative- analysis simply becauSe of the

inherent degree of-vagueness

It would not he useful.

and complexity might be, theoretically interesting.

Society is or-anized and operated within such sectors to an important degree.

'If we are to be helpful to policy makers managers and other participants

we must be able to relate ourselves to the affairs of such speciXic sectors.

Thus, our objective will be to atcmpt to unders and, in.relation to any

specific .issue under investigation, what complex of contextual conditions

2 2
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has what impact n. and to which sec

of conditions cart he. associated:

or part of a sector, such a compleX

We do -not, for example, make the a priori assumption that the R/D&I flow of

times within a sector.sUch

as health, education, ag-tieulturer industry, etc. ,Rather we wish first

know Aghat contaxtual conditions inEkuence this flow, and Then todetergline
t.

_

in what ways seetors (or parts of sectors ) vary across, th-ese contextual.

conditions.

-In this way t will be possible to explain Why similaritie- and.diffjr-

ences in persOnneljlow appear .across and 'within sectors. With this per-

spectivp we can also now hope To addressourselves to thequestion of how

and why differences do appear Tor a given area over time. inevitably this

ma1es the process of cOmparative.analys.is complex, but, we believe, for

the first time feasible.

Vatiations

In attempting to develop a thearetical analytical framework for-RIDS,' -ystems,

one is immediately struOk by the ieimense amount __ observdble variety

real-world R.ID&I systems. Existing R/D641. systeins vary in such matters

clustetings of functions within a single organization (ot even Within a

single organizational u-rilit) existence and strength of institutional net-

works; overall level of system maturity; suScepti ity to political'

influence; types of dissemination meohanihms Sandtstagie s.;=use and -t

effectiveness of various management technologies;

-

R/El&I systems vaty actoss,-sectors.. Thus, Vampfe e D-64T system in

aerospace differs significantly kr:om the RiD64t s.ystem education. :But.

the issues are complicated even further because R/D&I systeNs also vary

within a single sector. ThuS, for example, within the private industrial

world we encounter rather dLfferent RID&T system for theoil and T.V.

industries. In health, the R/DO systems for drugs and surgical procedures

will vary.

-
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A. Y-g8 SIllustrationS Variations.A ors .

TO illustrate the kinda of,problems and isW

intra/inter-sectotal variances, let us ,look vety briefly:at the ways in

which R/DEJ functions are organized -(in grofipinga-7o?Appardtely) in the
-y

realrworld'institutions which are td be found in thezvaripua sectora0
comparingtow-a variety of functi_ns,(research;_dekzel:qpmenti dis-

, .semmnatioh, etc.) ara encompassed in atngle or multileo,iganizations

organitatipfial unttai,an& how tilts differs across sectqrs. Given the

present cence-n within, ducation with institution buildtrig his would,

sbem to be aX important issue for educatfbnal RID&I

_ will briefly Aoo.k at the or anization of funct:ion in t--

three sectors:

, Industry --, specifi ly Lhe civilian aviation :industry,

Healrh -- specLfica1ly the drug field;

Education specifical the purr'ictflum and materials ara.
-

In the civilian ayiation industry rho R W.1-sysrz!rn is o4ganuized in a

rplacively linear, function-co-lunctior :rocess fromilkaie knowledge

production (KP) to knowledge ttilization KU).. The'R/D&I system is

relatively highly differentiaCed --and eech organizational unit or depart

ment highly specio,lized. Thll' stages of,the R/D&I.system a
, -

developed and elderly defined. The functional cl e-- to,be observed

.e those built around -:ent Rpts on the KF 7to KU continuum.

In,the dTug field we do not find such liner, tunerion-to-function organization.

Rather, we encounter'"loops' wtth functions frn the knowledge production

ages heing,associated with )roduccton, implemeneacion and utItization

functions, all within single organizations. Most specifically, medical
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p,ragtitioners'are found having significant roles and influence at many

stages of the process. Ae

In the world pf education, and specifcically in.curriculum and materiaas

development and utilization, we observe a system thae is characterized

by highly diffused arrangements of R/D641 functions. There is a conside
. A

able amount of grouping of functions to be observed, with elements of
%

applied research sometimes linked (sometimes not) with development..and

utilization. ,.There are often gaps, with R/D&I functions tieing subsumed

(but not articulated)- into other functions.

Some Additional R MEI System Sectoral Variances

RID&I-Aystems frequently are not sectqLuily "pure". Thus,- a specific,

organization may be playing roles- for a number of fields. Fer example,

a publishing company may be involved in producing materials uaed in the,

worlds of health, aducation,_ law enforcement 'and business. Such sector

spanning institutdops may play:an important'crosb-sectoral litikage role,

as well as playing the specific role that they do in a given sector.

We may also note that a given sector may contain several relatively

distinct,R/D&I systems.

_Cotimionalittes Among Exi_sti2g R/D&I syffIr[LI

In apite of the irrunense amount of observable ;variety among existing R/D&I

systems, these systems nonetheless do also seem to exhibit common character-

istics characteristics that imply'the existence of L_e_=-Ls features

of R/D6,f systems.

From a broad, overview perspective, we may note that all R/0641 systems in-

volve some rather basic,_ common functions, such as research, development,

production, dissemtnation, c The specific form, manner or

configuration -f these'functions may vary across sectors, btht.the functions

themse1ves appear to be inherent in the overall innovation process of an

R/D&I system. 2 5
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We may=furthhr note that for any single R/p&I function, there appear to be

characteristics which are cOmmian (i.e., generic) to that function'both

across and within sec ors'. Far exaMple, the basic research funation involves

a high-levet of unCertainty and:unpredictability; invalves extending the

limiis of the existing state of the ar.,(a criteria far "excellence" in .
_basic research); oftenAnVolves a long time line (10;20, -even 50 years).

These characteristics, if indeed gherie,_fiave strong implications for

policy makingand manalLment in R/D&I systems.:

'In contrast, .the function of developmefit involves a significantly lower

.degree of uncertaintY and unpredictability; is concerned with utility and

"product specifications" instead of "nitimete7 que4ties; requites less
.

Highly speCialized and more interdisciplinary yersonnel; and generally '

= _

tends to have a short to moderate time-line usually at least 3 to 5 years,

.sometimes :longer). These characteristics, if_ indeed generic, will have

illW
strong implicati for policy making and thanagement in-R/D&I stems --

,..

,

.
. .

but the imp ications will be significantly 'different from the implications

relevant to basic research. Further, these-differences between the t4Sic

-seareh,and development functions (and other functions as well) will have

strng policy making/management implicationa concerning the integration/

coordination/orchestration of the various R/D&I system furfctiona-.
. .

SectoroNs Gene-- ic. .. The Ne-d _k for Cam arative Anal s

The discussicn thus far begins to indicate the tVpe of questions and jssues

which are important to policy making and management in R/17,54-systems. For

examplel

How san we identify when cross-sectoral dtiferences, represent

ficant gaps and/or inappropriate states (i.e., the absence or

application ofAccy generic` aspects of R/11?&T) and when

do these differences rpsent reasonable ale tation to specifif

Sectoral contexts?

wrong

6%.

Why do certain mansw_ ent approaches (e.g.: PERT) Seem to work

well inone sector (aviat and poorly in an)ther (education)7





What policies and:management approaches 4re most Appropriate

given RID&I'funetion,in a7specific sectoral context?

;To answer suetquestio it-betomea necessary forUs to try to 'onderstandi

,howthe -requirements for R/D&I systems emerge from the interaction between

generic characteriaties of R/D&I-Systems on the one hand an&thespedific

,aectoral Rima context on-theothe hand. We must then try to underatand

how generic.commonality and sect:ral variety in R/D&I systems lead to

varYing:policy and management iSsues and requirements within and -94TO 8

sectoraI R/D&I Systems.

-DeVelopingauch an understanding has 'come t- berecognized as one o the

Most criticalmeeds of innovation atudres at this time. =In a recent
t4

Hview-of current knowledge on technological innfavati-on; Kelly an&

have-Commented (based on the commisSioned contributions of A dozen-

researchers in this field):

7The liter tute on organized innovation consists largely of narrowly-

focused, p ecemeal, non-cumulative empirical studies. liencA the complex

interrelat ons among organizationarstructure, function, and orientation

toward R&D are not welL understood.

There ia a criticarneed for higher-level, tntegrative theories
and, Models which can guide the empiriCal studies and:lead to
cumulative results, both,eXplanatory -and normative. We see an
immediate need for'an iterative, interactive 14 lonshipbetween
theoretical and eMpirical research....",

Three Cen uestions o_ this A sis

'From the discussion thus far, it becomes obvious that -3re are really-

three basic questions around*which thil analYsis is (L. must be) focusedl,

Can Rfb&I systems b described generic terms?

Can an analytical framework be'developed which will _nable

us to identify and differentiate between generic and sectoral

characteristics of R/D&I systems?

7



.Wiltthe analytical f

sectoral descriptions_

'dee

tiOns

of de

anal

mework and aubsequent generic and

e useful to the policy making/management

ion make-cal Tha_ itel'can the generic/sectoral deserip-
.

be brought down to policy and management relevantilevels

ail,:a _ yetatill be mapped_baek into theHmore general,

ical'fratework? '

ystema reflect the ,variety and abmplexitY hit results from

genetic and Sector-specific 4rnamics. Thus, generic.R/D&I

niot--be identified simply by cataloguing real-world R/D&I

-Asest chaFacteristics, issues,.etc. nofq.by creating

models ofit/D&I systems Both processes lack medhanisms

ks); with whichvto distinguish between'that which Is gineri-

sect

Realworld R/D&I
_

the interaction o

characteristics -

institutions, pro

empiridally based

(analytital,frame

roM that which

Ihus, what is nee

distinguiskbetwe

of real-world Bib

of an R/D&I syste-
,

and of generic an

lkframework which
,

feature ,and issu

ed is such,an analytical framework, which will a low on ,o

n the generic,And sector-specific characteristics and issues

I systei7s. This framework must recognize that the context

is the product of a complex interaction of all system features-

sectoral dynamics..

included a complete description of all poSsiblacontextual

(and their interactions) would be quite complex and'

-'far bey_ 4 the a-ope of this study. Nonetheless, we shall attempt to provide

the outline-of snot' a framewornd provide,some-illustrations of its usage.

In light of the above comments, we be ieve ihat across-sectoral method o

analysis will. provide An analytical f, amework within which'generic-and

sectoral issues may be identified; di ferentiated and illustrated in a

manner useful both the analyet and to the decision msker.

It Ls to this task that we now turn.
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FRAIIEWORK FOR. COMiARATIVE ANALYSIS OF R D&I SYSTEMS

1.47_212_e_.S. stems Theor

:The frameliorkpresented here for the analysis-of R/D&I sygtems has, been

drawn-from the general systems theory literature, a6 exemplified-by such

authors as Ludwig Vonllertalaunffy(3), and James'GP. MIller(2): Without

attempting to present an exposition of this perspective, we.6imply note
4

that weliave adOpted the 'central elements Of their framework for descri

the struc_ e And functioning of living systems.

Thus, we wil attimpt toanalyzeR/D&r systems in terms of how they int ract

with their environment; their central elements or sub-systems; the machanisns

t.hat link them together; Internal system structures input-output aystbms

-as well as suCh other system conditions as age and s ate of developments

maturity.

A. System Definition

An important question is that of system-definition: What is to he c

siderediwithin the R/D&I system(and within which part of the system and

what is in the environment? The framework we are presenting does n

contain abrupt boundary notions. What is considered,within or extei-nal

to the system is a matter- of degree and will depend on the focus and

purpose of:the analysis. Further, 41 RJD&I system may be "defined"

eithe;hroadly or narrowly,,depending upon _he contextual Situation

and the needs of analysis. In the broadest s41se, 'a particular R/D&I

"system" may (for.practical purposes) comprise most of a sector. In

the narrower sense, a single institution may ncompass virtually all

aspects of an R/D641 "-system". In the latter intance, we may indeed

find several institutional R/D "systems" axis ing Within (and being
0

a part of) a larger R./D64 "sYSteMP within a particu1ar sector.

2 9
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perative, analysis

to be limited 'to a
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be dotexl here is that the framework for com-
.

R/D&I systems being suggested here is not'meant

rigid conceptualization about boundary notions,

size or scope of what is/is=not an li./D6c10 System. Rather,, the deft-

nition,of.the relevant R/D&I systems is true of, all other aspects.'

of the analytical framework) is hased on creating-Un- opportunity to

frame-key.questions related to the foces pf the idsue analySesrelevant

to,policy/decision makers and researchers.
,

Innovation and gi er at

Whileve have just noted that we do hot want to imply rigid boundary con-
.

1ceptions of what is and is not "within" an R/D&I,system, it is equallY

important not to make the 'boundaries of ah R/D&I system so broad and/or

vague that the R/174I system includes "everything" (and thUs becomes a
,

meaningless coneept). Thus, it is important to dis nguish betWeen those

aspects of a sector whlch.deal in some way with a pe cess df innovatipn'

(end thus'are a,part of-a total-R/D&I "system") and hose aspects of d
--7

sector which are net involved in a process of innova idn (and thus are .

not part'of a total R/D&I "system"). These latter a4ects of a sector

Tukybe called the "operating System". Nevertheless, e will need to be

aware of ways in which the "operating"- system affect (or is affected by)

the "R/D&I" system.

In-light of the previ s dis&Ission of system definit on 'we should note

here that the extent 'overlap!' between the FID&I ting systems

may vary significantly cross sectors. Thus, for exe ple, the effort to

land a man on the moon in'-the 1960's
a

the system in the process of innovation.

involved virtuatly all aspects of

In contrast in the heelth or

-,agrioultural sectors, there is ajarge operating- syst which may indeed

be Involved at times with an innovation prodess but.- se primary role is

clearly at the "operational" level.

3 0
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of R/D&I System Linkage ,

,AnOther aape.t _1- the sys_ -",-conceptthat must e conaidered here

. extent which :he Various institutions within ai .R/D&Isystem are

net). coberentlyTnd strongly linked together StTTply put, While we

-sidera:,set of institutions to comprise an,R/D&I system (betause of

reles. they play, within. the

do

the

the

=are,

con-

total process of inndva n), we do not. presume

.thet they are in fact coherently linked together in 'appropriate" ways or

that existing linkages are strong. Indeed, the opposite may be true in

'any given context - - and there may be "gaps" in the. em's linkages.,

Indeed, the critical 'lssupa here are precieely e, strength and

appropriateness of the li kages (cm lack thereof ) ch do exist.

'D._ MaturaCioi State : -Development)

It is important that we understand R/D&I systems from anmorganic"

_perspective. That is td say, that'they 1!emerge" over time, that

theY go through/ may be at different stages or levels of development

(maturation). FUrther, different institutions andior'different

functions within An R/D&I system may differ in terme of theit.resOpe-
.?

tive stages or level of-vdevelopment.--The importance of this concept .

of maturation may be seen in.at least the following ways:

The needs of an- R/D&I,system may,be different-when the

system-is- young and_immaturethanMwA it is establiSbee
. .

and mature.,

-2. Since R/D&I sYstems,may mature (or deoltneY over
-

their needs may change nver time

ime,

Ppl cies, strategies and mechanisms which are relevant

for an R/D&I systemwhich is young,and. immature may bp

irrelevant (eVen dysfunctional) for ap R/D&I system whiCh

IS estabil hed and mature.



41.irther, dtfferent cies ategiee/mechanisms may be
4

jieeded When theil./ -I insritutiona and/or functions are

different stagea_of_develepment than when their ieve
a

rif development are "in balance".

,

We need'however, tounderstandthat the concrete meaning of '"maturationT

may differ significantly,across sectors. Thus, for example,'eVen at

.7,mature" stage of developMent WewoUld,not expect to find the same level

'of clarity and' ceitainty in the evalnation research function in a social

-sdience sector such as edutation as ye:would in a,physical scleoca

Sector; -The realization of'inherentdifferences between sectors'will

'be important if 'we are to.avoid making theorrect comparisonsof.(and

developing the, wrong expectations for) one. R/D&I system' in relation to

other R/D&I systeMs-

Our comparative: analy:ical frawwoik serves:to focus at ention on a-some,

lat neglectaarea.of reSeareh 'nd'analysiS, sometimes referred to as "mid-
,* 4

-level'! or "mid-range"'. As used herethis.:ymid-leVel" refers to research and
, .

analyets which- is soMAWhere between the hroa&level of general theory and the

narrow level of specific' cases.

At the general theory level,the :purpose of reSearch and analysis Is to develop

concepts and relationship6 which serve to -:.describe all situations 4:,a;, theories,_

The 4pOrosh af,this level is devekop procSases of research and analysis

which:vill uncover the broadlygeneralizable:cencepts and relationships. While

important, general level theorrJacks the specifietty Whleh ,is.needed hy policy

and decisi,on makers.

M.the,specific case:le-ilea, the :pursiose ofl ese _th and anAlysis i7 to discover

and .demonstrate the uniqueness-of each situation, and the approach to research

-d analysis is designed specifically to uncover such. uniqueness. At this level,

research And analysis tends to lack-bases for generalizabilfty. Thus', this

level Of research and analysis also has.limited value for polidy and'decision,

makers.
3 2



Ourscomparative analYtical-framework utilizes a disciplined configurative

approachthat-_Will-vermit_systematiccomparison of various.secters or policy/

strategy issues. 'The purpose is to develop appropriate areas of generalizabilit

'which allow one to take into account the:uniqueness of specific situations. -

,

Describin a in Term'a of Their Inter ctive Features

Tn.develpping a theoretical framework, We have identified nineteen key

R/D&I syStemfeatures which we believe will be helpful,both to the

researcher and to the deciaion maker see Figure 1). Fof simplicity of
-

presentation., we have grouped,these ninet.nn features into the following

categorical framework (using a general systems theory approach
4

1. The RiD&I System's Envirbnment

This' category will include those featurel which are external

:to the 11,./.D&I system itself, but which maynonerheless=

impinge upon and affect the system -- and, alternatively,

Which the R/D&I,system.may affect (e.g.: social, liegal,

political economic, technological environments).

Qperative_Syatem Condit1ons

fhis category will include features.in ernal to the R/D&I

-sistem which affect the Way the system operates: but which

ar not attivitiea by which the system creates or utilizes

knowledge. .These featUres will thus include general, system

conditions (e.g.: historical dev'elopment), aspects of

system management (e.g.: Administrative processes) and

system inputs and outpdts (e.g.: personnel base).

3 3



_cal Compare

I. ENVIRONMENT Environments of the R D&I Systet

.CONDITIONS

-SYSTEM 2. Historical UeVelopment

Institutional Ease '(Net

. of Institutions)

SY9TEN MANAGE -NT

SYSTEM INPUTS AND

OUTPUTS

III. R/D I FUNCTIONS,t

ork

,Goale, ,Folicies, Strategies

Administrative ProcesSak

6. Personnel'Base

7. Funding

InfOrmation flow

Innovations

10. Need Identification

11. Generation/Research

12. Development

13. Production-

14. Marketing/Distribution1Dis-

seMination/Diffusion

15. Acquisition.

.16. Implementation and Utilization

17. Support Services

18.. Evaluation Researth

IV. R D&I RESEARCH 19. Research on R/D&I

Figure 1

:Comparative R/D I SysLem Fes, u
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qhis category Will include those features 'whichwe

. consider to be an integral-part of a,knowledge produCtion

to knowledge utilization process continuum A i.e., what

the system does to create and utilize,knowledge.

Additionally, we have included an overveW .feature; Research on

This will incl'ude any kind:of-re:8 arch .done about. *any aSpect of the.

system ahy Of the features,or feature issues; any element of the system

such as a particular institution or set of.institutions; etc. The

results of,such research, in effect, Provide the data base for analysis

of the- other-features.

Yithin each feature, a number of relevant issues may be identified. An

expended discnssion of these nineteen kOKR/D&I features and illustra-

tive issues:associated with each feature is provided in:Chapter Two.

'A' different listing or arrangement of features and issues could, of course,

be,developed -- 'As We noted earlier. What is imOrtant is to recognize,

identify and analyze 'ale potiential or actual effeats these various features-
may haVe'(separately and/or in inter-action) -n the totalR/D&f system.

4, The Context of an R/D&I System

Taken togethe_ the totality of the R/D&I syseem features and issues forms
:-

an interacti*Wcontext in which analysis and de'cision making must be performed.

The way an RtD&I system has developed over time in its sectoral environment;

the types of institutiohs that have emerged; the character of the work and

technologies; the personnel involved in each of the functions and'institutions;

etc. -- all contribute interactively to the totality of an R DU system's

context.
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,For example; hoW an R/D&I:system is structured will be.influenced by'sueh

factors as the social, political and aconamic envirpnments of'.the institutions
-

:that constitute the R/D&I-system;, hy the degrei _f system institutionalization

hy the-nature of: the work-to he performed; by the history.and state of the

, ay tem'a,deveropment; hy the:nature Of the syster0s,personnel base; etc.

'But in turn,'these same variables will also be influended by the structure
-

of the R/D&I system. Suet' ig the interactive nature ofthe'R/D&I systesi

context -- each:R/D&I system feature acts beth,as.an independent-variable

Ages part of the totalaystem context, affecting the other parts of.the system

and as a 4;4 nt Variable (which may-bey a gocal condern.for Analysis and

decision- making).

In any iien instance, analysis decision making Will, of course, be4

focuseeohAome subset of contextual features or issues (or even on a single

feature ora single issue of a feature). Such a narrowing of focus is

neeeasary to bring the analytical/decisidn processes down to manageable

and meaningful levels. indeed, it is important to recognize that each

feature has importfint characteristics which do distinguish one feature from

another differential characteristics which often have important implica-

tions for both analysis and decision making.

However, the consideration of any: single feature (or issue) must take "into

account thecinteraction of that specific feature with all pther-features

i.e., one must.consider A single feature or issue' within the richness of

its total context. To try to _analyze:any single_ feature (or issue) without

considering its contextual interaction would not only be inadequate

wolkld likely be quite dysfunctional, leading to wrong conclusions by the

'analyst.and to wrong decisions hyrhe decision-maker. Such is.the inter-

dependence within an interactive living system.

it

There_ore a context has to be underatood as the intersection of the effects

or influences of each:of the systel_ ,_asture.s., If We wish:to understan&the

character and mana erial requirements of a given feature or isSue the

personnel base) it will be heeessary to view this teatere against the back-

36-
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groundof all other elements or Peatures pf the system'in context. By

tSe same-token, if We are concerned Wi,tiva sub/-issue withintehe personnel:

base feature (e.g.: the flow rate of certain tyPes of personnel in and out

of the system), then we would also have to include all the'other aspectsz'

ofthe personnel base-feature. e,g. the types and leVels of'profesSionelism

as-part of the relevant context er that sub-issue:

Framework_for_a Comparative,Sectoral A alysis of R/D&I System6

In :order to identify and differentiate betweengeneric and --.ctor-spedific
4.

characterstics of R/Wil, systems,- itris necessary todo a c Oss-sectoral

Comparative analysis of K/D&I systems within their various specific sec o a

contexts. This we will do illustratively in the later chapters,of this

report. ,The literature on R/D&I and the extensive reeearch ekperience of

our -research group at CISST and Northwestern Universi:v relevant to Fid/D&I

Will provide the baaic ata for thisUcomparative-sectoral- analysis.'

However, we must first provide a framework within which to do such a cross-
_

sectoral coffiparative analysis. We havealready discussed the basic'elements

of this framework:: features and issues, context And sectors. It is now

the-task to.describe how these elements can bp brodght together toform a

Comparative analytical framework. This-me will do,in a step-by-step fashion,

and We will distinguish between the comparative analytical framawOrks useful

forresearchers and for deeision makers.

A. A Focused_P=iocess of illnrIly!lE

To attempt to analyze si= ltaneous y 011 R/D&I system features char-
.

acteristiCs,- issues, -etc. wo ld Se impossibly voluminous- and complex

even-within-a single sector. -Similarly, it would be Impractical to

attempt an analysis of eyen a single feature aaross all possible

sectors. Out of sheer necessity, it would be necessary to narroW, the

focus Of analysis. This may be done by focusing bn a specific' R/D&I

system feature or issue across a selected set of sectors. This' narrowing

of focUs will enahle us to identify the important characteristics of an

R/D&I system feature or issue;
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Figurel_ illustrates:how the focus of agalYsis.may'be nprrowed in suc-

.gessive, steps unttl a leVel of analysis is reached where.the analysiS

is-sbfficiently narrowed to be feaslble yet still robust enough to permit

. meaningful analyais: Thus, the process narrowing the focus Of analysis

-; improvesthe "resolution" of what.initially is likely to-be'a somewhat

vague, "blurry" picture of a general area of concern about- R/D&I, s stems.

Of course, how broad or narrow the focus of enalysi s'should be dep_nds

upon'the purpose of the analyiiS.

let ve Procest

-

Obviously, 'the analysis of a single feature or issue would not give

us a full picture of VDU systems.. Thus, separate analyses must

be made of a range of features and issues -- ,analyses which though

done separately would cumUlatively provide 0. fuller picture of R/D&I

Systems Cumulatively, theseseparate analyset,will enable us to

identify pimifarities and differences (a) among the features and (b)

-across sectors. Which And how many feapures end issues (and in hOw

.many sectors) are tobe SQ analyzed wi: I be deterMined by such'Isc-
.

- tors as:, timelimitations; availability-of data; the-interest

the.tesearcher,:analyst, or the-decision maker; or the spec-
,

.

poses for which an anaIy6is-is needed. Of course, the ideal WOuld

-13e-cutulative analyses of all Possible featuras and iSsues-acrost a

Poisible sectors ;but as this Is Unrealistic ond probablino

neceSeary), selections 'Must,ba made,

,

Havipg ohosen,a feature or issUe to analyse aomparatively across:

sectors, it is necessary that the analysis be done as-scontextuel
,. ... . .,

Analysig, That is to say, while any givanfeature may have,its owA
. .

.particular Characteristics, the feature is4.-part of,an interactiVe
,

.._ .,.. ,

.. . . .

-system. Each feature affects and is affected by all the othe



4,

..tures contex Of an interactiveR/D&I sy

,aingle feature can be adequately und,irstood apart

action,With th& other System.f
_ .

. .

,The interaction involved in a contextual'Analysis'haw"a-very important

andub

from its.in er-

role. In essence, tt keeps the analysii of-a aelected-featnre or issue

,in proper-perspective relative to We-overall picture of the R/D&I
,

-

system.. t _guards against-the danger that the feature or issUel being

analyzed (which is only a part of the total:R/D&I p cture) might be,-

treated as if i were isolated and indePendent:
, _ _

Delineation Gene ic and Sectoral Characteris

-When a feature Or. issue iacontekrualty analyzed acroaa se_p 41

aectors, it will becoMe pOsaible'to identlfysimtiarirtea:ti.e.,

geriertcefiaracteristieWand -differences (i.e., settoral character-
', a-

istiCS) of the feature or issue acroSai'setors.._:WhIle

Eication of generic and sectaral characteristics MuSt be conaidered-

_tentative at rhis point fl-time, at-least there(will befltdings' ,

which'can be subjected to more scrutinizing analysia and empirical-.
e

verification.

An Iterative Proeess

We midst note at this point that the

We have just described is'an iterative a unidirectional
A

prpcess. While the initial flow of the process from sectoral

contextual examinatiOn to identification of generic and seetoral

characteristics, reversing the process is also important. That

the generic and sectoral characteristics that 'are identified should'

analyrical-.framework

is

proVide: a fresh Verspective from whiCh to examine the seetoralm-enntext.
k

(11This helps to satis y the Toint made earlier by-Kel y and rnsberg

that we have en inunediate need-for.an iterative interactive re-

lationship between theoretical and emperical researdh"-.

40
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Figure 3 s

framework.
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T

zes the above discuSsion of the comparatIve analytical,

6 _j.Ltse_12.E.Framewor:k
S

Thus far we have described a comparative analytical framework for identify-
,

ing generic-and sectoral R/D&I)system 6haracteristics. 'While this is, suf-
J /

ftcient for research purposes,ewe'need to take the process-one step further

in order that the comparative analytical fiamework be useful'Ior the,decision,

maker -- that is, csing the framewerk te iddntify and evaluate,-policy and

strategy"options.: To do this, we simPly mOdify the sectoral,analytical

frameWork (described in Figure 3)

Figure 4 describe's the analytical framework which would be useful for dedision
makers.. As figure 4 indicates, this analytical framework remains:

1.. a focused, cumulative process of analysis (though, now the fo al
t

point of analysis maY als a. include policies and strategies

a useful addition for the decision maker);

an interactive analysis by context; and

an iterative process of analysis.

However, we4no longer focus on allpross-sectoral comparative analysis per se

(though of cou se we do use the available cross-sectoral comparative data as--
relevant).

Inetead, we now focus upon an iterative analysis of:

eneric R/D&I s stem characteristics (which have been iden ified

through the cross-sectoral process of comparative analysis

2. sectoral contextual characteristics og the specific sector

volved ( educati health); and

sub-sectoral contextuaLcharacteris (as relevant; e,g.: the

drug field within the hea h sector).

4 1
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In essence, the framework we are now describing is-an iterative contextual
-

analysis of one or more selected R/D&I system features, issues, policies or

strategies in light of what is known about rel ant generic R/D&I:character-

istics and about the characteristics of the-given sectbr (and, as relevant,

of the given subsector)..

a

This framework Will permit'uS to compare descri tive findings of system
-

features and issues (the ''Sectoral Context) with what we would ekpect (Or

would want) tci find from the,generic perspective. For ekample, if funding

:stability' and-its consequences for basic research is a generic Issue far

all R/D&I Systems, it would be 'possible to examine the sectoral context in

terms of potential for funding stability and to observe whether the outcomes

for varying conditions did or did-not meet'expectation.-

Management and policy options could then be generated and action taken that

would either deal with the nature of the funding stability or with the pro-

cedures being used to cope with the given level of stability. The process

is dynamic in that the policy and management actions takel themselves beco

, part of the context-forming process in a feedback mode.

DeductIve_or Inductive AnarE-ss_

We should note again at this point that the 'framework of analysis we have

clescribed- maybe used either deductively or inductiVely. That is, generic

_questions can be used as guides 'r -aps to explore real-world conditions

(deductive),- Alternatively, observations or reports of real-world issues

,and problems can be traced back to,their generfc roots (inductive). In

either case,,the objective for the aecision-maker is to identify pOlicy

options relevant to the observed issues, take any necessary actions, and

evaluate -the 'outcome. Thus:
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V. Conclusion

In,this chari.ter, we have attempted to provide a general understanding of

the nature and ut_lizati_-_ of a contextual approach to the comparative

analysis'of RID&I systems. To further .develop an understanding of con7

textual analysis, we will in Chapter Ts:io expand our discussion of the

R/D&L features which (togeLher and interactively) provide the total con-

text in which R/D&I must be understood.

Chapters Three, Four and Five will illustrate how speoi ic,sectorS may

be deseribed and analyzed contexturally.

Chapters Six,and Seven will then illust a e how the conteXtual analytic

approach may be utilized to lead one into a detailed focused analysis of

key. R/D&I issues relative to a speci. ic R/D&I feature. The final chapter

will briefly overviek4 the contextual analytic approach. In the Appendix,

we will briefly illustrate how we have already begun to ddress specific

concrete R/D&I issues through this contextual,analytic roach.
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CHAPTER TWO

ILLUSTRATIVE DISCUSSION .0F.THE R/D&I CONTEXTUAL FEATURES

In the previous,chapter, we have briefly discussed the R/D&I contextual
'

features and listed them in Figure .1. In this chapter, our intent is

to provide some insight into the contextual ical framework through

'an expanded, illustrative discussion of the f the festdres and

:of feature issues. This will be done primary the f raat of'brief

'descriptivenintroductory statements and, -a seLs of questions about

each feature which will illustrate the type and scopeof

volved in a contextual analysis. Hopefully, these quest

seat eo the reader additional questions and issues.

issues in-

oils will sug

While we make-to attempt to be exhaustive in our listing of feature

isAues (nor to suggest that our method of categorization of issues is

the only way the issUes could be usefully categorized), we do suggest

that a detailed contextual analysis based on these questions Would be

comprehensive. Neither do we make any Attempt here to provide answers

__ the queStions -- both because it is beyond our scope of purpose

And bAcause to a large extent the,answers willu(and must) bp context

specific. Rather, Chapters ThNe and'Four will illustrate 1iow these

questions/issues 'may be used as a basis or frameWork for the more spe-
.

cific-taskof developing a specific contextual analysis for a specific

sector.- Similarly Chapter Five will. rovide A brief illustrative Cross-

sectoral'comparative analysis of the various features andifeature issues.

Further, inorder to keep this chapter illustrative and brief as

possible, we will not ;in this 'report cite the literature references

ences in othe chapters).relevant to this ,chapter (we do cite

Rather, we will cite such references in a later,voluthe or which this

report will be an input).



:Some farther'commentsyill,-hOp guide the reader in understanding and
rutIlizing;the contextual analytical frameworkl repre'Senred by these

m

features;,

NFirsts sine_ uhere differences between specIfia--_R/D&I sectors,.systems

and areas.ofgoneerW, the reader will likely film& seme,of the questions

to be of More relevance then others This is to be oxpected ,different
issues will have differentmeanings:in-diffetent-contexts

arid

some issues will'he of less importance than others in a g \Ten, spclfic
context.-

Sedond, while the is,sues: suggested in this chapter ate in effect only,
. . ,

.

"firat cut!!' analysis (not a detailed analysis), one of the purposes

of listing these issues is,to help the reader "zero ie on the kind of

complex of issues which are worth more-detailed analytical'effort..

Third, we remind'tbe reader that (as noted in Chapter One) the nature

- of-What constitutes an R/D&L"syptem" may vary actoss sectors.

Finally, we will gene ally here refer to a single R/D I system or

sector. This is done for simplicity, with:The assOmption that we

would usually be focusing kiMarily oa a specific R/D&l system or

sector, O'f.coilree, in any case where mo than one R)D&I system

or sector were being =considered, the questions prdvided in this

chapter would then be stated in the plural.
,





e

,Everysys em exs within andjnteracts withAmenvironment (which w
_

-have many c'mponents). What i part of ihe pystem's environment and,

:what is pert of the system the "boundary" question) is dotat

issue here -ether, as we have already -noted, this depends upon

the purposes of discussion or analy_ :. The issue is: Whet is the

- 49

,matu're-and effect of the interactf-on (actual or potent_al) between

various Parts of the R/D&I systowand various partsof its environment.

From this perspective, we are concerned both'with thelitffects of

environment on the R/D&I system and, conversely witkthe effects o

the R/D&I sYstem on its enVironment A...nd we are concerned with

'issues reqevant to the differences between open and closed systems.

The concept of environment includes all .that may be conSidere external

- to the R/D&I -system, Thus,.the -concept of environment is- bot complex

and dynamic, consisting of many parts or elements in interactio not

only various parts of the R/D&I syStem but with each other.

'These various elements.ot the k/n&I systeth's environment could be
,

described or classified in many Ways. The following is.one such

classification-schema which would have et-least ageneral level,of

common-usage and understanding.' We should note:here that While the

,issue question's listed below generally refer -(for the sake of

simplicty) to the R/D641, System or sector, they-may also apply to

the institutions-within the R/D&I- system.

A. Folidical/Le al Environment

As i_ true for any organization or syStemlaws and governtental regulations

consitutea significant part of the R/Ded system's environment which can sig-

nificantly impact the naeure of the system. Such laws and regulations may have

seVeral sources: at the federal level of particuar countries; go/ornmental

nnits Within a country (e.g.: state, county, city in the U.S. )' 'international-

agreements.

5 5
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Similarly, the R/D&I SysteM ex sts in A political env ro _e_t And is thus

subject to political pressures which may differ in terms of sources, impact,

intensity,,etc. and which may vary across time, in different contextual situa-

tions, among R/D&I,systems or sectors, etc.
-

e-important issues could includel

What are the-loci. of legal processes affecting the R/D&I system and sector

(eg.: level, ofgovernment; specific governmentel,agencie6; courts

etc.)

_

at. are=the existinglor -potential governmental.regulationS and policies re- .

garding the type of innovations relevant to thn R/D&I System and sector?

.itt *hat-governmental level?

A e regulation6 and policies of different gbvernment levels (or of different

agencies at.the same governmental level) similar or dissimilar'rrIf dis-

similav, whet is the effect onthe R/D&I system and-sector?

In what ways (and with whet affects ) are such regulations, and policies a -

miniStered?

are the loci of policital pressures affecting the,R/b&I system g.:

Congress. governmental agencies; lobbyists; presSure groups1 etd.

are the potential _r historical) consequences of such preSsures? What

might be'(or have been), the responses of the system to these pressurel;1

Are the iOci of _political pressures focUsed (i.e, from a specific individual

or group) er amorPhous (e.g.: societal attitudes)? Are there few er

many sources of political pressure?
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Social/Cultural Environment

-A4 R/D&I

envlronme in which it exists. The socio/cultural environment ma

(

system also,exista in and is impacted by:the socio/cultUral

fi

be local, regional, national or even international. Different par

of the R/D&I system may have different socio/cultural environments,

dependingori the geographic location, the R/D&I function involved,

etc.; different secti)rs or different types of innovations may be im-
,

paeted.differentially by the socio/cultural environment; organizations

.or systems aerving in a Wide national or international atea may an

'counter severaldiffering socio-cultural environments, etc Some tm-

portant issues could include:
-

What aocial/cUlturar norms and values influence,knowledge production

and knowledge utilization in general and for-I-the R/D&I-sector

system, function ot innovation in particular? In what ways
r

and with what-effects?

('

How is R/D&I,perceived by the rel ant society or culture in terms

of status and legitimacy? I _he society.,or culture open and

responaive to innovation and change? If.not, what are the

barriers which.are relevant to the,R/D&I -system?

alternative career, opportunities (with n and outside of the sector) are

avairable toAl/D&I system Personnel? 7-What relatiVe status do the alter7

native tateers-have? What iS;the general status of Careetsin R/D-
.

Econo_ ic Env onment

.Betause an R D4I,system is highly dependent upon the level and -tability of

its funding-, we need to understand the overall econotic environment which

affects such funding. Here some'important issues could be: .

What is the-State of the host economy (of.a country) In general and for- the'

sector served by the R/D&I system in particular?,

*
-The funding,proce s itself discussed as a separateleature later.

5 7
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What is the development pattern of the host economy (i.e.: rich or

,poot nation; industrial/non-industrial; mixed or narrow based

economy; lesser developed country or developed country)? ,

is thejevel of prioii.tygilien to R/D&T in the general. economy
g

and within,the particulat.sector-Setved by the-RJD&I system? Do

the levelsof priority vaty among the:R/D&I functions?

What is the overall, level of expenditures in.the sedtor served by

the R/D&I system?

To what extent is the R/D&I system vulnerable to short term and/or

long tetm fluctuations in the,general or sectotal edonomy?

What preparations or responses,does the R/D&I-system make in
J,

relaEion to economic fludtuations?;

'Considerations such ad the above not-only provide inSights into how

and why an R/D&I system operates as it does, but also suggest

policies and 'strategies relevant td system d velopment and

orchestration.

D. Knewledge/Tech'aological Envitonment

It iadpvious that (by definition) an R/D&I systeM and itainstitutions

are affected by the knowledge/teehnology which is available.- Further

it is 'also important to recognize that Rip's,' systems interact with

and utilize/adapt the knewlede/technology of other R/D&I systems.

(It is for this reason that we include the -knowledge/technology base

as part of ,,t,ha R/D&I,system'aenvironment.) We should note that

wh le the issue questions listed below are usually phrased in terms

of the RtD&I systeM, the questions also apply to the institutions

-_-within the R/D&I aystem.



Same important issues could be:

the laVel of sophis0eatiod

knowledge/teChnoiogyhase?

- 53-

Wbat kinds of kn ledge/technology are Or are not available?

What factors and -Orotesses affect-the development, aCciuiSitionTand

,use of the knowledge/technelogy base?

What are the-basic disciplines and/or settors fromwh ch he R/D&I

system draws its knowledge/technolagy? What are the meohanismsi

barriers, etc for transfer of knowledge/technology between

disciplines R/D&I sectors, R/D&I systems R/D&I institutions?

What technologies are generallzable (transferable) soros- ectors.

, and which are no 9 Why not? Across which sectors?

What is the state :development of the R/D&I sydtem. How does this

affect the R/p&I system's capability to identifY, select and

use potentially reloVant knowledge/technology froth other

R/D&I syatems?_

What are the comparative states of development of the knowledge/

technology base among the different R/D&I.functions? What

'affect doas'this haveson the overall knowledge production/

knowledge utilization flow of Vnnovation (e.g.: if the knowledge/

technology of developMent is significantly rhoe sophistidated'

than the knowledge/tochnolOgy base relewant to implementation/

utilizatien)?

feasible is technological orecasting? To what extent is it

done (and how) by the R/D&I systeM.and its institutions?
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Historical development is an iniportant.contextual feature from two

perspectives. First, it will be important to know the level of

_development (maturation)-which currently characterizes the R/D&I'.

system. The current leVel of deVelopment will have significadt

implications for the types of policies-, programs And strategies

that are relevant.

Second the, past AAA significant part oI -nd thus to a -greater or

lesser extent,.has a determining:effect n) the/present and the
.

future - for systems and institutions 4s well as for Andividuals.

Thu6 tO understand "where:it appears to be going, can,go, 'or should

go we:mhst have adequate knowledge of its history.
,

It is necessary to consider the history ol. the R/D&I system-and

also.to-have some understanding pE the historic-al development of'

the institutions within the-system and-of the sectoral and societal

contexts of which'the R/D&I systet is=a part.

Develo ment Phases

Two points must be made here. In the first place, we are here looking,

at a= eomplex dynamic of histo ical development from a general,

descriptive perspective - -mot from-either a normative or an

inevitability" perspective. Thus,:we do not-imply "either that all

,,a/Dc5gi systems will inevitably rach eaeh stage ot find: appropriate

fa/1ms of development; or that'all Potential characteristics of a

phase will exist for every system; or that historical developMen

is a one-way process. Indeed, if a "mature" system becomes static

and. out of touch with its environment, it may ever time "decline"

(and no longer possess the charecteristies,of a "mature" system)

and/or repeat earlier phases of development

6 0
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Secondly, the moaning of system:maturatiem.must be understood somewhat

differently in different secebrs and in different centexts..,'Thus,

when compared (far, example) with aeroipece, even a'"matere"

systemAn a social service sector such as education will always be

spmewhat More "meisy" iWits knOwledge base, sysiteM linkages, etc.4

simply becaude human/sociaI systema havejnherently highly-value

laden contexts, have relatively hard-to-define goals and hard-to

measure outcomes etc. And on the other hand, industrial R/D&I

systems may be more closely linked than social service R/D&I

systems..

Thuá, while t e -comments and issue questiens which follow are of

potentially critical importance, we must keep in mind'that not

all AJD6cI systems are or need to be the same - - and that specific

stage-of-development isaues may apply differently te different

F./P6d systems. With the Ve,in mind, let uw make the follOwing

Oservationa,

Institutions and systema do go th h phases of development. The

most simplified description of wh. is a quite complex dynamic would-

be to say thatsYstems have intoductory, transitional, and'mature

phases of development. The in_ oductory phase is typically charac-

terized by inadequate system li kage, coordination, and overall

management and direction; sig icant "gaps" in the system; un-

developed kowledgeitechnology and institutional bases. The at ention

given to thg-vari R/D&I functions is uneven and unbalanced.

Emphasis tends to be placed on,"lecalized" rather than on stem!'

iSsues and concerns. In .the tranaitional phase, many of above.

conditions remain - but .there arc' more established institution's;

Some linkages do existi there is an.at least 'identifiable knowledger

technology base; IC. In the-transitional phase, however., members

of the systemhave begun to recognize the above conditions as "system'

rather than merfly."localized".issues and concerns - but the system

6 1
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not yet capable of mord than minimal self-orchestration. In the

Mature stage of development, we find (where needed and appropriate)

significantly developed andfr coherent knowledge/technology/inStitutional/

personnel bases; linkages'db exist; there,is a balance in the level'

nf development-of H/D&I functionsl system_management structures and

processes are operational;,the system is more capable of a significant

,SmoUnt of.self-orchestration; etc.

Some imp: tent i sues abbot the development phase of the R D&I system

-conld be:

:What is the level of development of the R/D&I system, the R/D&I

-functions, the R/D&I institutions?

Is the develOpment level of an R/D&I system different from the

develppment level 'of it sector?

Are the,development evelsof the R/D&I funt 'ons within a par icular

R/Wil system different from the development levels of the

'R/D&I functions imother R/D&I systems with which it does

(or could) interact?

Are the R/Wel tnnetions within ap g/D.6a system at different Ieve

of developmen

H w do differences in levels of development impact-the interaction

between the R/D&I aystem_and its, sector, between R/D&I Systems

between R/D&I funttions within a single system? How do these

differences affect the flow of innovation, the pos'sibility of

technology transfer, etc.?
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To What'extent is systeM-building a critical need of the R/D&I sys-e-?

Fp-- what parts of the R/D&I sys.tem?

How well has a balance been maintained among the system s RiD&I

functions n terms of proper sequencing within the overall'

system de- _ent process and in terms ofliost effective

ntilizati_n of resources? Is there currently a need for

\staging/phas _g policies and strategies in order to insure

uch' a balance ?

To what extent has some systd :idp agency pl-yed a role in

orchestrating the system, to fill "gaps"-- to balance the rate

of deVelOpment among R/D&I functions? Is there currently such'

a need, 0

Are system mechanisms established in the early stages of a syste_ s

development relevant.to the current stage of the system's

deVelopment If notj what flexibility does the system have to

modif (or even eliminate) those mechanisms.?

What are the tithe/maturation effects on: system operation effectiveness;

delineation of issnes.,establishment of priorities;

institutionalization of the,R./D&I system; acceptance of the

R/D&I system and its Outputs within the/sector; etc.

Critical _Events in the Devwbument of_the giasa sLLni

Thus far, we ha,/ ooked at historical development from a general

broad-brush perspoctive. It is equally important to know about and

understand the impact of the more spqcific his'tortcal events Which

have been critical- in influeqcing the develoPment of the specific

nature or character of an R/D&I system. Such critical events may

have impacted the R/D&I system in a variety Of ways - - e.g.:

influencing the major emphases or foci ot the sygtOth; tncreasing

decreasing internal system capabilities; establishing/patterns,

6



precedents, priorit es, requirements; supporting or bloCking system

activities or system development; influencing the relative rates

of development of the system's R/D&I functions (and thus th'e "balance"

among these functIons; ete1).

An examination _of critical events should include a_ least the following areas:

1. :Institutions Established or Disestablished)

_en? PriVate public Profit or not-for-prof t? Academic or non-'

academic? For whicli R/D&I system functions? How has the balance

among the various types of institutions been affected?

111

2. Legal

What laws have significantly affected the development of the,R/D&I system?

-In what:ways? Why were these laws passed? At what level of govern-

ment (federal., state, local)? In what ways have such lava changed. .

over time, and with what effect?

. Political

What specific events have significantly affected the R/D I system over-

time? In what ways? What significant changes have there been in

the political context? To the extent the political context has

changed over time, what effect has the pa tern of change had on the

R/D&I system?

Development rn_the State-of-the-Arts

What has been the pattern of significant developments in the state-of-the-

arts? Have the:developments been relatively sudden or'gradual?

Major single developments or incremental developments? What effects

have these developments had?
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Funding

.Wbet has been the level of funding for the R/D&I systA? Stabil-

What have been the ma or Sources of funding? 'What have the sig-

nificant events in,funding? 14hat impact haVe thege had ,on RAU?

Critical events in all of these areas may be seen as an "input' to the R/DEa

system which have had some significant (thOugh of courSemot'exclusive) effect

on determining the idiosyndratic nature and Characteristics of the'R/D&I system

both as it Currently exists and as,it may exist in the future. We.maT also
a

ask: Have the critical events been'"appropriate" to the state of the R/D&I.

system's development - and if not, what has-been,the effect on the system?

INSTITUTIONAL BASE (NETWORK OF INSTITUTIONS)

An, R/D&I system is composed of a varietyof institutions

loosely or coherently, form a 'network of institutions Thus, we

will want to examine the --insiitutional base from%two perspectives. First,

we want to Look at the institutions themselves; what the constitderkt

institutions are; What are their institutional roles within the R/D&I

system; what their characteristics are,.

Second, we will.want to know how these institutions form a "syste_

what is the system_configuraiion of R/D I functione; how the

instutions are linked togetherl what the characteristics of the

system structure Ire.

A. Conatituent_Ins.titutions
t

- An R/D&I system involves a variety of Anstitutions which formthe

institutional base of the system. It will be important to identify

these institutions. Here, some important issues could be:

What institu ions are involved in the R/D&I system.?
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Ate they: public/private; profit/not- profit; federal/state/

local government; universieiesandustries/professionaA

.aSsogiations; etc.

B. Institutional Roles W th n the /D&I System

We will want to know what roles the various ins titutions have within

the'R/D&I system. 'Sgme important issues-could be:

To what extent do'the institutions specializa-in-particular R/D&L

-functions -(e7.g..: research, dissemination,.etc?) Which_

institutions? WhiCh R/D&I functions (or combinationS of R/D&I

funetions?).-

What are the roles of the various i.ns itutions, firrelation to the:

R/D&I system as a whole, t- Other institut ons ofthe'R/D&I

system, to other relevant institutions and systems imthe'

environment of the R/D&I system (e.g.: what is the role ors

government agency which is, part Of the overall R/D&I- system?

Do the'institutions serve only (or primarily) the specific secto

(e.g.: -public -schools-, -NIE, or the federallY sponsored R&D labs

in the edftcation sector)? Or ate they sector-spanning

institutions which serve several sectors (e.g.: NSF,, IBM, many

R&D organizations book .publishers)? What is-the level

their commitment to the sktor, and why?

Characteris ics Institutions

. We win also want to examine the charac eristics,of the institutions

of the R/D&I system. Some important issues could be:

Q*What are the internal structures of the in utions (in terms of

their configuration, integration, centre ization, forffialization,

atticulation/visibility, stability, etc?)

6
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are their internal processei of decision makin- commu- cation,

Authority atus,:cooperation, etc.

What are their sizes atus resources, experience?

What are their levels.of maturation and technological sophistication?

_1.111at are their ranges of productS, servides,etc?

D. System Functions

a
=As we noted in Chapter One, the variodk R/D&I functions may be

grouped or clustered together in a varietyof ways - and they

may be grouped or clustered'together in'differing structural
,!7

configurations in or across different institutions within the same

R7D&I Tector or acrossdiffering R/D&I sectors. Some important

issues could be:.
-

In what form are. the R/D&I functions clustered-together (e.g.:

linearity, parallelism, loOping Atiguous, continuitylgapa,

redundaney

Which R/D&I functions are clusteredtogether?

What-differences in the above are there across institutioni, ithin

the R D&I system?

E. Inter-Institution Linkaes

livrikage's :between the various ins i utions of a .system and the

linkages, of the systeM to its environment are critical.. Thus,

some important isue7 could

Linka e Characteristics

Are the linkages: strong
, V

weak permanent or short term? stab e
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unstable? direct'or ia

mechanismsJaSsoci1ations?1

intermediary inStitutions

Are the.linkages formal or thr ugh informdl conewnication and

collaboration?
I =

Are he linkages centralized or diffuse?

are.the system's pxocesses.for decision making and'

coirqunicat ion?.

Wnat is ,the nature of authority:add status

Linkage Structures and Nechanisms

tinkAge proCess?

What are the existing linkage structUres and mechanisms'?

-How do they. ork?

Who controls them?

Are there "gaps?"

Bounda-y_Conditions

Here questions would appl.Y both to the "boundaries" _f institutions

within the system and to the "boundaries" betWeen the sYstem end its

envirOnment.

A

Is thOR4D&I system an opeh system (so that institutions relate

sily, collaborate, etc.) or a closed system se that-

des of "turf" and-autonomy:frequently and strongly arise)?
C

A e çhese "boundary conditions" fixed

emotion-laden history) or variable?

6 8
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Linkage Conse uences

Are the existin- inkages functional or ysfunCtional?

Do they seem to result in coordiation, coope

or simply lac_ of system ocirdinatiora

cpnflict,

Are there _ have there been) "joint venture" arrangementS

Between what institutions? With Alat results (and Why)?

F. Characteristics of R/D4I_System Structure

Wewill want to examine various characteristics crf the R/D&I

system's structure. Seme important issues,could be:

What is the stability of these configurations oVer time? If unstable,

why? Have the Configurations changed in response to the

developmental phases of-the R/D&I system, of the R/D&I,

function(s) involved, or of the particular institutions

involved?

Are the configurations appropriate in terms of phases of development,,

institutionai,goa,ls, the personnel/financial resources of the

institutions, etc?

Are these configuraticns 'visible" (known ) t: relevant parties

and/or Outside the system?

hin

Is there a balance among the R/D&T functions being performed by the

system's= 1_ .tutions? 'Are thLtL gav? Is there unnecessary

redundancy? (Note: redundancy is "bad" per so

the structural LontiurLIt ion of th, I funct i ens centralized

decentralized and diffused:within FAA oystem?

jormalized or through informal ass Lions and linkages?
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IV GOAL$ POLICIES STRATEGIES

Goals, polidies-and strategie
4

R/D&I and are'identified as a separate R/D&I feature for preeisOly

are the "action-oriented" Pnects of

-this reason. .while the terms May be defined variously, we here

Mean to be comprehensive in dur understandings by thiaking of "goals"'

as statements of whatone intends or desires- to happen, of

"policies" as the general guideline; for-the accomplishment of goals,

and of "strategies" as the speci-fic methods for accoMplishment of

goals within the guideLines of Policies. In a`detailed conceptual

analysis, we would be examining goals,-policies'and strategies at the

'R/D6I sector, system and institution levels. Further, such geals

'policfes and strategies would need tO be exaMined from at least three

interactive perspectives.

A. Source

There may be a variety of sources for goals, policies and strategi

which can affect an R/D&I system and its constituent institutions.

Thus, some important issues could be:

What are the sources of goals, policies and strategies whi_Ch impact the

R/D&I system and

Are these sources

sector, inte

E/D&I functi

I

What ls the organ

institutions?

external to the R/D&I sector, internal to,the

nal to the R/D641 system, and/orspecific to an

ional or_sys L.m level of the sources .g.:

of governme level within an organization 9

What kinds of institutions aro involved (e.g.: public/private;

liversity; profit/not-61 'it; etc) ?

7 0
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What signi icance can/should be attached to the specific source of a

goal, policy or strategy (e.g. : status, legitimacy, sources).

Content

The content of goals, policies_and strategies is of obvious significance.

Further, the content of goals; policies, strategies is dynamic in the

sense, that it may vary and change over tir, in different contexts, as

016 knowledge base changes, as sectoral heeds change, 4s R/D&I

institutions change, etc. Thus, some important issues could be.

What is the content of goals, policies, strategies? How do they

differ across the R/D&I functions?

Are the goals, policies, strategies related.to identified needs?

Identified by whom?

are the 'goals, policies, strategies affected by the differing

needs, interests and capabilities of different sources?

is the intended impact of goals, policies strategies? -hat

jsthe "secondary" or "Indirect" impact?

Are the variouS7'gUals, policies and strategies compatible or

incompatible ift terms of the R/D&I system as a whol and/or in

terms of specific R/D&I functions or organizations?

What is_ the relative importance to the VDU system ancLits

institutions of the various goals, policies, strategies?

How do Chan - tn the context (c-g.: emergence or dc,line of

institutions; chinge in the knowledge/technology base; etc.

affect goats, pelt 1 strategies (in terms of relevance,

feasibility, changes in Lhe goals/1 -icies/strat 4ies

themselves, (,q.c:1

7 1.
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Given that we know the source and content of relevant goals, poliCies

And strategies, there are still a nnmber of aspects _ f these that will

significantly,influence the impact they-will have on-the R/D&I system.

For ,examplel

Scope - - What arethe funding requirements and commitments? Who::

R/D&I funetions are involved? What insttntions, other sectors,

-other R/D&I systems are involved directly or indirectly? What

-e the personnel kaowledge/technology.requirements?,

Time frame - - Is the time frame long or short; realistic or

unrealistic?

Feasibility - Can goals be attained or policies and rategies

implemented? What changes would be required?

Flexibility - Can required changes be made in the R_DO system? At

what cost? With what effects? Under what conditions? By whom?

Ts the required knowledge/technologY available, or can it be

developed?

o

Clar ty -,- Are tho goals, policies, strategies specific ary& clear,

or vague? Are they clear for different relevant audiences?

Do different releVant audiences understand them differently?

Stability/continuity - Are goals, policies, stra -gies relatively
.

able over time, or do they change and shift? Over what periods

, of- time In relation to which sources? With what effects?

Differential perceptions - Do various relevant audiences have

similar or dissimilar perceptions-as to the importance,

relevance, feasibility, tiFe frames, etc. of the goals,

#1-11polieics, strategies?

7 2
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Balance - Are goals, policies and st ategiesbalanced in terms of:

relative priorities; sources;- the various R/D&I functions and

institutions-; system and institut onal needs related to level

of: Maturation; ete7

Compromises - - To what extent are the.various sources willing to

make compromises in order to achieve system balances, to

orchestrate the system's activities, to fill gaps in the system,

etc.?- what mechanisms and processes'are used to reach such

compromises?

Appropriateness/congruende - Are the goals, policies, stratOgies

appropriate and congruent in relation to: the nature of the

function involved; the state of development of the system;

the knowledge/technology base adequacy of personnel/

institutional/financial resources required and available; the

social/cultural environment laws and regulations;- ete.

V. ADMINISTRATIVE YROCESSES

Administration (management) is a function of all organizations and

systems, and much of the research literature and experience relative

to this function is not unique to R/D&I systems. Nevertheless, we

must be aware that the relatively high degree of uncertainty and

creativity involved in the process of innovation will impact

administrative processes in R/D641 systems. We will, oT coursei want

to focus our analysis on the R/D&I system in terms of describing the

eXisting R/D&I system, in terms of identifying those aSpects or

characteristics of the administrative processes function which

specific to R/D&I systems, and-in terms of determining what

administrative technol-TJes can or cannot be transferred from one

sector to another.

7 3



We should also note here that we include both policy and operati.onal

leVels of administrationimanagementwithin our understanding of the

administrative processes function.

The literature on administration is quite copious, both in ter

.sheer vol6e and in terms of identifying and analyzing a large

number of aspects, characteristics and processes of administration.

Thus analyses will generally need to be selective - - but not meager.

A. Res onsibilities and Tasks

There are many responsibilities and task_ which may be part of he

administration function. These may be (and are) identified,

described and labeled variously, hut would at least include the

follol4ing broad categories:

- identifi-ati-n of goals and objectives

establi_shment of policy

- formulation of strategics

- planning and prog a_uming

mobiliza ion and allocation of resources

- design, installation, operation and modification of

management Systems

communication

- mo vation



For each of these areas of ad inistrative responsibilitle

some important issues could be:

:Who has the responsibility?

Who actually performs what aspects

What skills are n ded?

How and by whom are responsib lities and tasks assigned?

At what le'Vel within the organization or in wha part of the system

qulr-d tasks?

a sponsibilities and tasks located?

Upon what data are decisions made and actions taken? What'are the

aources of this data? at degree of reliability and certainty

can be ascribed to this data?

Administrative Relationshi!

Ad inistrative relationships involve the organizationally based inter-

actions between the personnel of an organization or system. While

administrative relationships are defined in relatiod to organizational

roles, tasks, rules; etc. (and are usually understood to be "formal d"

administrative relationships may vary in terms of clarity and preciseness,

commonness of understanding between the parties involved, degree of

formalization, etc. Further, attention must be given to the interpee--nal/

inteigr4op relationships:between the' parties involved in an administrative

relationShip.' We do not include Iere interofganizationalxelationships per

se (though the're may be some overlz ) as this is part of the institutional

base feature.

, Some mportant 1. ssues could he:

t is the level of administrat i ve re 1IL jonsli ips under consicra-

tron, t I iLerILl L iid 13 iiaLi.uiit 13 aystem, institutiOaal,
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intra-ins tutional level)?

. What type oE organization or organizatiOnal unit is involved,

federal_agency, a private.business, an academic institution,

regional lab, a committee, a task force, etc.

What the mode of the administra

stafK.,.. liason, matrix', etc.)?

elationship : line-

What is the formal nat4re of the relationship, (e.g., legal,

authority, voluntary, consultative advisory, etc.)?

What are th: interpersonal (intergroup characteristiCs of the relation-

ship, (e.g.: collaboration,'competitive, conflict "charismatic,

trusting/suspici,ous, etc.

Administrative System Characteristics

We may examine the administration function in terms of its characteristics

as a system itself. Some important issue areas muld be:

To what extent is the administrative system centralized or decen alized?

Is this appropriate or inappropriate in terms of he level

system maturation, the nature of the tasks-involved, the nature and

needs of specific R/D&I functions, etc.?

To what extent is the admin trative system formalized by rules,

regulations, policies, procedure manuals etc.?

Is the-administrative System relatively adaptib

parts of the ad-inistrative system? Under

adaptibility

ing the inistrative system (financial

loss of personneletc.)?

most needed? What costs

r inflexible?

eqpditionti wo

be involved inwould chang-

costs system disruption,
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In what ways and to- what extent is the administrative system

organiZed by/dependent upon specializations (in terms of:

ypes of specialization needed within the administrative

system; impact upon the structure of the . em; specialized

managerial skills required)? What types of ecializations?

In what ways are such specializations integrated with or dis-

aggregatdd from each other? What level of technical sophisti-__

cation is required with regard to the different spdCializations?

In what ways and to what extent is the administrative system based

upon/affected by formal rules, procedures etc.?

To what extent are administrative role reltions, policies seleqt-

ion:of personnel, etc. politiciz- (i.e. affected by political

dyanics)? What are the sources¼f political dynamics (e.g.:

internal to the system; pressure groups; governmental)? How

pervasive are the political dynamics within the system? In refer-

ence to what issues?

D. Characteristics of Adutinstrators

The individuals alio are the administrators bring certain personal

characteristics to the process of administration. Among those

characteristics which might be of particular signific e to R/D&I

could be the following: entrepeneurship, risk prope ity, innovative-

ness, receptivity to change.-% Some important issues here could be:

To what extent do the administratot,-; -f the R/D&I system reflect

these characLorjLa in w4ich organizations?

D- the impact of and need for Lh0s0 characteristics differ acco_d-

ing to R/D&I functions, different organizations within the systeM17

different levels wiihin organizations, different leveYs of system

maturation, type of innovation,
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What is the impact of and/or need for other personal characteris cs

of R/D&I System administrators e.g.: leadership style;

orchestration, collabordtion, political Ocills)? Under what

conditions? In relation to what parts of the system?

Administrative Techniq2E_s_

'Various administrative techniqtes and methods are used eb perform the

administrative processes function. These may differ between sectors;

,between orgarrizations according to tasks involved, etc .

is.Sues coUld he;

e impocrtant

administrative techniques are comuonly used in the R DO system?

How do these compare with or differ from those used n other R/DO

systems and sectors?

What administrative techniques are most relevant

of R/D&I.systernts maturation, the different R/D&T Bunctrons,

nature of the tasks involved,. etc.?

erms of the level

What are the cOnditions which help or hinder the applicability/usability

of administrative techniques across different sectors? Is a particu-

lar technique whivh is useful in one sector also useful in another

sector? If not, why not?

What are the patterns, mechanisms, dimensions of transfer and diffusion

of administrative techniques from one R/DO syStem to another?
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It is obvious that the personnel'base is a critical aspdct of any organiza-

tion or system. This is especially true in any R/D&I system which, by

definition, involves the human activity of creativity. It is also clear

that the personnel-base feature is a highly complex feature -- one which

can and-must: be analyzed from a variety of interative perspectives. We

will here suggest and ilInstrate some Of these perspectives.

In broad terms, we May see the personnel base both as a ts6urce input

to the R/D&I system and as an output of the system. Thus, from the

resouree inputperspective, we will: want to know how the personnel base

impaces the system in terms of: the skills; perspectives, expdriencep

etc. which they bring to the system; whether or not peraonnel needed

by the system are available or not; the extent to which individual goals

an'd objectives are similar or dissimilar, compatible or incompatible

with goals and objectives of an R/D&I system or organization; etc.

On the othrT Aand, the personnel of an R/D641 .,syste___ may be seen as an

output of the system in the sense that the personnel do change as a

result of traininL4 they receive; their socialization into the system

and its organizations; the learning which occurs through experience;

etc.

R/D6,1 sonnel : Needs Availabilit and Sources

One of the first things we would want to know abeut an RAW' syste

personnel base is theypes_of personnel, and personnel "expertise'

which are'needed by the system. Some important issues could, be:

, What types of personnoL are cu r Atly needed (e.g.: administrative/

technica1 scientists/engine --/machirie operators; skilled/

semi-skilled/unskilled; eLc.
A

s
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What types of personnel are needed in terrns of the specific-nature/

needs/requirements of: the different R/D&I functions; the

particular sector; the type of _echnology involVed; the particu-

lar_organizatiOn (or type of o ganization -- e.g. government

agency., private industry, un rsity, WI organization, user

organization, etc. govertthntal requirements (e.g.! age, sex,

race antidiscrimina ion aws); etc.?

What specializations are n d? What mix, mass and balance f skills

' and specializations are needed?

What time lines are involved either for training personnel or for cr&at-

ing sources of personnel (e.g.: how long does it take to train a

researcher, a dissemindtor, a technical specialist, etc.; how long

does it take to create programs and institutions to provide such

training)

What has been the historical pattern of the system's r;ersonnel needs3

What are the projections for future aeeds!?

In what waya are cUrrentand future needs likely to be.effected by such

fa'dtors as: technological changes; changes in the economy; fund-

ing patterns; needs of tha sector; marketplace demands and require-

ments; turnover rate.sAand what are the causes for the turnover

rate); changing ages of current personnel over time; retirement

rates; existing or anticipated laws; ohsolenscence; aging, etc.

,
We would also want to know about the availabilitrand sources of needed

R/D&I system personnel. Some important issues could be:

he needed personnel available, in short supply, or in overs-p

What has beem the hi

personnel?

1 pattern of the availability of needed

Whnt are Ae prjcctIons for future availability jwrone

8 0



What is the impact' (short term and long ter_ ) on the system of e level

of availability of needed. personnel?

In what ways= will availability of needed personnel be impacted ,by such

factors as: the ability of the R/D&I syslem to attract and retain-

needed persOnnel;. funding patterns; technological changes; 'retire-

ment rates; governmental-regulations?

What are the existing sources- for needed personnel g ,uni;ersities

and,colleges; technical institutions; internal.organizational

training programs; second career personnel; etc.) Do these sources

exist within or are they,external to the sector? Are they adeqUate

in terms of either number, quality ov.particUlar _types of personnel

needed? if not, can'the,system provide such soUrces?

What environmental factors affect the personnel base g.: population

growth rates, laws and regulations, societal norms and values, state

'of the economy, etc.)?

Professions and Occu ations

In addition t- looking at the personnel base from the general perspective

of the R/D&I system, we ..11 need to examine as separate systems those

speeific professions and occup'ations which,are relevant to the R/D&I

system. Some important issus could bp:

To what extent are the various professions a d ccpatioLlS specific to the,

the teaching professionsector in which the R/D&I system exists (

ofthe.e ication ,rectur)? To what, extent are they sector spanning

(e.g.: technicians)? To what extent do they have both

sector: spanning and sector specific characteristics (e, researchers

within a specific discipline, ...lhose 1 ch ki jis mothodol gies may
0

be atvleast iartitly sector spnnning hut who are , alized in/commi

to a specific sectoW

I
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Are there rganized associations related to the particular occupations'and
a

profes4.ion ' What status and power do they have? Are their goals

yid var_. s compatiole or incompatible with the :goals andyalues of

the R/Dgi soccer, system and/or organizations? What is the level

f cOMmitment of th:se a sociations to a parFicular R/D6,1 sector o

gystem

What are the entrance requiremen s tatidards _egulaC ns for these

professions-and occuPations?, Who sets them? Who implements,and

monitors thernV Who evaluates potential-personnel? What is the

impac of: those requirements/standards/regulations on the

ávailatity of needed personnel?

What are the Wnowledgelife cycleS, far these profeions and occupations?'

Whai car_ paths ar-_ provided within the R/IAT system? Are theto

alternatiye careerpatha. within the system._ between

organi2atians 'between R/D&I functions)? Are'there alternative

career Patlis'aYailable in other sectors Or 'Ft/PO systems? 'What

_are,the mobility patterns within the VDU system, between

professions and occupations, between sectors?

Whdt are the status systm. Within,th ,R7 :I system?

S stem Activities Related to the Personnel Bi-

It will be'impettan to know how the R/D&I system responds to its personnel

needs. Obviously, here our oncerins wiir'oviirinp a portion of the admin--

istrative pOcesses function%

Mere, some important issues conid

A

Is the nature extent Jnd -Ai ittac y I mot

p1 annlng tor the ys tern rt:ionut

forecast:till; and
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is the na ure of the system's incentive syste g : financial,

position, Status, promotion; forMal/informal; etc,,) Are they
,

;relevant to the'needs and MotiVations of personnel? How do they
,differ across R/D&I function4 and institutions

What are the p ocesses an_ eria for reerui- ent an&selec personnel?

at Is t c natu're of the socialization process forsystein pers nnel?

What isthe type, extent and methodologies of training and developmerlt?

-Does the sy em deal t.iith personnel obsolescence through repla ement or

training?

Whp setg, implements, monitors R Bystem requirements in reaibn to :askS

of the system,,per otmance lognirementS and standards, c is this
,

dtSfie internapy withIn the stem or is this imposed ext nally (e.g.:

by governmental laps, regula ions, ageneies)? llow are Alese

"enforced"?

--HOt4-T8 -ififortriat ouf -1We

' the- R/Phg system? By whOm?

significant "gaps"? .

.;onnel bTa-C1-1-diSs'eminaCed/- iised7ffirClUghout.

41ho useS such informat on? Are there

Thus far, we'ha4apfocused on the personnel bage

'system,- It will also be important to have some k4wledge about the

themselves. Here 'some of the major issUes could

_acteristics of th Personnel

feature in terms of

0

the R/D&I

personnel
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ehe sector, the R/D&I. system and

What is_ the nature of their moti'Va : Iluancialstatus, res-
.

ponsibllity, creativity,- etc -Are these'motivatip,_ "Ca.tched"

with the incentivec Rrovided by the system?

Vhat.are the valUes of system personnel?

What are the goals and obj-- ives of system personnel? Are these com-

patible or in .conflidt with7goalsand obje tives of thp R/D&I

system, functions and institutions?

perspectives, experiences biases, etc. do the

R/D&I sYstem n terms of their'background_?

VII, FUNDTICQ

Or' nnel brin the

Funding is a feature which, at least'at a minlimuM level of- sophisticat/on, .is

easily recognizable as being signifiCant to the process of innovation. Indeed,

in our analysis of other features, we have refered repeaqdly,.to isaues of
..

cpst..__HoweverAdbila-analysIs-of-f-unding-must-ohvioUsIy-inloucte-cosleraLion

'of cost,- analysis of funding must also Include consideration of -sources of',

funding, availability/ohtainability of funding, the o4ess and .constraints,

involved in 'obtaining funding; the stabilitY of funding, and.sO forth. I__

word, "cost" focuses basically on amounts; "funding" focuses more broaOly-

include processes and dynamics.

Sources of Funding- _

At the-simplest level, it will be important to know=where funds for R/D I

'come from. Some impottant issues couldbe:

What are the major sources of R/DSJ funding: governmer sources (and from what

level of goVernment: local,,state, federal, even governments of pther
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dountries foundations; ,private,organizations not involved in thl 4/D&I

system or seCtor; private organizatiOnts,-which dre part of the-4/Na

system or sector; investment organizations;. etc.?

In what ways are the sources subject o such dynamics asthe waxing and -aning
4

of national issues; political shifts; the general economic climate

degree of risk involved? Do such dynamic's affedt the various funding

sources similarly or dif erentially?

%What q_s the level of commitment oflhe funding source to R/D&I? To a particular

area concern? To a particuiar innovation? To a particur R/D&I

secto -, system

III

Institution?

What aspe_ts of DO are of major or p ripharal concern to, the funding sourCe?

What he financial con

are available for R/D&I.

n of the funding sourc How much of its funds

funding for prog_ projects sttmulated by field-iniated proposals or hy
tt

funding agency 1p_ans/programs/requests-for-proposals?

What kings return on investment does the fundtng source expect e.g.

financial, new produtts, system huildingy Within what time frames?

are- the policies of the Junding source with respect to R DO? With
Irespectte a specific R/D&I sector, sy>tem dr institution?

'Funding from the varidus sources'may be of several' types. The issue here is

not whether one type of funding is inherently "better" or -worse". gather,

it is important to recegnize the implications for R/D&I that accompany dif-

ferent types of funding.. Further, it is impor.tant that the type of funding'

be appropriate to the need and the need tends to differ across the

vario s R/D&I fUnctions:: For example,.when system building is the major R/D&I

8 1
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system need, a federal agency may need the flexibility to select a few high

quality institutions,(or to create institutions) rather than scattering its

funds among,many institutions and-thereby abdicating any responsibility for

Nuality controil". :In Such a situation, grants Would be a more,appropriate

type of funding than competitive bidding.

Some important issues could b-,

types of funding are available from the:various funding.sources e.g.:

appropriations from legislative bodies tO other government agencies;

.. grants; contracts; sales of products- and services; etc.)?

Are funds available on a "sole source" or only on a competitive bidding basis?

Are funds provided on a fixed amount or a cost-plus basis?

How do the types of funding diff in terms.of the amount Of discretion and

flexibility the recipient may exerci-e the use of funds?

Is the type of funding-available appropriate to the needs of the R/D&I system;

function or institution? To the type of p ogram or project being funded?

On what basis is funding provided (e.g.: histerical basis; percent of

income/sales; etc.)

C. Level and_Adeunsof _Funding

The leliell'Ad adequacy of funding is clearly important for R/D&I.. Some im-

portant issues could be:

,

What,is the level of funding with respect to the sector, the- D&I system,

each of the R/D&I functions, specific areas of7R/D&I concern (e.g.: the

aerospace/moon landing concerof the 60s; filling "saps" ih the dis

semination systeM)4 specific programs/projects, and AS relevant, specific

institutions?
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unding adequate tomeet a particular R/D&I eye em need'or

the reqUirements of a particular innovation?

the level offunding balanced Across the R/D&I functions in teria of the

respective levels of funding needs of the R/D&I functions and in terms

of the total flow of innovat on from knowledge,production to knowledge

utilization?:

Is the level of funding adequate to meet the expeotationg of the fundersT-
,

(This quesn should also be phrased in terms of whether or not the

expectations of funders are realistic.

What can/should be done within the 1 -itat_ons of the existing, given leve

i funding?

Are there maximum levels beyond which funding cannet be used effectively? For

'examPle, the amount of funding.that can be.effectively utilized within

the :basic research function will be limited by the extent of the existing

personnel/institutional bases.)

Are there minimum levels of .
funding needed in terms ef. (for example) the caste-

in a particular Area of innovation, the need to maintain (but not expand)

the- -6x-tstr-a-g----pursufinelltrrsrttuttonat---haes ?

What factors copsidered. n order to determine the level Of funding

needed ,(e.g.: the capital, operating, personnel and"maintenance,costs

involvedduring the various stages of the R/D&I process; the nature of

/the innovation inVolved; whether or not system building is involved;

etc.)?

D. Stabilit- of Fundiqa

In R/D6il, stability of funding can be critical. Some important issues could

be:

Has nding tended to be stable or unstable?

87
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has been or would be the She and long term impact of fnnding insta-,

bility in terms of: R/D&I,system stability and capability; the per-

Sonnel and institutional baSes of,the R/D&I-system; short and long

returnon investment; sunk costs; whether or not there will be

novation "outcomes" or "resultS"; t e adequacy of innovation out-

comes/results; ete,.?

Over what period (length) of time is funding stability needed?'

Ig there .e range of funding levels within which.funding may-fluctuate

Without severe short or long term impact? What is this range?

Do, funders tend to pull the R/D&I system uR by its roe s" periodically?

Does tii d ffet across .funding sources?

Do these considerations vary: across the R/D&I functions; across the

institutions of the system; in terms of the relative sate of

development (mature ion) of the R/D&I system, functions, institutionsT

in what ways?

E. Other Considerations!

t ors- inf--Luenee -whether-fu-ndIng-1,41- --be

can be used (e.g.: laws and regulations; the degree of risk involved;

the perceived importance or urgency; differences about re urn on invest,

ment criteria; etc.)?

What is the pattern offunding (i.e.:, what R/D&I functions, what institutions,

_what innovations or areas of coneern_are funded)?

To what exient have, funding patterns tended to "shape_the R/D&I system in

-terms of which issues/conLerns are emphasized or neglected; which RiD&I

functions are. developed' or neglected; the focus, character and strength

of R/D&I institutions; etc.? '



INFORMATION FLOW

In a mner sLthLlarto the funding'featute information flow s. a feature

that " ns,thrbUgh" all'aspects-of.R/D&I. :Again, however, it is of such

signif cance.that it warrants conaideration as a separate feature. We w-41
-o

want to nalyze information flow both within the R/D&I system and.between

the R/D6LI ystem'and,its environment, as Well as within and between the
,

institutions of the R/D&I system.

There is obviously a cons derable body of literature dealing with communi-

cation, information flow; etc.

,types 6 f isSues that would be relevant for _arch, amalysis policies,-

or strategies.)

Thus; we will here simply highlight the

. Sources of inf-

There may be a.variety of seurces of information for an R/D&I system and

these sodrces may driffer in significant ways.' Some important issueS could.

be:

Who or what are the sources of information within and external to the R/b&T

system? To Che institutions in the R/p&I system?

these sources: individual persons and Institutions _4g.: researchers

or research organizations; Policy Makers or policy making agencies;

individual or. organizational users; etc. organized information store-

houser g.: clearinghouses; libraries; data banks such as ERIC in the

education sector; etc.); various types of literature (e.g.: journals;

books; records and documents; newsletters; etc.); governmental (federal,

state, local or private; related 'to a specific R/D&I function, or to a

pafticular discipline

etc.

or to some institution within the R/O&I system;

-40

Are there several types of sources contain ng similar information (e.g.:

researcher whose article is printed in a journal, which is then stored

in a data bank and summarized in a newsler)?

8 9
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In what ways doed the nature..of the sources affect the patential availability

of needed information? The potential validity and relevance of fhe

information? In what ways might the potential biases and limitationg%Pf

perspectives of the sources affect the'infOrffiation they proVide?

B. Recipien of Information

We will also want to know who are and/ot should be the recipients of what

information. Some important issues could be: .

Who should be receiving information? What info_ a

Who does receive information? Do thay need the information? Why ate-they

receiving.the information? .Are they-appkopriate recipients of the infor-

mation? Is there some needed information they are not receiving?

Who- is not rece_ving needed information? Why not?

Information Flow --hannels

In Order for information to get from the sources to the recipients, there must_
Ile channels for information flo14. Some important4isques could ,be:

--

What channels

-Are the channels formal newsletters; disse ination organizations;

journals; papers presented at professional jheetir

orga izational and intraorganizational hannels and procedures for com-

n ation; etc.) or informal (at meetings; by t1l phOne as the occa-

arises; invisible collegesl etc.)? 1\

formalized inter-

Are the channels,appropriate?

right recipients)V

(Do they connect the right sour-_',- with

('; 0
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Are theohannels,adequate? (Are there gaps? Can- thechannel :carry" enough

information? Do the 'channels "diAtort" the informatiOn? If So, in what

way Do the channels "screen" of synthesize Information.)

Are the channels used? If not, why not? Are they designed so that recipients

can assess them? Are they known te potential users?)

D. Patterns of Infotwation Flow

We will need to ascertain.the patterns of information flow in order to.determine

both the nature and adequacy af information flow. Some Important issues could be.

What are the primary patterns of tnformation flow in terms of who communicates

with whom? Is the information flow unidirectienal? Two-way but between

isolated 'sets of senders/recetirers. Multidirectional among a variety of

senders and receivers?

source' ,

used?

information and channels of information flow are or are not

What_oeghodolog_ies arid techni ties are most used? To what_extent does the

information flow tend toormal ar in ormal?
,

How and by whom iethe in nation flow process initiated? (Do users cOntact

producers? Or do pr ducers contact* users? Etc.) Who seeks informatiOn

and who does not

H. Purposes of Information_Flow

'Communication is a purposeful act. The purposes may vary, may be dCferent

betveen sender and reeipient, may he e_xplicit, implicit or "hidden". ThuS,.

some important issues could be:
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Mist purposes do the various seRders and recipients have for send

receiving information? How do the purposes of the senders and receivers

differ? What perceptions dq senders and receivers have about the purPoses

of each other?

'Does the information flow adcomplish the pur- oses of senders a receivers? if

not,:why not?

From what frames of re erences is information sent and receivid (For example,

'information about an identified need may be intetpreted ifferently by a

user and a researcher.)

F. Networks of Information Flow

'The discussion.thus far has implied but not specifically examined information

flow from the perspective of networks of communication or information flow.

Such networks may be formalized or mey be informal, centralized or diffuse,

'separated from or integrated with each other. Here the key issues will be:

Where; to whaeextent and by whom are SuCh networks needed?

To what extent do such-networks exist?
--------
4--

In what waSTs are-the networks connected with each other?

What networks are external but relevant to the-VD&I-Sys _

What impact does the existence or lack of su-

system?

In what ways are tEe n orks effective or ine

orks have on the R D&I

Who performs the various information processing roles within the networks

(e.g.: the role of "gatekeeper"
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Utilization of Informatjon

WhenJnformation flow occurs, there are expeetations that infl;rmation will be

used.and about how the informatimwikl be used. -Here some important issues

cou

What expeetAtions do senders and receivers have about, how information will be.

used? Are the :expectations similar or dissimilar? Compatible or'incom-

patible? If dissimilar, or ncompatible, why? What is the effect or

impaet of there being different understandings?

How is the information actually Used? Or/is it used? If not, why

H. Control and Access

It will be important t- know who controls the information flow and hoW, why

and with what effects. The issue o._-contr61 is not simply one of authority
,

or position, but alsd'is a matter of the types of blockages that effectively

control (in the sense of limiting) information flow, It will also be.impor-

tent to know how information is stored and accessed.

Some important issues could be:

Who determines what information will be sent or received; by whom and to

whom; when; and what channels and methodologies can/will be used?

ation flo- open., or 1_, it limited by laws, regulations, political

considerations cost, suspicion, lack of a areness by senders of the
_

need a recipiel_ has 'Or, vice versa lack of awareness by a rec_ ient

'that information exists, or what is the source for information what

channels to use)?

How is informa ion stored and accessed/retrieved? is information storage/

'retrieval automated?

0 3
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Who determines: what information wila be stored; how it will be stored;

what the retrieVal mechanisms/proceSses will he; who will have access

information?

TNNOVATIONS

All of the contextual features w ha discussed thus far have assumed the

existence of some innovation(s) - and soine unders ending of the inno-

vation(s) involvedpust indeed be-incorporated in the discussion:of any of

the contextual features. However, this very centrality of.the innovations.
V

themselves warrants considering, "innovations" an'a separate teature to

insure that adequate attention is given durin .any analysis. Depending
_

on the type.and purpose of the specific analysis, the focus may range from

'consideration of a specific innovation to tbe,broad range of innovations,.

'relevant to a particular R/D&I system or sector.

It is also.important that we not narrowly limit our concept of what is an

innovation. An innovation may be a new prod1ct, a new,process/metloao ogy/

te'chnique; a new concep,t/theory, new inform _ion, etc. The innovatfon may

be related to any R/D&I functiOn or set of R/D&I functionsjmay.involvd a

single item or a set of items.

4
__

The analysis of the innovations featurd would includeat least,three general

types of considerations: _requireme- for the innovations; characteristics

of the innovRtions-; impact and benefits of the innovations. Naturally,

these-overlap to some extent.

A. Reirements

jt will be import-

what reqUirements the innovation itself imposes on the _various elements and

functions of the /D&I system Some imp_ ant insues could be:
,

nnovations

: know what requirements the innovations must meet and
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Need ldenti ation - -What needs would, hp innova-± on meet? 'Whose

needs? _te the needs identified? 7By whom?

Level and scale,of R&D effort - What scale of costs .are involved?

t level of,Oomplexity and sophistication- of technologies is in-

-volved?- How, many and what type. of personnel and institutions- Are

involved? What length Of time is required?

System management 7 What impact does,the innovation have oWthe manage

mentof the R/D&I-system in terms of coordination/orchestration/communi-

cation efforts; natui7e/emount/type of.involvement with organizations

external to the R/D&I system and sector?

' .

S ate-of the arts What state of the'arti of relevant technologies-

is required by the innoVation? What is -the current statre 9f the arts,

and is it adequate oi notT

,

User requiraMents - What do use'rs.-expect. from the'innovation? -How
;

mUst the innovation be devel'oped and produced in.order for it to be

compatible with the, user's system and capabilities? (0r,-alterna-

tively; what changes would be required within the user systet?)

- What gpv'arnmental laws and regulations impose require-

ments on the development, production, dissemination, utilization of

e innovation? What requirements? At what level of government?

What requirements are imposed hy othe'r organizations (e.g.: profes-

aional associations; Che participating R/D&I institutions)? What

social/spcietal constraints exist and ow would they iwpact the

Innovation at any stage of the knowledge pro uation/ knowledge utili-

zation process? Are the renuired resonrces aVAilable or obtainable?

,IntegratiOn - With what her technologies or Aspects of the R/D&I

system, must the innovation he Integrated orCoordinated? What .modifi-

ca.tions in-the existing R/D&Isystem or specific technologies/facil-

ities Jst be'made for the innovatiOn tc b,e'Otilized? What other4/D&I
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system technologies and facilities mist be place beEore the

innoVation can be'develope& produced, disseminated utilized?
,

Characteristics of the Innovatio

We will alse want to examine innovations in

sties. Some important issues could'be:

their various character-

iife cYcle - How longlgill the innovation"last".before it must be

"replaced"?' 'How quickly is the innovation likely to becoMe obsolete?

Is there'an"after-market"? . Are there legal/social facters,which

could limit the "life of th innovation?

Costs - What are the cumulative ccpts (i.e to 'develop, produce; dis-

seminate, acquire, operate, maintain, provide support services; replace,

etc.)? 'Are the'costs spread orcoritentratpd in terms of: R7D64f fund-

tions; particular organizations?

Testabilit Can the innovation be tested? With what degree of cer-
a

tainty? At what point in its development preduction, implementation?

By whom aan it be tested?

Usage: Specialized or generalized Is the inndvation one which can

only be used by a few people or institutionS(beoause of sktlls or

facilities required; costs; limited-interest in usiRg the innovation;.

.applicability only t8 a limited type of situation)-? Or can',,the juno-
=

vation be used by many peoPle in a,wide Variety.of settings? IS the

innovation vrmaine, only to a single sector? Canteinnovtionbe -,

modified for more widespread usage?

- - Is the innovAtion a "he.rdware" item
,

etc.?

Congruency - How well does the innovatlo

=technologies, ,facilities,,etc.?

, A

software, im, a oce s,

existing proesses ,,





COmplexi y. --- 'Is the iringyation relatively simple'or complex? What level

plex,ity is.involved in implementation/utilization and impleMen-
s.

utilisaion supOort 4ervices?

Quality - What .level of quality'As needed?

. requirement imposed by the nature
p _

.by governmental laws/regulati6ns

safpty What are the relevant

effect the innovation itself o

utiliz ng the innovat on?

the'leVeLof quality

the J.nnOvation itself, by users,

bysafety Considerations, etc.?

afety considera How do they
,

the proessaes of- developing/producing/

Rel lity - What ts the range of the reliability of the innova on?
,z

ow relisble.must it be?

act_and Benefits of the Innovations

Who benefits

ronment

rn/is impacted by tlie innovat on users; :e _onne

the nature of the bene and/or the impact?

Axe there-negative "side effects"? What are they? Who or what aspect of

the R/P&I system is negatively 'affected? -.Can'the negative effects be

controlled? Are they "acceptable"?

As:e the benefits short term or long term? How quickly and for what con-
,

tinuing period of time will the innovation have impact? Does the time
-

frame'-for benefits/impact differ relative to d'ifferent R/D&I functions,

different institutions, ifferent R/D&I system needs and issues?

9 7



X. NEED IDENTIFICATION

Need identification is an R/D&I function Which is critical to any R/D&I sys e

or function. Thus,,while there is a pertiin logic in considerinvit as,the

"first" R/D&I function, it is,very importaneto potp that need identification

may be done in a variety of ways (e.g.: Market research; formal or: inforMal
4-

user feedback; etc.); may b- done by a varietY cif,persons oriinstitutions

users, producers, d.serinators. -etC.); and may-be done at anT,,-.

stage of the R/D&I process during the performance of anTR/D&I'lunc
4

tion e.g.: during research, development, production, utilization,

etc.)-. Thus, the key quistions What/hoW? Where? Who? :When? Addi-,

tionally, we'will want to know something about the characteristics of the

need identification proce

How Need Identification Processes

What are the initial need identification mechanisms?

What need identificativ methodologies are ava table? Ut iized? why Arid

with what reSults? Are they appropriate? Why arR somemethodplogies

not utilizRd?

What ilE4S can be identified in terms of:gaps in the:knowledge echnology

base or,in.the personnel or institutional bases?1:,

Wh are,the screening procedures?

How are nbeds communica so that they lead to pdtential innovations)?

From who and to

:How are "neefr'translated in solution requirements"?

cf How are the varicus need identificatiän procesSes'oordinated, orchestrated,

:managed?

" 8
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4 ee the system coordinate/mediate/integrate...differing ceptlons of-
-

;"needs" e.g.: basic researchers tendto .define-"needs" differently

-than do-users)?

er Loci 'of Need Ident1cation.Procea8e

identif cation proceases primar ly located within. a relativel

the R/D&I system's irmtitutions , throughout the overarr R/D.51

system itself, throughout the sector, or outside of the sector? or is
need identification:done at all these ,levels?

C. Who Need Identifiers

n_
fi

-n- are the primary need identi- ers? Wh 7

Within.these institutions, what -organizat onal uniés or poiil

primary neAd i entifiers?

t Are the characteristics of the organilations And

he primary need identif e--
,

When _- Timing of Need Identification

ôns are the

he personnel who are ..

need i!entification done at all stages of the R/D6cI process?

is need- :ication an ongoing, iterative- process within the R/D&I syStem

or does it tend to be "one-time" and/or "one-way"?

_ .

Does the system attempt to project/prediot probable needs "down:the road" or

, respond only to the "immediate", -cOrrently "pressing" nee-

-Need Identification 'Proceaa Characteristics

-To what extent are the need identification processes formalized or informal?

Centralized or diffusa?

9 9



tion processes responsive to usef detnands?

attempt to,breate'user awareness orneeds?

-he need identification procesAes most resemble open o
_

-
need identification procesdes been stable oruistable over_tpe in

:e institutions., personnel, mechanisms ethodologies inVolyed?

closed sysiems?

* t*

.74

-Po4s the R/D&IsytteW di ferentiate betWeen the needs relevant to_ d_fferent

:-RYD1541 functions, the R/D&1 system per se, and thersector served by ihe,

R/D&I system?

r

XI GENERAT'ION/RESE4C1-1

re lboking at the types of issues orconcerns involved in the generation/

reSearch function, we need to set a framework tor tur discussion. First, ourq

concern here is'with what may be called "disciOlined inquiry" (though we do

not:deny the possibility that new knowledge may result by sioMe "un-disciplined"
-

proces Second, we use the double term 'Igeneration research" to indicate

that-"disciplined inquiry" is not necessarily limited to "researchers doing

formal-research in a formal research setting". Thus, while our discussion
2: 0

below will-focus primarily-en formal,,organized research, it will be lmportani

to know,where/how/by whom new,knowledge is being produced outside of'thiformal
3

:research setting -Third,' we have deliberately avoided setting up a detailed

"typology for the generation/research function because relevant typologies

appear to be, context-specific. ,We do find, however, some usefulness in thinking

of genera ion/research in terms of three general types of processes:

1. search (i. e., determining what knowledge already exists

2. ,generation research per se-(i.e., the crea _on of new knowledge);

'knowledge synthesis (i.e., the re7combine ion of khowledge- into new

forms - which could-be considered a particular type of new-
,

knowledge production).



rther; we need to-examine

bssic-end applied'research.

he differences between whst,sre commonly cal,led_

ile many ofthe issue questions listed below_

Atarberaievanttonvalnatinniepearch,J.ie are treating evaluation'research

Elseparste g/D6l. function.

With,the'sbave in mind, the'follow ng would7be,
4

stioniresearch function.

-sues relevant
_

Searah and'Knowled nthesis Process Characteristics

Since thegenerstion/research fuhction is focused on
- eation of new know:

ledge-and oh extending'the.existing Limns of the Stste-ofthe-art, there is

a premiut Oh aVoiding "reinvention". - i.e., on doing.what haealready

been Bone. (Such "Teinvention"should not be confused with epetition"

done for purposes of verification or with the rediscovery of knoWledge,

which is difficult or costly to sceess'0,. Thus, some'important search,

issues dould be:

_e'available.knowledge base?

MI&

are the relevant basic disciplines, and how is the R/D&I ys _ ' know-
.

ledge base "tied into" -hese disciplines?

are the information sources, channels of comiunicatfon and retrieval

mechanisms aVailable f'Or use in.the'search process? How adequate are

they? Which ones are ilsed or not usea? Whn uses them and who does

not?

Sipce knewledge synthesiS is the re-comb nat on Of existing:knowledge, we

would be Asking these same quesbions in relatiOn tO knowledge synthesis:.
'



.

.

Reseakch.Prodess Charat eristics

In order. to understand the research f.unction

will waht to know about:

What relative prioritigs are given th basic research (the search for kno

leage

ledge

Dr its'own sake) or applied reffearch (the

ele ant to a s-pecific issue or problem

search for know-

iasearat being done by individuals or, by teaMs; within indvidul insti-
. .

, .

_tutions'or in cross-institutional settings etc.?

What,kinds of institutions are involved: public/privat-e; profit not-fo-

profit; university/industry-MU) organizations/government; et Where

are the "cgpters of extellince'

What methodolOgies tend to be used?' What methodolog ea are the moat Valid,

eliable and feasibre with respeat to the type-of innovion and the

sector involved?

40
Where .how aria by'Whom is "disciplined inquiry" occur ing optside of formal

r search settings.? WitK what impact-on R/D&I?

-

Is the research done within a single discipline or is it mul id' cipl nary?
4

-1

What is the level _atpration of the knowledge, base and o the. researc

_fnnction ina specific R/D&I system?

Wht,competitive dynamics and patterns are involved in the research fuTtc _o

atus; proprietary rghts)7 Involving what researchers or

resarcW otganizations?

. . =

whin control deaisiens-concerning funaing of research-
,
se n'epf research '

. ,

,priori-tes? what is the ror'; of users in the setting of research

prioritres.?



What stability of fUnding, institutions, personnel is needed?

differ across 11)D641 sedtors Or in terms of particular types of trim*

,vation Ilitat has beet the pattern'of such atabtlity? Wilat level of,:

stability, can be pr: ected'for the future?

-at is the rate at whIch the researdh function can be buil o expanded?
-

What Are the inkaged between bad c and applied research withinthe'll/D&I

system? -BetWeen researchers? -Between.research organizatione?

BetW en disciplined?-: Between R/D&I,systems7: Are there gags? ate,

exist ng linkages used? If not,:why hot? .-fqvwhom7

t d ffeences -perspectives
,

are there'between funders and researchers?

'effect dope did have on'the researchfunc ion?

W ih respect toapplied researcel,whaeis the effect on thedual foci Of!
.

"research" and."applicatiore1, and of potential conflicts between "desir-

ability" 'and."feasibility"?

a

),

thel above issues dtffer between basic and applie research?

_DEVELOPENT

The deVelopment function is that'part of knowledge production which takes

existing knowledge'and transforms it into a form or'format,which can be

utilized by users. .Develbpment is often understbod ah beginning

research st.ops apd ending when the development putput*is ready f
_

tion. In practice linkages to the research funetfon may be weak, _

_Lmay or may not be a clear separation'ofthe development and pr

A. The Developers

In a practic.al sense

'organizations

ment who woricin formal aevelopment organizations or organizational

here

produc-

and there

duction

elopment may be done by a variety of persons ar

_ncluding users as well .as persons trained indevelop-

103
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settingp, WhO the deVelopers: -re, may i _Pt the nature of the development,

Orodess and the output of development. , 'Thus , some ke.y Niss44 could be;
.

Is development being done by specialized development or Manorgan Z'ations,

development'departmene, of 4h organizatiOni oi by.users?
7

'What brganizations are doing development?. Are tHey: private erpUblic;-

profit or'netfor-prefit;:large scale or small s die; sector-specific

or sector-spanning? What 'is, their commitment the ector?

What,kinds 4nd what levelsof-skills and teChnical Sophisticatlon do-the

'developers-need to have in relation to particular types of prodUcts

(development outputs) being develoted? What-kinds and what levels

of techniral sophiStication do the 'various developers rurrently haVeT

What the range Or'mix of development outpu s on which the develdpment

organization works?

To what'external influences are the-developers most vnlnerable 7 . high
7,

-dependence on government funding in general or in relation to a parti-

cular set of governmental agencies; fluctuations'in priorities given

,to their particulavareas of developmental Poncerns; etc.)? Are the

,developers flexible/adaptable in'terms of their-areas of focus, the

cflents whom they.serve, their mix of techhological skills, etc.?

Do,the delielopers,p &vide support serv ces producers?' To users? What -

kinds of support services?:

Development Outputs

A

While the outputs'of development-are probably most commit-11.y thought of in

terum of "products",/it is importaat tp realize that development' may result

in a num6er of different types of outcomes .g.: programs,,processes,

models, strategies, approaches, etc., as well as the narrower range,of out-

puts we typically think of as "produc Some iMportant issues could be:

0 4'



the Intended development output
,

acake; ixpenaive ur inexpensive?

'required?:

or aomplex

What mix.of

datge scale or sMall.

hnologicat.ikills is

are-theimplidans of the nature of the produc on: the nature of=

-the deVelopmentprocess required; the type, mix and number of person-
.

-riel,requttedthe feasibility of Pilot testing-, evaluation? -

What aupport materials (e-.g.: instructional manuals) mu be develop7d?.

be provideP

At what point i the.development output ready for fnitial field testing?

what po_nt has the development outputheen suffic

permit produ ion, dissemination and utilization?

C. User Teocus 4nd Linkage.

ntly tested to

The emphasis or focus 'of: development is the intended or potential us*er.

Development, then, involves a process,of converting knowledge intb user-

ready outputs (with at, moSt some minimal fitting Ind tailoring) that can

then be:produced and distributed/mirketed. This, in turn, cleirly implies

that linkages with h user arelimportánt. Thus, some imp:Ltant tssues,'

coUld be:

0

What are the linkages btweendevel6pers and users? WhAt gaps exist, ,and

with what rmpact?,

What is the extent of clarity and certainty in process of peed identification

,(for development outputs) ? Can users clearly specify )wh.at they need?

Do developers know exactly what users mean? Is the developer then able

to Say With assurance to the user: "This development outpfft is what

you asked,for"? Is:it thenobvious to users what to do with the de-

velopment biltput?
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ow

-o what extent and-in what-ways) does the developer seek and-reCeilie addi-

-tional Information- from users during varioua atages 'Of the development

pleiceas?

_

To what ektent is it relevant to focus development on technoloti_al oppor-

tquities (i.e., in.the expeetation thet once-developed, the output

will be see.ny users as "neededik)? To What.extent do'the -developesp
P

atteMpt to .''forecasth potential user "needs" for deyelopment outputs
.

based on technelbgical:opportunitieal How is such "forecasting" done?

'By whom i.e.: by the developers;..t.,by,use of consultants; by producers;

by marketing departments; etc.).

ment State of the Ar finka-

pevelopment generally involves modify ng.er improving an exl_ting product
. .

(procews, models.)9tc.), or turnint'a well developed concept into a Usable

product, :-.Thus,deVelapment involves usingla relatively certain and established_
, . .

knowledge hase. Seine- important issues, then,-could be:

What" are the linkages that developers have to,the development State of the a

How extensive and established is,the dev lopment k- edge hase with espect

to'a particular-sector, particular type: og dvelopment outilut?

Are aevelopers creating development outputs which are in fact."out-of-date"
r

because the state of the prt permits superior 9utputs tio. e developed?

E. _Linkaged to Production

In the generic sense, of the deVelopment function is the begivning

i.e., -when a devel- nt otputis "Uger-
.

ready", it is ready.to be produced. (It must be noted; f course, that a.

'clear cut'separation of the development and.product fUnctions does not

always exist.) However, it cannot be de facto assumed that any 6.user.ready"

1.e., that it is easy to

of the production function'

development-output is'alse "producer-ready"

produce. Ticus,, some important lbsues could bel



-a- constraints are there in the production function in relation t7O.d _

velopment outputs (e4.:. existing manufacturing facilities abd techn

nologtes. cannot produce the development output; cost of modifying

or'replacing existing equipment)?4

Are developers aware of, prOductiOn conbtraintS2

on linkages between developers add produce

peyelopment -Processes

'Development Mlybe_perceived as aprooess,involving several steps or stages,
though these ma;:lifferdependingonthe nature of the prodoct and on who is
the develooer. Here, some important.iasues .could be:

What steps.are or are opt needed? Are any "needed" stops being omitted.or'

done inadequately?

-a are the product and-process design requ ements? Enginee

requirements?

Wh t kind of quality7crontrol is done?

What are the costs-for the development process?

What are.realistic time lines for development? What affects the time 1 e

(e.g.: nature of the outpot:, availability of personnel, funding,

supplies; laws and'regulations; etc.)?

Who does/should do evaluatton of development proposals, projects, potp s..

- i.e., what,should be the evaluation role of developers, users,

,researchlrs funding agencies etc.?

\Is esting feasIble? What does a testqprototype cos ,Are required teal-

nologies and-facilities available? Are_ the Criteria _ fpr _ evaluation

simple and clear cut or complex and hard to define?
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Can/should the. development process be.done in clear and separa
- -

What decisions need to-be made-at the end.of each stage?

PRODUCTION

,The production fun _iomis a critical linking unction-within the overell

-flow of-Innovation from knowledge Production -to- knoweedge, utilizatidt -The

itioal issue is whether or not the production function ben .handlethe-

results of R&D. Thus, to do research and development without-Considering

Whether or how,R&D outcomes can/willhe "Orpduced° 1,6 to,iisk slowing down

the tranSlation'of innovationfrom'knowledge production to knowledge
, .

utilization - - or even (stworst) to risk makils.-R&D outcomes meaning-,

, less in relation.to utilizaeion.

In addition to the impact the ptoduction -function can'-haveonthe overall

R/D&I process, we may note that the designing of production systems'is. a

process of innovation itself. Further, we also sometimes find the develop-

ment fUnction occurring within the prodUction function 4s efforts are made'

adjust,production to R&D outcomes.
/

.4

A. Production Processes

We-will want to-examine various aspects,of the prod.= ion process. Some

important issues could be:

How must the product be designed's the it can be'produced'with existing

facilities and eq0ipment? In order to mdet specifications?, jn order
,

to reduce 4osts? What relative emphasis is to be plad44 on cost vs.

-Auality fh product- design?

What are the engineering requirements of productionln:relation to the natu e

of the product and the facilities/00ipreent involved?

'What' are the requirements flor designing the productiOn system building

facilit _0? How is this désigning'done? By whom?

108
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What are. the require ents Bor productidn plaiining and control (e.g.: how

-many:are.tobeproducedinwhat_order)? How might such requirements
.

,

,constrain_thd production of new innovatfons? What ustfiods are used?

What kinds of prodnction operations, arecalled for (e.g.:

assembly,line, -cont1,nuou4proceSs, intricgte/ drophist

or4ratioris, etc.)? What:skilLS-are needed?

How is 'quality control done?

A '

HOW ri orpusly?

istics of Production Processes

We will also want to examine various characteristics

Here some important issues could be:

autOmation,

cated

production processes.

is the scale and scope of -production processes? Are the production pro-

cesses of-aufficient scale..or scope touleet the requirements imposed by

a specific R&D product or o produce suffic ent quantities to meet user

needs?

What are the-technological characteristics of production techniqUes and facil-

ities? is the available technology appropriate and adequate? Is 4.t,"in

place"? Does the production process require sophisticated technology or

relatively simple technology?

What costs are involved? Does productiLn require large or Small scale capita

operation and/or ma'ntenance costs?

production done in single.or multiple unit processes? Are these continuous

or' separate? T- what extent does th work of one production unit affect

another?

What skills are e ired?

109
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production_techniques and faci ,ies relatively "fi or are they

adaptible and flekib1e7 How is adaptibil,ity/flexibility affected by the

nature pf thetechnology; by the ale/scope of productionrequiremerts

ant costs?

What is*the rate of change in the development 6f ne- production technology?
,

Is obso scance'.&significant problem? ,

Can parts of the produion proces8 be subcontracted? Are- they? Which pare?

How do the above considerations yar across institutions within the sectou?

.How does the nature of the materials involVed affectproductign? Are the
.A

materials reactive? Are the materials'easy or difficult to wOrk with?

Do they have,to be transported, stored? Do they have to be transformed?

Are the needed materials vailable?_

XIV. MARKETING/DISTRIBUTION/DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION

An R/DO system comprises all,the functions related tb knowledge produ on

((P) and knowledge utilization (KU). For R/D&I to comprise a complete system,

there must be a "bridge" .over which the work done in knowledge production

can be "sent" to users or, conversely, over which users may dome to

"find" results of knowledge, production which are. useful to them. Such KP-KU

linking activities may be (and are) described variously. Although no single

descriptive term would likely ge adequate to describe all such KP-KU linking

activities, the following four terms or categories reasonably well capture

the types and broadness of KP-KU linking activities: marketing (which Pis a,

producer-oriented description) ; distribution whi,ch implies the methodology

by which and the emtent to which KP results are made available to users

dissemination (which has a more general, broad information flow connotation);

and diffusion (which implies a less proactive process than the first three

110
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terms). We recognize, of course, that these,are not completqy 'discrete

concepts andthet, indeed, they averlap significantly. We also emphasize

that thbge KP-KU:l_nking process'es include user-to-user user-to-knowledge

producer communications-.

Or anizations

'A varietY of organize ions,may b involved in 'KP-kU linking ,activities: pro-
.

ducers who attempt to market products; users who actively look for productsl

spedialized marketing/distributi=ldissemination organizations. Thus,some

important issues could be

What types:of organizatiens are_involved in ma keting/distributionidissemin-

ation/diffusiolU within the /D&I system or in relation to a particular

KF output dr set of KF outputs _.g.I- private/public; --profit/not7for-
.

_profit; producers/users/intermediaries)? What- ate, their respective

roles?

,What are the characteristics'of these,organiZations .g.: large/small;

sector-spedific or hectorspanning; level of matura on; stable/un-

,stable; etc;)?

What level of priority:and resoUrce coiiinitment 'do these organizations give to
N

marketing/distribution/disseminatime/diffusion?

The type and _arEüV the product being marketed/distributed/disseminated/

diffued affects the nature of the activi,ties. We here include as "product"

any
4

of the range of KP outputs such as methods, processes, approaches, pro-
,

ducis, etc. - any KP "output" that may be used by the user. Some

-nt issues could be:

Are the products simple or complex?

1
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Are there many or few products?

Are- the productS 'ctive? '(For example, acids react with some containers

but not otherS; educational R&D products may become modified by the

way.they are used=by teachers and students.)

Is therd-a small or large 'm x" of product type's?-

How do the above consideratiOnsaffopt the requirement for/:1 rketing disr

tribution/dissemination/diffusion, mechanisms
'

o

C. User Charact ristics

and systems?

.
. /

i

The characteristics of the intended user populatLon will signi in-,icantly--

fluence the requirements and options availsle ketinedistribution/
i:

dissemination/diffusion. Here, some important/ s ea could hej-

Are there many potential users, or,unly

-e the potential users relatively hombgen_ u-,or heterogeneous'an terMs of:

needs, interests, acquisition/impleme/ntationtuttlizatiOn capabi.iteies,

geographic location, type of, organi4'ation, etc.? a

What are the entry .points Into the user system? Who will make.the acquisi-
/

tion decisions? Will these;beLfferent in dffferent'product types?

Wha_ contoxtnal constraints are here in the user system .g.: lack

resources to acquire; burdensome funding or bidding requirements;

low levels of'selection/tsting/evaluation pr implementation/utiliza-
/.

tion capabilities)? '

What level of awareness do'

for a product?

have about a product; about their need

1 1 2
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fp.

Is it relatively easy or difficult to identify which users are the relevant

yotential target population? To identify/define the-needs of various

Wha

uSers?

4%

vatibnal constraints do the users have in terns of motivation to
4study, test; evaluate, implement'andior uti,lize a 'product (e.g.: tine

constraints,- tralning requiremettp prior bad experiences, etc.

What effects do: the above consid hs have-On requireMents for marketing/
,

aislributionidissemin-ation/diffuSlon michanisms and systemS'? On..p-li-
J

oies and strategles?

D. Process Characteristic's

The marketingidistribution/disse inationidiflusion-unction will need to be

examined_ in terns of a variety of processcharacterlstics. For example%
P

What kind of mechanisms,methods, systems are mos -apptopriate in relation

to specific types'of p;oducts .and/or to specific types of users-?

-
.4-

What is the level.of user trbet in relation-to the product the' 'prodticer,

th maketing/distribution/dissemination/diffusion system? ,

Under wIlpt conditions would djfferèntmethods be- _ns dered cost/e v-1

What methods and channels are being used? Are not being used? Why not?

Is the marketing/distribution/disseminatinn dif usion system user-d- ven
,

(i.e., essentially controlled by users ) or user,oriented (i.e., while

user imput is'tak41 inEo account,- their input is not determinative)?

E. System Level Considers ions

A_ we noted earlier, narketing/dis bution/dis- ination/diffusion is the

-11tD&I system function which in effect "completes" the R/D&I system by pro-



diIig a "bridge"'by which the results of knowledge production, unctions

can be made!availableto users. Thus consideratien needs to be giVen!to

"system-level" issues in ter7s both'of_the 11/..c&I system and the marketing/

dispribution/dissemlnation/diffusion system. Some important issues could

th 1 R/D&I system maturation?- How doesthis affec /he

need for relevance of differentmarketing/disttibuttonAdissemination/

diffusion methods and approaches?

What linkages exist betwee0the marReting/distri6ution/dissemination/dif7

fuSion onthe-onL'hand and resenrchers/developer61ftoduoers/users on

:the other? Are-there signifi:can "gap" in th sytem a'

7-What mechinisms. are used fo

dnd tailofing?

AC UTSITION

qual, ty control storing-, --val,,packaging;-

The function of adquisition-is the beginning of and can critically affect
a

- _ -

the knowledge utilization part of the innovation process'. We will want

understand the acquisition function from,several perspectives.

'Ste the A uia_t -n Process

The acquisition process may be Seen as having several "steps". However,

in practice', th'ese "steps" are not necessarily donein "linear" fashion;

some may be'given moreattention theeCoihers; indeed, some may not really

be done at all. (And of cotirSe, other"steps" could be conceptualized,)

These step's include:

1. Awareness

Do users tend to be avIare of their' need or of innovations first? That

is, does awareness of need lead,users'to search for innovations or

does their awareness of innovations create an "awareness" 'of a need?
_

1.14
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-7ays do users become aware either of ,their eds'or of innoVa

tions (e.g..: from need surveys; presSure from the environment;

critical events; publications; informal communications; meetings
,

marketing efforti of'producerS; etc.)

Search

What cautei users to initiate searcb for innovations?

Ho ex ensive is the search?.

the search protess'formalized?
7

,Who does t,he search?

Biddin

Aro bids use/reuired for innovations?

Who determines the 'specific ions"?

Does the bidding pro-ess exclude otent suppliers?

Tesbing

testing innovntions done before purchase? By whom?

How ex sive are the tests?

Do organizational personuel have the capability raining, facilitLes

for adequate testing?

- What are the rating criteria to tised in testing? -ho determines

them?



Is testing ,done--by-the uaer organi.2ation'or by some other prganizatiop?

5. Evaluation

What criteria are usedto 'evaluate an innova_ion .g.: cost;

standards; ease of use.'; flexibility of Use; adaptabilit-p-to,

other equipment', prpducts, fadilitiea; etc::
7

:Who sets tbe!c-i ria?

Who makes the evaluation?

Purchasing

WhO makes(the decision t

purchaae?

purchaSe or. no

On what basis* are purchaae decisions Made?:

Is purchas ng -Cormalizda

0

or from which prodiker tio

urchasing agent or nt 9

Are there any kinds of cooperative purchasing/leasing arrangpments

between inS i,tutions, between agencies_of a level of govern7

ment ( g.: police and fire departments), etc.?

Role of Key Personnel in the Acquisition P-ocess

AB the above discussion has implied, the acqui(sition process is

icantly-affect6d by wh4ch personnel play what roles.

:could be:

Some important

f-

issues

Wha stersonnel ale involved in/have authority over: the setting of c iteria

for testing, eva.luation, purchasing; deciding what is "needed";

making purchase decisions; etc.?

What.Capabillties and perspectIves do these personnel bring to the acqui-

sitipn process?



What are ate roles of: producer personne intermedia e agency personnel

vendors, professional assbciations, disseminators, "clearinghouses",

etc.); "product champions; and user personnel (purthasing agents,
-

,engineerd, higher level kcision/policy makers, users of the fnnova-

tions)?

.Are the personnel who make purchasing dfcisions dilferent ftom the 'person-=

nel who will utilize the acquisition.? Would the personnel.who would

utilize th'e acquisition be capable of making technical evaluations?

Do pupchasing,personnel use different acquisitin criteria than do .

the personnel .fto would utilize th-e-ncquisition? How are\such dif-

feren-ces resolved? 0With what effect on acquisition decisions (in

terms,of the valise of the acquisition to the personnel who must use

the.acquisition)?

, 4
C. Acquisition _Process _Characterist

AaditiOnal issues: involving various characteristics of the -acquisition-

,process coula include:

To what extent is the acquisition process formalized? Which steps?

what laws/regula- ons or organizational policies

acquisition process?

Is the acquisition process rela-

lations affect the

y simple or complex?

Are the budgeting and bidding processes flexible, or rigid?

lines are involved 4n budgeting and bidding processes?

hat _time

How do these factors affect, t e potential producers ppliers?

Is ,the acquisition process. centralized or diffuse?
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Are there any inter-organizat nnal -urchasing.arrangements?

What °capabilities ao organizations need and have to identify, elect, test,

evaluate innovations?

What are the intraorganizational linkages (e.g.: between user personnel,

engineers, purchasing agents)? What are the interorganizational

'linkages ( g.: between producers and User organizations)?_

I142LEMINTATION/UTILIZATION

Implementation ald utilization begin after a dser.has actually acqui-ed

an innovation. It is important tojealize that there are some signifi-

cant differences between iffiplementation and utilization. 2ssentially,

implementation refers to the ifetallation and initial use of an innoVa-

tion. Utilization refers to the continued, sustained use of an innovation.

While .tllere is lit le merit in.trying to delineate precisely where
_

imple-

mettatn' and utilizatiod begins there are some significantly dif-_

ferent dynamics between the two. For example, during implementation, the .

user is dealing with a relatively new phenonemon; during utilization, the

innovation becomes "familiar". Indeed, failure dur,ing implementation may

prevent (or at least set a negative "tone" for) sustained, continuing

:utilization of an innovati.on.

At the same time,-however, many of the relevant issues are very similar,

and it is for this reason that implementation/utilization is considered

,here as a singlg function. With an awareness of both the differences and

similarities between implementation and utilization, the researcher or

pOlicy/decision_maker can determine (in a specific instance) the extent to

which implementation and utilization may be considered simultaneously or

need to be considered'separately.

The items below illustrate the kinds of issues relevant to implementa on/

utilization.



A. IMpleMentation Proc

Impor

es

)

emintatibn process i ues could include:

Ac _vities of producers/user0.ntermediaries to prepare for implementation -
.:.

What training of user personnel is provided? What preparation must be'

made for support services such as, accounting computer programming?

What supplies must be ordered? Are organization development activities

needed to prepare for implementati-

installatidn'-'- What personnel sk lls, fac lities, technologies, etc. are

required?

TeSting/debugging Does testig "destroy" or "use up" the innovation?

What are the costd of testing (to do.the testing; of the innovation

if it cannot be reused after testing)? Can testing be done throUgh
AV

.-, Simulation, mathematical modelar

Trial run Are trial runs needed? yeasible? Who does it (producer,

vendor, user, etc.)? What are the objectives of trial runs? What

time and cost are involved? What effect do the trial runs have on

user receptivity to the innovation

r/evaluate/modify/féedback Are these feasible? How are they

done? By whom? What is the quali y of the data received?

-r
The main issues for implementation,'then, Confer kat is needed ana/or

available; who is/should be involved; how tmpLemettation is done; and what

the effects of implementation wi-11

Utilization Processes

Important utilization process issues could include:

1 9
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Expansion/replacement -- In whatji-laypdoes,the:innovation require or allow
,

,.,
expansion of the organization_ bilitkes, facilities-, suPport ,

services, etc.? What doesh nnovation reOlace in terms of previous
,

d ,

technology ,
', j'_- :-,-

., equipmdnt sonn Oc .

,

Routinization/standard zation

and standardized?

:

z. utage of the innovation routinized

Mon oring/evaluation/modifica oti --

evaluation, modification?

the processes for monitoring,

Acceptance/institutionalizion -- Hap thdinnovation been,ac pted within
,v

the organization on a contiriuing, suse4ined basis? Has _t been

"institutionalized" (i.e., has it become:basic/essential to the

cirganization, or has it remained,peripheral)?

Main enance -'- What costs ate involved in maintenance? What support

services, personnel, training of-personnel must be provided for

maintenance?

Extension/improvement -- in what ways can/will the innovation and its usage

be extended or improved over time? Whatwill be required? Will,the

innovation be utilized in stages?

Diffusion -- Is this innOvation diffused throughout the organization, or

is it utilized in only 'a segment of the organization? 1.f the latter,

why?

C. 'male entat on/Utilization Process Characteristics

Important implementation/utilization process characteristic issues could

include:

Scope -- What is the Scope of activities and system adaptation required?

What resources are needed? Who is/must be involved?

Level of technology -- What'level of technological sophistication is

required? For what technologies? is training required?

120
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CQnstratnts What constraints exis_ Can these.be remove or redueed?

How? At what costs?

Acceptance/e5ction -- What actual or potential conditions will tend to

affect the acceptance or rejectio of the ifinavation?

. Ad ustments -- In what ways must.the innovation be adjusted in order to

adapt it for,usage in a specific setting?. What adjustmenta 141l

be called for withni the organtzatiOn?
1 ;

Impact., Who/What organitati,9nal ctiv1t]4 will be affected?

waYs,? What organizationl cl-;anges will be needed?

D. User Characteristics Influenci nta on/Ut lizatlon

In,what

Important user characteristic issues influencing implementation/utiliza-

tion could include:

Incentives/barriers - - What are.the incentives and/or barriers for

users in the process of.innovation? What'are the "entry points" for

innovation? WhaCis the history of innovation in the user system?

How do these differ between organizations and within specific organi-

zations?'

Capa6ilities - - What capabilities do users need for imp1ementeti6n/

utilization? Do they have or lack such capabilities? Which user

organizations and/or personnel7 With yespect 'to whirh aspect

implementation/Utillta ion pro- sses?

Key user personnel - Who are the key user personnel? With respect

what aspects of implementation/utilization? Who are the user

change agents and opinion leaders,

,Status relationships ol innovation Does the innovation provide status

for the organization or organizations departments or personnel? Is

there,professionel status associated with the innovst on?

121



or _izational charaCteristics =- How do organizational structures,

processes and climate impact upon implementation/utilization?

E. Producer Characteristics Itiflue irig Implementation/Utilization

Depending upon the nature of the innvation and the needs of the
.

organization, the prooduer m y be a-Significant influence.on

tion/utiElzation. Importt issues could inc.lude:
z

imp-lementa-'

What need.does the user hav for producer heip'in irnplementaori7

utilization?

the,capability of the producer to provide such help (e.g.:

producer's ability to train user personnei; the produeer's

technical capabilities)?

-he willingness of the producer to provide such help? What

ineentivea does the-producer have? Does the producer providesuch

service as a standard procedure? Is the particular situation of .

special'importance to the producer?-

Froducer/lJsér Relat onshi Influencin Im lementa_ _On Utilization Processes

Producer/user relationships may,also affect the implementation/utiaization

process. Some important issues could be-

What are the user's relationships with the producer? is the user dependent

on the. producer? In what ways? ',Are alternative Sources (producers)

available to the user?' Is the user awate of these alternative soUrces?

_f nwhy not? Does the. user "favor" one,source over another? If so,

why and with what effects?

Do organizations other ththe producer help th_ user implementcond or

service the innovation? 1at organization?, What is the user"s
1

refationship with these o ganizations?





SUPPORT SERVICES

Although it might be theoretically possible to conceptualize an R D&I system
which would be completely seif-contained, in reality an i/D&T'system and its

constituerft institutions do require support services from other systems,

'organizatiAA and/or sectors. The need for support serviges will be relev n
(tbough different in specifics) for ail of the R/D&I functions.

,SuppOrt Service Requirements

WO would want to know= the nature and extent of the R/D&I system' requi e-

ments/needs for support Services. Thus,'some iimportant issues ould be:

What are the R/EI,I system's requirements/needs for support -ervice

protection of proprietary rights; teshng and sitalysis; equipment-,

tupplies-transportation; computer services; maintenance

etc.)?

services;

_HOw dO these yequivements/needs differ aceording to level of system maturi

. R/D&I function, R/D&I inst tutions, type of innovatiOn invol,ved etc.?

Y.

What level of sotication and/or specialization is req in the'support.

services,
A

What services are the R/D&I system or institutions unahle.to provide for them-'

selves? What services should they not provir!r I itsel
r,-

Why not?

Row deinndent are the R/D&I system or institutions upon thesupport serv.ices?

What are the effee'ts of sUch dependence?

What combination of rent/buy strategies (for obta- As support services)

are most appropriate at a particular time, un
4

for a particular type of'support Service, etcA

existing condidions,
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lt would be important to- know how the R/D&I system and_its institutions are

(or could be) linked to support services. Some important issues could be:,

Wha

t,linkages exist between the R/D&I _yste_ tutions and the required/

needed, support services?

s are there? What is the impact of theSe laps?

What barriers/constraints to linkage exist (e.g.: legal contraintS; slow

payment by public agencies for services received; Support service

system not being interested in the particular R./D6c.1 system or'sector)?

Support Serv ce Characteristics

We would want to know something about the nature and charaater sties of support

services. Tor,exampleL

'To'';-+That xtent are the required/needed support services available or not?

Are there significant delays in obtaining support services?

What is the level of technical tapab 1 ty -f the Suppor- se-_-_ice systems?

the quality :f support services available?

What are the costs involved?

,Whqt are th6 sources of Support serVices Are there alternative,sources from

which to choose? if so, what are the significant differences between them?
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-The eVa1uation research functLon is often simply called 'evaluation" W

have_deliherately:,choeen to use the term evaluation research",to indicate

-that while evaluation is done in relation to knowledge utilization there

ts a research/knowledge production component to evaluation. Thui, while

evalUation research is done ,to inform funders policy makers decision

'makers and managers; it-does create,khowledge 'which (in turn ) exliands

knowledge base for'R/D&I.,

woKLnds of Evaluation Research

Evaluation reearch .may be either of two basic kinds. On the one hand,

may be done fo the purpose of providing policy/decision makers with data

on which they may base decisions to continue, discontinue or modify a program,

project, etc. - or siMply to "evaluate" 'the effects'of aj:trogram/project.

In either case, the focus is on "end results", and the evaluation research

would usually be done only after a'significant period of time had elapsed

ince the beginning of a program, project, etc -- e.g.: upon the c

pletion of a program, project, etc., or at some regularly scheduled, but

fairly 19ng, intervals (e.g annually ). This kind of evaluation research

is often called "summative".

On'the other hanC evaluation r Search may be done on ah ongoing basis during

the life of a program,-project, etc-. Here the purpose is to provide managers

with ,data upon whfch "mid-course", operational changes can he made es needed.

This kind'of qvaluation reSearch is often called l'forMatiVe".

There are potential Conf icts bet een the two types of evaluation research.

In summative eValuation research, premium would usually be placed on Avoiding ,

input which could alter the program, project, etc. - in order t6--avoid

"contaminating" the research process In formative evaluation research, however,

premium is given precisely to inputs which would rnallow such alterations. Sim-

ilarly, 'the research designs tend to be different for'these two types of

evaluation research.

1 2 5
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Which kind of evaluation research is being done?

are the objectives of proposed evaluation research? Which kind

valuation iesearch is needed to accomplish these ob ectives?

4

If both kinds of evaluation research are donft, can th6, be done within the

same research desietT or mus,t "the researth designs be different?

Would the research evaluators who do the formative evaluation research

be able tO be objective apciut the summative evaluation researth?

What are the similarit es, differences andtor conflicts between methodologies

for formative and summatiVe-evaluation research?

At what points in the evaluation research process should formative evalua-

tiOh be undertaken? By Nibom?

What are the implications for evaluation:research if the focus of evaluation

is short-term-as

related to the

society?

compared to long term? If the focus is on consequences

immediate user as compared to consequences related to

B. i ant Participants

Evaluation reaearch-involves a number of cUfferent participants, eac_

wham ma

needs, erests, etc: Thus, some importatjiestions could be:

have somewhat. different (arid potentially conflicting) objectives,

Who are the4ignificant par cipants (e,g the evaluation researchers;

funders; policy makers; decision make i; managers;,staff; external

political or pressbre grbups)?

At what levels or in what parts pf the sysfem are the participants located

(e g.: local, state,-, federal levels of government; top level-managers;
-7

functional managers),

126



are the Lnformatjàuneedg, perspec

roles of the participants? To wha

ives, vested nterests", objectives,

extent and in what ways

perspecttves, etc.'different or in conflict?

these

the nature and hiatory of-the relationship between the Participants

-collaborative, conflictua4 none, etc.)?

controls the problem defil i-n. .a.: decides-what Is __ be r- earched

and evaluated)?

Who determines what crit _a and methodologies are to be used?

Who deterMines whose information needs not be met?

Who has accesa to the evaluation research results Who determines acces

.-

Who determines- how'the evaluatibn results will be used?

What is _he. ole of the evaluation researcher in determining proble

qn, criteria, and access Co'resurts?

What s do evaluation researchers need to hive? Do these, skill require-

men differ for the dqsign,'data gathering, data'analysis and data

re__alysis stagea? In terms of typei.of'innovations? 130 the skill,

tequirementi differ between formative andeummative evaluatiOn

. researchers?

.What is the training and-background of the evaluati :researchers?
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Evaluation research is done in relation to some specific program or project

service, etc.Y. The nature of the program or project May-affect the type

f%evaluation reseatchthat is releNiont, the exteni to which t is easible,
'

-the -retiability.and validity of resulte, etc.

could be:

Thus so-mw important issues

the nature-of the program or project (e.g.: large Ovsmall scale
--

number and type of people involved in or affected by; _leVel-witbin

system; social-service or physical science-based; length of tiJne-..

,before-"results" can reasonably be expected; etc.

-Are.the goalsjobjeCtives er_ the program or project clear?

n what ways and to _ what externt does the nature of the program constrain

the feasibil ty reliability or validity of evaluation reseaich?

Can dirct 'measurements" of outcomes be obtained (or can they be obtained

or'- ,tfter long periodS of time )? Are "secondary" or "prediptorP in7

dioators,available? With what degree of reliability and validity?
-

D. _Design _ethodology and Proceep

On the one hand, evaluation .researc:_ utilizes*the methodologies of many

research discicilines. 'On the .other hand, evaluation research is seen by

many as a distinct discipline itself. In any event, the nature of the evalu-

atlon research design affects the res ts obtained. We may further note that

because of tWe variety of plarticipa

them, the design process take6 on

Thus, some important issues could be

and the p tential for c;nfliot among

ial sgnihcance for_evaluation research.

What methodologies are use& for evaluation re earch?

4d 8



To Mhat ext.ent are Ale methodologies validated, rep icable? In whit fields

disciplines, aectors? To what exLni dc4s.the naturoof the program

:pr_prcjeCt (or the situational context) constrain valida ion ehd/or

replication?

'1411at ate the criteria'upon which 'evaluation will be made?

are the eValuation criteria deve1900 By

Have potential conflicts in datwinterpretations, usage of results and

access to results been identified prior to designing the evaluation

research piecess? if so, how will these consideratlons be built

Ato the design processand/or what stens mill be taken'to deal

11 the potenital conflicts?

XIX SEARCH ON R/D&I

,

It is important to know.what research has been done (and what data has thereby'

been obtained) ebout R/D&I. This would include policy research/policy analysis

done for an R/D&I system institution, research op any of the R/D&I features,

research on R/D&I systems in general, contextual analyses relevant to particular

R/D&I systems and:research on research (R
2
).

Bome important issues coill& be:

Control - io etermine6,what research on R/D&I will be done, how A will
. .

be done, o has access to data findings, how findings will be used?

,

j

Focus - - On what aspects of R/D&I does the research ocus?

Methodology - - What methodologies are used? What are the strengths and

weaknesses ef the methodologies?
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Scope is th4 research narrOwly or b oadly focused?

Generalizabil.ity

generalizabl

A

To' what extant are the implications of the dings

titutionaliZa ion -- - Are there research organizations or department

whichjoCus on research on R/D&I? Or is the research on R/D&I-being done

by IndividUal xeseafchers or small reSearch teams apart from any
instt-

utionalized base? IS research on -R/D&I:dose on a'continuing.

or on an occasional basis?

.;
;4P4velopmental state - - For what aspects of R/D I is research at a high or

low level of development?

Literature base - How adequate is the'literature in regard to the empirical

and.theoretIcalbases-forresearchon,V Wrp&I? hat information do:we have

about R/D&I? How valid and reliable is the information? What "gaps"

ion - - How have research findings, been used

br why not? By whom?

pr not-used)? Why

- How have the researctrfindings affected R/D&I systems? are

-he implications of the research findings for R/D&I? For whiCh'. OSI

systems? For functionor 'aspects of R/D&I systems?

Control - - Who determines what research on R/D&I will be donehow it will

be done, who will do it, who will 1avc acabss to findings, how findings\

Will be used?

What research iA being done (andby ho_ ) aboUt the nature and

process of research.on RiD&I?

The Research on R/D&I Community - - What is the need for encouraging the

,elvelopment of the'communities of researchers op R/D&I? Howmight

this best be done in order to balance both short term;and long term
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THE R/D&X CONTEXT _IN THE EDUCATION SECTOR

A volume-lengt an s of rhe educational R/D&I_context is .in praparation

and will be on file at the National'Institute of Education (NIE). In the

chapir .Presented here, we summarize key points madt in the Iongthier

analysis Specifically, each of the 19 Ontextual features will be reviewed

below to describe the context for analysis of ow educational.R/D&I system .

It ShoUld b noted that much of this. analysis is basedon:impre_
,

sources -- impressions derived from immersion in,the literatnre

to analygis -f key features.of the, educational RID:41,system nand impr

derived from the analysts' persOnal Ox'periencesand familiarity with elie_
,

. _ -

educational R/D&I and operating Systems. The lehgthier analysis'proVides,

extensive citationsand other documentation as -II as some discussion.

of key points in need of empirical verification. ,

IRO NTS OF THE E/D&I SYSTEM .

1. Vulnerability

'A Public Base

Of all Elie sectors we have conside -d in our comparative analysis, educat on

is clearly the most vulnerable 7-- the most open to --d subject to)

'

'social and.political influence
(125)

. As publlc servIce,institutions sup-
-

ported by publl6 funds and Administered arpd regulated 17y public agencies

schools affect all subgroups of the.population (as-c:ttizens andtaXpayers

Since the ptoportiou of lo.dal funds spent on public education tends to be

7-1;articularly sal.ient7to taxpayers. d'orquite-,hiih, schools tend

Hthose taxpayers who are also-parents of school-age children, the level
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f concern about school functioning t nds to be even higher ,-r Ame jean

society has been characterized by tremendously high expectations for
0

schooling. The business community, too, hap been expressing great concern

abe4t school functioning, bemoaning the poor quality of wor rce
(24)

preparation for the world of work.

/

Education, by its nature, also has more diffuse goals than other sectors

goals that are more subject,to value-laden judgments, misinterpretations,
and controversy; goala that are harder to specify, less measurable, and,

barder to use as performance standards against which to,judge system

performance.
(125)-

in comparison to other sectors, then, the functioning and

,effectiveness Of educators, educational R/D&I personnei and the educational-.

system as a whole are more likely to be subject to scrutiny and debate.

Le itimac Problems

ontributing to the vulnerability of the education sector 2s _thç educ

legitimacy problems in claiming specialized expertise and professional
status. Compared tp scientists, engineers, doctors, or lawyers, the

specialized trai _g needed to function as a teacher or principal does not

seem particularly awesome. From their own personal experience (as well

-s close observation of the experience of others), the public has more

familiarity with what the educator does compared to knowing what an

engineer or a lawyer does). Therefore particularly for the better

parent, there is tar less of a gap in expertise between the general

public and educators than between the public and professionals in fields
with strong knowledge

:faceted

or technology bases. Similarly, compared to fields

with Well developed knowledge and technology bases and highly specialized

development activities (e.g.: engineering), there does not appear to be
much of a gap in expertise between-the R&D personnel who develop many
of the learning materials on the market and the teachers who develop

their own materials, or even Parents who peruse the materials used by
'their children.
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7-N
The Nature.of tlucational innovations

Adding. to the vulnerability of educational R/D&I is the natdre of

educational.innovations, as compared to the more technologial outputs

of R/D&I systems in other'sectors,'where R&D products are easily

packaged and-installed; Where use: varely=conflicts th the values,

attitu.des, and sensitivities of operating systeepersonnel; andtwhere

'products can be expedted to behave reliably in:accordance with their

performance specifications (as long a they are used.properly). Educe-

tional innovations, in contrast, tend to involve "people change' --

e.g.: creation of new capabilities or organizational strategies ar

instructional approaches. They are therefore more likely to be resisted

-- by the people who make adoption decisions and by those who uust
fi

implement them. As "people change" products:, there is far greater

reactiveness between product.and users (both school personnel as

intermediate users andstudents as end users). Therefore, implementa-

tion is more difficult, and effects a

When effective, educational innovations

their effects are harder to demonstrate

far less predictable. Even

are harder to prove

objectively and are

more subject to di.s"pute. Further, there may be controversy
(48, 59, 61, 74)desirability of intended effects.

a

eakness :he Scientifit and Technolo ical Base

effective

therefore

over the

The weakness of the scientific and technological base of education and_

educational R/D&I is at the crux of much of the environmental vulnerability

of:this sector. Though it shares much common ground with the social

sciences and other applied sCcial science fields as well, education is

.particularly vulnerable here. For example may note the following:

The development of a kno edge base in the.social sciences and

applied fields like education involves research on humans rather

than non-humans, and this raises numerous value questions about

-4hat should be studied and h w;
(48, 50)

the ethics of research;

safeguarding the rights _ those studied; etc.



It else; entails greater uncertainties in the research situation

,since the humans studied (unlike rocks or molecules) have and

exercise _ ee will'and are thus "reactive" to innovations.
(48

'

Therefore, reliability issues become particularly troublesome.

There is alsn,a.greater likelihood of bias creeping in throug

the researcher's oWn biases or the quality of the interaction

between researcher and subject.

Experimental designs calling for randomization or various inds

of controls.ere also less feasible.with humans, especiall- in

field settings as opposed to laboratory research. (53)

2. Governance StructureM,

A. The Value Problem

The value-laden nature of education and educational R D&I is particularly

problematic, given the governance structure of education and educational

RAMAT. Scheol systems are legally controlled by agencies in their

environment. Both school systems and educational R/D&I institutions are

largely dependent on these agencies for their funding. Legal control ove

the operating system is vested in lay boards of education, elected (--

appointed by elected officials) in each of the approximately 17,000 school

districts across the coLintry. This lay control, its,relationship to

political processes, and its extreme decentralization are factors of

some consequence. Although professional (i.e.: the Superintendent)

dominance'of lay boards is the rule, there are frequent exceptions.

Especially in controversial abeas busing, sex education), unless

the Superintendent is a person with strong leadership abilities and a

clear vision of what he or she wants, community pressures can have a

jor impact on school functioning.

D. Formal Governance Structures

In terms of formal governance structures, the educational system in the

U.S. Ls characterized by extreme decentralization. In contrast to
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centralized Systems (as:in!France, for example) which have centrally

prescribed courses, textbooks and learning materials, centrally devel ped

examination systems, and eXtensive monitoiing of school operations by

school inspectbrs, each of the thousands of local school districts

in this country is largely autonomous. Though legal authority to

regulate sChooling is vested in theegovernments,of the states, few if

any States,actively monitor school-functioning, and on the whole, local

districts are highly autonomous from state and federal authorities. In

operational terms, decentralization tends to gocensiderably beyond the

decision making autonomy of the districts. Within each district there is

considerably autonomy at the the local school level, with the principals

(and alsoteachers) having a great deal of leeWay in determining what hap-

pens in their classrooms. This degree of autonomy down to the school and

classroom level is a factor of considerable importance in explaining

1 why innovations that are formally adopted by a school district axe so

often not implemented in practice, or are so transformed during

Lmplementation that they amount to little more than "the same old

thing".(51' 119)

In the case of the educat nal R/D&I system, the ultimate control over
decisions affecting funding -- and functioning -- is
the Congress. Given the history of Congress's lack of confidence in the

ability bf educational R/D&I to provide a reasonable return on the taxpayer's

investment, this has meant almost constant troubles for the R/D&I systeM.

Economic Forces

Economic forces in the rivironment of the educational operating and R/D&I
systems have been felt particularly severely in regent years. On the, state

and-local-level,- school financing has become ono of the paramount issues
'of the day. We find increasing numbers of cases of states and local

communities :struggling ovur equitable financing formulas;. states cutti g

assistance to local districts as they struggle with their own financial

difficulties; and votors in local districts defeating school budgets and
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bond issues ift an effort to'stave off further increases in local taxes.

Econothic.recession has also meant a shortage of. slack resources in
.

\

the private sector to inveSt in\high risk/low return-R/D&I activities.

a . Weak S ss and Assertive Demands

In\all, we can characterize:the environment of the education sector as one

that tends to be weak in supports for the system and asSertive in demands

about what can or tannot be done, shouldor should not be done; R&D'in edu-

cation tends to-lack prestige or legitimacy -- Or even astrong 'demand for

its products or its very existence. This seems apparent whether we focus on

the attitudes of researchers and scholarS in the disciplines, educational

practitioners, laymen, Congressmen or eyen the_edecation research and R&D

communities.. The system appears to have developed no strong.constituency of

its own and is buffeted by the initiatives of varioug other constituencies

able to artieulate demands reflecting broad soatal, cultural, and political

moVements in the society as a whole (e.g. integration, ethnic consciousness, .

femiaism)..

The environment of the education sector'affects virlually every.feature of the

R/D&I system -- the definition of goals, needs, and strategies; the level

and quality of personnel, funding, and other resources that flow -into the system,

.and the functioning of the system itself (What research problems or R&D topics

are attended to; the manner in which problems are defined; the amount that

Must be invested in early phases _f R&D activity because of the weakness of

the knowledge-base and the transf rts between stages; the controls that area
.

exercised over research to protect human subjects; the credibility of the

research and R&D effort with different constituencies (as evidenced for instance

in the numerous examples of the black community's unwillingness to participate

in survey research in the late '605). No other sector we have considered

in Our-cemparative-analysia_la_conf_ nted_with such_serlous environmental

pressures. None is as dependent on environmental institutions for its pport.

And none is dependent on an environment so, inimical to its chances for dr elop-

ment and maturation. :1,41



II. HISTORICAL-DEVELOPMENT

1. A Newly In-
.

tutionalized System

139

The development of instructional str tegi and learning Materials Ilea been

gOing on as long as there have been teachers and students and we can find

-eXamples -of-institutionalized educational research in this country over a 4

relatively long historical p_ d. Nonetheless, we Must note-that institu-

tionalized R/D&I in education is only a little more than a decade old._ That

is to say, new to the field of education is institutional,ized, linked R/D&I

as au interrelated set of processes revolving around the development function

d -carried out by specialized personnel under specially desligned organiza-

tional arrangements. While the newness of a system may not be significant in

itself .(few institutionalized R/D&I systema in any sectors are more than a few

'decades old), it is a factor Of some conseeuence when cempared to the centuries

of history and tradition that characterize the operating system .of educational

institutions.- The operating:system served by eduCational R&D is old in history

and heaVily laden with traditions, norms and values that run counter to the

acceptance of outputs of external R&D.

Thus, the educational R/D&I system has not yet established its legitimacy. -It

competes against traditional approaches to proOcing knowledge, programs and

prodncts-for educational institutions and it nses scarce resonrces. Its

methods and outputs have not yet proven their SuiZeriOrity to traditional methods

and,outputs. In many cases, the products of educational R/D&I appear to be

clearly inferior to donventionally developed products.

There would seem abundant evidence that the system's present state of

maturation places it within the boundaries of the introductory atagp of

historical.development. It is a relatively young system. As we will discuss

-later In __this-analysis, many functional specialties of mature /D&I systems

are almost totally absent in education. Those that do exist either-iemerged

as.areas of specialization after the R/D&I system was institutionalised in

11: mid-'60s, or were wholly transformed by the demanEof that system. The

functional specialties provided in the-specialized R/D&I institutions exist

alongside of -- and compete with -- Similar activities carried out in
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the other, older Paris of th&education sector- The system has been char-

aoterized bY a high level of Instability in both macro and micre) level

struct4res. Neither its funding nor its personnel bases have been adequate

t6 the demands .. of syste4 functioning or appropriate to the quantity and

-quality Of outputs expec-ed by the system's sponsors. The field's know-

ledge and technology bas is inadequately'developed. R/D&I functioning in

education has been hampeied by amorPhousness of standardd; ambiguities in

defining work roles and requisite skills and compentencies; _and inadequadies

in information flow. The knowledge producing and knowledge Utilizing corn-
,

ponentsofthe system 4re poorly integrated. System outputs have been'

generally low-n quality.

Critical Events

1954-1972

A number of critical events bave shaped the system, brought it to,its 'current

point of development, and continue to be felt as constraints on system.func-

tioning. The most significant events-in the birth of:institutionalized R/D&I

in,education are: (1) the-emergence of the 'federal governMent as the primary

spOnsor of educational R/D&I in the mid-'50s; and (2) the enormous expansion of

federal funding programs in. the '60s. The most important legislation has been:

(1) the Cooperative Research:Act (i954 and subsequent amendments); (2) the

National,Defende Education Act (1958); and (3) the Elementary and-Secondary
(39 93)'Education Act (1964). , Through these pieces of Legislation, the federal:

government created major new funding-programs and also created anetwork-olif

new Office of Education (OE) funded=institutions which were separate from the

existing bases of R/D&I activity and external'to the operating system.

The neW network of R/D&I institutions external to the operating system in-

cluded: university-based R&D centers, regional laboratori,es established in

the form of quasi-public corporations located non-university settings;

ERIC clearinghouses; ESEA Title III demonstr centers; and various kinds

of materials centers. Although both the labo ries and centers were ex-

pected to carry out activities covering the f 1 range of R/D&I activities,

the academic locations'of the centers suggested.that they would be partic-
.\
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ularly well'suited to conduct research arid prototype development;- the

-laboratories, institutions apart from the research subculture of the

versities,..were expected to be in abetter position:to attract: fulr-time

devJopment-oriented persOnnel, and, were therefOre expected by many to carry

out much- of the system's R/D&I activity Ibriented toward full development,

testing, and :packaging of prototypes into.usable produtts and program pack-

ages. As it turned mit, especially in the initial- years of functioning of

the new netwOrk'of institutions, there was only a limited amount of this

functional specialization, and (with some exceptions ) the la oratories and

centers operated independent of one another's work, each att mpting to carry

out the full range of.fesearch, development., and disseminati n work connected

with its products. Adding to this picture of minimal integr_tion among system

-institutions, the.dissemination-oriented institutions in the system (e.g.,

the ERIC- clearinghouses, ESEA Title III centers, materials centers, etc.)

tended to.define their agendas and carry out their activities in ways that

were for the most-part unrelated to the work Of the laboratories and centers.

High quality.-outputs were expected to materialize quickly from this new net-

work of institutions and-to have immediate and widespread impact on:school

system programs and practices. When this goal was not achieved within onlY

a 'few ye4rs, Congressional disillusioment set in; large numbers of lab-

oratories And centers lost their funding and went out of existence; and

educational R/D&I'appeared to be in deep trouble. (There were 13 R&D centers

and 20 laboratories by 1967; by 1972, only 23 of these 33 remained; by

1975., only 17 of the 33) (93)

The. educationar R/664 sstem, as that system is generally conceived today,

encompasses an institutional base considerably broader than the labs and

centers and other specialized R/D&I institutions newly created by the Office

of Education in the '60s. It,includes work carried out ih academic insti-

,tutions, in the private sector, in federal, state, and local agencies, etc.

And recent analyses of the federal governMent's sponsorship of educational

R/D&I activities underscore how many different federal agencies and programs
(76, 77, 78, 10 )

fund educational R/D&I efforbs. Future histories of.ed.'

ucational R/D&I, and especially federal sponsorship Of educational'R/D&I

activity, are likely to meet the a4 yet unmet need for analysis of significant

patterns in R D&I functioning in *is broader set of R/D&I perfOrmers and

(88)
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sponsors, At present, however, based on available published sources, there

is.relati;iely little that-we can say about how this broader system fared

in the'60s, and -early '70s.. Still- whatever picture of educational R/D&I

in these other settings may appear in some future histories, the visibility

of..0E funding for educational R/D&I in these years (in contrast-,to funding- for .

ssueh work from other agencies),- and the cloge associatioti in the minds of

many (e.g.; Congressional critics, practitioner critics, etc.) between the

labs and centers on the one hand and the sum total of educational R&D on the

other suggest that the successes, failures, and fate of the labs and centers

.in these early years might -affect the broader educational R/D&I.system.and

its sponsorship for Some time to come regardless of whatever may be learned

subsequently about the broader system, its funotioning,-and its outputs.

The ups and downs in Administration and Congressional support for educational

R/D&I have had a critical impact on the system since there are so few other

,bases of R/D&I funding. The R/D&I fUnding that comes from private foundations

is small in comparison to 'the sums invested by federal agencies. (In FY 1968,

private foundations provided approximately $7 million of a $192 million doc-

umented minimum base of financial support for educational R&D.
(103)

For FY

1975, private foundations were estimated to provide $57 million to $65 million

of a total of $605 to $673 million of,educational ROSA fundingTin this

country. (102),
) Furthermore, potential bases of funding the education

industries, entrepreneurial firms, state and local educational agencies

have until recently failed to allocate substantial resources to R/D&I activities,

and even now the amounts that come from these other potential bases of funding

are relatively small (a_mewhere between $35 and $85 million annually
.

(93)

1972 -'N1E

The educational R/D&I systemmas given a brief reprieve from what appeared

to be an inevitable premature death. Irk 1972, the National Institute of,

Education was created, and control over many of the OE-sponsored R&D programs

were translerred to this-agency--espeekai-ly those-programs-like the-Jabs

and centers program which had come under Congressional attack). NIE was

given a legislative mandate "to build an effective R&D system." Implicitly,

it appeared that NIE was to become the lead agency for the federal government

sponsorship of R/D&I in education and that its fate would become synonymous

14



with educational R/D&I as had the 0E-sponsored labs and centers program

in the ''60s.

:Unfortunately, the Institute itself encountered:almost immediate problems

,o-f,its own, the most serious of which were its appropriations struggles,

with the _Congress. In 1974, federal funding for NIE- (obligations). wee cut;

' from $106.8 million in FY 1973 to $75.7 million in FY 1474, A- figure lower

than equivalent OE educational R/D&Iprogram allocations had been sincé 196

Ihe zero funding recommended by the Senate threatened the veyy existenceof

-NIE and implicitly educational g/D&I in general.. Since 1974, NIE's funding

status a-pears to have stabilized (albeit at the rather modest $70+ mtllion

level). Still, the key barometer of this, relationship for the near-term

And long-term future is likely to be the extent to which the Agency succeeds

_ indeed it does at all) in substantially increasing its appropriation.

NIE has been in existence for only a few years, and efforts to contrast NIE

policies ahd orientations with previous federal educational R/D&I policies

are hazardous -- given how littie evidence is available about federal

sponsorship of educational R/D&I activity outside of OE and federal funding

targetted at institutiOns other than the OE-created labs and centers. Still,
,-----

our observations and impressions of federally-sponsored-educatIonAI-RID&I

functioning in the pre-NIE decade and subsequent period suggest the following

strong points in NIE's favor that seem to warrant mention.

In eoqtrast to OE policies in the '60s 'that focused so much attention on

the labs and centers, NIE policies and programs Appear to have restored

greater balance to overall system development. , By . supporting both the.

ditional bases of R/D&I activity --(academic institutions, pr,ivate sector organ-

izations-and the operating-syste ) as well 4s the new institutions that emerged

in the '60s, NIE has been supporting sources of educational innovation that

are both internal and external to the user system. NIE program funding em-

phasizes not only.research and development activity (as did OE in its funding

of the labs and centers), but-also disseminition,-delivery,

internal user system capabilitieh for need identification, development,

implementation, and utilization. State education agencies have been taking
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increasingly active leadership,-foles in dissemination and in providing

technical:assistance to school systems. NIE has also been emphasizing the

role of the state education agencies as keysources of leadership in,these:

area6.

But NIE has not as yet developed a strong constituency within the research

and R&D communities and among the powerful education interests and lobbies.

Consequently, educe ional R/D&I continues to be buffeted by environmental

forces, with little prestignor clout of-its own to butt ess it,against

environmental pressures that impair system functioning. Educational R/D&I

hap been likened to e tree that is planted and then torn out by the rodts ,

every couple of years to see how it is growing. To understand why this has

been st), we must examine the-environment of edudiational R/D&I. .

INSTITUTIONWBASE (NETWORK OF INSTITUTI S

Analysis of the structure )of the educat onal R/D&I system suggests:the exiStence

of several parallel subsy tems characterized by minibal specialization, consid'-

erable redundancy, looped.as well as adjacent clusterings of functions, major

gaps between functions, and inadequate linkages among subsYstems as well as

functions. The overall structure is diffuse, much of it lacks formalization,

and whatever centralization or coordination might seem to be inherent in the

dominant role of the federal government in RiD&I sponsorship is more potential

than operational at this time.

ihe focus of our attention here is on the network of inst_tntions that carry

nut R/D&I activities per se rather than either the superordinate system

that provides resources and contraints and accepts system outputs (i.e.: the

federal and to a lesser extent state agencies and private foundations)

the subordinate system of mostly sector-spanning organizations thee provide

support services (e.g.: data processing service bureaus, equipment

suppliers.mainteriance firms, etc.),
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1. Parallel Subs stems Within the g/rma S stem

structure of the educational R/D&I system is, in'reality, a set of three

ara/lel snbaystems.

olle es and Un4versities

Oae subaYatem is made up o various organiational settings'located within
Ithe- colleges and universities -- schools, colleges, and departments of

edtcation; educational research-bureaus; various, academic departments

In the social sciences and ocdasionally other disciplines as well; andf

,cfun versity based IilterdiscIplinary research centers and institutes.

uasi-Public'end Private Sector In

A second subsYstdm parallel,to the first is made u0 of the large and

proliferating nuMber of quasi-public and private sebtor institUtions

currently engaged in:educational R/D&I the federally funded
4

regional laboratories, R&D centers, ERIC clearinghouses, materials
-

centers; etc.; non-profit and for-profit research corporations geared

to the federal grants and contracts economy; organizations from private

industry that have been making tentative forays into educational:F(1W;

and others such as publishers and audiovisual firms that have strong,

established footholds in the education sector.',

and LEAs_

The operating system of State Education Agencies (SEAs), Intermediate Service

Agencies (ISAs), and Local Education Agencies (LEAs) are sn Neakly linked to

these other two subsystems 'and often so redundant with them in the conduct

_of R/D&I activities, that weAlave identified the operating sydtem as a-thircl,

parallel stream rather than 4s the KU target of KP activities in these other

two streams.
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Within each of these subsystems there _is some intract4on of a more

or less informal nature but far less than one would imagine, given

the physical proximity of organizational units within the academic

setting; or given th'e operatingsystem's formal governance structure

that would lead one to expect to find extensive interaction and moni-
,

toring between SEA and LEA persbnnel; or considering the couwionality

of interests that would lead one to expect extensive communication,.

among schools or between LEAs and SEAs.

ISAs represent a new development aimed at increasing linkiges among -

achool'districts, and betweenschool districts and their'SEAs. Aside

from thisone exception (and even-here, only some states, have ,created

ISAs ftnd theap tend to be quite new linkages within each of the

three subsystems are incidental and infoxmal rather than institutiona-

lized, permanent, and strong Consequently, communication and informa-

tion'llow are Weakand knowledge productien.and, utilization are in-

efficient and far, less effective than they might otherwise be. Develop7

ments in,soeial science departments tend to have relatively little im-

pact on developments in schools of education R&D activities.in one

research corporation have little impact on R&D activities in others.

.As yet, local innOvations in one school district seem to have little

iMpact on practices in other diStricts.

Links Between Subs s e

Equally (and perhaps even more) serious are weaknesses in the linkages

among these parallel 'subsystems. The acadeffiic community tends to func-

tion in relative isolation from both the operating system and the re-

search corporations that dominate B&D activity. consequently, the re-

search findings produced by-the universities have relatively limited im-

pact outside that subsystem. The operating system is linked to publi-

shers and equipment suppliers in the private sector but otherwise general-

ly,develops its own program's and materials and tends more often than nut

to operate as though there, were no educational research community, no
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relevant research findings, and,no ally developed R&D products
(9, 51, 54,',57;and programs.. The general pattern, in'the regional_

laboratories and the reSearch corporations is to develop products and

prbgrams iwtelative isoration itom,pither the academic community and its

accumulated knowledge baseor.the uset system and its perceived needs and:

natrAnts. There\are notable exceptions, of course, and some strong,

collatPotati rangements have been forged it &number of instances,(e.g.:

Northwett Regional Laboratory in relation to school districts in its regio-,

But on the whole, individual R/D&I institutions and'organizational units

tend to function in isolation, linked weakijr if at alk to Other institu-

tiotis or units or,their immediatg subsystem or other rUbsya ms in,the

macrostructure.

odel in bla- not in Practice

A Low D e of Functional S ecializa ion

The linear model that'sis now in general disrepute but seems to have been

a al,gnificant influence on much of the early R/D&I thinking in the '60s

assumed that a Ynatural" specialization of functions and a pass-it-on flow

of R/D&I activity would emerge in the relationship among these:silbsystems.

The university subsystem seemed inherently suited to research; the non,-

'university corporations seemed designed to meet the needs of programmatic

development work; andthe operating system was viewed narrowly as the

target to_receive the outputs researched in the-universities and developed

in the corporations. Functional specialization was assumed,-as were the

linkages, two-way Interactions, and knowledge feedback flows required for

an integrated system- To whatever - ut the linear model may be accepted

as a reasonable description of R/D&r -nfigurations in any other sector,

empirical reality in the education secor reveals a somewhat different

picture.

The relatively limited d grec of specialization and extensive amount of

ndancythat characterize the educational R/D&T systeM can he seen in

the location and clunteri. Of R/D&I fOnetions in the various institutions

that make up the system.'

the basic re -arch end

eatest amount of specialization occurs at

nc.ationat KPH sp ctrum, with most basic
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rese rch concentrated in the universities and especially in the academic

departments. Some lbasic research is done in some of the larger, wealthier,

and more prestigious corporations (e.g.: Educational Testing Service).

Bilt for the most part, basic research is the private preserve of the univef-
A-

sities.

Applied reserch, however, is carried out in one form or arther in

research institutions or units scattered:throughout all the various types,

'of organizational settings in the syatem --- -the uniVersities; the R&D ,

Centers and regional laboratories; rhe rekearch corporationsl and even

some of the strong SEAs and b -city LEAs that have the resourtes to carry

out'policy research as part of their long-range planning and monitoring

efforts.

The bulk of federally funded development work is car d o in the

regional laberatories and the large reseaxch torpora_ions. However,

development work in one form or another takes place in virtually

all types of organizational settings 4.11 all three sUbsystems. Similarly,

dissemination and evaluation contracts are being awarded increasinglYt

to institutions located in only certain segments of the overall struceUre

(dissemination contradts increasingly to SEAs and organizations working

with them; evaluation contracts increasingly to the research corporations

Nonetheless, dissemination and evaluation _activities, too, are carried

outjn one form or another throughout the structure, even in organiza-

tional units within the superordinate structure of federal and stafe agent eE

If we consider the implementation and utilization support functions, what

little linkage specialization exists to provide user system personnel with

, technical assistance in building internal capabilities or implejnenting

externally developed R&D products, tends te located either in new

4nkage and teehnical assistance organizations (generally small non-profit

corporations) or in the hands of a small group of staffers from a

laboratory or R&D organization that is trying to install one of its

products. S,ill, even here, careful analysis uncovers some linkage,

technical assistance, and implementation support activities in the"

uniVersities, in some of the stronger SEAs, and in LEAs and individu

schools well endowed with curriculum specialiUts and other specializ_d

personnel. r6
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Qverall, then, functional specialization among education R&D Organizations

tendalto'be somewhat limited, with most of these institutiOns encompassing
several R/D&I functions. The pattern is not-only one of limited functional

specialization, but also limited specialization in substantive areas of,

R/D&L'activity. Basic researchers tend to become spedialists in marroWly

defined research areas and subjects of investigation. However, applied

researchers, developers, evaluators, disseminators, and implementation

support personnel tend to be:generalists within their functions -- e,g.:

one year evaluating'compensatory eddcation programs; the next year

examining the effectiveness of alternative dissemination strategies; the

next year assessing the-quality of ERIC information analysis products, etc.

Within a'few months time, a single large R/D&I organization within the educ

tion-sector may respond tc(RFPs and bid on and be awarded contra4,06covering

_the whole range of functional specialties and an array,of topical areas;

and some of the same personnel may be assigned to work on several of

these rather different contracts at the same time. Some of these

organizations may also'be working on contracts involving R/D&I

activities in fields of health, personnel development, social welfare

programs etc. Clearly, this pattern is at considerable variance from
:Y

a sector like the aviationraerospace industry where there is highly

developed specialization by function, by components (e.g.: airframes,

engines, electronics), and even by R&D problem areas (e.g.: wing

stress analysis).

A H' h pegree of Functional _gins erin&

Examination of the clustering of functions within R/D I institutions

reveals, not surprisingly, that basic research is the most specialized6

of the various functiona and the least likely to cluster with any of the

others.' This is attributable to the nature of the knowledge and techo.

,nology'base of the basic research function; the socialization and

training of its personnel; and the values, norms, and mores of the

university settings in which it takes place. If we ignore basic-,researdh

and Consider the remaining R/D&I functions, we find severa forms of

both adjacent and looping cluste

152
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A sign ficant amount of clustering surrounds the development function --

e.g.: applied research.and development; development and dissemination;

development and production of support materials for implementation/

utilization, and even development/dissemination/implementation clostering---

The clustering is the outcome of conscious policy decisions of educational

R/D&I managers. A less formalized version of the same kind of clustering

(minus dissemination) would be represented by the creative teacher who

generates aft idea, ga hers relevant information, develops it into a

:teaching strategy and instrectional materials, and then uses them in

her classroom.

Dissemination and implementation utilization clustering is becoming

increasingly frequent as a result of the knowledge base and personnel

base that spans these two functions and as a result of the kinds of

organizational arrangements that are being created by explicit and

intentional policy initiatiVes of federal and state agencies (e.g.: training

programs for 'ssemination and utilization specialists; state creation of

ISAs to provide di semination and technical assistance services to school

districts; NIE's R&D utilization program; etc.).

Appl,ied research and evaluation were a,natural cluster'durfni-the first

few years of the emergence of the evaluationyesearch function, largely

because evaluation personnel were trained as researchers; were interested

in conducting reaearch rattler than evaluation; were forced into evaluation

work by the operation of ttie laWs of personnel supply and demand; and

tended more often than not to piggyback research projects onto required

evaluation activities. As evaluation has matured and developed an ident
4

methodology, and personnel base of ite own, this besis'for the reeearch/

evaluation cluster has been less prominent. Still, there are several

examples of well-run R&D programs where questions uncovered in the course

of product or program evaluations are turned over to research personnel

for further investigation oriented toward future development cycles for

further product refinement,(e4.: in rhe development of the individually

Prescribed Instruction Program by the Learning Research and Development

Center anciby Research for Better Schools).

153
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One of the newest clgsterings to appear is.a utilization/research clus er

'that may lead to maturation of-a practice-oriented-research epecialty

(AS illustrated_by work now in progress by the Center for New Schools.

to'document.and analyze nine LEA local problem solving projects supported

by NIE).

Equally new is a utilization/development/dissemindtion or utilize ion/

dissemination cluster evident in projects-to identify exemplary practices,

document and analyze them, use them as the basis for materials develop-

ment, and disseminate these practicea and materials to other potential users.

The configuration is changing somewhat as more and more resources are

being allocated to building linkers. Initially, Chis took the form

of temporary collabarative arrangements and joint ventures for individual

projects, joining together indtitutions with complementary capabilities

or functional specialties. Increasingly the consortia and networks that

are being proposed and experimented with are intended to be permanent,

formalized interface arrangements providing either horizontal integration

(linking similar institutions or organizations ) or vertical integration

(linking functions and/or subsystems). It will be some time, however,

'before we can expect to see the effects of these initiatives on the

guration of educational R/D&I institutions.

oint: The Place _of Lar.e Cor--rations

One further joint should be-noted before we leave the topic -of,the structure

of the R/D&I system in education. Several large corporations appear to.have,

the gtants and -cmtractg'economy of theparticularly strong positions in

education sector -- e.g. American Institutes of Research, Rand Corpora-
,

tion, Stanford Eesearch institute, and Educational Testing Service. In fact,

in the period FY\l973 FY 1975; fewer than 50 organizations received the

majority of NIE fUnding-support.(93) Still, the number of R/D&I institutions

receiving funds froM all sources is substantial and it would seem unwarranted

at,this'time to suggest that certain types of R/D&I in the edncation sector

are dominated by a fes:i large inatitutions in a pattern resembling the aviation/

aerospace industry. However, we will be in a better position to assess this
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Auettion after the NIE KPU monito ing project provides empirical data about

the individuarInstitutions that carry out educational R0451 activities,

importance:for understanding the emergent configuratiOn of educational R/D&I

1.4StItOtiOW=and for developing:_appropriate_pelicy initiatives and sAategies
_

for macrostructure'management.

IV. GO S POLICIES ST- TEGIES

1. eaknesses

Educational R/D&I has been criticized repeatedly for weaknesses in goal

setting, priority determination, policy formation, and strategy develop-
(49, 73,,83, 103, 128)ment. Given OE's and now NIE's status as the dominant

sponsors and primary influences on educational R/D&I, it is goal setting in

thpse agencinds that must be the focus of our attention.

On.the most general level, the goais ,of -federal policy for the system have been

reasonably consistent throughout the OE and NIE yearg. Using- the current NIE

formulation, these goals.have been: to solve educational problems; to

improve educational practice; to develop . the knowledge and technology base

needed for these efforts; and to develop an effective R&D system.

However, when analysis proceeds beyond broad goal statements to specific

policies, programs and activities of.OE and NIE (and.when special note is

taken of relative etphases in budget'allocations), the picture that
,

emerges is one of marked discontinuity, shifting goals and priorities, and

policies and strategies that have not been entirelyConsistent with some of

the system's goals. What has been lacking until recently has been adequate

translation of broad goal statements into intermediate goals and objectives

specific enough to guide priority determination, policy.formation, and

strategy development and specific enough to serve as benchmarks for

measuring system performance. (126)
Also lacking have been mechanisms to develop

consensus on specific system goals, priorities, policies, and strategies

among the VariouS COaseituencies affected.



. Historical Patterns: Chan in Priori ies and Decisidnmakers

torically, there has been a cloaexelationship between the dominant-system-

goals-and prioritiea, on the one band,_and thaprimary locus of goal-setting;

on the-other.

Research Em ha-

In the late '50s and early; '60s when tHe dominant source of funding was

the Cooperative Research Act, system priorities were determined largely

by the-educational research cOmmunity.- The locus of goal-setting was

decentralized, scattered among all the varioUs researchers and KP (know-

ledge production) institutions who stibmitted field-initiated proposals

d the prominent researchers who served on review and ad-Visory panels.

Ina reaearcher-dominated context, research waa rather naturally empha-

sized. Development of the field's knowledge 'base was the goal of the'

system; funding educational research projects was essentially the

strategy; and funds flowed 'primarily to the universities where educe-
(25)

tional research persOnnel was located.

$tage Two:- Centralization and Short Term Em hases

This pat ern changed drastically in the--mid-'60s yhen OE funding emphases

shifted from field-initiated research projects to more bureaucratically-

defined, mission-oriented, programmatic R&D. The shift was gradual.

When the laboratories and centers were first created, each institution

Aefined its own mission based on the aras of spe'cialization of its

senior level personnel. Over time however, with increasing OE use of

RFPs and targetted research programs,: the lodus of goal-setting became

highiy.centralized as it shifted to key OE staff members zith some

assistance from their advisers vhom they selected from the research

and R&D communities.
(25?

With the shift to a cent alized'locus of goal-setting, there was a marked

Jhange in goals emphases. There was ss and less concern with the
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field's knowledge base, and More.and more attention to the shorterrange

goal of solving immediate problems of the operating system. Those problem

areas receiving the largest allocations of funds (e.g improving the

academic achievement of low-income, minority students) (103)
were defined larg(

by social and political forces'external to the education sector -- rather

than by the dominant concerns of practitioners at that time, or by the

needs of the field's knowledge base, or even by the state of development

f the knowledge base to permit effective attack on particular problems.

The bulk of resources went to the development function rather than

research. The time horizons of the dominant goals were immediate and

short-ranged. The emphasis was on developing packageable products.

Limited attention was devoted to,longer-term development of change-

process strategies or resource building for enhancing R/D&I system

capabilities. Concern with developing the field's knowledge and

technology base had lost center stage and was not only slighted but

many o the funding policies and strategies of this peried were even

in al to this goal-. Considerable resources went into building an

utional structure for, a new, Specialized R/D&I system but
R

little of that funding was Used to develop institutional capabilities

for longer-term system development. Proportionally less and less of

available R/D&I resources flowed to the universities, and mOre'and more

went to the regional laboratories and the proliferating non-profit and

for-profit corporations geared to the marketplace of federal grants and

contracts.
1

'

83, 93)

S a e Three: NIE and 'Mixed Strate-ies

We made -,the point, earlier that any complete picture of federal sponsorship

of educational R/D&I activity requires consideration of a host of federal

agencies other than NIE -- that despite NIE's role as lead agency for

educational il&b, its FY 1975 budget of $74 million represents only a small

portion of the total federal FY 1975 investment of $513 million. However,

there is little in the published literature tha't is:helpful for developing

-a clear picture of the goals, priorities policies or strategies of these

other .federal sponsors. Our impressions ofthe contrast between current

NIE emphases-and earlier OE emphases may need revision After some future

analyses are written of R/0&I policies of all the relevant agencies over the

rz
_II L..
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past decade.or two. But.for the present, since NIE is the lead
A

ency for educational R&D,and the system's most visible focus

of policy determination, it seems useful to contrast whet appear

to be the, ominant pltterns in N1E goal-setting/policy determi-
.

nation for the system in the '60s.

,Goalli-getting and policy formation under NIE appear-to present a

rather different pattern -- a More collaborative mode and a mix-

ed strategy of centralized and decentralized- initiatives. Com=

pared to the preVious periods, the NIE approach appears- to be

less R&D-oriented and more market-oriented. ,Whereas the previous

patterns emphasized first developing the field's knowledge,base

(1954-64) and'then solVing educational problems through R&D pack-

aging of solUtions (1964-1972), the NIE emphasis ak,pars to be

clearly on improving educational practice. gio actiVities still

receive a very large share of available resources, but dissemi=

nation implemedtation/utilization, and building internal user

system capabilities receive considerable attention in the new

strategy. The federal role in the KU-oriented programs.is seen

as largely.facilitating,and coordinating, and much of the initi-
,

ative in goal setting and problem definition is decentralized in

the State and Local Education Agencies. Substantial sums are

flowing to these State and -Local Education Agencies, and seVeral

of the-programs supported are oriented toward long-term capabil-

itybuilding goals rather than short-term product development(
86)

A signifidant amount of emphasis in the NIE. strategy has shifted

from product development and product advocacy to .change process

advocaey-and change process capability development.

'Still, the older bureaucratic mode of goal setting appears to

have persisted in many of those NIE. funding programs oriented -

more toWard the KP than the KU and of the KPU spectrum, The

locus of goal setting in research and R&D has remained largely

centralized in the hands of the NIE staff and their advisers

from the field, with resultant continued dissatisfaction among

the research and R&D communities about existing goal, priori-
.

ties, policies, and strategies. A number of initiatives have

been taken to involve researchers from a few research areas in

the definition of research agendas for their fields; (e.g.:
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conferences sponsored by the-Basic Studies and Basic Skills

groupkof NIE(132)- ), But as yet, the tesearch and R&D commu

nities have not'had anything like the influence of researchers

in some of\the scientific disciplined,.. Increasingly, there

have been calls for_ a strengthening of the research and R&D-

communities and the development_of mechanisms to permit the

field to exercise leadership in defining goals and research

agendas. (38)
We may, then', in time see:yet another metamorpho-

Sis of goal-setting and policy formation in educational_R/D&I,

with significant implications for R/D&I priorities strategies,

and funding programs.

V. ADMINIST_ _TIVE PROCESSES

As is typidai og, any newly developing R/D&I -system, concerns for manage-,

ment And policy making processes have taken A low ptiotity as compared to
,

Anogrammatic concerns. The dilemma is classical. Thosecwho are most

likely tO-initiaalan innovative thrust ard=leadt likely to see the need

for, or pay attention- to effective performance in the "mundane" problems

of institutional management and the "dirty" problems of policy making.

'This has been the situation in educatgional R/D&I.. Little attention was

-ivenin the past to such issues at the practitioner level; and manage-

e t for, educational R/D&L:was not:seen as a major and, necessary aspect

the agenda of federal funding programs. With increasing maturation,

again.asis typical, concerns in these areas have Wegun to ap ear. Problems

of organizational design, personnel management, project and portfolio

selection, control and evaluation, cash flow management, inforMation

management, etc. have begun to plague managers and policy makers. NIE-

has begun on a modest scale to supPort some studies of management and

policy making processes in R/D&I. The time would thus peem ripe for a

jor expansion in research,and training programs devoted to upgrading

the quality of management and policy making processes.

this report, we will limit our comments to the above brief overview.

In a latet volume, we will provide a detailed discussion of the adminis-

trative processes functionat the generic level. Analysis of the adminis-

trative process function within educational R/D&I per se, then, remains

an item for analysis at some future time.

1 9



V PERSONNEL- BASE

Critical Weakness
A
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The personnel base of the education operating system in thip country is
(93)

well over three millioa. However, relatively 'few of the instructional i

and administrative personnel who staff this operating system carry out

significant R/D&I aCtivity, and we will focuS our attention here on the

specialized educational R/D&I personnel base.

The specialized educational-R/D&I personnel base has undergone substantial

development in the past decade or so. In comparison to the mid-'608, the

educational R/D&I Personnel base has doubled(perhaps tripled). The best

estimate was that the-RJ-D&I..system personnel base in 1964 totalled about

4,000 persons.
(19)

In 1974, several estimates suggest a mean figure of

about-10'000 Persons (estimates ranged from 8-12,000, and higher or lower

estimates can be found, depending on one's definition of an educational
Y

R/D&I,system).
(93

Still, the personnel base of educational R/D&I may be

the most critical tystem weakness - and the most difficult to overcome.

, The literature suggests that the educational R/D&I personnel base JA in-

adequate in sheer numbers;
(19 , 63; 93)

disproportionately concentrated

in research,,evaluation research and development;(63' 93) is critically

sparse in dissemination; and almost totally absent in functional special-

ties that are just emerging"or have yet to emerge (e.g.: need identification,

acquisition, and itplementation/utilization support). The field suffers

particularly from the lack of an adequate supply of trained or experienced

R/Dki managers, or even an appreciation of R/D&I managemet as a functidn
5)

that.could benefit from specialized skills and training .

The Sources of Fersonne

By training'and professional background, educational R/D&I personnel tend to

come o_ of either the psychology/sociology satistical research tradition and

the univers ty envl_ronment
(93)

or cut of school system positions
.

teachers
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or adminiatrators) With few if any training programs geared to producing

R/D41 specialists- (and the few that have been avaiiable,geated.more to the

,pattern ofacademic project research:rather than programmatic development)

on-the-job training has been the primary mechanism for producing personnel,

with-appropriate skills and competencies arkinefficient strategY at

best. Som4 initiatives haVe been-taken to-develop training programs more

suitable tO the needs of educational R/D&I functioning (e.g.: dissemination

and Utilization training,programs supported hy NIE). But as vet, it is too,

early to detect a significant change in the character of: the system's person el

base-

_me Seem Intra table Problems

The recruitment, training, and socialization of a talented Personnelfbase for

educational R/Tma will require overcoming several seemingly intractable prob-

lems; for example:

the low prestige of education, eduCational re earch, and

educational R/D&I;

the orientations of most of:those Who come ont of university,

settings toward advancing theory rather than improving practice; :

toward individualistic rather than team functionin; toward

relatively hoMogeneous rather than heterogeneous personnel Skill

mixes; toward producing publications rather than products Or

programs; toward a professional rather than a bureaucratic style

of functioning and management;

the copplexities of develeping suitable training programs, given
;

the ambiguity tha surrounds the definition of.work toles, reqUisite

skills and standa vario us. func:Vional specialties in the field.

and the weakness of existing knowledge base;

the instab lity-o R/D&I funding;

5. the insecurity of K/D&I pos __ons compared to tenured univers ty

posts.
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There haS been much criticism Of eduCatione1.11/D641 for its failure to ettrac_
eminent researchers and first-rate -younger-talent from the disciplines. Hut is,'
it poesibie to attract talented_personnel to:educational R/1154I4 gtven the present
poor quality of wystem outputs and'the resultant inability'to overcome, the
system's low prestige? Is it reasonable to-try to intervene new in the

--1AtUration-dif 6467'6y-stem's personnel base? Ori: is it Wiser to concentrate
resources on:a few key projects where the critical mass of talent already

_exists and impressive levels of achievement are within reach? Will a few
exciting high quality R/D&I qutputs do more to attract talented personnel than-
resource-building strategies focused on recruitment and training? High leVel
debate on these questiens Would seem to be in order,41eading, one would hope,
to long-range planning of interrelated -product development and resource--

building strategies fo speedaystem maturation.

Our knowledge of other R/D&laystems suggests that the rate at,which the

personnel base can be expandeclyariea among R/D&I system functions. In

research (and to a lesser extent, development), the rate is dependent on

the number and size of the existing-centers of excellence (which alone

can provide the training) and is a long term process. For the linkage

functions (dissemination and to a lesser extent developmbnt), training

programs can be developed at relatively modest levels of funding and

persohnel trained within a relatiVely ehort time frame. However,-training

in these functions will be constrained by (1) rates and levels at which

users can reasonably ebsorb their outputs and (2) the relative lack of

-codification in the knowledge/technology bases. Thus, merely investing

dollars in training is not always wise or effective.

,VII. FUNDING

The funding of educational R/D&I suffe_s
. from five key eaknesses: in-

sufficient ditiTersification of sources, low levels, scattering o$ allo-

cations, instability and inadequate data base about distribution of fund-

ing by functions and performer organizations.
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The federal gOvernment:has become the primary sponsor of .educational R/D&I.
/

--Asmall portion of- overall.R/D&I funding is provided- by:private foundations,..

and an infinitesimal amodht is provided bY state and,local governments:and

private induetry. Several analyses of funding data are currently under

Way, and the precise figures may need.revision'when 'these are completed.

HoWever, for the present, we can arrive at a .reasonably good picture of

the level and sources of. educational R/D&I funding from the best analyses

available to us at this'time. According to those sources; in FY 1975,:

total-funding for educational R/D&I.in this'country, from all sources,*
-41F

.a

fell somewhere between.$605 million and $673mill1on Cdepending on what

iaincluded or exCluded in a given estimate), with $619 million the most

likely figure. 'Of this'total 8i101; approximately 83%, i.e., $513 million,

came from federal government:departments or agencies.
(102)

The bulk of

this funding is provided by the Education DiVision of HEW, with' most HEW

funds obligated thrnugh the Office of Education and the' National Institute

of Education._ Other federal agencies providing substantial sums for

educational R/D&I include the National Science Foundation and the Public--
Health.Serviee (particularly the National Institutes of Health and the

Office of Human Development). Additional smaller.sums flow to educational

R/D&I activities through the Department of Agriculture, Department of

Defense, Department of Interior, State Department, Department of Labor,

National Endowment for the Humanities, Smithsonian Institution, ane-other

federal agencies.
(102)

. The remaining sources of educational R/D&I funding
.

include:, state funds,- $40 million ($30 million to $60 million) local

government funds, $4 million ($2 million to .$10 million); private founda-
,

tions, $57 million ($57 million td:$65 million); and orher private sector

-sources, possibly (but here estiMation is especially difficult) $5 million
(93)

($3 million to $25 million). *Greater diversification of sponsorship

seems essential given the political vulnerability of educational R/D&I

(and: thus its funding), ima climate of limited system legitimacy and

lack of confidence in th'e system's ability to produce a reasonable return

on the taxpayer's investment.. Clearly, though, substantial'inveStment

in educational RiDeti by.the private sector' or by state and local gevern-

ments is unlikely unless imaginativenew inventives are provided and bold

new initiativa- are taken'to attract this new sponsorship.
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1.our_Levels

)3ducational expenditures by,a11.,leyels of governMent Amount-to approximately

'$55 billion. Appropriationbito Arat-Tc5Eif-k/D&I- account for only about 0.3%

of that ti;ti.(72103) Th'e inade uacy of this funding level is underscored by
-

noMparison with other sectors -- e.g.: 1.4% to 5.0%.of expenditures in the

induiSttial sactor for R&D; 4,6% indthe health, sector; 1.1% in agricultnre;
.

;and,as,much:as -10% to,1470. of the TeArtment, cif'DefenS (23 49, 72, loy
e budget..

Given the immaturity of educationalA/D&I compared-to these_other Sectors and

tbe need for expensive capacity-building programs, the low level of funding
,

iavailable to Support educational R/Dt4 becomes especially problematic.

Scattering of Allocations

he difficulties poSed by iow overall.:funding levels are coMfilicated further

allocation patternsthat tend to diSperse what-little money is available

over a large number of projects rather.than concentrating it,aufficiently

One few. Tfê trend in recent years has been teward greaterand greater

cbncentration o_ funding, as more and more projects and'programs have lost

funding and increasAng numbers of federally supported.R/D&I.institutions

Still, given the limited funding aVailable'haye gpne out of existence.
. - .

ari4 the high costs indurred y large-scale educational R/D&I programs,

greater Concentration would seemessential if effective programs and products

Are,tO be produced.

Instability

Instability of,funding has been one of the Most serieus problems confronted

by the edlicAtional R/D&I system over its brief,history. The early promise"

of ample funding foredudational R/D&I was clouded within only a few years.

Funding foridifferenn types of R/D&I activities has tended to ebb and flow

with frequent shifts and fluctuations in federal R/D&I priorities. Federal

reliance ontannual rather than longer-term funding cycles was a frequent

cause of _ plaintin the early years of the system. While all federally

funded seetOrS suffer to some extent from such instability, the problem

has leen especially critical in the educatiorvsector because of its relative

immaturity.
,

;...4 11
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Pleas have been made for longer-term funding commitments to permit lotag-range

planning of complex multi-year projects and *some modifications of funding

policies in this direction are apparent. Still, it would seem that greater

long-term stability of funding will be needed ,to attract first-rate

personnel and sub-contractors to ucationa1 R/D&I.

5. Inade uate Data Base About Distribution of Fundin tions and

Performer Or anizations

As we noted just above, available data do suggest'that scattering of

allocations is one of the weaknesses cf'educational R/D&I. As yet_, our

data base is inadequate to systematically anatTze the distribution of

, allocations. However, NIE is currently doing a survey of educational

R/D&I performer organizations.. When this is completed, we'will be in a

better position than nowAo estimate the relative size of actual funding

allocations by functional areas of R/D&I activity. Thus, we will also

be in a better position to determine the extent to which the available

resources are apportioned in a manner that provides the:appropriate

balance among functions -(taking into account the overall stage of develop-

ment of the R/D&I system and any necessary corrective actions that may

be needed to redress previously out of balance conditions).

Various data sources available at this time (using somewhat different

definitions and classification schemes) provide rather disparate esEimates

of the distribution of federal funding for educational R/D&I among groupings

of functional areas. For instance, a recent description of one data set

for FY 1975 projects in the areas of early childhood and adolescence

suggests that 80% of this funding was allocated to a category described as

applied R&D; 8% to basic research; and 12%, to a group described as
(93)

planning, dissemination, utilization, and evaluation. Another data

set (using a differently bounded data base and a different classification

scheme) provides a different impression of the distribution of federal

funding for educational R/D&I in FY 1975. These data suggest that knowledge

'productionractivities (defined here to include research, evaluation, and

statisticalactivitfes) have received only 17% of federal funds, while 40%

was allocated to a category described a,' applications formulatJons (materials
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development, policy formulation, demOristrations; and social experiments);
(76)and 43% to utilization (dissemination and implementation activities).

StilIother even more recent reanalyses of these same data by NIE's R&D

,System Support Division staff, suggest slightly different figures, and

these reanalyses are still in progress. Data from the current NIE survey

of educational R/D&I performer organizations may be helpful in clarifying

some of the inconsistencies.

The-current survey may be particularly useful also for shedding light on

questions that have arisen about the relative distribution of funding (froffi

federal and other sources) among the various organizations that comprise

the institutional base of the educational R/D&I system. NIE funding data,

for Instance, indicate that more than half of all NIE awards between FY 1973,

(93).and EY 1975 were made to fewer than 50 organizations. It would be

useful to have similar information about awarda from other sponsors of

educational R/D&I activity and to then explore the meaning and implications

of such data for underatanding the institutional configuration of the

systeM; the location and degree of copcentration of certain kinds of

R/D&I functioning; the distribution of R/Q&I capabilities (and implications

for system capacity building); sponsor-performer relationships within the

educational R/D&I system (and implications fur funding/procurement policies

et.

A substantial data base is currently being developed and analyzed to shed

light on such ques ions, and additional studies under NIE's EduCation KPU

Monitoring PrograM,are in planning. As more of this information becomes ,.

available, we will be able to develop a more complete pictare and a better

understanding of the funding of educational R/D&I.

VIII. INFORMATION FLOW

arc three disLincc tion How ;yi toms in Chu odneaCion sector:

KP inform Liim ; 0111 ww od ro!;enrohors and R&D

personnel. gonorally working to organLzati,onat soLtings exLornat

Co Cho uscr t;y:;Com;

6
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-information flows among user system ---onnel;

information flows between external research and R&D personnel,

on the one hand, and user system personnel, on the other=

three:information f ows are weak and inefficient. EaVa has distinctive

problems that impede effective communication and information flow and therefore

slow:

1. the cumulative development of a high quality knowledge and tech-

nology base for the field;

2. the development and dissemination o- research and R&D outputs to

solve educational problems;

the utilization of research findings and R&D outputs in operating

systems.

1. Amon Educational Researchers and R D&I Personnel

The educational research community has a well developed formal information

flow system that includes annual meetings of the AURA; primary publication

outlets; and secondary publications that provide syntheses.and critical reviews

of the literature and that provide mechanisms which facilitate.infdrmation re-

trieval from written sources. However, scientijic information etchange iff

education is more unstructured, random, and far Jess efficient than information
(96, 97, 98, 99, 101)

flow in many other fields. The educational research and

R&D communities lack well developed informal communication mechanisms analogous

to the "invisible colleges" that have been identified in some other fields of
(32, 33, 111)

knowledge.

Informal communication ne works are critical in order for a researcher in a

given research area to be familiar with work being done by others that would

be potentially relevant to his own investigations. Info'rmal networks arc also

critical to permit researchers to contact Other researchers who cau facilitate

their information searches and minlmie random information-seeking behavior.

167
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the absence of such informal commu-,ication networks to structure

and channel information seeking behavior magn -ies whatever time lags, lack

of adequate abstracting and retrieval mechanisms, and other problams

characterize the formal information flow system o the field.(32, 1130-
101)

Thus, the absence of informal networks handicaps th educational researcher.

0

The development of a cumulative, high quality knowledge, base Tor the field

is dependent on improving the efficiency of information Slow processes- --

but there are few signs of progress in this direction.

Within the User S stem

Information flow within the user system is generally retarded by V,rious norms

-and patterns of functioning that tend to isolate operating system pe,sonnel

from one anothe- e.g.: anticollaborative norms that assume the crea\ive

teacher gener s ideas and teaching approaches on her own rather than

using ideas and approaches developed by others; timidity about discussing\

classroom problems for fear of being judged inadequate; bureaucratic ratherNthan

colleagial modes of functioning that isolate the teacher in a classroom full

of children and provide few opportunities for teachers to stimulate
(26, 27, 119, 125

one another, exchange ideas, etc. Research suggests that most

teachers do not scan the professional literature in searell "of ideas or solutions

tp problems, but instead rely on interpersonal exchanges as their main source

of information.
(17)

Given the fact that there are relatively few opportunities

for such interpersonal exchanges in most school settings, information flow is

therefore minimal.

Between User S --tem and RcscarchIR

Information flow between user system personnel and research and R&D personnel

in Kt' organizations eternat to user systems is hampered by even more serious

problems differences in values; norms; ways of thinking and

conceptualizit problems; ways of describing and bases for verifying

assertions; usage pat:Lel:us; I I CL le it any ovartap in the journals or

Magazines they read (or publish in) or the 1 oteuusional association meetings

or conferences they attend; etG.
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Some progreas is being made currently to overcome the barriers to information

flow within the user system and between user systems and cxternal KP

organizations. One important initiative is represented by NIE support for

programs to develop internal problem-solving capabilities through organizational

development and other participative renewal strategies (e.g.: the Local ProbleM

Solving Program). Another is represented by NIE's active, interpersonal dis-

semination and technical assistance strategies to facilitate KPU information

flows (e.g . the Education Information Centers and the R&D Utilization Progra

However, despite AERA-interest a few years ago in strengtfien ng research

communities anddeveloping more effective conmainication meathnisms analogous
,to invisible colleges, (38)

tne Association has done relatively little to structure

information flow in the field into more orderly patterns. There has been a

vacuum of leadership in this critical Area; and in the absence of any

initiatives to improve infoi-Mation flow among education researchers, the

knowledge base of the field remains weak and fragmentary and 1171)64I functioning

remains inefficient and relatively ineffective.

IWNOVATIONS

1. Wijy _y2L/Ilig Attributes and KP KU Re uirements

Educational products and innovations vary widely in attributes and attendant

KP and KU requirements. They vary in the state of the art of the relevant

technologies; scale, costs, and level of R&D effort uired; in type

(categorized as hardwar6 vs. software); in target functions; in demand levels

and life cyc in quality and relative advantage over competing products

and practices; in testability and communicability of effects; in complexity;

in compatibility !OIT system constraints and therefore user requiremento.

vir

CiVen thi variability, any attempt ide a modal description of

educational products and innovations seems risky. However, to facilitate

comparison with other sectors in our analysis, it se ns useful to consider

a number of generalizations about t'diicat ional innovations that are probably

169
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valid for the overwhelming me ity of products and innovations in this

sector. We have noted some of these points earlier in our discussion of why

the education sector is so vulnerable to environmental influences.

High_Develg.pment Cos

Educational products and innovations that are rig--_usly developed and tested

tend to have relatively high developmental costs. This is attributable to

a large extent to the weaknesses of the existing knowledge base of the field

and the resultant need for conducting an extensive amount of applied research

preceding and during'the development phase. Gaps in the knowledge base of

the field entail more unknowns. Weaknesses in the relevant technologies entail

more trial and error. The transforms between stages (from conception;

to specification of design requirements; to prototype development; to

development of successively refined versions of the final product) are less

efficient, less predictable, more time-consuming and more costly.

Product User_Reeetivenes

Educational innovations tend to involve "people change" rather than installation
61,

of technology.
(59, 74)

As such, educational innovations are harder to package,

more difficult to market and get adopted, and harder to install. There is far

greater reactiveness between product and users, and therefore the implelentation

process-is more difficult and more implementation supports are needed. Product

and innovation management strategies for the education sector, then, "if they

are to be effective, must take into account product attributes that are likely

to affect user system willingness to adopt and capability to implement a given

innovatiOn. At the present time, however, integration ot KU requirements into

KP planning and activities appears to be the exception rather than the rule.

As a consequence, externally developed R&D outputs have not been diffused widely

or had notable impact on educational practlee.

NEED IDENTIFICATION

Ove -11, nortd :iricaLion iii (!ducaLion Lackn cohere_. and P
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Lackin An Institutionalized Need Identif ca ipn Functlon

Need identification is one of the functional specialties of mature R/D&I

systems that is generally lacking in education. There are relatively few-

examples in the education sector of systematic ongoing analyses of routinely

collected data, cyclically reviewed as part of an institutionalized need

identification function focused on needs assessment, capabilities assessment,

and long range planning. Instead, whether we examine the process by which

'heeded R/D&I activities are defined by KP institutiOns or the'process by

WhiCh needed R&D acquisitions are identified by KU institutions, need,

identification in education tends to be episodic (or, A best, attuned to

,the annual funding or budget cycles of R/D&I sponsors).

In further contrast to mature R/D&I systems (where need identification processes

are institutionalized in specialized organizational arrangements), the loci of_

need identification in education tend to be scattered throughout the R&D

and operating system and their environment researchers, developers, R&D

entrepreneurs, R/D&I sponsors, and R/D&I institutions; policymakers and

administrators at the federal, state, and local level of the operatin- sysem;

teachers and other operating system personnel who interact directly wPth

school boards and their parent and comMunity const,ituencies; and

perhaps most prominent of all, the Congress, the courts, and various social

movements such as civil rights, ethnic pride, feminism, etc.

Need identification in education, then, lacks formalization, and its openness

to environmentalinflui-nce is so great that the system lacks adequate buffers

against extremely hi

2. Bases

eveis of demands too varied to be met adequately.

Several bases of need identific Lion are operative in education.

Intuitive Jud silent

Intuitive judgment ls the basis of what is probably the larg_ p_ pj 1n1

of all need icleiit If lcat Inn in th secLo There e everal patterns of
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intuitive need identification in education; spontaneous insight; soli-

citation o_ staff or expert opinions; comparing what exists at a particular

point-in time in the prograuiming of a particular R/1154I or operating system

institution and what exists somewhere else.

An additional pattern of need identificatidh in education is basically

opportunistic in nature the impetus comes primarily from the exist-

ence of a resource and only secondarily if at ali from the existence of

-a problem.- The availability of a resource :funding or a new tech-

n6logy or an available talent pool) and its potential for use in a bene-

DAlcial manner are what in fact suggests the need.

_Data - Based

Probably the least frequent basis of need perception in education is em-

pirical data. Two kinds of data-based need identification can be distin--

guished: one-time analyses of particular pieces or hodies of data, eol-

l'ected primarily for, some other purpose but led on an ad hoc:basis to

identify a particular need or set of needs; and systematic ongoing analyses

of routinely collected data,cyclically reviewed aspart of an institutional-

ized need identification and long range planning function.

e uir --nts

The process of translating perceived needs into innovation requirements specie

enotigh to giiide research and development is bare evident in education. More

often than not, the need identification process enc with a statement no more

specifie than tia program fo improve students' self-co pis" or "a program

to raise reading achicvement levels". Rarely does the riced identification

process in udurLion produce a problem analysis suffici fitly detailed to
4

pinpoint either specific (Will

in need of change) or the kind

about des- d changes.

ln the problematic situation or condition

prorann product necessary to bring

ri)
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Given the social science base of the field of education, there is a somewhat

limited intellectual consensus on the one hand and A good deal of valUe-laden

disagreement over goals and- needs on the other. This Puts a preMium on

vagueness i.e.: the vaguer the _statement of a need, the easier it is to

achieve agreement. Needless to say this complicates the problem of

articulating needs in a manna that translates easily into innovation_

requirements.

Equally significant in its imp ct on needs articulation, education has an

inadequate and uncertain kn edge base and an ambiguous technology. It is

ditficult to define problems o to know what is needed to solve them.,

Consequently, people have a difficult time identifying and articulating needs;

thus, people also tend to generate statements that are too vague to be
,

genuinely useful. In those atypical settings where an extensive amount of

need articulation occurs, there are-specialized organizational arrangements

to translate vague perceptions of need into innovation tequirements (e.g.:

R/D&I organizations that use evaluative data on existing products as the basis

of definAng needs and planning R&D for future products;,or R/D&I sponso_- who

elaborate R&D contract requirements through mechanisms like the RFP.

Decision Structures

Probably the greatest weakness of the need identification (function in educati n
-

is in the decision structures through which need-statements are scxeened and

appraised before RiD&I resources are committed. Lacking is an adequate data

base against which to judge the feasibility of rusponding to various alternatives

identified as needs for R/D&I activities -- feasibility in terms of the existin

knowledge base capabilities for meeting various needs; and marketability of

various kinds of products to meet given needs. Lacking too are adequate mechanisn

for bringing together,the perspectives

1(PU system in education to jointly def

of both the KP and the KU ends of the

e needs and prior _ies,and jointly

consider existing capabilities to meet a giVen need by new R/D&I activities

(or alternatively, to adopt or adapt cxistin products or programs from

the full array of available prletices, programs,

meeting that need).

products capable of
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Recent Initiatives

Recent NIE initiatives have been directed toward strengthening need identifi-

cation processes. The dissetnination and Local problem-solving programs of the

Institute are basically capability-building programs: the intent is to

build lo,cal capabilities for problem definition and to link user system

personnel to RP resources that can be applied to 'solving locally defined

problems. Similarly, NIE's_increasing use of invitational conferences to

define research agendas and needed R/D&I activities has been motivated by

the desire to bring the reseArch communities from education and the disciplines

into the need identification process with maximal efficienty -- getting

simultaneous inpa and feedback from the leaders of a given research area,

and at the same time developing tiome consensus on priorities and disseminating

these to the field (e.g.:
(132)

Basic Skills groups).

conferences sponsored by NIE's Basic Studies and

However, as yet, there is only limited evidence of

overlap between the highest-priority' needs identified or acknowledged,by

practitioners and those identified and acted upon hy external reseatCh and

-R&D organizations. Consequently, need identification at the KP and KU ends

of the educational KPU system show limited integration, and the fct1veness

of R/D&I functioning throughout the system is limited accordingl

A hopeful sign is the substantial amount of effort currently going into the

development and use of ongoing management information, monitoring, and assess-

ment systems on the state and national (and to a Ies er extent even LEA)
(31, 42, 80, 95, 118)

levels. It is still too early 'to expect CO find sig-

nificant impact from these new developments but clearly, as assessment

sygtems and long range planning units get better established in the education

sector, we should 17-q-( for evidence of maYor changes in the manifestation of

the need identification function in education.

GENERATION RESEARCH

7-7.us of thi n

The term "research" MA- have _ voieLy t[01M-; and mennings and is

71--1
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often used very.loosely in the education sector. Thus, it is important :that we

first identify what "types" of "research" will be the focus of this discussion.

A. "D seiplined Inqpiry"

in this discussion, we shall be concerned only with "research" in the sense

of "disciplined inquiry" -- the conduct of systematic empirical investi-

ga iong or the application of disciplined qualitative inquiry approaches'

(o.g.: historical, anthropological and political science modes ef

investigation) ereducation-relatgd 'questions. Who conducts the disciplined

inquiry is not at issue here -- the researchers may be those who identify

themselves as educational researchers or as researchers working within a

particular discipline. Within this, framework, we thus'include both

basic Or "pure") research and applied researc research oriented

toward either product development or toward institutional and policy

research concerns).

we recognize the limitations of the "pure vs. applied" usage. Still we find

it helpful to think about educational research in terms of three

categories:

1. basic research;

9. applied research*

'0

3. applied research to inform policy decisions.

We also recognize the somewhat arbitrary nature of our division between

the forms of institutional and policy research that we will include here

and others that we will categorize later under the concept of evaluation

research.

*
in ano her analysis

(115)
we used the descriptive term "problem-focused

research" rather than th more common term "applied research" to highlight

tfie differenc focus between basic and applied research. Here, how-

ever, we will uae the term "applied research" because 7f ha common usage.

'1 :3
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es

Finally, we do consider that,:, pro erly conceived and done (i.e.: as

"disciplined inquiry"),-evaluat'Oo is a lorm of research. Thus, we use

the term "evaluation research" rather than "evaluation". However,

because of its special nature and its usage at the utilization end of

reat evaluation research as a separate featurethe R/D4T,Process

later

Non-S sterna "Research" C

We specifically exclude from our discussion of the research enterprise

various quasi-research activities that are typically labelled as

educational research and divert a fair amount of research funding away

from disciplined inquiry, but use 'methods' and se ve purposes rather

different from those of systematic researth e.g.: school surVeys,,

statistical surveys of the.social bookkeePing variety, social action

projects, dissemination and demonstration projects, and development

work.

The Focus of This Discussion

,Research is only one of sever 1 bases of innovation and product development

in the education sector. Few of the dominant educational practices in schools

are based on research findings. Insight, inspiration, and analysis of a
a

relatively unsystematic sert are the bases of much conventional educational

practice. Where information is sought to guide translation of ideas into

practices or materials, informal interpersonal communication o ore

formalized library research approaches are considerably more common search

strategies of the operating system than the conduct of systematic empirical

investigations or application of disciplined qualitative inquiry approaches.

We know relatively little about these nonscientific approaches to the

generat on/research function in education, though this LU tuation may

change as increasingly more attention is

analysis of local problem-Solving strate

(work currently in progres hy (ho C liter

b- NIE)

Ll to dumontation and

in the operating system

Now Schools, supporued



We know considerably more,about the condict of disciplined inquiry in-the

education sector, and it is this disciplined inquiry that has been the

focus of R/D&I policy concern.
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ssues and Problems Educational Research

The edgcational research enterprise faces nmnw of the same dilemmas as research

in other fields; especially other applied social science fields. There are the

Way rsal issues of quality control -- of particular importance in

education, where evaluations consistently show,poor definition of educational

research questions; inadequate methodological rigor; inadequate grounding

in theorV: and low ratings of the quality of most educational research
(113, 140, 142, 144)outputs. There is also the omnipresent issue of appropriate

methodolqgv: -- debated in education in terms of the strengths and weakneSsea.'

of experimental quasiexperimental) vs. the less Controlled deSigns in
,the field settings in which most educational research is conducted. (10 53, 135)

A related issue concerns the inappropriate application of various statistical
1

techniquesin.data analysis.

Several'of the generic research issues that cut across all social science

(and perhaps other sectors as well) are particularly pronOunced in educat on,

because of the nature of the field's knowledge base, the nature of the demands

made on the educational research community, by external'envitonmental forces,

and the deep strains in relationShips between researchers and practitioners.

Instances of these generic issues that take on particular salience in eduCatiOn

are: how to produce interdisciplinary cooperation; how to determine priorities

between basic and applied research; and how to protect subjects and operational

settings from unwarranted interference by researchers.'.

A. How to Produce interdiscip1tanyiSg2peration

Education is a conjunctive domain oic-.-knowledge i.e.: a ,ld that

focuses the perspectives oX several disciplines on understanding and

sotving
(133)

certain social problems. Since as many'as twelve 4or more)

disciplines converge on inquiry in education, Interdisciplinary coopc-
t.

and cooperation between educational researthers and researchers in the

7
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to attain.
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. _
become a 1 the more important -- but no Iess easy

How to Determine Priorities Between Basic and A lied Research

Thedebate between/basic and applied researchera in education is phrased
/

in terms of the aknesses of the field's knOwledge base (hbw U or

how mileh'we know atthis time to guide program or product dev-

the imMediacy of the problems in need of solution. 'Thus argui be

made in sUpport of basic research at the expense of applied researcu --

for example:q the contention that R&D programs at this time are premature

andeill-cOnceived because the basic'knowledge base is inadequate; the-
-

arg e t that applied work is ineffective in solving problems because it

a VS.

is d in terms of existing conceptions that are inadequate and will

o until'basic research produces major breakthroughs that affect

the way we think about problems as well aS the knolbledge and technology we

apply to them. However, other persuasive arguments can also be made for

apptied research at the expense of basic research -- for example: the

argument that we already know a great deal that is useful for solving
,

pressing problans that cannot await maturation of the field's basic

ktowledge base, or that effective solutions can be developed if the

available knowledge base is effectively transformed and structured in

a manner that facilitates application.

Work now in progress will soon providb---us with a better picture of how

much support Comesfrom which federal agencies (and other sources) for

basic and applied research (e.g.: analyses currently being conducted

t)y staff members of NIE's R&D System Support Division) and will place .

us in a better position to.make judgments,epf the adequacy of the level

of funding for system devejopment. Numerous criticisms have beon made

of biisic research,funding in particular --that it has been relatively

smail in scale (an0 overwhelmed by proposals relative Co available

'funds); has not been designed in 41ccord with an'y overall basic research

strateg: . and has lacked either continuity or high visibility.

There wore manY high hopes for fliE in connection with basic research in the

7 8
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months prior to its creation but NIE has not become the'think tank of

eminent scholars that NIE'proponents envisioned and argued.tor.. Instead,

funding probleMs have forced cutbacks:in the:small basic studies nnit within

NIE; allocationa for basic research grantS have remained relatively small;

and earlier.ihitiatives to strengthen basic:resear.ph (e.g . 'the four-Year

fdnding of COBRE, the Committee on Basic Research.in EdUcation ) have not'

been continued.

The COBRE project was of particular importance. It had an eminent organiza-

tional setting (the National Academy of Education andfthe National Academy

of Sciences - National Research Council) Eminent scholars served on the

Committee. Ita task was "to identify problems to be attacked by basic

research in education and to develop and try out plans and procedures for

atimulating and supporting such research." it had mOderate success in:4

attracting both establishedaand younger'scholard from the social sciences-,
12, 20, 44)

to basic research in education. Still, it was discontinued.

C. Ethical_Issues

Ethical issues surrounding refationships between researchers and human,

subjects take,on added Meaning in education Where the human subjects
'

are often children and where relationships between researchers and

e often strained. In educational-research settings, thepractitioners

-to-protect-smt,ject-s -from hamittn-1.-eff-ects-of- expe-rimental _treat meats_

er from invasion of their privacy is a very iMportant issue. -These

direct ethical isaues raise further issues about the amount of control

a researcher can_have over the 'conduct of his own inquiry -- e.g..: the
\-

role of the practitioner in defining the preiblem to be investigated; the

amount of manipulation of 'treatments" to be permitted In an operational

field setting; the needs og researchers for stable 'program stimulus

.vs. the needs of program personnel to:keep changing their:program:in

terms of changing needs and understandings of what they are &Ding

The Changing Character pf the EddcationaltResearch Communit

Initially: A Univers

addition to these vrious re s issues, there ate a host 0
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issues that have emerged out of the changing character af the educe.

research
-
enterprioe. Until the mid-'60s educational research was

-'activity carried out by a relatively small number_of-individual researchers

who were based in the universities;. operated with a great deal Of autonomy
4

in defining problems'and'conduating investigations,' devoted a sma 1

proportion.of their rime to research; were oriented primarily to

publishing respateh findings that might add to our understanding and

knowledge about educational phenomena; and were regulated primarilY

by a peer groUp review system that allocated rewards primarily in the

form.of p estige and recognition within the scientific community.

onal Arranements

Developments of the past decade and a half have transformed educational

research. The educational research community has grown rapidly in numbers
93):

and in diversified institutional bases.
(88, Although almost all basic

research is still carried out in the universities and some applied work

is done there as yell, non-profit and for-proflt research corporationg

have,emerged as A strong competitive force in securing applied reseaucht
(3 83 '93)

contracts from governmental agencitt.
, , Consequently, more and

more of this research is being done.outs4de the Univers ties, with serious

consequences for:research training; for information flew and the cumu-

S--1-Cift5iired-g&TaiWT-6Efin616-a--Ua---a-ffd

f or the manner in which (and the extent to wh h ). research findings get

to be disseminated and utiltzed. The new institutionalatrangements Tor

the conduct of research have turned research into a-full-tirlw pursuit-for

a large.portion of the research community. Of:even greater cense nce,

these new arrangements have had a significant impact on.the nature of.-

educational research and the educational research community. These new

arrangements have produced new patterns of i-search functioning (e.g.:

research teams rather than indrvidual researchers). There are new modes

of research management and new constraints on researchers -- i.e.:

bureaucratic, mission-oriented research management that limits the

individual researcher's autonomy in both definidg research problems and

conducting inquiries.
(25) There are new research subcultures with wholly

new systems of rewards and controls that46aken the.impact of the disci-

1 8
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y --, e.g.: political and bureaucratic

or many) teplacing professiOnal norms;

political influence and,aconomic incentives aresreplacing scientific

recognition as.rewards; and agency accentanee and utilization of research

findings are taplacing peer review of scientific.quality asithe dominant
, (28):

controis.

-Kinds of: Accountabilit Issues

The new prominence of educational research, and ount of public funds

flowing to it', haVe posed new kinds of accounta ility issues that may be

harder for researchers in the edudation sector to resolve than researchers

in other sectors which have stronger knowledge and technology bases. :The

Congress has been deManding public accountability for an immediate nayoff frob

its investment in educational research -- without any realiatic apprecia-

_-_ of the extended time frame needed to produce results in research in

general and in educational research in particular. Thus, we find a

"Catch - 22" type of situation. On the one hand, to obtain funding,

researchers must PrOvide some promise of a payoff -- regardless of the-

fact that research by definition involves%a not insignificant .dpgree of

uncertainty. Oh the other hand, to make promises which cannot be fulfilled

may result in the researcher being funded -- but even more i]Mportantly,

--iUch UnTaTilred-PfleffitsdrIead-Iii6lably-Eo

a worsening of the political environment of the research enterprise.. The

preper stance for educational researchers to take in relation to government

agencies, and the kinds of research outputs they should provide. (i.e.:

solutions, approaches to defining problems and thinking about solutions,

or informat on about the likely or obtained effects of alternative solutions

under cons eration byoolieymakers) -- these are matters of serious debate

fi
ampng pdu tional researchers and social scientists in,generaI.

(22, 79, 110)

4. The Future

Despite frequent calls in recent years for,a Strengthening-of the educational

research-community and more field-based initiatives to structure the national

research agenda for.education,
(38)

the educational research community temains
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diffusespolitically weak, and largely reactive federal initiatives designed

by government bureaucrats who are generally not member's of the research com-

munity. We see relatively little evidence that thia situation will change in

thenearfuture r= Certainly not without NIE support and initiatives.

The strengthening of the echicational research community in the futute _

well depend on collaboration among the leadership oi the research community

and the key federal agencies and other major sponsors of educational research,

with initiative perhaps remaining still with the federal agencies. Our

analysisef what is needed is based oh consideration of the somewhat dist_nc7

tive requirements of basic.and applied research and the current state of

development of the institutional and personnel bases for conduction of the

basic and applied research functions.

In thinking about the future of educational research, we will need to review

our understanding of the basis upon which i_ may be assessed and of its current

status. From these we may suggest key needs for the future develepment of the

educational research function. We will do this.separately for basic and

applied researeh.

A. Basic Research

Kssssmentasjs

In assessing basic research for education, it is,important to recall the

interdisciplinary nature of educational research. On the ene hand, we

said- that there is basic research being perforthed in.several disciplines

psychology, sociology) which' will be relevant to education.

However, education is a subsidiary concern of these other disciplines. On

the othe 'hand- consideration has also been given to basic research which

,is donevithin the field of education per se and which is performed by

researchers trained in and committed primarily to -education as a field

of study. It is this- atter focus whial iS our primary concern here

because of the import ce o having a basic research function whose

primary and ongoing foeus and commitment is on the field Of education per

se -- while .at the same time.recognizing and utilizing important and

evant.basic research in othenfield-.
2
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As basic research is an unce tain, unpredictable and highly creativeuncer-

taking, it is very sensitive to threats tci its climate and to the quality

and stability nf support and funding.and is highly dependent on its roots

in its 'fundamental disciplines. Its outputs are knowledge and stimulation

and it is only generally in the long term that we can asseas its practical

contribution. And, giVen its inherent uncertainties it becomes hazardous

to attempt to predict the ,areas in which:such outcomes will occur. But

without it the well of new thinking frequently.runs dry. It is therefore

vital that a healthy and mature R/PISI system will have developed and main7

tained a substantial high quality basic research component.

Such a component cannot be built quickly. The rate at which quality

basic research can be expanded is limited by the size and quality of its

existing centers of excellence (which may range froM a single.outstanding

researcher to a team of such researchers). To pump more funding into this

endeavor than such centers can usefully absorb %an only lead to waste and

disappointment. Future growth is (alid will be) litited by past invest-

ments in creating and supporting a central core of basid researchhaving

many centers of eXcellence The major problem of basic researdh within

education as a field of study per se has been as we noted in the very

weakness of this central core.

- - , -

Assessment of the basic research function will need-then to be based on:

The size.and quality (based on the reputation of-institutions and

personnel) of the central core of the basic research funCtion most

specifically,oa the siie, srowth and stability patterns of identified

centers of excellence. An Important indicator will be the ability to

attract and hold top flight researchers. /

The number of new centers of excellence seeded and taking root over

successive (rolling) 3-5 yearjeriods.

A measure of the supOortiveness of the climate - in terms of funding

growth and stability over several year periods.
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Measures of the quality of the linkage to and reputation of basic

research iheducation and its more fundamental toot disciplines (e,g.:

psYchology, sociology, etc.).

Over long,(10-20 year) time spals, an assessment of major substantive

contributions to knowledge coming from educational basic research.

Current 8tatus

We haVe seen that basic research in education is generally to be found in

two types of settings. That located-in schools of edutation (frequently

in such disciplines as-educational psychology and sociology) boasts few
4

centers of excellence and much mediocrity.' A different picture emerged

fuve-viewing the research carried on in discipline based university depart-

ments such as psychology and sociology. Excellence and valuable con-

tributions to knowledge are to he found, but what has been lacking here

has been a primary and continuous commitment to education. The inter-

disciplinary character of educational research has added to the diffuse-

fiessby making communications and information retrieval (from the large

variety,of-puhlication sources) very difficult. Altogether, this has

added up to an educational basic research community that has been to

date unstable and amorphous. It makes system building in this area a

Ma.] 6 1 requirement anTl" a-crtrica-1--tonsideratton-irr- furrain-g- pgrams- -

At the same time, the general, climate for basic research-in education

as for. other (espe-cially social) areas of basic research-has been far

from supportive. This negative climate has been particularly intense

for education which has been hard put to point to more than a handful

pf significant developments chat are traceable to basic research. The

low prestige with thP general,public and with CongreSs and the associated

unreliable fUnding have made it hard to attract strong talent and thia

has acted as a major constraint on building the central core. As'regards

funding, it is vital to note that there are many agencies which fund

basic research in education. Indeed, the National,InStitute of Education

(which has been assigned "lead" responsibility for educational research

and development) has be= a relatively minor tontributor to the .total

-funding going to basic r: earch, especially in comparisonwith such an

agency as NIH.

1 84
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In light of'the above summary analysiS of the distinctive requi _ ents

of basic research and the current state of development-of this function-

in education, the key need would seem to be for a consistent, continuous,

stable process of system building. This would include:

1. identifying exist ng centers of excellence;

facilitating the blishment of addit onal centers of excellence;

3. facilitating the growth -_ these centers, existing and new;.

4. facilitating improved irormation exchange and retrieval mechanisms;,

5. providing table, long term funding.

B. Applied Research

Assessment BA

It is important to bereminded that applied resei,ch is research and shares

with basic research a high level of uncertainty and unpredictability. Thus,

researdhers in particular-treat applied research in a basic research mode.

But it is also tar etted research. Thus, funders and users often assume

it to have the level Of certainty and Shortness of time line more appropri-

ately associated with development. This deceptiveness and the consequent

inherent tension makes applied research subject to considerable instability,

misdirection and mismanagement, and consequent misdirected assessment.

Researchers frequently redefine and bend applied re§earch into baslc

research modes. _In particular, they often attempt to liodertake projects

on smaller scales than are required by the nature of the problems, which
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often require the efforta of large7scale interdisciplinary and empirically

IDased team programs. This syndrome is often combined with attedpts to

oversell the timing, probabilityend impact of ouicomes in order to obtain

funding. This often succeeds with- funders simply because applied research

'ftiliatojects-do.appear to have practical, attainable outcoMes. All of thie

creates an environment that tends to 'be unattractive to many of the best

researchers

On-the other side, users and funders, having been persuaded to fund such'

programs because of these very expectations of nearme benefits, become

frustrated by not only the lack of delivery but also by the shifting

targets', time and cost patternS whith are inherent in the uncertain research

process.

it

Another important dimensien of this tension lies in the'problem of need

identification. On the one hand, the objective is to work on important

and timely problems' that require solution, and this tends to be the prime

inducement:for the users and funders. On the other hand', a-researcher is

required to maintain the criteria of researchability criteria that .

often significantly limit the utility pf the.project from the user per-
,:

spective. This as well as the previoUsly mentioned problems of tension

become magnified when one reeognizes- that the CbSt and scale of applied
-- --

research tend to run orders of magnitude higherilthan what is typical of

basic research.-

Assess ent must therefore be based on judgments of:

The quality and appropriateness of the institutions performing

function:

Are they capable of Moun_i_g the required large scale inter-

disciplinary efforts?

Are they attracting and keeping top quality applied researchers?

Afe their programs and projects considered to be of high qualitY,

important to practice and on truly rese-rchable Problems.

II

2 Whe her applied research is emerging as a definable entity, differen-

tiated from basic rsearch and development

86
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After a time lag that reflects several:years of sustained system

building, an evaluation of the rate and impact of outputs.

The climate for applied research in terms of both support patterns

and reeeptivity to its outputs.

.Current Status

Most of the research that is carried on in education appears to be what

might loosely be defined as the applied type, much of it unfunded'and

small-scales The volume of studies.produced may indeed by large 7- but

being of this small-scale, scattered and fragmented quality, these have

been Subject to many questions of quality. It is evident (as mentioned

earlier ) that there is sub,stantial lack of differentiation in education

between what can truly be classified as research and various nther:acti

vities demonstration projects, social bookkeeping, etc.); great

weakness in defining researehable problems; considerable iuzziness in

differentiating applied research from basic research and developmen and

the.previously mentioned tendency to oversell such projects_._

As we noted earlier, applied researth in education is largely carried

on in two types of institutional settings: universities and large-scale

, R&D institutions In the private and quasi-public sectors.

Where tilis work has gone on in universities there has been astendency

to perform applied research in a basic research mode. c.)This is not sur-

prising given the socialization and prior training of university researchers

and the social arid publication pressures Under which they operate. Generally,

universities find it difficult to assemble the minimum cr'itical mass of

effort needed to undertake large-scale applied research projects. As

a consequence, they have_tended to.stale such projects.down and/or to

assemble ad hoc teams that lack long-range stability. With this has come

the unfortunate tendency for researchers to move in and out of this part

of the field which has mitigated against system-building_requirements.
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Large scale R&D organizations should have been, and to some degree have

,been, more suitable sites for such programs. However, two important,

problems have limited their potential sUccess. Firstly, most of these ,

R&D organizations have not been able to promise a:stable career path to

researchers, thereby greatly limiting their ability to a tract and hold

first-rate researchers. Secondly, federal funding practiced in the.late

'60s shifted the character of many of these institutions away from applied

research and reshaged them into development organizations in accord with

federal priorities at thattime for product7centered impact strategies.
1

As a consequence of the above conditions, educlation has in fact seen very

little applied research. Therefore, this has to be seen as an area that
*

needs to be put together at this time in its own terms and not be thought

of as a form of advanced development or downstreamhasic research.

A number of other problems in educational applied research were previously

implied but require further explication. The climate for such research

has been perhaps even more negative than that described above for basic

research. This has been so precisely'beeauseit seemed to hold out more

4A promise of iMpact and raised expectations than could have been satisfied

given the inherent time frame and the weak state of the area. Relatedly,

need identification; whiCh:had-:been research-er-drilin up Through-tHe mid=
-

''60s, became system-driVeby users and funders in an oVerreaction to

this state of affairs. nAs with basic
-

limited.

Key_ Needs

-arch, funding has been realtiVely

Applied research in education, then must be seen in a system-building

mode.

It will be essen_ al to locate those centers of excellence capable
0

of performing large-scale applied research.
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Such institu_ions will need to be_ proVided with the icind of long7

term stable funding that will permit them to attract-and retain

top-flight staffs of researchers.-

It will also be vital for the.lead edutational-funding agencies to

help practitioners and the Congress understand the.nature and re-

quirements of applied research to:.

understand that project selection requires

of what is researchable as well as what

he determination

important;

recognize that the present lack of capacity demands a period

of institution-building before the promise of the area can .

begin,to be fulfilled;

and Understand that such institution-building will require an

ongoing And long-term commitment.

XII. DEVELOPMENT

As described in the literature, the d e -ment function in educat -n adheres

strictly to the engineering model of FeveloprneTlt used in industry.. BUt the

developMent function described in the literature represents only a portion

of all development work that ts done il:k_the'education sector the

development mode as it is car led out in pursuance of government :contracts,

primar-ily in regional laboratories and in some of the non-profit and

for-profit research and R&D carp-orations. If we cept a broader and less

rigorous definiton of development work, then we must also include several

other models of the deVelopment function as this Is carried out by class-
,"

room teachers, by curriculum specialists in SEAs, ISAs and LEAs, by textbook

publishers, and in univer§ity-based curriculum projects.
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an Institutionalized Funttimal_ERILLE_iLTEiaa_th

ering first the rigorous definition of the development- func ion as an

institutionalized specialty that is carr eriout,-by &pecialized personnel

in specialized institutions or organizational units, development activities

are systematic and sequential. Development moves in a smooth progression

from prototype design that islthe end productof the applied-research pliase
,e

of R/D&I; to product or program development in accordance with detailed

specifications; to evaluation of small field-tests; to revisions;

larger field tests; to more revisions; to .an additional-field test; ete. --

Until the product performs in accord with the prespecified performance ob--

jectives. Products go through successive generations of revisions each a

closer and closer approximation to the performance specifications. Revi-

sions are based on empirical field test data that are gathered systematical

and analyzed rigorously. The evaluation data provide the pot-ential user

with precise information about the outcome or effects to be expected from

use of the product under specified implementation conditions.
(6(3)

Development-projects implemented in accord with this mo tend to be large-

scale and expensive; Involve'large personnel base pools and heterogenous

skill mixeg; and involve extensive,'cooperation between the R&D .organizations

-d-ev'eItsping--th-e4roduct-g-und-the-schao-I--systemrs- .greeing-taerve-as-field

test sites. The products theMselves are often complex., consisting of many

and varied modules or componentat, and often several fgrms of media-as well

as printed-materials:- The manageMent of these complex development projects

is
,
often highly rormalized,_ using flow charts and sophisticated management

-(60, 66, 116)
tools.

There may be some variation's in pattern depending on'the nature of the R&D

outcome being developed -- e.g..: products vs. change processes. However,

the issues of concern to managers tend toloe consistent: How much research
L-

is needed prior to the devglopmen work? How much resear ceed

development wrk? At what- point iS the-p giently

oduct

parallel_ to the

developed to permit initial field testing_ AC what pain_

0
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been tested sufficiently to permit dissemination? What dissemination,,mar-

keting, and implementation factors need.to be considered .throughout the'

design and development phase? At what point does the responsibility of the

developer end: developMent? disseminat,ion? installation? utilization
-'

ancli-maintenance
(7)

2. Development in the Education Sector

These issues are to some extent common to the . development function in all

sectors, but they take on particular signiffCanee in the education sector.

The weakness of the.kndWledge and technologytase of the field Makes it more

difficult to translate performance specifications into effectaive products..
---

Outcomes are far.less predictable-given the reactiveness of the user setting,

and limited tdchnical capability of user personnel to implement complex

innovations without substantial implemvittion supports. Consequenti:

development work in education requires a far greater investment of time

and money in the research and evaluation components of the develOpment

. process,.making development costs high relative to practical payoffs --

a problem, of particular importance considering. he negative political

climate in which educational R&D.appropriations ate made.

The rigorous-model of the deVelopment function as it is used in the regional

laboratories, can be contrasted to the more traditional approaches to the

design and development of instructional strategies and materials -- as

these activities have been carried,out by classroom teachers; by curriculum

specialists in the SEAs, LEAs, and the universities; by publishers; and by

the university scholars whd have on occasion participated in efforts to

improve K-12 level curricula and instructional materials in their.areas 0_

specialization.

The development approach used in these settings tends to be intuitive rather

than datarbaSed or grounded in theory. The focus of attention is generally

on the content .to be conveyed raOler.than conception of how.students learn

or how teachers go about prOviding instruction. Field teqting is non-*
existent or minimal. Develsopment osts are relatively low. The personnel

,

involved'are relatively few g.: ne teacher, a fewscholars or curriculum

I 9
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specialists, etc.);-' and whatever skill mixes are present in a development

team tend to be relatively,homogenous.' Management is-generally Informal
-

and highly flexibleWhere textbooks ormaterials packages are being

developed for large-scale, nationwide dissemination, an effort is usually

made to i_ tide implementation supportsA.a the form of teacher-a' guides,

tests, etc. yhere materials are developedlocallyfor use by &single
v'

teacher or a group of teachers in, a single school or district, far less

of the implementation process is eommit_teWto print or Tpdia,presentation.

ttegies for use outside thi&
small group remains inadequate; and either the locally, developed innovatiOns

are not disseminated at all or they are disseminated but.have minimal success

elsewhere because development wprk Was not carried far enough te permit the
4

materials, to he implemented-easily and effectively by others.
.

3. Changing_Eatterns:_of Federal gbpport Educational Development

The rigorous development model is lIkely to per more effective implementation

developed products. However, conside ation must also be given to the high
op

costs of rigorous development work, the relatively limited utilization of

externakfty developed R&D products to date, and the extensive amount of local

innovation that exists. Thus, federal policymakers Are giving increasing

attentipa to internal user system development.resources

ianuvatinac apabi_Li_t_ies_;-.__Limktag_ii-4.1c-r.nals_aurce.s_

-7 buildIfIg inter-al

-innovat 42 Xtar nal

resources for documenting'and analyzingOocal innovation d developing
-4-

material'i-1 that could be used to assist othe_ sChool systems in implemelKting

these locally developed programa and pract s (e.g.: OE programs in support

of SEA efforts to identify, validate, and package. exemplary practiees; N1E7

supported programs to build SEA diSsemination capabilities and LEA, problem

solving capabilities). The buLk of federal' developMant resources appear ST 11

to be awarded to-external R&D organizations that use the engia ering model.

(We will-be in a better positLn to verify this impression after datafrom

NIE's c.urrent survey of KPU organizations are gathered and artalyzAl;) However

it seems poSsihie.. that :this balance may change in Lime. If this does happen;

the ,character ofthe development fuhctien (as tttPs_is generally .understood in

-the ecbacationai R/D6Zr'community) may undergo considerable change, and with it

.the'institutional bases, ,the personnel base, an_ especially the technolOgy,.

of the developMent funct

1 9 2



the:development frnctIon in education were mature, we would expect tQ

find ajarge supplYof high qualipy outputa:that are iespohbive to user

heeds. 41:lee-Mc:fat availatpx outputs of educational development appear to'.

be Weak in.both qualitY and responsiveness, future strategies for sttength-
'.

ing.thit function must be-based on consideration of,the essential reguire,
r.

manta of the development fnuctfon and the major-weakneeses of each,of the

two predominant Modet of development work in the education field..

As we noted in the Cdiacussion Of the future of educational reseArth, to

think about the future of the development'lunction-in education', we will need

to rev understanding of the basis upon whial the educational develop-

Unction May be assessed and of its-current state. From these we May

key needs for the future of the development function in adhcatiOn.

Assessment Basis,

6
As we have noted critical in the ataessment of the developmejt tompOnent of

H
an R/D&I system is the recognition of the centrality of its 1 ages.to

the user, to'production and to the state of art in developm nt. DeVelopment

has a relatively more predictable and shorter time horizon process as-com-

yared to-the research functions. It aims to convert knowledge into user-

ready-products, products which may (or may not) need to pass throngh a

disstinct production phase before they can be disseminated or distribute

With the linkage to the'llser being so critical, so is the requirement for

need identification a step,that is difficult to perform, but one that,

must be done'well and often in an ongoing'manner during the development
-

process (wheme complete identification is not feasible - as in- many

areas of social development) if the product selecte4 for development is to

be on target.

Development is also highly dependent on the quality of its linkage the

state of the art and on the skills and motivation with which products are
- r

deSigned so as to be capable of production and dissemination. This deter-

mines eeffectiVeiess and viability,of th9 product.
4
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frequently carried mit in specialized 4evelopment

zationsit is Dighly dependent en the quality of such institutions-'

tbeir personnel and Most-particularly on their experience is

rtalit to differentiate the concept, of excellence in developO_nt from

, tbat'used in research. In development exCellence is measured b being

:coin/effective, timely and opportunistid. With such criteria, xperience

n'dividual anethoroughness (ability to d the whole::,

job) are often more IA:portant than-brilliance. Where develop*ent carried,

: out in a user setting, then assessment must be-comet-gad w

,Of Wider dissemination of the products'or processes develop_d,
/

ical bases Ior assessment are:

Quality of linkages to:

- users

= production

.- development state of the art.

the extent

MeaSures of-such linkages are har to :define and: obtain, depending
.. /

as they do upon quality, frequency and form,of interaction. They:

will likely be qualitative in nacire,/fand "Observable" more in
:

their absence ip;terms of probleMa generated, than in their

presence. gi
f'

1

A speci-ic manifestation o kage will be in the quality

of need identification, to red indirectly by the rele7

vance,of development .outputs for p actice, and by the scope and

:effectiveness of feedforward actt ity froth users to developers.

Numb'er and effectivenesr-of large

tions. Effectiveness here woUld

extent of adopted products.and som

of,impadt'(actual and potential).

scale development orgOniia-
.

e measurable in terms o;

e qualitaave assessment



'Extent of dissemination o ac ce-hased developments.

The number and quality of products_developed from the whole

'Ji./D&I system and their Overall- (portfoli6) effect. Quality

would again have to be measured by uSage,based criteria

the locus of ubality control would be a design .variable.

Current Status

Aa we have discuased

knowledge base.

been 'codified.

educational,development is plagued by Aweak

ualityof information is poor, very little ,has

4 quality control is:a,centralrequitement, UhiCh

has Anly recently b un to're'ceive serious attention but which is still
4 .

relatively pooily d velpped And its enforcement a matter of,some

fdseness aato lecn of responaibility. With limited ability, to depend\,,

On quality control in the-field, funders and.Program managers aay need
-

to build quality control checkpoints into staged development Ptdcurementsi
/,

a procedure thatdemands clOser involvement and orchestration between

key fUnding agencies and the field than has been typidal to date.

We noted earlier that-there are two distinctive modes of development
)

work ip education:

a. development work that adheres to the rigorous development model

and tends to go on in specialized development organizations;

more conventional, intuitive modes of development that tend

to be tarried on as part-time activities in practice-based

settings.

At its best specialized development organizations represent a strong

element in educational R&D system capacity. There are a few-such well

htaffed and experienced development organizations and their existence

is an ii;ortant indicator oE the system building that has gone on. More
,

:often, however, the institutions and personnel involved in development
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not come up to these required standards. Even the best f these

anizations,tend to suffer from is9lation.from practice, making dis-

semination and implementation problematical. This may be One of the

.causes 6f the limited utilization.of R&D based producti, a shortcoming

that is'tending to threaten the. 'viability of this type f institution.

There ma be a critical need inAvelopment not to increasethe:level,
Jdverall (there Is an inventory of morg than half. R&D

of e

'products

skmination) butrathei for-a shift of emphasis-so as to build up more

f the,strdng high quality development:organizations with ,whomthe gov-

--ant,can contraet an&to enaure their cleaer linkage to practice.

are.available for sorting,,tailoring-, pagkaging and

The_second bagic Mode of deVelopment In education (pra tice-baged) does
0

sot suffer.(obviously) from poor linkage to the user.- ,it does suffer,

hoWever, froM inefficiency, lack of sophisticated skills, poor documen-
tation Of its achieVements, difficultieswith packaging., and from

f.enormous problems in achieving wider dissemination.and diffusion. State

initiatives have become particularly significant in recent years in'

:identifying, packaging and diaseminatifig exemplary practices and prograMs

developed by local sthool systems. The Verdict IA not in as to whther

this mode can become a ionrce for wider application'(beyond the local

development site). Meanwhile, further riesearch on this mode is required
4

as well as support:for efforts to sUpplement and expand local capabilities

possibly through increased linkage and collaboration between practice

based developmeat and spetialized development organizations.

In the area oflprojeet selection the emphasis to date has been on a

project-by-project selection process. Missing has been the capacity in,

-the system to censider critical portfolio.effects., These could involve

decisions to target and concentrafeidevelopmentprograms so as to achieve

synergistic benefits, staging and s4qnencing strategies that minimize user

disruption and uncertainty:, ,coope a ive ventures across- agencies, ete.

Particularly important may be the n -d to develop skills in commerciali-
,

zation so as to make better'decisioni with respect what to place with

which nlementa of the priva e-ssettcaland when.



With tbe aboVe in mind, the follOwing would aPpear to be key needs
=

the eamational development,function, particulartY with reference

the -role of, key funding agencies.

1. Work-with the'field, o build up the explicit desiUning-in uf

' quality Control-functions into funded,deveIopment programs.-

pOqsibly.including staged prOgrame with quility control check-

-points.-

Shift 'support emphasis,to favor.those high quality specialized

,development organizations that shoW a pattern if being respoh7

sive.to Practice need's and to technical o pgrtutity.,

Work with SEAs and LEAs to de ermine the most cost effectiVe

ways of identi ying And disieminating practice :based develop-.

Ment products.

Study and experiment With strategies designed to improve the

i.nterface between the government funded development organi-

zations and commercial firms -.7 including development of

criCeria for what should be handled how and by whom.

5. Development ofprogram planning and project selection methods

by key funding:agencies that giveexplicit consideration to

portfolio effecps.

Exp icit progra t designed to achieve in : -agency cooperation

fdr development activities.

Study and experimentation with strategies designed to improve.'

the .interface kptween.the .government,funded development Organi-

-zatiOns and commercial firms including developmen

criteria for what thould be handted howand by whom:
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Production,issu

davelopment o the -educatiOnal R/D&I syitem. As we use the term, the

ion is restrActed simply to.the reproduction or manufa turing

ity..of -a fully.developed and.,:tested item. All desigri_and development

subsumed under the research, development, and evaluation research ,

unctions. For the most part, production in the education sector takes

place in the-subOrdinate system of institutions that yrovide OnppOrt serVices

to the educational R/D&I 'system -- publishers, film production_companids,

manufacturer:a of hardware and_equipment,-etc. These production instftutions

tend to be secior-soanning in nalure, and none of the production issues that

areef minimal concern at this point in the historical

come into play appear to be sector-specifiL to education.

Production sues-are-o el,atively low prioriLy in the education sector: The .

overwhelming- majority df educational products and R/D&I outputs tend to be'

--

software rather than hardware; the predominant medium 'is print; and-the

key issues of performance and reliability have less to do with possible

breakdowns in the production function than with weaknesses in the development

function pr the implementation proOess. Commercial publishers generally,

strive for a high quality print product using costly materiar and production-

techniques, On the other hand, the gloss'of couiercialpublicatLon s is

generally absent from the outputs of R/D&I organizatiOns. To-some.

significant, degree this...appears to'be a consequence of clearly, artieulated.

policy dedisionsef educational.R/Daisponsors and contractors. Educational

iR/D&I decision Makers haveoPted conscibpsly for allocating maximal resources to

the research, design, development, and evaluation of:the substance of the

materials, and the barest minimum to prodUction just enough to insu're

that a sufficient,q6antitY'of usable materials cam be distributed te

)
,operating 7 -terns

(7

-
Some: recent inic atives- have been taken to develop collaborative relation-

'
-ShipSbetWeen R/D&I organizations wip strong development capabilitiea and

commercial-publishers who can add,high,quality pro_uction capabilitteä

(e.g.: 'arrangements between Appaeton Century
2

Crofts and the devqlopers of

Individually Prescribed Instruction). However,,these arrangements are relatively-



few in humber; the inka a are tentative and expe ehtal;

production function barely visible in hhe configuratioff_o

Iv. MARKETING/DI IBUTI ISSEMI TION/DIFFUSION

The linkage functiona ormarketing/diStribution/disseminationidiffusien

hdve always beeçi among the Weakest,components of educational R/D&I,-'and'
-

hhveonly reeentlybedome the focus of federal ahd state R/D&I potidies.

Each of:these functions haehad a number of:traditional meanings, each

with its own,set of institutions, channels, and 'ohlaracteristic,activities.

New conceptions of these linkagelunctions are gaihing wider acceptancel-:

and newtinstitutions; channels; andaCtivities re,appearing to operational-:',

ize the newer approaches.

An Em.hasis on Infor

Until recently the dissemination function has been, concerned primarily, with
-

the flow 0-f informi4ion the outputs of research -- rather than the

marketing and distribbtion of packaged R&D products. Thrther, diAsemination

strategies haVe been so passive and uncoordinated that the-burden of effort

in retrieval was oft.the researchers and.practitioners seeking information.

The characteristic channels have been 'publications --. reports of-research
m

findings in technical reports to sponsors or in scholarly journal articles

targetted at the research communitY; or,in,hon-technical form in articles

appearing in the magazines and newspapers read by-practitioners and

laymen. Informal, interpersonal information exchanges took place at
ft

pr4fessiona1 association meetings of researchers, and ht other meetings of
_

)4
practitioners, and at oCcasional confereSces, seminars, or workshops. The

universities and teacher-training institutions also perfOrmed a key role

in passing on a field's knowledge base in4bre serVice training programs,

or In,updating knowledge and skills throughin-service trainthg. -For the

most part, however, this pattern involved dissemination of indiwvidual

pieces of information with a potential for application rather than

packiged information ucts designed to produce changes in Practice.
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The-exceptions.here mere the publishers and equipment manufacturers mho

packaged information or technological products into immedfately usable

forma and had well developed marketing apd distribution operations,to

get their products into the hands of-practitioners with a minimim of

ort on the part'of user system personnel.

2._:Dissemination _ the '60st The _Im_pacE of Federal Policies

z.Federal R/D&I policies in the '60s added several ilew dimensions to the th n

.'existing'mCides of diaseminatiOn, Thecroweing glory of the inforMation

:dissemination policy was the massiVe ERIC aystem created by OE to acquire-,
a

store, Abstract, and provide,aasy-computerized retrieval of sources from

the extensive

-provided puhl

therefore was

, literature-of

fugitive literature of the education sector.. ERIC-also

cations that announced acquisitions to the field and

expected to make them more visible; indexed the Journal

the field as wel aslithe fugitive literature stored in

the ERIC collection; and provided severai hundred informatioh analysis

proOucts that synthesized rformation in selected topical areas. (Pro-

fessional associationa of both researchers and practitioners also became

active in the '60s.in producing'targetted information analysis products

or synthesis of the available knowledge and technology base in apecific

researth areas -- e,g.,. the National Education'AssociatiOn's What Research
lc

Says !to the Teacher pamphlet series;- two editions Of the Handbook-on Research
' (47, 138) '

in Teaching; and four editionS of the annual Review of Research in
- - .(68, 64, 70, 1

Education
210

. ) lioweverERIC has beeft repeatedly criticized
_

as geared largely to the needs of reSearchers,rather than practitioners'.

tk,re recently; in response to practitioner needs, ERIC'acluisition pregrama

'have included effertsfocused en storage.and retrieval of curricUlum

Packages and other development products (Ap.g.; product informati6n packages

-,,ke yet, ERI appears'to be used little by Oractitionera.

The network of institutions created by the fe4eral government in the 'Ws

.inclvded organizations charged with respons:ibility.for acquiring and dis-
.

seminaEing insrructionalmaterials in given areas (e.g.: The Instructional

Materials Ceeter :and iorgdniations designed to demonstrate and disseminate

exemplary local.practices (cheESEA Title III demonstrptioncenters): Dis-
4-

semination of the R&D outputs of-the J.S.boratories and centers was cousider6d

200
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a major function or these organizations. Categorical programs (P.g.:
.

ESEkTitle I,'Upward Bound, programs for the. handiCaPped
*
'vocational/

. -

career education), have always included dissemination components=., Addi- -

'tionallY, variouS referral organizations. .g the National Referral

-Center'and Phi Deltal(appa's -School Research
. 4

otlier more active and interactive approaches

education Information centers with education

ormation Service) and

to dissemination (e.g,':
127

extension agents
(29, 90,

also began tp appeavAm the, '60s. Still, despite all these initiatiVea4

by the early"70s it.seemed clear that the outputs of eduCational research'

and'll&D were'ndt reaching the user system to any significant degree or

41.4ving: clearly visible.impact on---improving educational:practice.

3. _Federal Dissemina_"on-yrograms

N

°-Current federal difPs emination pibgrams have been built on many 0 the in-

Itiatives of the 160s, but carry them further and change the focus of federal

dissemination Strategie6. Historically, the-overall federal strategy could

be characperized.as:

1. itially o

the initial

(112)
e of laissez-faire. . (prior

condeption of ERIC as

then a strategy o

Centers,,-labOrator

advqcgting die use
7

or developed);

to, the mid-'60s and in

Passive information repositoryyi.

-roductlAsmaRy
(11 ) the Instructional Ma erials

es and centers, and Title III,demonstration centers,

of particular products or programs they selected

-8v finally, strategies=of

a. cOordination of ex
40 6

5-
)

.ting discrete efforts, and

112), replacihg adVocacy of particular .

'programs'and prodlIcts with informational and capability building'

approaches:

information

providing eltensive amounts of (and easy access to).

on.the full array of available products, programs,1
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a

%,

and practices to neet given.needs;, providing"Say accesto
education extension agents in local-education information

-centers; developing userspapability for avaluating0.adapting
. ,

and implementing'the products-of their choice
(29, 83, 94)

.

7t

The'faderal role is seen as one of faciliiating,. coordinating,:and-pioviding

tart-up funds to mobilize state_and local dissemination resourdes The

locus is on building'netwOrks that bring together and strengthen tkle dissemina-

tion resources of existingorganizations-that carry out disseminat on activities,

especially phe SEs.89 )

The approachesthat, al.th been funded tend to=beacbive and.interpersonal
,

e.g.:. working throu_h educationaLdextensj.on agents, local education inform-

tion centera, networks oficonaultants, and- interactive ,compUterized retrieval

nechaniams. Educational extension agents and other personnel umrking in,local

districts are.linked to'centralized resources-and-specialists; information

n'eeds oflocal users:are determined; -information and milterials rendired to meet

these needs are transformed into packages tailored to the ilder's heeds and con

Straints; and followup sppports andffeedback mechanisms:are built into he over-
(29 127)' ,

all'design. To date, these system0 'have een:developed exte -ely, in-

relatively few states, though the number and scope of these programs aleexpand-
.*

.

ingunder NIE dissemination capacity buil,ding grants to atates. Clearly, this

sctive,Jnterpersonal, user-oriented and fieid-based networking strAtegy iS the

iireetion in which educational diasemination'in the-U.S. ig moving.at this time.

,

The Current Stet Disse nation

aearly, the institutIOnal base of the dissmLriaton function has undergone

!xtensivc development in recent years. C nsiderably more expanSion.is 1,t1ly

NIE's Researchipevelopment Exchange program (currently in the plennin

tages) becomes operational. Nonetheless, it will be some time before can
P

xpect Po find subsiantiaI impaetjn the form of widespread improvement
1

duCational practice. There have been serious efforts.tcosyntheaize the

2 0



iheOretial knowledge base:of the function,(''") but the translafio'n'of,

this knowledge,base intO usable strategies with known effects is-only begin-.

fling.. The dissemInation specialty is only now beginning to appear snd is Clea ly

inadBquate fai the sclipe of eXisting programs such as the:Research and Devel-

optent Exchange -piogram noted above. Most of those :8urrently carrying out
--

diessmination ietivities Appear it) be Pridtitioneraby'training. ey are
r

proceeding intnitively!and learning the dissemination field oh the job, Few
4

programs are available to ttain dissemination specialists.

Until recently, the linkage'functions of,marketing/distribution/dissemtna-

tion/diffusion have.been _among-the criticargaps in theeducationalR/D&I
,

-structure. There ar# hopeful signs that disseminatio&and diffusion

are matuting. But Aespite all the discussion:in recent yeara:of bringing
-

.a.marketing Approach to education,-
(5,,62)

and despite the current focus 6u u er

'needs and User Viewpoints,(°' 85' 81' 94? the Matketing perspective is almost

tally absent and may in fact have been buried altogether by the change in

rategy frOM.prOduct advocacy to change pocess,advocacY. A distribution

system for Other than conventional commercial products is also lacking. The

manner in which tha emerging dissemination'netwotk may become (or
'

become2linked to) a distribution system is atill'unclear.

5. The Future

At the present point in time, the linkage, functions o marketing/di

tributionAdissemination/diffusion, must be assess4d As 'underdeveloped
) ,

and weak in their impact on the user system. .If they are to be strength-
+.

ened, collaborativ'e federal/state/local and private/public initiatives

will be needed, designed specifically to take into account the essential'

requirements of the dissemination/linkage functions and the current

state of development.of theae functions in.the field of &lucatiOn. As

a hadi- for suggesting key needs,'we will review our understandingS

1 s assessment basis and.current status. In our discussion here, we

will focus on dissemination

201



:-Thd function of disseminatión is =critical 'to. the entire '11./D.5,r sydtem.

It ig., in essence, a linkage process which ' , connects" knowledge produc6 s
!

.

with knowledge users, Thus e have;been 'implying, the R/DEET dis-.
, .
: ,

.

-emination sys e Must _provided-for mechanisms which:1 'can deterinine what- . .. . _ . .

availab can sort out the "good" from the "bad"; will allow Users

to iden y and obtain the particular productd which are relevant

their needs; as needed, can "tailor" products to fit-user needs; dan
,-

I
motivate users to "try" a product; insures7effective user implementation

.,

and utilization.

Assessment,*then, must be made in terms of capacity to achieve and

success in each of the above requirements. Overall we would'wish to

know alis with respect to:

,1= Extent and quality.of "reach",into user systems numbar

,being-reached, the extent of repeat uti4zatiori of.d ssemnation

services, and usersatisfaction with such -serVi e
*

'Levels of uier awareness and trial Of R_products (ex-

stende -character, and evaluative) .

COntribu -rim to implementation and-utilization of R&D .
-.- _

;

proeucts= Since this depends, on such other factOra as' .

number and quality of prodUcts available, user skills and

receptivity, etc. the dissemination function can only be

assessed as a contributor to the process. Thi must of,

neceesity-be a qualitative evaluation.

4- The existence of a well developed und cooperative netw6rk
/

of di%semination mechanisms giving cOverage across the
0

nation and to the Variety of users to be lound.

Current Status

In education, we find a number-of problems and barriers to dissemina-
-

20
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tion. There are an enormous numbet of 'users some 17,000 school
Nap

districts - plus taachers.,,, ett0.2%among Whom there:li'wide
,

diver-

sityàndvariety as to philosophy, ihtereAtSj'perCeivgd ne'bds,
0 )4

Innovations make XeMands on the timeof schdol personnel (a ye

praatital matter) and generalqy re/jbire "people change" - factorS

which can'lead to reáistance to innovation. AddifiAally, at least:twO

major fadtors have:tended to create.a very Nem' climate for dissemina-

tion in education: (1)

to the user; and (2) the

lack of implementation/utilization.support

perception that the outputs of the (for

the most part) newly created R&D system have,generally been inferior

to existing user-developed products.

In education, there has beeda considerable amount of activity that
-

has been .called dissemination, and a large number and variety-of organi-
f

zations are invOlved An some kind of ,dissemination- but' much cf

this has been fragMented and scattered .(e:g,: "add-ons" to development

projects,. suctessful- bnt-separate and discrete dissemination systems

for specific categorical.programs). As_yet,-however, there is relative-

ly little Coordination of federal,,state and local reSourceanation-

wide, and no systematic way of tapping into the whole nationwide

resource base. Further, there is not yet a well developed personnel:

base of trained _disSemination specialists:Several federally:funded

programs have been developed in recent years for training dissemina-

tion and utilization specialists, but dissemination mechanisms are

expanding far more rapidly and creating a far greater demand fOr

trained personnel than these programs could even hope to keep up with.

Key_Needs

From an overview perspective, then, the need is for:

orchestration of educati

2. in the sh -- ter- \facilitatiu the work of existing dissemi-

nation mechanisms /Old "filling" Critical "gaps";

D&I dissemination from a total.

5
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in the long term, providing-for overall sys eM building (this

dalls for policies and s;,rategies'whith,are,peoacti1e, not

passive or reative, and which are based on a

whqt'does aft oes not in,fact exist); and

balancing short and long term needs.

owledge of-

More spepifically,poiicies and.strategies federal funding agencies will

need to be developed in collaboration with the states to focus upon:

quality control;

2. mechanisms that can optimize product dissdmin ion/user-"fi

providing users with alternative channels of access to the

available resource base.(a "mixed strategA,approach)4

Keeping in mind the limited lavpi and rate-at which users can absorb neW'

input once a dissemination system is established (a factor Which is of

critical importanee),-dissmination policy will need either to expand
, _/

the dissemination technical asSistaPte capability or slow the,.rate Of

dissemination system expansion. fo achieve a balanced and appropriate

-growth rate, ongoing monitoring of the dissemination funct will be

essential.

ACI iYISITION

4

The weakness of the dissemination/linkage funetions and their minimal
\

impact on the user system become particularly evident from examination

of the aequisltion process in the user system and the problems faced

by user personnel ledrning about and acquiring externally developed

R&D outputs-.
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A Virtually Non-Existent Function .

The acquisition function is

institutionalized activity.

virtual1y non-ex,Istent- in education.as an
.-1

-The purchasing specialty that one sees in

'industry is either totally lacitig in aducation or (where it does exist)

tends-to be highly restricted

paper work of purchase orders

and, assessment of.bids'ar'e c_

plies and,equipment - -

textbooks new curricula,

in scopv to little More than handling the

and invoices. SearCh, product evaluation

'd to purchases of conventional sup-

paper, craydns, and palk rather than

tructional Systems.

e.g,:

or in

2. Causes.and Effects df Aequisi ion Weaknesses

cesseg in education are a consequence ofThe weaknesses .. o ecquisition

two conditions:

1. The.MarketingfAst bution/dissemination/diffuSion,systems in

education haVe been so inadequately developed, so diffuse in

structure and so incoordinated in channels that the educational

aotic in nature.marketplace is c

4!
2. There ig a gendtal absence of specialized resouices allocated

to the acquisition function.

Difficultie Facin:lJser S st 'Personnel

Thus, user system personnel face great difficulty,in.learning about or

evaluating th- alternative programs or pr6ducts on the market to mdet

a given n'eed. There is no sSrstematic mechanism to link potential

users to available suppliers,

about-who these suppliers are

to offer.

or even to inform the potential user

or what programs or'products they haVe

4-gdividua1 development organizations provide catalogues of their own output

but there are few comprehensive guides. Even those fe* which,VereAntended

to provide comprehensive coverage of the outputs of a given set in-



Otitutions
(30)

or the output, produced under funding fr6m specific agen-
.,

Cies
(84)

or ontpuita cirented toward spqcific areas of practioners'
(41) /

needs 4 tend to ,prOvide less thlan complete coverage, or information

in'a form les-S-usefUl than needed.

Absenc-- o_ o

Perhaps critical of all, there are few gatekeeping qua ity.con-
,

trol:mec anismS to screen Out Weak innovations and there is liftie eve-

lu4tiv information about/av ilable products and practices. There have

'134'en some/recent initiatis to provide validitykuality control mecha-
-r

on the federal and fst e levels (e.g.; the federal Joint pis-
. --

semination Review Panel lished to validate selected educational

VDU outputs, and state pr grams Set up to validate,"exemplary-prac-

tices"). However, these ha e been too limited to have significant I._

pact. In the abaence of well established witiely used bases,Ifor rational
N

-

decision;making about whether or not to replace existing practices or

materials with new prOducts or R&D outputs faddism Has been c aracr

teristic of school Sysfem adoption of educational innovation. Even!\

whgre evaluative Oformation about a product isjuade available __

potential users, validated products or this kind are competing with
4)a large volume of nonvalidated products and practices. (7

Thus, it

is still difficult for the potential user to makg a rational 'choice

among alternatives'.

3. An HIE Res -nse

slIE has recently begun funding programs des gnpd to provide uniform, oom-

)arative evaluative information across'the whole range'of prOducts and

)ractices available tO moot a given need Ce.g.: the 1976 (atajogne of WEE

clucation Products; the Troduct information packages accessed in ERIC; and

1IE's Consumer Information Program) It will take some time before we will he
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in a-position to assess whether this new strategy has been effective in pro-.

viding Some order to the dducational marketplace and nee ed sup'ports for the

aoquisition function.

If this sti-dtegy is ta-have as much impact as possible, the target of the

strategy within the user system,will need to be narrowed. At presentthe

aequisit on entry points are scattered throughout the system. The awarenes,

interest, information s'eareh, etc. that bring a new product or innovation_

into the acquisition decision process may begin with teachers, principals,
- -

curriculum specialists, the superintendent or mdMhers of his staff, or even

parents or communi'ty residents 7*-- virtually anyone in the system or its

environment. This can be.a ource of strength for the acquisition function.

At present, however, it ia relatively rtare to find anyone Ie§ponsible for

initiating and carrying out acquisition activities as a major part of his o'

job. Therefore the process remainio,eplsodic, haphazard, and random not

well integrated into system* functioning and long range planning.

-There is sugge. ive evidence that,the most innovative-school districts may

be those that are best linked to the external resource system --. either

because of the professionalise'of the teaching staff; or the leadershlp

orientations and style of the-principals or.Superintendent; or the

presence f external change agents; or especially the existence of curriculum

specialisLs or coordinators On the staff who devote time and attention

to determining what materials and prodUcts are availabld for acquisition.
(4,

Therefore; initiatives to,improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the

acquisition function by providing more and better linkages to the external

resource system would appear to be a potentially potent strategy. These

-,linkages could be developed either by providing more specialized personnel

responsible within the d'ystem for stimulating and coordinating acquisition,

activities; or by providing materials or-technical assistance personnel

to provide thie stimulation and coordination from outsideirthe system.

The latter strategy is at the core of NIE's new Consumer InfIDL-mation and

R&D Utilization programs, Together, they propose to: (1) provide targetted

materials designed to inform practitioners about what existing theory and

empirical research suggdst about specific problem areas; how this relates
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to existing..and exem.la y .practices and twha R&D products and programs..are

available to meet given needs .and (2) provid technical assistance personnel.-

-toillelp schools select, adapt, install, and uti ize available yroducts.and

fteeds.('" 89'-91) If_practices to meet their programs are effeCtive.-

and widespread in impact,

I significant gains wil have be

of improving, egucational pract

remains*andom and ersodic,' and

acqu on function will be strengthened and

de _ ward achieving the R/D&I system.goal

At present, however', the acquis,ition function

'limited at best.

\impact on school System functioning is

qIMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION

Function

implementation/u ilization has been one o: the, least urfiderstood and most

negleetdd of the R/D&I functional.specialties irreducation diffUaion research

generally ended at the point adoption decisions were made by'school officials,

e-eby ignoring the implementation/Utilization stages of innovation.

The tudy of implementattoiijutilization was spurred by the contradiction between

research xesults that showed high levela of innovation as measured by adoption

decisions but low levels of innovatidn when classroom pra4ices obServed.

As rcsearchers began to examine what happened to innovations after

adoption stage, they discovered that innovations were in fact not implemented
,

at all; er were transformed durinff implementation into "mere of the same old

thing"; or were terminated as ineffective within only a few years. The

failure of innovations te survive the installatton'and tral periods was
- traced to two rather different kinds bf problems:

on the one hand, resistance to the inno-rations by opera in-,
,

personnel because of attitudes, norm, and user system constraints;
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on the. other .hand, technical, complexities and difficulties ,requiring

f--
capabilities beyond those of operating personnel (in the absence of

(51..implementation Sbpports that were rarely provid 119)

2. The Knowledge 4ase

There,is an extensiveknowledge base abouL user.system norm4P, alues,ad
yarious kinds of constraints:that make teacherS,_ _principals, end other operating

, ;°personnel resist certain kinds of.innovations. (26. 27, 114 J19 125)
:Far leas

is .knowu about the technical proBleMs and the,kinds of implementation support-

jipeded to overcome these problems -- or how to-identify potential technical

problems; assess user personnel, capabilities in relation ..-these technical

problems;', and design training programs,'technical assistance roles, and other-
.

required implementation sUpports. :However, there is suggestive evidence that

the technical problems may be of far greater significance for determining the:

fate of an innovation than attitudinal problems More practice-based research:

and systematic evaluation of implementation _ strategies will be.needed
r .

'to,develoiPan adequate knoWledge base to permit efficient and:effective attack

on the technical problems of innovation implmentation in education.

2_,eri_ce _of_ Linkage Organizatiohs

:A number of types:of linkage organizat,ions supporting the implementation prOcesS

have been emerging in the education sector in retent years. We pould include

here: -external groups sbch:as training organizations, technical assistance
-

groups and various types'of educational consulting firms; intern
units where they exist (e.g.: a school district:6 teacher trainers,'

OD and renewal teams, etc.); and especially the state and interstate networks

of school service organizations that have been promoted by recent state .and

federal initiatives.
(91)

The implementation support strategie red by these organiiations appear to 1:an

more heavily toward a clinical change model of working with, 'clients to adap

innomations to local circumstances as contrasted with the R&D detivery

model of 3ssistir s,chool districts in acquiring- standardized products
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1 t
developed by R&D organizations. Howev&r,- beyond this general orientation-,_

suggested by Che literature, we know very little,ahout the.nature pr scope

6 of this institutional bage; -how many,organizaLionS there are, and of what

Various typu; how they are distributed geographically and by services

provided;- how many school districts they ,-eriYe; what strategies they use

and with what degrees of effectiVeness; what personnel bases and other resources

_they draw on; the nature of their linRages with KID as well as KU, or with
7

other linkage organizations; etc. ,

lk"

.

4; NIE

The-state'and intefstate networks have been given increased visibility and some

'increa,sd support from NIE's sponsOrship of its R&D Utilization Program. State

networks Of regional intermediat
, ,

e ,service agencies have peen developed in

approximately 25 stases,- and somp Other states have developed aplementation

support,prograMs Using other:organizational :arrangements. Interstate networks

-of arious kinds have also been organized to link schools and-districts

dealiug'with similat problems or using,similar innovative approaches (e.g.=

ES '70,Schools;- the Network of Innovative Schools;: and the RES network of'

schools using Individually Prescribed 'Instruction).' The NIE R&D:Utilization

program described In a recent NIE RFT, will fund,selected proejcts organized

into four configurations of implementation support:agencies;

-

state organized systems of intermediate service agencies;

s'tate systems not usin; intermediate service agenciessi

4

3.. interstate consortia of school's organized as groups ot users;

4 inteState consortia of abLuties primarily devoted to producing

R&D "outcomes and/or detiveting technical assistance
(91)

By:Specifying the type of organization that witi be supported, this project

'ils,likely.to stimulate the,developme.nt of this kind of networking as well

as Provide support for alrea4v functioning networks.% The' data assembled
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from this program and NIE's KPU monitoring progeam are likely toincrease.
a

our under'standing of the institutional bases that exist for-conduct of the

implementation/utilization support function; whattproportion of te'apProxima el-
.

17,000 school distf.icts in 'this counffry are served by thene organizi ions;

the activities that define this functio6 in the education sector; and

,perhaps also the relative'effeetiveness of different impledentation support

strategi.es. At present, there is little,in the literature to-provide a clear

picture of the nature and extent of the mplementation/utilization support

function as it exists today in the educat:qoncAector.

XVII. SUPPORT sEayrcEs

As educalional research and R&D aCtivities have expanded in scale, the

traditional research-pattern of the individual scholar working rejetively

-alone ln his study or his laboratory has beet? replaced by team research

under complex organizational and inter-organizational arrangements,

supported by a complex subordinate -. system of mostly sector-spanning priva

corporations providing services and supplying and mAntaining equipment.

Included in this support system are the traditional research support

services -- e.g.: research libraries and suppliers and maintainers of

the equipment used in the lahoratories. Also inciuded, however, arc supplie s

end/maintainers-Of the kinds of equipment and services that distinguish' the

newer, large.r-scale research and R&D from the older, smaller-scale i'ese rch

and R&D pattern e.g.: computer centers, data progessing service

bureaus, and computer maintenance services; the suppliers and maintainers'

of calculators, photocopiers, typewrite-- and other office equipment and of

the Various kinds of audiovisual hardware that arc becoming so prominent

in instructional- system development; the film laboratories, videotape-

editing facilities, -a_s _ e reproduction laboratories, and printing and

publishing facilities Lhat=ylay such important support roles in thc



,production of materials and complex multi7media instructioia1 systdms;

survey research service organizations that play a dual role-both as:R/D&I
-

performers.on projecta of their own/and as'suppliers of support services

(:.r other R/D&I organizations; and the varioug- mechanisms and arrangeMonts

that exist to protect proprietary rights for R&D outputs that are not clearly

in tho public domain. Included too, especially'for the larger and-more

-complex projects, are;secretarial and ,Clerical services generally hut not

always provided internally.

Aft.Inade ua e o led Base fo the Su..ort Service Func_on

There is relatively little in the.published literature about the suhord nate

system of:Support service's for-gducational,R/D&I. 1:Ie assume that there is a

7great deal of informatiatn in,the filea of feder agencies arid R/D&I

.organizations that would be useful for assessing,the scale, distribution,

'organiational capabilities, and client service patterns of the' various_

supPort systems; the relative cost-effectiveness of the in-house vs.

external strategies for supplying different support services (e.g.; data

proCessing,or.survey research- uni for different'purposesclin different types

of organizational settings; and the strengths and,weaknesses of various kinds

of procurement arrangements that are used. Transfer of support system

-management Strategies from other sectors might be accomplished with relative

ease once the configuration, dimenSions, and Service pattern- of the support
41
Systetil,fOr educational R/D&I are clarifiedland related to th_se contextual

conditions that function as constraints on the procurement and provision

:),f support services for-the educational R/D&I system. However, without

such basic information, we are not in a position to attempt to transfer

successful strategies from-other sectors to the educatio_ sector.

XVIII. EVALUATION RESEARCH

1. Historical

Of all the R/D&I functiona in the education sector, evaluation -_s_ rch haa
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,experienced the most rapid .and extensive develop_ dt in the last ten to

;twelve year

Prior to.the mid-10s evaluation of educational'prokrams (when it was done

at all).5 :das carried
. out by educational practitioners and by soMe researchers

but rarely by people who identified themselves as evaluation xesearch
..

specialists; The approaches tended to be normative-. but rarely' systematic- or

rigorous. The predominant strategy'was 'casual observation and.analys1s.,

Conclusions tended to be based on expert opinion,, intuition, and'impression

rather than sytematically.gathered and rigorously analyzed empirical data.

This pattern changed significantly in the '60s as large-Scale federally

funded social programs proliferated, and the legislation that created them

the systematie gathering, analySis, and reporting,of
-

program effectiveness.

tended-M require

empirical data on

fniiction expanded

Thus, the evaluation- research,

rapidly as a new specialty, even as a new ind-stry: in less'

than.a decade DREW and Department-of Lor evaluation contracts expanded from

a $5 million to a nearly $50 million industry.(43) 1971 data fo DHEW evalu-
.

ation contracts indicate that 74% of these
. funds went to non-profit and for-

profit research corporations, and only 21% Lc) universities or university-

affiliated organizations.(1) Many of the research rporations are sector-

spanning institutions, bidding on evaluation contracts irreduca ion, health,

personnel base 'development, ,social welfare, and -(in the case of some of the

more diversified research organizat4ons- and,mdnagement Consulting firms)

industry, defense, and aerospace as well.

The expansion and maturation, of the evaluation

must be viewed as part of this broader development

ction in education

the field of social

in numbers of

growing influence

,evaluation contracts;

program evaluation showing the-same large incte

evaluators and amounts of evaluation activity; the

of research corporations competing-with universities

and the same kinds of attention to methodological, org niztional, and political

issues inherent in,the evalUation role.
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Methodolog±cai Issues

11uring the '60s and qarly'',7bs, pere were mang-
- ebates among

evaluation'and retheareh theoristsaboutOappropriate,- adelagies for the
7

eValuation research function. One group argued that, Oxiantal or.

,quasi-experimental) designa were more powe-rful than anY7ather research

approaches for assea _g the effectiveness of programs, prochict, or

ttrategies --_and that it was therefore essential to use theae approaches to

test R6,0 outputs and to reform programs of all kinds. ,IL'adcond group argued
,

that experimental approaches-imposed unrealistic constraintsan-field setting's

and that at a- rate it could never be possible to meet adequately the

statistical, design, and treatment assumptions on which experiMental approaches
(53, 135)

ate premised. v-

Other methodologiCal debates revolved around the need for evaluation approaches

to provide feedback throuahout the program development process -- not simply

telling the developer at the end of the development-process that his program
1)did .not work, but working with h (12im throughout the process to make it better.,

"Existing pre-post evaluatiqn designs made it difficult for program evaluators

to provide this kind of feedback or to understand how te evaluate a program

stimulus that kept changing.

Some of these disagre ments have been eased by recognition among evaluation-

'researchersthat there are a number of different kinds of evaluation services,

each requiring somewhat different approaches and techniques. The distinction

between format ve and summative evaluations represents one such difference'

Initially, the same researchers conducted both formative and summative

evaluations, but over time there appears to have been some specialization of

personnel and organizational unitabere..

Currently, the formative evaluations that are undertaken as part of the'R&D

program/product development process are gener Ily carried out by evaluators

who,Work with developers as part of the-development team and provide ongoing

feedback designed to improve the product or program being developed. They use
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both Oahtitative data-based and gha1itativej4dgMental approaehex. Their
1

style Of functioning emphaSAxes flexibility -- chahging their research'
-f

quest'ions,1 vDrihblepinstrumerks% and,approaches as the emerging program

takes shaie and perhaps go&a fhrough a Dumber of transformatiohs',
- -

The'debate overidxperimenta ivs. other-kinds ofresearth designs is nal centered

on summative-evaluations the-evaluations undertaken to test the' effective-
,

ness of given program or.product after it has been fully developed. Sualma-

tive pvaluations are usually done by an evaluation agency,or organizational

tinit ihdependent of the program'S'developers. Summative evaluations include

several types of evaluabions differing mmewhat in emphases because of the

different information needs of the decisloh makers to whom they are addressed:
. -

1. final operational field tests-of an R&P output to help the R/D

manager determine whether or not it is ready for dissemination;

2. evaluation of the effectiveness of'a -given program or product in

a given school or district in meeting locally defined objectives;

evaluations of national program initiatives,-sampling prograd

components nationwide to inform federal policymakers about the

effectiveness of a given strategy (or thd relative effectiveneSs

of alternative strategied) in meeting federally d fined policy

goals.

There is still some disagreethent about how appropriate experimenthl designs

may be for prodUct tests and for indtvidual,dchool or school district

program evaluations; and many other kin _ of research designs have been

proposed for these types of evaluations. Nonetheless, a federal program

evaluatlon 'policy (to whatever extent such a policy exists ) appears to be

moving toward experimental approaches -- increasing numbers of national

prOgram evaluations are being conducted using experimental,designs, control
)groups, and some randomization of treatments.(43---- However, the difference

between experimental setting in,the rabor*ory and the field is gaining

recognition, Federal evaluators are increasingly acknowledging the need to
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_plement impact data with-processdata demonstrating that a gilien "treat ent"

was in fact impleth_nted as specified in the program design, and that the

Lmpact evaluat-ion i a validTtest of thq program and not simply a "non-eventu (13)'
.

Oalerwise'i uestions can readily be raised as to whether a program evaluated
11as a,faiiure'was in -ct-a'failure -h6r.instead itvas never

even tried_(and thus

_reality even resemble

at was evaluated and jud ed a "failure' did not in

he- speeffied ,prograni. Areatment").

0 a izational and P iticar Dilemmas

The EValuato

The evaluator'.s role has come to be understeod piimarily'as one of Meeting.

the information

a number of(issues

needs ofd.ecision makers.
(134, 135)

Hoyever, there are

lems involved in this assumption. For example:artd pr

WhiGh deEisfon makers a- we talking about. implementat on pergOnnel?,

jiregr'm managers at speci 3,- sites? progra managerp at the. local,

state and/or federal leVel pelicy makers and at *hat
-

HoW does.the ealuator deal siLh the difttculty decirs-Son makrs have

in defining their information eeds; in, agreeing On what nformation

is relevant or in agreeing on what measuremeht prOcedureg and

.instrumehs are valid?

How much input can an evaluator hava. in defining what fie investigates?

Must he accept,the clientis-definitio- of uhe program's .ohjectives and

mply assess the effectiveness of Che program in mee6ing these

r-ohjectives? Or can he include in his luation consideration of
. ,

the appropriateness of these objectives

car strategy).- for meeting the ultimate goal

The Po.Jitiral Dilemma

the program'ts rationale

program's developers?.

.Evaluations are often described as 111113);emcrit tots d -igned co pro de
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-:41 "rational basis for dtcis On making" -,--but decis on makers in the

public sector function in a largely politaal,sphere. .This fact raises

important issues.for the evaluatorAon both theOretical and practical leve

On the theo etical level,- we must ask if political consider

"irrational," or if they are based: on "a different model

from the one gederally used by social scientists.
(146)-

ions are

rational ylf

On the practical level, consideration must be given to the poli cs

decision making. Generally speaking programs are created .by olitical

coalitions of.diverse interests - "Ifiteresta which support rograms

for diverse reasons. These coalitions teto view negative e uation

research findings unfavorably and generally have enough in ce

to modify or bury-negative findings and keep their programs going

regardless of what avalnabors report. Conversely (yet similarly),

programs may be opposed by other political interest groas interest

groups wile) will use findings of evaluation research to achieve their

'ends. Thus, evaluation research findings may be used, misused, modified,
(21. 145, 146)

refhterpreted, buried, etc. -- in other words, used as
4

a "political football". Given the political context and the methodological

issues we have need above, it is.not surprising that coitrrsy. over

negative evaluation research findings are so,often phrased in terms of

methodological issues rather than evaluation findings per se.

C. _The_"Value" Dilemma"

The educational.context Yvalue-laden, and value cho ces'enter virtually

every one of the key decisions made by the evaluator. The outcOme of

evaluation research may be predetermined by the choice of research questions

'And objectiVes, the criteria used in judging eff Aveness, or the measure-

*
ment instruments administered.: From the human p -pective, the queation

mUst be asked: Is the evaltator valuefree wherl Aping evaluation research?

From the organizational/political context perspective, the queation must

be asked: To wha_ extent is/should,theselkey value decision choices2of

the evalua-or be influenced by the organizational inforMation needs of the
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decision maker on the,one hand and the polit

other- hand?

D. -Current Trends

context dynamics on the

EvalUators are developing-an indreasing sensitivity tp ehe politics
0

decision making. The evaluation research literature haa shown the'

progress madeby thefield OVer time:in coping With this situation --

from an early literaturethat simply bemoaned this situation, to more

recent writings that aceept it as a given and build consideration of

the politics of decision making into the,planning and:implementation of

evaluations to make them more''strategically usefni . (75, 146)

The evaluation researdhfUnetion La in &much stronger organizational

ana political position now than it was a decade ago. Instead of being

located in marginal units that could be easily ignored, planning and

evaluation units and their administrators are now included in the tor;
.

(43)
management dec jsjam structuxe& o11ederaL ,agencies The evalua-

tion research function is- taking on increasing prominence in the
(131)

General.Acconnting Office's auditing activiti2s. On the state

lee., legislative oversight committees with strong evaluation research

staffs of their own have given significant visibIlity to evaluation
,

resedich -tivities and findings.
(80)

4. The,Im act of Evaluation_Research in the Education Sector

-There is still eubseantial disagreement over just how much: impact the

evalUation research function has bad (or can haVe) 'but clearly,

there is relatively little evidence of extensive nse of evaluation

research findings,as the basis of policy decisions. Equally clearly,

relatively few high:quality evaluations have been produced and even the

better evaluations have suffered from serious methodological flaws. The

field of evaluation researCh lacks an adequate theoretical.base, and is even

more lacking in adequate instrumentatidn. There is no clear federal

evaluation research policy, and federal agencies have not even issued
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guidelines as to what constiiutes an adequate or appropriate-evaluation.

(OE, though, has been moving in this direction and beyond 'for the-evaluation

of ESKA Title I programs)
(64, 104, 106, 136)

It would seem, then, that the

lrw-evaluation-research.ftnction in the federally funded social pirogram field

remaine weak in comparison to the evaluation research function in mature

. RjD&I systems.

XIX. RESEARCH ON R I

Availabili AnalLsia_ and Em irical Research

Given the relatiyely brief histo y of educational R/D&I, there- i$ an

astoniahingly large accumulation of analyses,and empirical research on the

functioning-of the.system..- .This is attributable in part to the'negative

political climate in. which-the 'system finictions -- the lack of confidence

in Congress and various federal agencies in the'educatiOnal R/D&I enterprise.

Aa noted earlier, there has been A tendency to pull.the system out by its roots

every couple of years to see-bow' WeI1 it iS :groVinrand-to-determina- bow its

effectiveness might be improved. A large number of these analyses Were conducted
(36, 105, 107., 117, 130)-'

by or for federal agencies or Congressional committees.,

A second factor of some importance in accounting for the large numbernf

analyses was the increasing self-consciousness ofthe social sciences in the

late '60s-as to their proper role in relation to governmental agencies and.the

utilizatiOn of social sdience'knowledge. Some of the relevantliteratgre was,

provided by study committees of the National Academy pf Sciences - National Researo

Council; 'the National Science Hoard; the National'. Academy of Education; and
34-,

the President's Science Advisory COTim eel
(8, 81., 82)

Some of the relevant literature:is traceable to an international stimulus

a request from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development :(OECD)

for OE to participate in a cross-national review of eduCational R&D and an

analysis of how R&D might be strengthened to increase its potential for

improving educational pr ctice.
(73, 109)
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:Some of z)the mox.e recent literature is the result of the emergence of khoW-

ledge productioh/utilization as a new research area in the educational resea ch

community. (123)

But probab he most,important impetus of:all ih recent years has come,from

the sponsors of edUcational R/DISEI (not only OE and NIE'but also private

foundations such as Russell Sage) -- e.g.: their increasing interest in

evalnation research as a basis for policy formation; (11, 45)
their initiatives

to supportIlle'Aesign, development, and utilization.of routinely collected data

bases fur monitoring the progress of the educational KPU system, detecting

problems and determining the impact of policy initiatives ( 37, 71, 92, 95, 122)

2. tTypes of Studies in the Literature

Thellterature can be categorized into five types -_ studies:

1. distdllatons of expert analysis and opinion;

systematic empirical evaluations'of particular components or

Outputs of the educational R/D&I System;

3. syntheses of the relevant literatu

4. case studlesof exemplary educat ohal R/D&I projects; and

dëscritions\of the KPU data base and monitorin -stem that is

.being develop d Under N1E auspices.

Most of the relevant literature (and virtually all of it that was produced

during the first five or six'years of the federally funded system7s history)

falls into the "distillation.of expert analysis and opinion" category. These

analyses were generally based on interviews; site visits; examination of

materials in agency files; perusal of system outputs; or the insight of scholars
2, 34 14, 15,-16)working together to form judgments and make reodmmendations.,
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Systematic empirical

e.g.: 'avalOations on
(46, 143)

prndOcts; 7 or:

oi AERA meetings and j

Mation.flow system in

nveptigat ons make gp the second largest category -r
;.(124).

personnel trainingrogtams er ERIC information
(67, 127, 129, 141)

pilot state dissemination Projects; -
,

ournal publieations an critical plementa in the KP il:i-for--

educationi*C9977
101)

tc.

'We include here especially several studies of the evaluation esearch funct

how it is organized; who does what'kinds of evaluations.with what degree of
-5)'

effectiveness; :how evaluation findings are used; etc.
6,- 4

The "research--
- ,

on-res&areh" character of these studies of the evaluation research function

-suggests.a particularly-h gh level,of self-7awareness'.within this function.

There are relatively few doc -ents in.the other three categories The literature

that is aVailable clearly re ects the institutionalization of "research-on-

researeh" in edueational R/D&I -- efforts to Synthesize the existing litera

ture;(93:- 103 efforts to- map the domain of edUcational:R/D&I;87(1,
115) 35, 115

and descriptions if NIE7s KPU monitoring project designed to: develop a data

base on educational KPU functioning; use the data,base to build mddels of the-
, .

dynamics of KPU functioning in education; and'monitor KPU fgpetd.oping to

identify problems requiring new policy initiatives or to assess the- effects of

existing policies and policy changes.
(92, 95).

_

At present, the researeh,literatUre-on educational-R/D&I functioning.touches

on only limited areas of system functioning; .proviAps relatively little .

empiricall data; is atheoretica1; and appeare to be pnly-,minimally utilized

by either sponsors-or performers of.R/D&I activity. However, all of this may

bliange if the NIE monitoring project is effective in inatitutionalizing research

on the educational R/D&I system and providing the,kind of data base and Policy

-analyses suggested in current project descriptions.

CONCLUSION

We have throughout this report noted weaknesses in the educational R D&I

system. It is important now to re-emphasize that have alap noted that
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-
what we have found wauld%he generally what one would expec

within a relatively yoUng,R/D&I system. Alere has been progress, and

here are signs of'-the beginnings of a transition from the-introductory

- 221-

o have found

Stages of. system development.
,

Thus; as we notedatthe outset,,the currentstate of the edu Ational

syatem must be assessed in terms of where it has been and'where it

--now has. the:potential to gq -7 not in terms of unrealistic expectations

about "progress And output to date.

)

With this:perspective in mind, we can see 60 last two dedades al a period

some important :achievements.in the creating.and building of the educe-
.

ional R/D&I system in the United States-. As compared to twenty years'ago:,

There are today some 1500-3000 organizations (academic, private,

'and publIc) which have'R/D&Icapacity most of this capacity

being relatively hv,:f ahd heing largely the resiAt of federal

----funding;---------

The personnel base has doubled (perhaps tripled ) from

around 4000 in 1969 to, 8-12,000 in 1974. Most of- this-work-ft) ce

is represented by research and development personnel.

The educational R/D&I system has produced a substantial number

of outputs. Some of these have been outstanding quality, and of

a widely.reported excellence products from R&D organizations
4

and exemplary products which have been identiffed, generalized

and widely dipseminated. ,

Some linkages have been developed between some pf the strong

development organizationa and the achool systems who have been
j

using their products.
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Since sothe degree of maurity of a kno ledge/technology- base)

necessary to allow'its codification into handbooks and other

yntheses, we may infer some beginnings of educational R/D&I
t

system'maturity fromthe ihtreasing level of Availability o_

.such haldhoOksjsyntheses.

As :the R/Wil system has matured, inevitably some of the functions have

developed and/or been sppported more than others'. It will be important

to maintain a "balance" between these Various functions of rhe educational ,

R/D&I syatem. This balance muat takeinto account for_each function:

,the tine period needed to prdduce significant outputs;

therimpact each eahErion has on the other functions;

the'leVel of funding needed both to maintain a balance and ro

maintain the basic integrity of the personnel and institutional

base within each funCtion.

what currently does/does not exist within each function (in

terms of ohtputs'and of the insti utional personnel, know-'

ledge and technology basea).

In smary, the period of the last two decades has been an important era,

of initial sYatam building for the educational R/D&I system. There remain

problems, weaknesses, critical gaps to be filled, balances to be achieved

- As one would expect to find ih a relatively young R/Digi systemA

These identified needs become the focus for system building_and rebuilding

for the next transitional phase for the next five to ten years. In this

period, it will be vital tO provide continuity, Stability and security in

order that the educational R/D&I system can take root, grow and develop

maturity. Only ih these ways can we hope to develop a maturing educational

R/D&I system which can have_significant impact on the educational system

in the United,States.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE R/D&I_CONTEXT IN THE CIVILIAN AVIATION SECTOR

Since 1959 the term "aerospace_industryY-has been used-to denote the industrial

sector serving both space and aircraft development and production. Space work
has been almost entirely devoted to serving-the federal civilian and military
exploration programs, while aircraft manufacturing serves both military and

. .,commercial users. For our purposes- discussion of the Space,and military air-
craft Cases would involve'issues of lesser interest (given the specific nature
and'requirements of the users ) than the case of the civilian aircraft industry,

-

although,,as will be aeen, it is not possible to completely separate liese sub-
sectors. Therefore, the primary focus of our contextual analysis will be set
within the civilian aviation industry.
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ENVIRONMENTS OFTHE R/D&I SYSTEM

Condttjons

A. Federal Funding

.Federal funds goingi into industrial R&D in the aerospace industry

have tended to exceed company funds in the ratio of about'5 to 1
(13)

ODOT ). As we'noted above,'each of the significant stages of

development in aircraft technology between 1926 to 1971 were preceded

by periods f government funded R&D. On top of this, it is federal

money that supports the work of NASA the source of most of the

basic research in the field. Not surprisingly therefore it has been

in the Congress and In the Executive branch (including at NASA itself)

that much of the decision making on the rate and direction of equip-

Ment R&D has'been made. Additionally the roles of FAA and DOT have

be&n significant in the determination of airline policies and

procedures, and in turn, on policies and procedures of the manu-

facturers of airline system products. Whether we are referring to

prices, schedules, safety, flight patterns, maintenandg requirements

etc., it must be remembered that the airlines industry

regulated.

B- International Relations

highly

Another important political aspect is the rola that avlation plays

in international relations. Having a major airline has long been

a matter of national prestige. Even small countries that can ill

afford the investment support their oWn flag carriert (even at sub-

stantial leeks in revenue) for reasons of prestige or for'security
.

.(as might be- claimed, for example,- by Israel*).

2.49
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Equally (or more) important has been the fact that most of the free
r a

world flies in American nade equipment, this time with economic as

well as political Implications. The Anglo-French Concorde project

is at least as much a political as an economic venture._ In fact :

it is probable that flights of these planes will need to be (and

will be) highly subsidized by their respective governments to help
_ -

establish them in the marketplace. The present political battle
a

over landing rights for the Concorde has been said to have major

implications for U.S. relations with Britain and France. Also,

considerable concern exists over the possibilities of the U.S.S.R.

becoming a source of aviation equipment.

Social Conditions

This has all been taking place during a period in which social acceptance

_of airline travel-has become established. During a period of approximately

25 years revenue passenger miles has increased an average rate of about

13% per annum, rising to 20% or more in some years
(11)

ver the period of

the last twenty years both total world and U.S. airlines have experienced an

approximately, twentyfold growth, and estimates for the 1976-85 period are

for 50 billion-dollars (worldwide) of commercial aircraft deliveries (at
(13)

constant 1974 dollars

a

almost as much as in the previous 25 years'

The enormous and growing demand for the service and the prodUct (pOupled

with the tremendous rate of change of the technology) indicated a user

population that was "pulling" new R/D&I outputs in

manner -
(29)

although Schifiel believes that

as a "permissive" factor rather than as a cause of

a mOst intensive

traffic growth acts

aircraft technological

innovation and acquisition by airlines. The fact is that the use of the

airplane as a means of passenger and cargo transportation is established;

and there is a pattern of expectations for continual' improvement in

service (allowing for the effects of fuel crises, etc.), even though

demand may now have stabilized.

*Although El Al does not in fact represent such a drain on that economy.

0
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Economic Factor

A. 'Federal E enditures

Changing patterns of federal expenditures'on apace and defense have had
-

enormous Jimpact on the aerospace industry. The industry has a

reputation of feast and famine conditions, with major layoffs and

rehiring of even the most qualified personnel being common. The

federal bail-out of the Lockheed Corporation is a well known event.

As we stated above, federal funding for aeronautics R&D has been

substantial. During the nine years of 1967-75, approximately se en-

teen billion dollars was spent by the federal government, with nearly

two billion of this'ili-NASA. Further, the trend has been up

approximately 50% over the overall period, and almost tripled at

NASA (reflecting a shift back from space to aeronautics R&D). Such

a level of support can hardly be ignored.

The Tech olo ical Economic interac -n

It is else a fact that it is difficult to understand the technological

and R/D&I system issues in the aviation,industry without an apprecia-

tion of the effect which eeonomic forces and struetures have nn the

producers of aircraft and their airline industry users. Let us

examine this interplay of these teehno-economic relationships.

Airlinea

Airlines are oligopolies, highlyregulated-in the U.S. by the

Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB). 'Fare competition is virtually

non-eXistent both for malior national airlines and in the inter-

:national eontcst (under TATA control).
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Two-thirds of the Investment-of airlines is devoted to purchase

45f-aircraft. Given industry-wide price controls, competition is

transferred to service, imagel:and'operating cost differentials.
(29) (14)

To a considerable degree, ae Schiffel and Gellman .

recognized, theacquisition of new aircraft by airlines becemes

a competitive device -- arisiaa we would note, a defensive

strategy (you parOtafford to be using obsolete equipment at the -=

same ticket price for less service). This strategy has been made

possible by the continuing pattern- of increasing demand (traffic),

at least.up to recent times.

2. Aircraft Yroducers,

Aircraft producers essentially the airframe manufacturers):are,

'by naw, alto members of a highly:concentrated oligopoly, with only

-.three major manufacturere (Boeing, McDonnell Dou$las and Lockheed)

left in the U.S. industry (which in-practice represents most of

the non-communist world'd'civilian aircraft capacity). Other'firms

such as Convairand Martin have been forced out of the competition,

mith ever-growing tooling costs demandinglong production runs and

hence concentration permitting economies of scale.

Demand for new Aircra .while growing a_ a substantial rate, is

not easily or quickly eicpanded beyond this-pattern. The,limited

number of major airlines seek to minimize the variety,of aircraft

they use for a specific application (e.g.f long vs. short haul)

'c in order to keep down operatipg and maintenance costs. Aircraft

have relatively short firstrline life cycles # because of rapid

'rates of change in technplogical opportunity (frequently deriving

- from technology transfer from the militarY sphere).

* Recent trends towards leasing aircraft from equipment trust funds may

be helping airlines to alleviate this major financing problem.

# Although equipti

15-25 years

L_

iit may be kept on for less competitive applications for

evdn longer in the aftermarket.



lha prev ously mentioned shift to service differentials (as opposed
to price) as the arena for airline competition creates an enormous
incentive for producers to be on the market wi--h new producte.
.first -7 or not fAr behind. Because-diffusiOn. rates for adoption '-
acroas the airline iftduStry is rapid, airlines must coMmit them-
selves early to a pew range Of equipment -- and the latedowing

producer is'squeezed out. The cOnsequence hes been fierce techno-
logical competition between manufacturer!. Further, unlike certain
other fields, It is virtually impossible to play the role of a

technological felloWer-who substitutes marketing "clout" for tech-
nological innovation. The performance characteristics (speed,
range capacity,'noise, operating cost per mile, etc.) aretoo
clear and quantifiable across.most criteria to permit manipula_ on
of a sophisticated customer, the airlines.

Other Economic Factors

Recent public concerns wIth environmental effects (noise pollution,'
etc.) may act to herald in a new wave product innovation that the
airlines will-not be able to resist, despite the negative economic
iMplications that thia would have on theM.

The changing economics of fuel may force the introduction of m_re
economical equipment. Thus, for'example, the Airlines and airfra e
manufacturers'have in the,past shown little,interest in the NASA

super-critical wing technology that conld promise a few percentage
points of improvement in flight performance (and hence reduce fuel
utilization). The arena for cost reduction as the airlines saw it
la3r in the total cost of operations morethan in flight costs.
While this still may be true the sharp jump in aviation fuel
prices has led to an upsurgexf interest in this new technology.

Another important consideration has been the substantial role of

aViation exports (civilian and military) as a'factor in tbe U.S.

balance of payments, and the increasing threat of foxeign compe-

5 3
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ition. In 1971 aerospade eXports surpaased 4 billion dollars.

Briendine (8) tstimated that 93% by value,of the free world's

civil triansport dame frOm the U.S. The ten year forecast for the

total market is over 50 billion dollars.* In such an environment

R&D'must and does receive_a,high priority.

4. Scientific and Technolog cal Conditions

A. A Well Developed Scientific and Technological- Field

While the history that we have presented spans only seventy year

the scientific roots of same of the central disciplines can be

traced-back to the contributions of Leonardo da Vinci, Gallileo,

and Newton, with later work by Leonhard Euler and Daniel Bernoulli

in aerodynamics.

Modern aerodynamics dates frau the turh of the last century with

the work of Lanchester in England; Kutta, Von Kerman and Prandtl

in Germany; and Zhukovski in Russia. In the years since, the field,

ith its associated fields of structu es and materials, has become

a highly developed, scientific and engineering based specialty, with

substantial experimental facilities such as wind tunnels being

constructed. Aero engines date from 1851 (by the-Frenchman Giffard,

applied.to airships) and from the work of the Wrights and Manly

in 1903, with continued and accelerating developments through the

second world war. The work of Whittle and others starting in 1939

in England and Germany ushered in the jet age in the mid-1949's.

In the internal combustion and jet- engine technologies, we are

by-now dealing with a very well understood and documented field,

amenable to classical processes of scientific andengineering

*It is to .be noted, however, that return on sales in the aerospace industry-'

haa tended_ to be around 2.5 to 1.0% Compared with about 4.5-5.57. for all

manufacturing,firms, although-return on stockholders equity is about the,

same m(Yr,
(13)

p. 68).
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improvement. The advances in aeronautical electronics are more

recent but fall into the same pattern, with especially rapid Esf-

vances in recent years with the progress of the field at large.

together the subfields can generally be seen as highly special-

ized, scientifically And engineering based, and highly codified.

Standards are a way of life for every detail and feature.

An exception to the above pattern is the more recent concern with

human factors and use characteristics. In these areas (e.g.: as

these might relate to cockpit and controls designs to provide high

effectiveness, low fatigue, etc.) and in the areas of passenger

facilities designs, etc., le§s developed areas of knowledge are

being used. Similar problems arise in considerations of ,the man-

machine systeM aspects of flight, command and control, safety,

etc.

lovations: Abru Cumulative?

We would be remiss in our discussion if we lead the reader to

conclude that there is a continuing'-flow,of radical and large scale

inrfovations stemming from fundamental (i.e.: "breakthrough") changes

in the state of the art leading rather abruptly and automatically

into major new applications. There have been (and continue to be)

considerable and continual

same traceable to fundamental advances; and these Airface, from

time to time, in new aircraft configurations and models having

radically upgraded characteristics. But it could also be claimed',

that L, e have been no really radical innovations in aircraft from

the timc of the first jet planes up to the recent NASA developed

super-critical wing technology. Tt can be claimed that what we

have eten has been a series of cumulative (though very significant)

improvements. This is a perspective that is open to much debate,

but it is congruent with the view expressed by Abernathy and Wayn

in their discussion of the "learning curve." Regardless

(1)
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of which viewpoint iS "correct",,we should note:that the net result

of innovative activity in DOD, NASA and industry has been a very0.

significant trend of perfotmance improvement over the last few

decades.,

C. The Technological Imperative vs User Needs

The importance of technology transfer from military to-civilian

Aviation has already been noted. Such effects can be seen along

the whole history of civilian aviation, through the various wars,

into the jet age and evdn recently with the wide body jets such as

the Boeing 747 (coming from the Air Force C5A built by Lockheed).

The devlopments generated in this way have tended to push techno-

logy in the directions of greater speed, range and capacity. Thus,

over the last forty years civilian aircraft have increased their

cruise speed by a'factor of three; their range by a factor of ten;

and their capacities (pay load) by factors of twenty to iorty. In

general, though not always, there have also been comparable improve-

ments in economy; and measured on a cost per seat mile, there has

been a one-third reduction over the same period.

However, as we pointed out and as we will demonstrate later, the

objectives of VD&I programs in the military and civilian spheres

are not alike, given the varying patterns of needs. With much of

the new aviation technology having flowed from the military

was only to be expected that rate and direction of such innovation

did not necessarily match the changing pattern of needs of,the air-

lines or the ultimate consumers (passengers and shippers of freight).

Ap a conSequence, new technological opportunities were being opened

up in ways and at a rate that were not necessarily to the advantage

of the airlines to implement_and exploit, but which they found

themselves being forced to adopt because of the defensive non-price

competition we noted earlier. These conditions lead us to look to

the producer as the source and stimu ator of the technological

innovation process vis a vis the airline users.
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There are, however, other causes that point in the same direction

and which might be expected to continue even in the absence of

the external military source of technology. An airplane is a

highly CompleX mati-component system, with manY of these com-

ponents operating 6lose to their technological limits and using

state of the art knoWledge.' As adVances emerge in materials,
-

structures, configurations, electronics, and engine design, new

technical possibilities appear. These developments may,have

derived from many sources, inside.and outside of the aerosPace

R/D&I systems. The research and design fields,are so specialized

that one time we may,see advances in fuselage design; at another

in flaps orvings; 'at another in controls And so on. A new air-

craft system may, es we noted, emerge through an accumulation of

aany improvements in many components -- sometimes adding'up to

a substantial upgrading in performance.- Again such improvements

may or may not coincide with User demands but the technological

imperative and stringency of the technological deaands nonetheless

require aircraft and component-manufacturer§ to be pursuing ever-

continuous programs of research and development.

o- Increas n Civilian Av ationiAutonom

The dtive of externally (military) iueled innovation may have

culminated in the .1970 SST program. We will discuss the goals

of aviation R/D&I programs. later, but.for now we may recognize

that an SST meets virtually none of the objectives that seem to

reflect the needs of airlines for new geratns of equipment.

It tdpresents only an hmprollement in sp ed (made possible by the

generations'of supersonic military air--aft now in service). It

Is retrogressive on capacity, fuel cons ion, range, cost of

operation and environmental aspects. This does not imply that

SSTs will not find a place in the market. Rather, the debate may.

indicate-a -maturation watershed for the- industry. We earlier

indicated 1970 as.the achievement of full maturity. It may be

that it marks the point at which the civilian aviat on industry

2! 5 '7
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began ,to_pull away from the military source of technological

innovation -perhaps even leading to a more camplete separation

of the military and civiiian sectors. The implications could be

to make the patterns of innovat,ion so well discussed by Schiffel
(29)

less relevant for the future trends.

Related technological developments may be going on in the less

glamorous areas of aviation innovation. In response to the grong

potentials in developing countries (in the freight business, etc.),

there is a growing interest in supplying low cost, short take-off

and landing equipment. A combination of closer fitting of products

to User needs, a substantial after-market (used planes), a growing

concern by airlin&s in influencing the emergent features of the

equipment they purchase, and the previously mentioned increasingly

close coupling of NASA.aircraft researal with the civilian aviation

industry, may all be signs'of the growing autonomy of the civilian

aircraft industry.

E. S ummar y

The nature of the aviat on industry makes it vital that we recognize

the extent to which the industry lives on its technological in-

novation base and the aegree to which its policies and strategies

are technologies:11y determined.



HISTORICAL DEVELOP

eve o merit or the Sector and the RPD&I S Indtitutionalization

,The R(D&I processth civilian aviation.could be described as.bighly institution-,

alize More tI n seventy yeard have gone by 'since the first-successful flight,

in 19Cr Since then a highly developed and specialized industrial sector has
grown u with: a ell defined division of Activities both as to research and

Pdevelop t and oduction roles. Substantial and specialized companies e:g.:
Boeing cDonne Douglas) are'to A found in the areas of airframe (-aircraft)

manufac well as in engines (e.g.: General Electric) and in other

equiprnentcluding segments of the electronics industry). In addition, the

National A autics and Space Administration (NASA) which waa established

in 1958 to replace the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NAGA),

founded in 1915 -- has well defined responsibilities in the more basic R&D

areas. The Department of TranSportation (DOT) and the Federal Aviation Agency

FAA) have clearly deliniated roles in the implementation evaluation and contro
- _

of aviation systems

A. The History of I dustrial Development

11historyof the U.S. Aircraft (3dustry, Simonson des-
.

cribed the'period of 1903 - 1930 as that of,the early industrial

development. Stekler (33) deScribed the 1903 to 1914 period

as being that of initial development: Up through the .end of

1913 only about 100 airplanes had been bnIlt.' Stekler refers to

1914 to 1939 aS the World War I and interer-period. 'During 'this

period production rose to a rate of 14,006 planes per.year in1918'';

Several sources were especially helpful in suiplementing the experIence of the

authors with this sector. They are: AIAA, (4

Schiffel,
(29)

Simonson (31) ahd StekleV. (3

CAB ,(11) DOT ,(13)

The comments of Drs. Alden

S. Bean of NSF and Frank A. Spencer of Northw ern Univereity who reviewed this
,

.

section were extremely helpful.

9
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dropping off after the iwar and in he depress n era; and then

grT4ngateadily until 1934, during which year not quite 6,000 planes

were built -- almost 4 000 of which were for

War 11 saw production rise close to 100 000 per year, then settling

down to around 10,000,yer ye (including the Korean War period).

:.

civilian use.
(2)

World

The first specialized air.tritnaport manufacturing began in 1926 with

the Ford Trimotor(1) and h* the irad 1950's, the-airline industry as

the major civilian customer Was well established. 'Since then until
c

today, the industry can be viewed aaJlaving achieved_the status of a

mature sector with a steady pattern of growth atur development. The

superimposed cycles of (military) activity And the growth and partial

dedline of the NASA space program since the /ate 1950's have tended

to produce something of a more volatile ciiaracteristit than for

'other mature industrial sectors.

We might characte ize the period urL through 1913 *as the pre-birth
phase; 1914-1939 as the introditctory phase; 1940 threnigh the early'
1950's as the transitioaphase and the late 1950's:up throu$ 1970*
as the climb to maturj.ty; With the last:few years as the beginning
of the matured phase of the industry, using the Rubentein, Radnor,

-,Baker and McColly s hema,.
.(28)

the Aeronau .csR/D&I S s em

0 ,

taralleling this development of the tndustry has been that of the

aetonsutics R/DU system. The lag in establishing an R&D baSe for

*The datOpf the rejectlon,in Congress of the SST program And the beginning

of growingairline concern with costs and idle capacity.
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the aeronautAcs sector was relatively short - as can be seen by the

earlyestablishment- of the NACA (1915

day NASA organization.*

the forerunner of the *present

Throughout its relatively short history the technologies of airframe

design and materials, engine design, and materials and electronics

have been subject, to very great rates of change. These were described

in a recent-workshop on the Role of Technology in Commercial Aircraft

Policy Formation
(4)

as a "very perishable prorerty", with even relatively

advanced models of aircraft being phased opt In seven or eight years (p.

30). A Department of Transportation report
(13)

(p.8) described nine

atages of aircraft davelopment,from 1426 (with the Ford'Tri-Motor)

through 1971 (with the DC-10/L-101.4), with each being predeced by a

period of R&D (largely funded by the U.S. government). Stekler (33)

(p.96) took note of the inCreasing role of R&D as compared to production

as the industry developed. This degree of dependence on R&D and the

close coupling with the maturation of the industry permits us to recog-

nize that the R/D&I system has come through the same stages of develop-

ment as the secotr, with little lag even at the start, and,reaching 8

point in our time when it could be viewed as totally established in the

frulus

C. _Chap,es_ imental and Tes_t_ F-cil t Requirements

An addition 1 factor leading to the degree of in titutionalization of

aviation R/D&I system has come from the changing character of

the experimental and test facilities required. In our era, such

work can only go on when t4re is access to very large scale facilt-

tiesAwind tunnels, ftightt facilities, large computers, etc.)

The consequehce ha.s hee1i.Lu cetttr:il fze such work in NASA, the Depart-
,

ment of Defense (0)0 and the I qrge aeronautic's firms - essentially

*The nriCIsh had set up a liii 1 ir effort siZ years earlier (1901

the Nottclal Phyi I 1,ohorntory. The (;erillow;
1

rstRd such resear-h

at this ilme ai otliftwell sod the Roiont;.ot Noutchtoo.
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-eliminating much of the di fpsed university based elforts in anything

but the most fundamental areas (mathematical, materials and physics).

This mirrors the similar institutionalizing effects on High Energy

Physics due td the ne6d for larger experimental facilities acceler-

ators) as found by Radnor, Zaltman et al. (27)

2, Critical Events ,

A. Creation of Federal A encies

The creation of'NACA in 1915 was a landmark in the_development of

the U.S. aeronautics R/D&I system. A great deal of the central R&D

can be traced back to work at the Langley, Lewis and other research

centers that were created by NACA and which became the sources or

seed beds upon which the later NASA was to be built. Federal support

for aeronautics (including civilian) has always been a major factor;

and by the 1958 National Aeronautics and Space Act and the Federal

Aviation Act (FAA)* of the same year, "Coagress made provision for

nonmilitary aeronautical activities,"(13) thereby supplementing the

DOD aeronautics efforts in the military sphere. The National Aero-

nautics and Space Council was set up to coordinate related aero-

nautical activities.

H. Key Hiatorical Events

Without question the onset of World Wars I and II (and to a lesse

degree the Koreaa War) generated major impetuses in the development

of aeronautics technology, R/D&I systems and the industry at'large.

Significant technical developments were pushed to accelerated fruit on,

notably, in electronics, radar, and jet propulsion in-the World War

case. The cold war acted to continue the pace of technological

development in the military sphere. While there are important

*Incorporated in the Department of Transport on Act of. 1966.
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differences in the needs of military versus eivilianairdraft re-

quirements (to be discussed later), there has at all times bended

to be a significant degree of technology tranafer, Another important

influence'derives from the consequences of the accelerated space.,

program of the 1960s (the- Apollo-man-on the moon program in par-

ticular; but not.exclusively). A 1970 event of some significance

was the Congressional decision not to .suppor_ the development of

Supersonic Transport (SST) in competition with the Anglo-French

Concorde and Russian Tupolev 144 SST. The recent concerns with

the energy shortage, cost, and the environment (air pollution and

especially for noise)

the enormous space effort

coming on the heels of the phasedown of

have lead to something of a revival

of civilian-focused aeronautics R&D as a major priority for NASA

programs.

C. Current Developments _in the _S_t_ate _of Art

Besides the SST efforts*, some of the current developments in the

state of the arts concern the design of more economical and better

perfotming aireTaft .(using NASA-developed super critical wing and

area rule-based configuration technologies); the design of overall

systems of improved cost and safety features; and'short and vertical

take-off and landing aircraft. Particularly imp9rtant has been .

the role of the airlines, with their own substantial R&D capabilities

in the total design and implementation of systems into which the

aireraftfit as one component (although-to date, the airlines lack

Similar R&D capabilities in the equipment design sphere).

*Basic rcsedrch is continuing at NASA.
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An interesting comment on the general publIc's attitudes towards

the prodtcts of the aeronautics R/D&I system and of the industry

is the degree to whieh they are accepted with little or no question.

New types of aircraft have been continually introduced into airline

service with virtually Lamediate adoption by the ultimate users;

indicating a faith in the qUality of the R&D, testing and cvaluation,

and control pro6esses.

Eli. INSTITUTIONAL BASE NETWORK OF INSTITUTIONS)

The Structu e the Avi- ion R/D&I Rstem

Very evident in the R/D&I system is the extensive specialization be-

tween institutions. Fundamental scientific research goes on in the

universities to some degree and in NASA, which carries research toward

the proof of concept stage. Equipment manufacturers carry the R/D&I

process forward through equipment development, design testing, and

production stages. The airline users do no equipment R&D, restricting

themselves to strictly defineefimplementation and utilization of.equip-

-ent in the larger, overall aiTline system. Even the equipment itself

(the airplane) is specialized into major components airframe

engines, electronics (with even subdivisions within these systems) and

many or mos- of these are subcontracted to producers who carry on their

o- JI&D programs The federal government supports the more basic -

search, private industry the applied work.*

*It is interesting to note that one of the arguments used in Congress

to stop NASA's SST work was that in proposing to go on to a prototype

stL they wore encroaching on the private sector role.
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Svecialization goes even deeper, down to the scientists and engineers

involved in the R&D process. For example, there are whole departments

whose personnel may spend their lives on wing stress analysis.

Additional specialization is to be seen in the roles of FAA, DOT, and

CAB, each responsible for researchfng and implementing specific phases

of the overall air-transportation system. In turn, these governmental

institutions have clearly defined control and regulation roles.

6

The Intra7 :sem Structures

While the specialization is, as we noted very great in the aviation

R/D&I system, for the most part the work goes on in a very limited

variety of institutional settings. Most of what goes on in the R/D&I

system can be found at NASA (and DOD); at the airframe manufacturers

and their aociated (in parallel) subcontractors; and in the utiliza-

tion R&D area with the airlines, with supplementary activity in DOT

(FAA). Universities play a relatively minor role in the process.

Figure 6 is a partial model representing these insti utions and their

relationships.

Thus there are three prime participants in the aviation R/D&I system:

the basic technology sources (NASA and DOD in parallel), the equipment

producers, and the users. Each of these contribute specialized ele-

ments to th VW,' process. Except for the indicated parallelism

*It should be noted that while there are other types of civilian users

e the private and corporate

a major factor in tho R/D&I

vP'

aft markot) those tend not to be
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(as between airframe manufacturers and subcontractors) the system is

highly linear; there is a well established workflow; relationships

tend to be most intensive between institutions with adjacent R/D&I

functions; and so on. There are no obvious gaps between functions,

Although questions could be raised as to whether all of the most

desirable linkages exist. For example, in some of our own research
(6)

we noted'some potential shortcomings in the degree to which the airlines
- a

were' connected into NASA's technological development in terms _of their

forward planning, and vice versa. The only areas of redundancy might be

between some of the work going on in NASA/DOD and NSAS/DOT, and a federal

committee was established to bring about necessary coordination.

3. _IUD I institution Charac e istics

The R/D&I system is dominated by very large institutions, whether

we are referring to NASA, the major equipment manufacturers, or those

airlines that play a meaningful r-ole in the R/D&I process. While

they are all highly formalized, their characteristics refledt their

roles in the system.

NASA is made up of a series of res arch centers, each tending to

specialize in some aspect of space and aviation technology. Aviation

tends to represent only a smaller part of the overall NASA mission

and-is of concern to only a few of the centers. Some of these centers

are involved in the more basic aspects of aero- utics or power plants,

others in more applied'flight systems programs. center may have

several thousand personnel, a large proportion of horn are scientiSts

and engineers supported by technicians and other pc onnel. In their

appearance and work -styles these centers are universit campus-like,

but they are organized :And managed in relatively formal ways. In the

technical areas, poi!--;onnot aad departaneuts are highly specialized.

Airframe manufacturerEi ii A:raciurcl like moi-a: high technology firms,

bat reflecting the :vue 11 neeth; 01 l'Inti. n. Again they very high
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specialization between departments which do R&D work, component design,

systems designs, specifications, materials engineering, stress analysis,

testing, etc. -- on through production, inspection, marketing, and

so on. Airlines are structured around their roles of progiding a service

to the ultimate customers and are supported by numerous applied-research,

analysis and system design groups. Manufacturer's and airlines stay in

close touch with each other at the commercial and technical levels. Air-

lines become involved in the usual market research and advertising functions

to stay in touch with the users of their service hopefully identifying

needs and demand.

Finally, we might note that cooperation, licensing, and even joint ven-

turea are quite common. In addition to the already mentioned subcontracting

that goes on between the airframe manufacturers and the producers of

engines, electronics, etc., it is not uncommon to see several fiims join-

ing together'to win a given government contract. The extensive special-
.

ization in the industry creates opportunities for manufacturers which

can be realized through cooperation.

_COALS POLICIESRATEGIES

A v tal initial parameter is the recognition of the size of the aero-

nautics R/D&I system. If we include federal funds, we are talking-

about an industry that spends something like six to seven billion dollars

a year on combined space and aviation R&D (although only about 107 will

be company funded). To this must be added the funds spent within NASA,

DOD, etc.,. themselves. Even though the proportion of these vast amounts

that are devoted to civilian aeronautics is the smaller part, it is still

a very large amount, and it is embedded in and an integral

largest (by far) industrial R&D system.

'5' 6

pa of the
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Interac 'on Between Civilian and Military Aeronautics

As we noted, there has been a close historical interaction between

military-and civilian aeronautics. However, there are substantial d

ferences in the goals of the R/D&I programs. In military R&D the

programs are oriented towards the development of complete weapons systems

emphasizing various aspects of performance (speed, maneuverability,

hovering capabilities as well as range and carrying load). For civilian

applications
(34)

the objectives must be pointed towards improvements-in

economy (usually fuel consumption), maintenance costs (pay load), noiae

and,polluction as well as faster cruise speed and'greater range and cape-

city. Nrertheless, there does tend to be a great deal of commonality in
(13)aeronautical requirements and technical disciplines (p. 22). The

tendency has been for the civilian sector to benefit thereby reducing the

technical risk associated with the commercial application. In this sense,

the military has'been the field test proving ground for a great deal of

advanced aeronautical technology going into civil aviation, although we

have questioned this as a trend for the future.

Partici ants in the Civilian Aviation D&I S stem

Turning to the specific participants in the c_yilian aviation R/D&I system,

the following can be observed (13)(p. 47):

"NASA addresses the development of a research and technology pro-
gram to support and enhance the various disciplines which encompass
civil. aeronautics. NASA also undertakes technology programS directed
toward the solution of specific aircraft probl,em areas. Guidance

is provided by the Federal Aviation Administration of the Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT/FAA) in terms of the perception of
the need for technology application to both categories of interest.
The government also derives'assistance in developing guidance
from joint gov -nment industry councils.

..t

DOT/FAA pursues airway and air traffic Lontrol technology, as welt
as airport and runway engineering and development, particularly
as it 'appl,ies to airport layout, traffic flow, vehicle movements
and pavement design."

*The difference's may be coutiLtim2, tn increap.c as mititaly a

take cii ittissi le capabilities and ch L i-Lte

270
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could add the role of the universities which serve as

ource of fundamental knowledge to NASA and DOT and which also per-

form certain contracted research from the,se agencieS. Then there are

the industrial firms (airframe, engine and other component manufacturers

who do-the applied development and engineering design work (airframe

manufacturers do-very little basic aeronautics research) through the

prototype to production model stag s. The objectives of these latter

participants have already been sta ed in general technological and

economics terms.

3. R&D Within Civilian Aviation

Airlines have done virtually,no R&D on flight equipment. Their concerns

have centered on the utilization of equipment as part of the total air

transportation system. .Thus, airline directed R/D&I has been focused (25)

on airaraft maintenance, equipment scheduling, traffic flows, passenger

handling, freight and baggage handling, ticket reservations, food and

beverage service and in-flight passenger entertainment; i.e.: with

implementation/utilization characteristics. Since the 1970's however,

,.airlines have become increasingly concerned with aircraft and fuel costs,

idle capacity, safety, environmental issues, etc. This concern has

had the effect of increasing their perception of a role in the

rate and direction of aircraft innovation (essentially along the

lines of more planned, controlled and need oriented equipment programs ).

As a result, we have seen in the last few yearscsomething of a shift

in R/D&I goals. As we noted, up through the early 1970's the emphasis

was on the development of aircraft that could fly faster, higher and
0

further, and with larg pay loads at comparable costs. It was these

criteria that spawned the SST- Recer_ emphases have been towards

conomy (especially in fuel), utilization characteristics, environ-

mental impact (dith noise reduction being a major priority) and lite

cycle costs.
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boking across the specttum of aviation R/Li&I progrms and objectives

we can note that as we Oove from the universities through NASA to the

producers'and then user of aircraft, the time horizons tend to shorten,

the obbctives and appl'cations become more specific. It is also im-

portant to have a sens,of the balanc'e between the research, develop-

ment, design, prototyp building, flight test, production designs and

tooling stages. Expsive as the research may be at the NASA and evert

company levels it is small compared with the cost of the later ilevelop-

ment and engineerin,g through tooling phases. The investments in these

later stages can b enormous. Nevertheless, as Stekler (33)
pointed

out, the balance b/etween R&D and production investmnts has been char-
t

acterized by a cofitinuous increase in role of R&D. .Whether this has

begun to plateau out remains to be seen.
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1ST_ IIVE PROCESSES

While the'aircraft Industry Is managed in a generally-similar manner

to most large scale industrial firms, there are a number of character-

istics that are particular to this context. These characteristics

relate to the need to manage a process that is so fundatittentally R/D&I

based; the structure of the industry (parti ularly the fact of the

critical prime/subcontractor relationships); the enormous complexity

o,f the equipment systems; the highly codified an& specified information

and data base; the extent of external regulation and control; and

the previously discussed economic and nancial structure of the indus

These,conditions have given rise to a large number of management methods

that have eome,to be known as aerospace management methods. These

have to do with the management and control of large scale R&D projects,

systems engineering and management, simulation techniques, forecasting

methods, cost/benefit studies, reliability studies, contracting tech-

niques, logistics methods, etc. The success-of these methods in their

application to this industry has lead some to. suggest that they might

be moreyidely disseminated, wit out always recognizitig that their

applicabil.ity may be limited by the specialized context:of their source.

To attempt a complete review of the aerospace 41ministrative process

Y.

function would require an analysIs far too extensive for ',this illustrative

analysis. Instead, we will simply list here 25 specific techniques and

concepts derived from the aerospace industry as discussed by Milliken

and Morrison(21) It is tn he borne in mind that their paper was written

for the general business community (-Ui the rnarvard flusincaa_RtIviema with
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a view to promoting the possible diffusion of these techniques and

concepts.

1. SystrnsAna1yis

2. COt/Effectiveness

3. ..Deqision Analys'is

4, HOuristics

5. Simuiation Modeling

6. Forecasting

7. Delphi

8. Systems Engineering

9. -eliability Analysis

10. taiitatnabi1ity Analysis

11. V ue Engineering

12. P ect Management

13. Matrix Structure

14. Government/Private Corporations

15. Procurement Systems

16. SEB Process

Incentive CAtracting

18, 'Contractor Performance Evaluation

. 19. Management Information Systems

20. Reporting Display Systems

21. Scheduling/Status Recording

22. PERT/CPM

23. Configuration Management

24. Logistics Management

Quality Assurance

VI. 'PERSONNEL BASE

The flircra _ industry usos very largo numbers of scientists and el,-

gineers as welt tql other highly skill(d tAanagemont and control perSonnel.

In 1971 out of a total Jsill'Ioyment oC over one million,,179,000 were

scientists and ongineer!; lad !won higher in 1967) and 58,000
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technicians.
(U)

, These tend to be highly specialized personnel:
?

and having the proper mix and quantity of:personnel in specific areas
1

is critidal. Use of skills inventories is one method of keeping on'tpp

ofthis issue.

The industry is notorious for its ups and downs (mostly reflecAng

the shifts in military and space programs) resultiUg'in massiVe hirings,

. and layoffs of ,highly skilled personne/. -This can be mialeading to the

outside observer. Thus a great deal of skilled teChni,cal woik in. de-

veloping an aircraft consists of highly programmed detailing (e.g., stress

analySis). In many ways,this i_ R&D production work. When large

numbers of engineers are laid off the brunt of the cuttingis in these

direct R&D production areas. Protected are the core R/D&I personnel

without whom it would be impossible to develop future programs. Even

fox the core group there must be turnover. The high rate of obsolescence

of skills'demands a continual infusion of new blood.

Salary,levels tend to be high and there appears to be some status

associated with working in the industry.- Naturally there is great

mobility within the industry, as Various firms wax and,wane'with the

success of their programs.

VII. FUNDING .

The importance of U.S. government funding has already been mentioned

.(the government was largeby responsible for s.upPorting the R&D that

precededH6ost of the majortechnological advances). Over the tenyear

*period of 1958-68, :the federal government sPeni about $5 bi1lion per

year on industrial R&D in aerospace, while companies were spending,

etween $1/2 to $1 billion per year of their own.fundS. Fitzsimmons

-of McDonnei Douglas
(4)

est mated that in 1974 total U.S. aero-.
.

nautics R&D was "down to a total of something:like 10 percent of civil

sales." This-would generate something like $6 to '8 billion in civil.

aeronautics R&D by 1985. Together this, repreSents an enormous R&D base

(even though most of the direct'expenses mayOlave been. non-civilian
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.or.ented.

Funds from the U.S. government that can benefit civilian applications

are those going to NASA for specific research programs, and 6e inde-

_allowed on-defense contracts. Company funds must be gen-
+
erated by sales. This has tended.to_produce instability for firms.

The 1 fe cycle of,a de101opment program through-production up to

first sales,can be veri long. Firms must -risk very large investmenta

in R&D, tooling-and first production before much revenue comes in to

repay the Inwestment. The elapsed _time could easily_exceed ten years.

Alierage rates of return tend to be somewhat below the rest of industry.

Combined with the high risks the sector has not proved attractive

enough to keep all the fitms in or attract new entries, resulting in

the-oligopoly situation to be foand today. 'Without governmental

support of one sort or another, the predominant role of U.S. manu-

facturers and the flow of innovation would not have been possible.

VIII. INFORMATION FLOW-

At the basic research level (but excluding work from the mflttary

sphere) the flow of inforwatlon wtthtn the industry d hetWeen in-

dustry and government tends to be relatively free -- is wide ex7

change of ideas; even on'an international level, with publication, lab-

Oratory visits, etc being common_and hence essentially uncontrollable,

In the mere aPplied development and design phaaes, in the application to

production, companies attempt to control information flow and to maintain

secrecy.

IX. INNOVATIONS

The,inhovations In the aviation sector ha ve y large-scale requirements.

Direct to air ines or to institutiop ,. who then lease to_airlines.
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Costs are enormous, especially for development, but there is a.large

amount of,federal funding, of-basic and applied research,and (through DOD

eontracs) of development. As.the innovations themselves are very close

to the state of the art, there is alligh level of complexity and -sophis-
,- N

tication of technologies involved. Many highly skilled, specialized

personnel are required. Long time spans are,involved. Thus, very complex

R/D&I systems are required. We find 'coordination and orchestration of the

system being done by NASA at the research stage and by airframe manufact-
,

urers at' the developMent threugh implementation. stages - - and coopera-

tive, relations throughout the innovation process with support service

organiz2tions.

From the user side of the R/D&I process, the innovation requirements in-

volve performance/cost Improvements and the need far the innovations to

"fit" into the user:s operating system and 'capabilities.

Add, iona equirements eXist in terms of- the Multitude of governmental

regulatory and control activities in relation to performande, safety, etc.

The real life cycle of civilian aviation innovations is quite long

in4eed the older propeller planes have had very long real life cycles.

Safety and air worthiness are the basic criteria for the limits of real\

requiringiacontinual prodessof_mainrenance and updating of equip-

ment. 'While the real life is long, the competitive life in the initial,

primary market is much'shorter - with aircraft being sold to an "after

market" (small airlines; cargo) before the real life cycle is completed.

The 4uality of the innovation is a critical element of the R/D&I process

- both in terms of the objeattves of cost/performance improvements

and in terms of safety and reliability factars (as already noted). Thas,

the innovations must be (and actually are) highly testable.

For the most part, the innovations are lim_ ed to _ aviation per se but

there is a fair degree of "spin off". Aircraft themselves can be adapted

to a variety of applications (passen--Jeargo; long or short haul; mill-

tary/commercial).
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From the perspective of teansportation objectives, innovations in the

civilian aviation sector have been of great benefit to society.. However,

we have already noted that many people are beginning to question the

largrer coats of noise and environmental pollution; and that innovations

have at times been "forced" ontothe airline companies.

NEED IDENTIFICATION

The degree'to which airline needs for flight equipment are determined

byia complex interaction of competitive and technological forces has

already been discussed. From this we saw that it,is difficult to separate

:airframe manufacturer responsiveness to airline needs from their behavior
-in generating these needs. Thus the locus of need identifieation can

be visualized as the intersection of ultimate consumer demand as trans'-

mitted throngh airline planning andthe output ofthe aircraft productIon

R/D&I SysteM.

C
-Airlines depend en markeE research, demand analysis and sophisticated

planning functions to identify and translate ultimate consumer demand

into equipment requirements, in the light of technoieconomic/politiCal

conditions. These are converted into equipment operati,ng, economic

,- and environi Val requirements.
i Equipment producers stay in close touch

with the airrines own need identification efforts but attempt to

'.achieve a.leadership position by translating technological opportunity

'into features that meet current, potential or stimulatable user needs.

Sinceproducers must ultimately compete for the airline equipment

business (despite the oligopoly ucture of the industry), something
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of a balance between the airlines and the equipmen_ producers is

achieVed. That this balance is not always totally achieved is demonstrated

by the recent airline exper.ience in-over-acquisition of wide body (jumbo)

jets, which generated considerable over and idle capacity; and by some

.of the apparently,less than ethical tactics of manufacturer's in their

marketing efforts, which have been coming te light in recent days.

In general, however, theprocess thae*can be observed over many years

has been one of relatively smooth integration of emerging technology

into new equipment that meets the changing patterns of consumer demand.

XI. GENERATION/RESEARCH

We.can usefully in roduce this section by quoting directly from the

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (4)
statement

on the Design of Aircraft (p. 30):

"Design technology, as it relates to the field of comtercial
aircraft, is largely conceptual in nature. It constitutes the
basis for the selection ol not only the final product itself,
but also the individual components or supporting elements of
that product. In another sense, it includes the methodology
used in realiing the basic design concept, as well as the
logical integration of the many individual elements com-
ponents, subsystems, and'propedures into'the complete,__

--turitt-Itiffgr-afferaft ,Syatem.

It is possible, of course, fto identify and to discuss the
specific technological elements of the design process; e.g.,
computer-aided structural, aeroelastic, and aerodynamic design .

methods, supercritical aerodynamics, "winglet" vortex dissipators,
graphite-epoxy composite structural elements, numerically-controlled
manufacturing processes; etc.."

The above statement well illustrates the extent to which the-develop-

ment and design phases of the R/D&I process depend on detailed and

scientifically based bodies of fundamental knowledge in physics, fluid

dynamics, structures, materials,etc., as well as in combustion., heat

transfer, electronics, and so on, for the non-airframe component,.

,)
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Thiaknowledge comes from basic research going on at-the pnlversities,

but more substantially. at NASA and DOD and to some degree in in-

dustry', with this last sector-taking on the major pplied
4=

research role.- Both laboratory end field iesearch are involved.

materials testing labOratorics, enormous wind tunnels, simulators

and large scale computers combine with extensive flight testing of

hew Concepts to provide the experimental base .for the aeronautics

parts of the field, with similar situations existing for the R&D on

engines and electronics, etc.. This phase of research generally

stops, short of prototype development.

The n'ature of the R&D is such that it is often cavied out by teams

rather than individual researchers with many project teams reaching

very large-4ize. While creativity is important,(as always), progress

more typically occurs through- the accumulation of a myriad of detail

advances in the state of the art. Really revolutionary new concepts

have been relatively few. In the civiliarv.sphere (as opposed to the-

military) publication of reeults at the basic research level is fast

and open. .Interstage technology transfer is achieved rapidly and

efficiently. Even though,.as we noted, much of the research goes on

kri large mission oriented institutions (NASA, .DOD, big companies), a

very professional 'environment is maintained within well planned and

controlled programs. NASA research centers, for example, provide

research environments equal to or better than that at most uni,versities.

R&D programs may be focused around specific applications (such as an

SST or a vertical take off and landing LVTOIJ aircraft, etc.), or

around problem areas (materials,. noise, energy, pollution, speed,. etc.

In fact, something of a matrix exists between problem and product-

directed programs, with a fair degree of interchangability. Thus,

Congressional action'could stop NASA's SST program but might still

. leave intact most of the applied ilesearch that was required

for the SST objective. Thus it is possible today for NASA to be fairly

advanced in SST Kesearch without having had such a program.

*The maintenance of national thnical readiness even without a hardwa

program:is seen as one of NASA's missions.

8
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A
DEVELOPMENT

The really complex and high coSt aspect-of the R/D&I process is that

Which goes on within the indUstrialfirms in the transition from

prototype to production ready and tested designs. :The design phase

is critical for the success or failure of the firms in the industry.
(16)As we implied earlier and as Hatlati. (p, 10) has noted. design

is the arena of airframe manufacturer competition, -leading potentially

to major gains or losses of market share (i.e.: a much more sensitive

situation than that which might be found, for example, even in:the

style consCious automobile industry). ,

Development of the-prototype is a critical stage. Where this,occurs

is not always clear-cut. NASA typically modifies and experiments

with aircraft as part of their research effort. At What point a new

concept has emerged in prototype form is hot always obvious, although

formally the building 'of production prototypes is the role of the-man-

ufactvrers And for specific models this is clear-cut.

Development thtomgh engineering and'elesign processes is highly sophis-

ticated and specialized. Numeroms departments deal with component

design, systems'integration, performance analysis-and tegting, etc.

The ultimate tests take place in ig -es in .

Technology transfer is a critical element of the development function

of the aviation RiD&I system. We have already mentioned the military

to-civilian aspect. For example, the development and purchase of a

C5A transport by DOD from a given fina makes development of a civilian

passenger aircraft of this same wide body) type much more feasible.*

Similarly, development Of a new genetation of equipment by one company

will be quickly followedby it a competitors. Far more difficult are,

attempts to transfer technology across national boundaries, as for example,-
.

*Recent legislation forbidding prototype building on DOD contraceS'

without a -clear military mission may be limiting such inter-prograA

technology transfer.
r, '1
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when'companies in one country assemble aircraft (using some local

components and materials) designed elsewhere (such as Fokker of

Holland assembling Lockheed airplanes). Always difficult, this may

be compounded by the very complexity of the aircraft system, with its

highly critical interdependence of materials, design.and fpnction, and

possibly reflecting Cultural as well as economic and resource dif-

ferences. Thus, for example, materials engineeringsbecame a major and

near determining function in'the effort of Israel Aircraft Industries

-to produce initially French-designed and then self-designed equipment.

PRODUCTION

1. A Custom Shop Process

The produ'etion.proces1 for aircraft is more reflective of a custom shop

working on batch ordeTs.than'that which laymen visualize as the typical .

high production industrial scene. While there are production shops

that use pre ses,.cutting and turning equipment, etc., to produce

components the main manufacturing areas are large hangarlike spaces

in which a batch of aircraft are painstakingly built up, giving manu-

facturers a fair degree Of flexibility in introducing new designs into

the production process. The cost of tooling remains a major component

bhe-tatak-inve4tment, s=ince-t-a-an-impartant=41agree--nach-new,-Airraft---,
v

system requires the,design and fabricatipn of new mantaacturing, Assembly
,

and test tooling -- much of it of a very costly nature. Nevertheless,

as wasnoted by,D0Tq (p, 58) 75% of cos s are in personnel develop-

mot as well as produ -ion) i.e.: it is a labor intensive industry.

2, _Control Systems

The production control sys em is geared around the cus _m shop environ-
,

ment. Relatively little production is,for stock, and most major airline

,customers require variations in features. Thus, produotion plans havn-
to be geared to specific' orders and customer determined .delivery schedules.

Since lead times for obtaining and manufnctpring components and for
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the Actual a sembly are long, careful and detailed planning is re-

quired.

true ure of the Aircraft ManufactuIlpz_System

It is important to;clarify the structureof the aircraft manufac
(16)

-

turing system. As Harlan noted, airframe manufacturers "do

not manufacture, .n the strict sense of the word, all the basic com-

penents Of the plane- .they produce." .8ather, the airframe manufacturers

'act as the "prime" producers of the equipment and they purchase engines,

electronics, etc., from other industries who act as "subcontractors."
(33)'

Stekler . speaks of "prime contractors; associate prime contractors,

subcontractors which manufacture systems, and subsystem manufacturers."

In any case4 the selection and control (cost, schedule and quality) of

subcontractors becomes a major prdduction issue for the prime-airframe-

manufacturers
(12,16)

ualit Cont o

Quality control and inspection (bOth in-process and'final) are of

eentral importance in the production process. Unlike most other
7

products, aircraft manufacturers cannOt ord to correct their mis-

'takes in the field. Despite (or perhaps as indicated by) complaints,to

the contrary (compared to almost all other sectoTs), this industry can

be seen-as paying great attention tp product quality and safety.; Anything

else would be diaastrous in both social and economic terms. There is

no place for seconds'. This issue becomes compounded as a -ieurr6e of

.problems, given the great rate of obsolescence of aircraft and the

consequent inability to upgrade quality and design over time as part

of the usual learning curve. Another compounding problem is the degree

to which materials and structures are extended to the feasible extremes

of their capabilities in consort-with the need to keep we4sht down to

a minimum.
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XIV. MARKETING/DISTRIBUTION/DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION

This feature incIfides seVeral aspects of he "bridging" funation between

knowledge producers and knowledge users. In the civilian aviation septdr,

the primary issue is marketing, and we willthus limit our-discussion to

marketing..

1. Market GroWth

An important parame er for marketing is the fact that the airline

-market (as measured, for-examille, in-revenue passenger.piles) has

had a substantial and steady-growth. Some (e.g.: Steiner
(32)

),have

projected that this will continue to grow at 6-8% per year over the

next decade, so app oaching.1,000 billion revenue passenger miles by

1985 (excluding the Communist warld markets) -- which translates.

into n $60-80 billion aircraft sales market.

2. Individual Firms: Feast

While the gross volumes sound, and are, impressive, they must be

evaluated in the light of their fluctuating character, particularly

for any given firm. Given the changing_character_of,equipmpntwithli_

the fact that demand may shift b-Y.ubstantial degrees following tech-

nological advances, fi _s may wellswing from feast to famine. Actually,

the military (rather than the civilian) markets have beenc:thp,worst or
-

. most fickle customer as far as creating conoitions of volume fluctuationA-

for the manufacturers.

3. ProducLILna
k'

The positioning of prodUcts as fr capabi1itcs, feates and price

is critical. -Different aircraft can serve different markets more or

.less efficiently (or at all) . Thus -the tpe of equipment needed for

. trans-oceanic flight differsfrom those required for short haul internal

-travel. Also,
(4)

it Ilas been stated that there is a growing
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need .for thirty to fifty passenger aircraft designed for operation in

short haul 4Ity,eenter to city center markets in response to a demand

forsuch service in the U.S. and even more abrOad), thus indicating a

market Segment that may be growing at a'faster rate'than others. New

equipment must be designed to fit such changing market segmentation.'

4, Fredicting/S_timnlatin g Future _De_ nd

This indicates the importance of knowing and being able to predict

and/or stimulate future equipment demands from airlines at home and

abroad. It then becomes the task of top level sales personnel to

obtain orders for snfficient volume to permit the manufacturers to

make the necessary investmehts into toOling and manufacturing a new

product, thereby establishing a market (usually with one or more major

airlines) that others will follow. As noted above, Production, will,

by and large thep be tied to the specific additional orders that can

be generated. TI4 previ-ously discussed need for airlines to compete

in non-price areas (through product and service differentiation),

together with the matching of aircraft performance to service needs,

becomes the focus.of equipment sales efforts. Thus close customer'

contact on a personal basis is obviously a requirement for successful

sales efforts. The airlines attempt to capitalize on having Annovations

in equipment, usually by assigning them_first_ to :the most_competitive____

routes (where possible) arid by maximizing their publicity to promote

their use of new equipment. (e.g.: as Pan American did with the Boeing

707's and 747's and American Airlines with the DC10's).

5. Obsolescent Equipment: The After-Market

It-is of interest to consider what happens t- the eqdipment that becomes

obsolete in this process of rapid innovation and proactive marketing.

There is a substantial after (used) market for aireraft in secondary

airlines and cargo transportation. The ability of major airlines to sell

obsoleteequipment has helped them to finance the investment in new

aircraft, thus helping fuel the innovation process. jlowever, growing

demands for such products may be offset by reductions in_cquipment life
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(of the hig jets) and increased cost and complxity of maintenance. The

future of the aircraft aftet-market and. it impact On the R/D&I process

has still to be determined.

0

rket-lace Characterist cs

The economic and political characteristics of the marketplace are

important. As:noted, there are Only)a very_few major airframe- manun

ers. The number Of airlinea is greatet, but LL many Of these cases

(e.g.: for thenational airlines of other-coUntries),.political. and

national economic considerations_cciMpete with airline_ economic factors
,

in dqtermining what is bought, when, and from whom. Additionally:

an airplane must meet any local legal and regulatory requirements (e.g.:

see the debate on permitting the Concorde landing rights ip the U.S.)

that may be slanted to serve national interests. Also, manufacturers

may be supported to greater or lesser degrees by their governments for

larger economic,,security or prestige reasons (e.g.: Lockheed in the

U.S. and Rolls Royce engines in the U.K. to name but two highly

publicized examples.

Finally, it is important to recognize -that the Major airlines-

smaller ones'tend to follow their lead) are telatively-sophisticated

customers. They are w4411 informed on the operating and technological:

characteristics of the products they:buy; dnd highly skilled in their

implementation and utiliaation. That is not to say that they do not

,make mistakes (a_ 'or example with the'DCV,s and Boeing 720's which

turned out to be inferiot to their predecessor's, and the failure of

the turbo-compound engines).

7, The P sk

The producert- task is to-create a sot of conditions (technologically,

competitively, price, delivery, and terms-wise) that make the purclIa
,(

Of hiS' product the most rational decision for the airline to mak

to thp political, legal and economic considorations:

avail,ability, constraints that may be operating at the time
S.
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UISITION

Airplanes are very expensive prod cts and as we noted, represent the

ma or part of an airline's investment. Airplanes are also a mAjor

determinant of their competitive capacity. That is to say, airlines

cannot afford to fly inferior aircraft. Thus, deciding what to buy

and when can be the most critical decision an airline can make. Air-
,

lines therefore make it their business to stay aware'of new developments

from their very earliest -stages, even ordering before phe first pro-

duction airplane has been eompleted, in the hope of gaining a com-

petItifve'posit equally prone to cancel orders if Orpblems

(performance delivery, political or economic) appear -- creating a

very unreliable market. A maior centinuing constraint is the ability

,to finance the rapid and expensive new product introduceions that may

make obsolete their present fleets.

Schiffel
(29) lists the following factors which he says should be taken

into account in making the acquisition decision=

1) Overall demand for air transportation .

-and the- demand in relevdnt specific markets;

Extent and-character of price flexibility

and competition;
_

Price (or rate on fare ) level and
_

structure;

4) Extent and character of non-price

competition; ineluding that embodied

in 'flight equipment, enroute and ground

services, etc.;

5) Extent and nature of market competition;

6) State 'of aviation technology;

7) Availahility of investment capital;

8) Availability of "sultable'aircraft;

9) capital cot of flightvequipment;

10) Operating cost of flight equipment;

11) Exposure to risk7 and,
e

12) Aircraft manufacturers'



Equipment may be 'purchased because iL is seen by an:airline to have an

optital fit.with its present route structure. Bowever these strectures
,

can and do change. and ,thd impact on the "fit" may be hard to predict,

sometimes.-leaving.t-- airline with les- s that'optltel airerafe for their

routes.

Ano_her important concept is that of the."lauftching purchaser i.e.:

an airline that launches a new airplane by becoming itp first acquirer

and Promoter (as did American Airlines with the DC 10 and Van American

with,the Boeing 747). This gives the airlice the initial competitive

:edge while absorbing the risk of inetoducing an innovation, and may

'lead to other airline AdoptionS, .the objective of the-manufacturer

' Same foreign ,countries may,give governmentar suPport to their airlines
a

to pursue such a policy (e.g.t in France

Acquisition decisionsare critical, for the-Airlines. A- pointedout

they arc.,sophistleated buyers, even though- bishaveen made.

With the ever _creasing cdat for equi0ment and the growing financial

'constraints the selection behavior has become even more analytical,

displacing some of the "old boy" networicoonaiderations that may have

tensed to exise in-the past. This need for carefulanalytical planning
,

hae-become-reinfor_ced,_a_s...eirlinespartieularl_k_more_racently,_have--,-

came to recognize the system-wide implications Of the aircraft

decieion.

XVI. LEMENTATION_AND UTILIZATION

Implementation

Close Producer/User Coordinahor

quisition

Implementation in .the aviation industry often begins while the

design isstfli on nie drawing board. 'Were is akose coovdination

between'producers and esers-to tailor the equipment to the needs.

a
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f the aifline. Even after the triodel is in general production,

the specific order will be tailored to user desires. How the

airline will ufe the aircraft and the criteria that will be used A

to evaluate OtrforMance are,well defined in advance 61 implementation.

Im4lemen atiOn Requirements

The requirements to actually implement a new airCraft are many,

With operatinvfeatutes such as speed,.range ana capacity likely to
-

be changed by a new acquisition, revisions may be needed in operations,

routes, schedules, etc. Maintenance reqUirements and facilities

are kely to be different and will'require preparation,. This Can

ostly and long process, demanding considerable pre-planning.

Retraining requirements for crews and maintenance personnel can be,

very extensive. The general public may need to be prepared with

majorspromotion programs.:Jrial runs will normally precede general

introduction into sdheduled flights. Thus, a dgcision to:introauce

new equipment usually implies a-major change on a syste_wide
A

While the airlines are highly skilled in carryingcut uch Changes,

new acquisitions do generate major disruptipnp for a lin e

C. - Software Aspects

'So far otir discussion has focused on the hardware aspects of the

aircraft. At this point it is-also important-to note that there are

softv;are dimensions to the:product that play a vital role in itet

imolementation and utifization. The manuals, specifications books,
*

parts, lists, eta., that came with an airplane are unbelievably ex-

tensive. Complete specifications.of operation, maintenance, parts,

.and sio!tn are a vital component of an aircraft system. Without them

implementation would,not be possible.

on

A. "System Impact

New equipment can be used to suppleMe.nt existing'aircraft in a

growing market Or may bel.is: to oPen up new routes where this

229
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Permitted and desirable. When it-supplants existing al craft,

these may be moved to other routes or applications or sold:, in-the

After-market. When the change is A radical one (as was the first

introduction of jets in.the late 1950's) then a whole restructuring
; . -

of the:system is requiredto accOmodate the new approach.. Personnel

and facilities.need to be reoriented and changed.

The incentivee to innovate have already been discussed. The barriers

-,are generally copt_-customer acceptance and political, legal and

regulatory constraints. There are alao potential system level

technological constraints and barriers. For example, not all airports

had runways that:were long or strong enough to take the first gener-
,

ations of jet transPorts. There may be similar deficiencies in air

traffic control capabilities. Thus it is not enough to have a

better airPlane. ,The airplane must be capable of being congruent

to the systema of which it becomes 4 part, or conditiOns must.be

ektant that permit other system features to be upgraded (build better

runways, etc. ). Finally, we are today also recognizing the extent

to which aircraft have an important impact on our environment and

that this impact must be,conaidered as a utilization criterion.

Servicing and Maintenance.

Once in service, aircraft must be se

parts,and component.s. t'eplacement) in

scribed,manner Also, from time to

viced and maintained (including

a frequent,.detailed and:pre-

thangeS will be

'requiring testing and approvals. Unlike most other equi

craft have tp beikept'at a near-nal coriaition

ventiVe maintenance.and replacement is the

minor components rel;ting to the operation

cease grounding-. Costly spares have

.locations. This all adds up to a

,e4uipmont utilization.

to be

at

norm.

all time

Failure

.of the airplan

inventoried in

inporpora pd

ent'i air-

'Pre-

of even

dan

various

costly and cr" ical aspect of 1
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many a

coWpan

of se

mana

ft industry is in fact an amalgam of several industries

gines aircraft electronics; etc.) it is not really feasihle

upport aystems as a separate feature. Many industries provide

either the primes or subcontractors, and the cost of building

would be prohibitive but for the exiatence Of this structure

Much the same could be said for the equipment,(production

suppliers, and for the many OrganIzations,providini services

Large airlines will have thown serviOekfunctions in
0

s. Smail lines can contract.these out. Varions-tyPea of '

- .

es have emerged specializing in the proKision.of various kinds

vices. Thus, Stekler
(33) notes that there have eveu developed

ent companies providing systems management and:coordination

ces (e.g.: TRW, Aerospace Corp.) to DOD and NAgA.

AVIATION US--

/A We noted, :aircraft are subjeCt to,extensive (Cbmponent arid system
. k

eating and evaluation ehrongh development and- dneirig and-after pro-

uction, with this meticulous process.continuing into service (for

equipment

introduce

cation.

history,

used to provide !ervice to he public). No airplane can be

into commercial serVice which has not received FAA certifi-

-ce-in service datailed records have-to be kept on `flight

aintenance records, changes,-etei Unusual experiences '1st-

Heraahes can lead to the grounding of all aircraft of a given tYpe.

14rheni-an anomaly or crash does occur,- detailed investigations are made-

tC:0 identify the causes and to institute cbrreotive actions as seen

,necessaty. The-airlines-maka their own cost, reliability and ustomer

iresponse evaluations of neWoequipment,



As me: hoted,the civilian area depended intherpast on the military

-:,for considerable technolOgy transfer Which included relLability, pafety

and prpof Of. ,coriceiA: 4.0a. The- atrrines would-nOt generally buy ap

41-rPleni, that- had not:been flighttestedby the militarY. With the

-divergence:in needp and the chanies..in the lai.7 regarding pop contiacts,

_thismay,:become tarAesd feasible and hence represent:a major added

cost factor.
'

We are -otaware Of any previpus a: empt to analyze and describe the

civilian aviation R/P&T system from a cotprehensive Contextual perspective

This is dot to aay.that there has-not been much research On various

aspecta of R/DEIT in the civilian-aviation sector.' Obviously, much has

been done, Ps the list of referendes at, the and of this chapter will in-

dicate. Thus, We find Many-Ptudies on sUch aspects of civilian aviation

R/DAI as-the economica-Of the.aircraft and airlinea induStries(1°'
24,: 29,

32,.33, 34) (2, 7, 11, 15, 20, 30, 31)
; the nature Of the industry

( 25, 26)
the effects Of technolOgy on economy-23' and on the industry

(4).

5, 17
on the technology per-ee

, 19, 221 on p anning and opera

(6, 12, 16, 18, 21)
tiOfts etc.
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AN.ILLUSTRATIVeCROSSSECIORAL

, COMPARATIVE CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

In the previoue two eh/niters ;have illustrated 'how the.-CISST con

teitual analytical framework may-be used to describe the oVerall punteXt

for RP&I in two sectors: education ahd civili4n aviation. In a7later

volume, we will provide similar illustrative contextual analyses ofthe

health, the law enforcement equipment and the lian%industry sectors-

s
This later voluMe.will alsoKanclude a cross-sectoral comparative analysis

of R/DE.I. While a:full-crosa-sectoralcomparisbn would be beypnd the

intended-scope of this report; there is, Merit in proViding here some

insight into the processand utility of cross-sectoral comparative

analysis beyonct that which the redder could glean from a reading of

-Chapters Three7and. Four (the education and Civilian airiation.sectors),

T Trovide such an insighi, we have chosen to present a stary'of the

five contextuaranalyses'to be included-1n the later voilltne,(hsalth

- law enforcement, civilian aviation, education and industry). ,This

-summary is presented in a'table format on the following pages.,The more

detailed discussions of the education and civilialfaviation sectors

-in Chapters three andjour'should fadilitate understanding of:the brief

summary confext desc9iptions provided in this chapter.

This,chapter, then, shoul0 provide' some insight intb the similarities

,and differences between sectora and by -so doing, provide some

'insight into the process and utility of comparative contextual analysts

f

Further, another later volume will (as .already noted) be devoted to a
7

Much more detailed contextual analysis of the education sector than
-

illustrative analysis in Chapter-Thrae.
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No

1211livi

Level of

AIIREL

Level of
,

',Demands

credibility]

Status

Soctal

300

Federal primary

funding source

ANA lobby
,

AIM lohby

High1evel.of
support

Spirit FDA ?reg-

ulation

,

. Very hith

Heary{

low Enforcement

, (

Sensitive@topiviron-

ment

Risponds to political

envirpnmebt

!lain high

H gh

a

en

givilian Aviation

' Hedvy yerapupport

Congress ana ExedWva

decision making on

16D

FAA and IS01' roles

Regulated industry

' International, pres-

tige
,

ReCe3t congteSSIZial

JApiCip Off

ind,r

Medium

Vnabtltty pe,T, to

pres:511re

'.EducatiO operiting

system paid for with

publo funds under

lay control; therefore

ocal influence on

acquisition/utilization

Subject to scrutiny end

debate

Decentralization ( n

US)

Leek of.congreslioncl

confidence in R6O'

Weak

Needs high: demand for

products,or Materials

high, hut not flares,.

sarily high for ex,.

ternal RAM

'Nigh Low High Log

Ready consumer Sensitive to environ- Growing demand - may Volnerableopen to
market mentresponds be flattening pressure

Malpractice 8tlite (rather than Environmental and , Low lttitimaey or pro-
Concern for ethics anticipates) ,safety concerto fessional expertise
Better informed (L, E. ia value

(Education is value
patients laden)

laden)

(Health is value

laden)

Indu8try

Strong induy/gov2rirr

cent interaqion in

space, defense, and ,

recently energy, but

,most industry sob-

sOctors are lefOto

own initiatives in

R&D. incruaing

trend'roward regu-

latory controls im-

pacting on RID - EPA'

OSHA, FDA, FCC.

Varied, High in space

.and,defenSe-artas of

national interest.

Ctharwise lqw;

,Eigh.- especially on

vesumur products:

High

Mixed, Enccurages

ontrOreneurS,

gives high srgus

to scientists and

engineers, but

lack of awareness

of need to develop

industrial R&D.



".

.EcntomiC

Health

Laqtnd growing

amoutta of fund-

ing (mostly

,federal)

Relatively stable

Oligopoly with

inelastic demand

lack of price sen-

sitiuity -'- third

party pasents A

Very profitable

Growing phase of?

:federal RISD

:budg

Science end Rapid rate of

change

Relatively under-

stood

Biological a d

physical

science

sigh speciali-

zation

1E111111-11""21,

4

4

LaU Enforcement

Lack of funds

_Companies won't invest

'HUM] (LEAA) funds

.smoothing '

Taxes

Effect of Westin

Uneven rate'of change

Well underStood

Physital seierice,

biological and

sys;ems base ,

Uneven speuialigatibn

Technology traner
from military is

'7weak

Technology transfer

trom CIA, ru

Civilian Aviation

Fehst and famine

Substantial fefleral

funding

,Oligopolistic airlines

and manufacturers

Fuel ?hoe Squeeze

'Maior,exort markets'

Very big market

Technology as a. mar-,ket-

able:commodity

Rapid rate of change

Well understood

Documented physical

science besed,some

biological and social

High Oecialiaatiot

Cumulkive, incremental

'Few radical

Technology transfer very

important (from

nilitaTy)

Diverging teeds

Market responsiie

Technological impera-

tive

Education

La'ck of funds
,

Comapaies won't invest

Reductions

Voters defeat stheol

budgets and bond and

tax issues

Effects of recesilmt

Low reliability'

Uncertaini,

Weak

Social science base

Low specialization

FW,fienSitive to state ,

ol ecohny,: Depen-

dent on governmental

funding in RO in-

tensive industries.

International tech-

nelogical edge

ero4itg it maty

product lines,'

W do variation among

industries: High

techtolog It

dustries'resemble

aviation. Low

tethnology: lower

tate of ctatgej

less integrated,

R&D system, les6

linkage to 'basic

, 'science atd tech-

nology, less docu-

mentatiom, mote

craft-typepriemts-

ton.

3 2
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Degree or

phase'

Reilth

MatUre

Up to 1940 Intro-

ductory

1940-45 Tran-

sitional ,

1945 Maturity

Legitimacy.. Few question

r'the value

Articulation/

Evaluation

Law Enforcement

Introductory, especi-

ally at' local level

(rudimentary)

(Recent)

ot eatabIlehed)

:

Disease IQ health Poorly delihated

New hospital/drug/

physician dl

Now NIB based

H-1.17 specialized

, but lverse

Effecr1venea Very Low

2. _:Ristorical DevelOPment

Civilian Aviation

Highly mature,

1arge scale

Up to 1913 Pre:birth

1914-39 IntrodUetory

1940,-50 TransitAnal

19501q MatUrity

Rp hag the major

role

High public ae.ceptance,

of RO.preddtts

Specializod large

companies, NAP.;

etc. Well defined

responsibilities

2

Very

Educatio

Tatiductory

Up to 1964 Pre-birth

1960's Introductory

Apprgimately 10 years

for ,large scale ex-

ternal R&D.

Sector is old'

Low

lot yet eatab1isher1

Nalues are anti-external

'

Unstable fundinglper Intel

base

Inadequate knMedge

base, standards;

information flow.

.Poor KP-KU integration

ldtks many functional

specialties

Generally Iliik/tixed

velity outputs

Indu-trv

Natures

To 1690 Frkirth

1890-1918 Introductory

1918-1945 Transitional

1945-presnnt Maturity

aetkpralLy high in all

/la or industrial.

se tars

Greg spaOialization in

Rip intenSiVe indas7

tries - aeroapace,

electrcnitg, chemi-

al. Specialization

also a function of'

the firms; Eva1ua-

tion occurs at all

R/mI stages.

High



Health ,

ritical 1930 NIH

Tao 1935 Titl VT,

'Social Security

Act, /

1937'National

Cancer Institute

1941 celttee on

Medical Risk

WTI successes

,1944 Public Health .)

Service Act

190-55 MajoD

funding incrèases

306

, L. Historical. Revel° ment Continued)

Law Enforceilent
=-7=

, 4
'EStab14Bletent Ot

FRI

I.

1968 Omibus Crime

bill

j NILELT

Civilian Aviation

1915 NACA

WWI

1968'NASA, FAA

Korean War

1960's,Space

1966,DOT

1970 SST

197t Non-orbiting

R&D Support

Education

c

Mid-to-late 195010 ,

Federal government

sponsors reseatchi

nurrictild develop-

tunt
,

Major expansion of

fun'ding 1960s

1954 Cooperative Rese rch

A'o
.

1958 National Defeale

Educatien Act ,

,196(l's Elepentiry aad
,

Secondary Education

Aa aad atsendments t

Cooperative Research
r

Act creates network

of R/DIII institutions;

, lafet some labs an4

centers are dropped

1972 NIE establis4'

Industry

1876-Thomas Edison -

first industrial

laboratorY

190C-CE -,Ostablish

laboratory

1902-DuPont - establish
-r

laboratory

1907-Bell Telephone

, establish laboratory

By V4I-100 industrial

laboratories estab-

lished

botb - Is

$ R&D

qraject

By 1960-5400 industrial

laboratories in op-

etation

1957-1969 - ,Spac age

' technology -

landing 1

1960's 0 prosen'tl-

diffusion otcomputer

and transition tech-

tolom



Health

Universities (med-

:ation . ical schools)

Federal research

institutes

Hospitals (medical

schools)

(private/public)

Industry

Diveraity

Fairly largo

gumber of

, Institutions Fairly large

Clmer5

ks.

dundanç

Not very linear

3, Idstitutionsl Base Network of Instituthns)
_

Law Enfovcement

DiVersity

(a)Large volume in

producers

(b)Small.Volume in

federal labs/federally,

funded labs

'Hardware

4 producers and federal

funde4 labs

Social/Frocedutal in 200

universities, agencies,

etc:

Hardware-fey

Snftware-nany

Diffused

Major (Need ldentifiea-

tion)

Civilian Aviation

Extensive university/NASA

/manufacturing/airlines

,subcontractieg

Dori to department levels

FAA, DOT, CAD

Few

Basic NASA and DOD)

/
Manufac6ring (plus'

SUbcontractors)

Arlinev

Oversight

Linear

Purellelio

None

Little

Education

Less functional special-

ization,than it many

other sectors

Nariahle
4

Largo 9mber of in-_

stitutions carrying

,out RIDE; relative

small.number special-

'lied in educational

R/Dta

Looped and adjacent,

parallelism

Applied research

variously clus-

tered with dis-

semination, With

evaluation, and/

o,r with iplemen-

tatioa/utilizal,

tion

Major

Very high

industry .=
8

Cxtensive specializat4n

,within aid 'between

H firms on all phases of

activity. Bask

and applied researbi

supplemented by we::

done in university

and government lab-

oratories

txtremely larga, each

firmnf csnseouence

'tends., to have its

ovn.R/MI capabiPty

Xost g/DSI activities

to sequential,

inear kxcept-in small-

est operations

None in high technology

sectors. Variable for

lower technologes

Within firms, virtually

none; viewed section-

ally-extensive even pl

oligopolitic industries

309



Health

ypesof

instirutitn High quality

Cooperation

e

310

federal labs

Also university

based

Sutlonal hse Networ)
Law EnforceMent

Large companies

Pecteral

Universities

Weak

Civilian AviatiOn

Large

fdrmalized

Comm 1(joint

ventures)

Ednoatio%

A set'of three parallel

aubstreams:

1) Colleges and Uni-

versities

2) Quasi-public and

privateosec:or

institutions -

, a) sEAs, iv4,

Litti - tome devaop-

ing

Inadequate

Diffuse

Lacks formalization

and coordination

increaied elforta

towards linkage

Industry

1
Private firms dominate.

Wide range in sizes of

firms,

In commercial markttaig
.

none among competitors;

may contract work to,

supplier. on RiD&I

su.pport services. In

government markets,'

, may contact or Sub-

contract,

in both cues sone joint

, ventures on large

, projects,

'Strong linkage is pu,-

. vided by the market

mechanism,

311
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Health
*(

Create knowledge

Techniques and

products '4

Effectiveness rather

then cost criteria

Host users are the

health care prectiont

ers .. convince them

has been on

curing rather than

preventing disease

Influence of 'external

atrong

Desth.vs, other problems

Congressmen ire in.

flueutisi

4. Goals ,Policies Strate les

Lew Enforcement

Unclear goals of L.E.

subsectors ,

Divirsity of priotitiee

Disagreement on value

of equipment and

systm vssocipl

issues

Competition for res.

woes

file of NILECJ

(ESIP)

Producer 0 R&D goals

.

,

ilian Aviation

'Economy, meAtenince,

ioise, pollution,

speed, range vs,

maim) performance,

payload

NASkproducersjusers

spectrum

TiMe horizons shorter

operations

Costs go up

Increasing role of RIX

Clear specialization

External environmental

effects

Energy

Environmental irlpset

Coats

Erhication

Weak goal setting

i:edhral PoliCy goals --,

iMprove education

practice And,know-

ledge

In practice

Discontinuous shifting

priorities

Inconsistency

Lack of intermediate'

goals

Lack of mechanisms to

develop goal consemis

1953's and 60's goals

set by echicatiunal

lescarch Ommunity

Mid 60's -- central

programmatic RD

Short time horizon '

Externall deTined

Emphasis on development,

pnckageabic proitcts

Build regional labs

NIE increased emphasis

on improving prattice,

hsseninatien, im=

plemeatation, utili-

cation.b4Iding user

capabilities

Industry_

Goil setting primarily

at the firm and

Federal agency 1Cvel

Enphasis in either

case not on RID '

Ter se. In firts4'

. RID goals derive frol

corporate objectives

sad marketing cbn;

siderations

In Federal'agenCies

On the agency mission

and the parcepion ?f

naticnal needs

There is na *roll

scq of Industrial

, R&D policies, or

palicy n4ing b?dy'

Each sector operates

through a comPlir,

network of inter-

action of private

organi:ations,

associations an

government agenci

co

4



,

5, Administrative Processes

llialtH" -Law Enforcement ,

ciYiliadAviation aucation Industry

Duel tarter paths

administrative/ ,ment

prOfesSiOnal Sophistic tiot,of ad-

jdndin0;0160 mieistrition,variee

4ani.tating tesda Fith characteristic

: fer 'greater ,f

control; there- preduction/markotin /

fore, larger , distributipn:varies

proPortion of with organization

,Administration .AcCuisitionlimplerenta-

Hplth planting tion/otilization/eval-

bent:4 recog- ustion

General/researchldtft Large number of methods

i.,speciacally for

aerospace. R&D

Success may be context

related

Has not been area Highly. 4eWeloped tch

Of,Msjor concen- -niques to deslTvith

' tratiot Unique problema of

HMI 'eye tens

In commercial markets

these include!

Market analysis

Technical feasibility

Prejectaelietion

ApPlied reaeirch and:

-,developtent

Cost, performance

StandardizatiOn

Operations management

lt governmbnt tarkett

these include:

More basie reaearch

Government procedural

, controls

..Erequent shifts of per-

sonnel .

tong lead titeslehort

product life

Changing specifications,

'Emphasis on software

-hired speCialty-

Projects relatively

small!, lessening '

applica4lity of

:OR/MS techniques

such as PERT

314

Less variability

Generally lower level

ofiophistication

Barrier to adoption

0



'HO

Pergola in,research

lecated,throughout

1114I aystea

Largi'proportion

professiOnals

hofesaionalism found

it 1210 KU tad,

Of R/DA1 ogees

Profeseionalism through_

certification fostal-'

Wes, itpedes n-

eed

ià Enforeement'_ _

Haer'Orgstisations

tabor intensive'

, Perion* is tbitacle

to Wonder;

adoption

Createtepecialisation

Caklead to grater

adOptiou rates

6. Peribnnel. Base

Civilian Aviation

MD,

Large unbars of science,

and engineering and

other, highii developed

skilla

$kill mix,and concentra-

tion critical

High rate of obsoles-

&nee of'skills

Resiarch labor levels

fluctuate with

economic condition

Mobility high Within

sector

Education

110

Sthall overall base

Concentrated IA

research, develop-

thentand evaluation

) Ina* ate in dis-

semi imp

lame nlutiliza-

tion

tesearch ientation

derived fru acade-

mic project research

rather than prograth

development

Inadequate supply of

,Rp managers

Ind

Var;es by octet at-

,cording ;o ails atd

levelof technology,

,Federal Iunding supports

high ratio of scientist

, and engineers 0 space
,

and defease Wated

industry, Private

fondia0n other in-'

dostries, especially

large, risk industries-

oil, motor vehicles*

Low technology Wins- .

tries hire few R&D

types,'

High specialized

power pools irt.all major

industries. High,ntatus

and career opportunities

for R&D personnel,

',to)

o
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21.ataila

(1973)

ustty 30;

lmundations,. 51

-Voluntaty health

egemcies - 5%

3,5 billioa

Federal fuading dominant

'research

Vadical proftssiou

dominates the in-

' flume gm allow

done

318

Lav'Enforcement

P011tical ?recesses

lidendoption

Bodget,levels and

proetases impede

adoption (budget

primarily labor-

intensive)

Federal funding domi-

nates exPenditutes

by tser organizations

hunch or-anizatiens

No ineentive*o use

.federal fonds due to

lack of-assurance

of proprietary

results

Private bode not

ercouragedly per

ciived characteria

of the market

Civilian Aviationr-

Federal governMent

dominant source

Of 10 !tads
.

1958-1968,
,

Federal.- 5 bill 04t.

a year

PriVate ½ to 1

billion

1000ime Span from

researctlo $

retort,

'Federal government

pamary sponsor

4 v.aktesses:

.concettration, of_

sponsorship

,atoUnt of $,

-diffusion oflxpet.

ditores over:broad

spectrum of projecri.

-instability

Smaller percent of

Cross National

Product thee other

sectors,

Atat

1953.1970 RD'expeadi.

(tatlIZZde!4%
percentage'of GNP, from'

1,4_to 2,7, leant

dec4nt beginniag 1966

to present

Federal spending it 1974',

,4.05 billion.sat of

$19.2 billion itt labs-

'trial Sector

Federal furdintusties by

sector: over 93, io air-

craft, 60% ItL electrieal
Lo

equipment, 'Sad 40Z it

insttuneat iadustry

y is emiea1 aad allied

oducto and petroleum

is basic reseirch ovei

.,10;
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Opeerla-araliVi _

IrObliik OVarload

320

Jateral transfer at

user and reeeerch

levela

Lead from research

to user

User organisation

'informal

Periodicals important

8. Information:Flow

'Civilian Aviation Education

Research level free 3 information

.4nd .040 systems

, Development/production R&D ,-)R&D

is proprietary - user user

- external R&D --)

All weak an insufficient

Media

Annual meetiagr

Publications

Not enough informal nets

Each system has barriers

No poliOy nr inter-

ventions directed at

info-transfer improve.,

Nu

, Well developed netWoric

cf iafmation services

available and utilized,

both in.house and cx-

teinelly by mostprts

Each firm elsofhaSIya-

, tems of proprietazy,

information

Information sources in7

c;pde specialized dotii-

Notation and inforMaSioC)4.

services supplies,

:vendors, industrial as-,

soCiations, sechnieal

publications, and a

network of experts

321
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10 Enforcement

Trend tOwerds in , Products must be dif-

cressing.costs. ferentiatedby

Yaties from simple function withia

_to highly Complex the system

liweVet, the tort Police/courts/prisons

technologically . more detailed ,

COMplex the in4 liable typology

!ovation, the needed

sort likely ie

adoption (in

lager hospitels)

04:4'

9. Innovat ono

Civilian AViation 'Education Indus ry

Viaiblvinnovations Froducts.that go Innovations Vary from

tend to cone in throu_ _gh a formal minor changes to major
Very large costly

, process of develop- changes; extension of

products but there )lent have high State of arts, tei.'

are also zany hidden :development costs; , product with new fune-
incremental improve7 lesS expensive for , tion, dad breakthrough
mentS to exlsting

practice based Innovations increasingly
equipment and support development = are initiated and de i
systems "People-change",pro- veloped in corporations.)

ducts - implica-
Innovationirates it

tion for imple- sectors Vary consid#

mentstion (product/ ably based on RAC

User reactiveness) effort required, itate,

of arts of relevant.

technelogies and user

requirements,
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Health

Need for restart,

is 4 =tent

leed

?medals Mused

vere that needs.

lot-fdt,piofit

ttploration in

develOping nay

treatlents

Tor-profit fires

concentrate on

greatest =SWOT

USE

?mess for need

identification :is'

, 'surveying the

Otividere of

, health care,end

noting character-

ietics of consumers.

Zmphasis OA effective-

ness tore than ott

efficiency.

104 Need Identif Acation

Lev Enforcititt

Anyone can

Not performed uniformly

bTusers

loth product availability

and pobiaia affect

process 0

JEut self.tvaluation by

departmentt is veak

External pressures

often spark cede

But LB, depsrttents

resist external,

pressures
.

hoducers need idol-

tifitatien unique

Cr specific request

Little Wick research

(except 270y, um.

muntcatio_

Outsiders fi ,hard

to need identification-

don't understand

,operatione

Civilian Aviation

?reducers stimulate User

needs (as vell slued

identificatiOn)

Airlines stimulate COE*

mere

Aircraft close torte t

ultimate public

Education

Veal;

Mostly episodic; tuned

to funding

: Scattered throughout

R/DEJ

lacks formalisation

*ituition

Opportunistic'

Vale data-based,

but inereasing

Very little trarlan

lation into specific

R/D4 requirements

Vague statements
,

Unable to create
.

integrate0/10

. perspectives

InduS

In the commerical

sector, firms res-

pend to user requests

for a good or service,

or to competitive

pressures Aid neces- t

sitate a product or

service improvenent.

They also generate

needs by tleveloping

and offering new

products or serviees

In the government

sector; needs are

primarilyeidentified

by the Federal agency,

but at times by the

firC

1-4



*iglu

but sled physieal

Weems omin

in and:social

sciences

Tote system' of.hcalth

(holistic)

Lab aod fie;4 (inoreas

inglY)

High technelogmquip.

ment

lock of integration

arose tegmeots of

, the field; yariety

.of settiegt; usually

animals:

326

,

e

ata Enforcement

.Great.variety,of

technologiei

Problems with, Tech=

nology transfer

widely dispersed

fromimilitary

Tederelly fundedl labs

Mt taking place,

.Yery little role for

Univereity in hard.

7 were,'

iL Oenerationl esearch

'Civilian AyittiOn

Science based

Fundamental

Physical sciences

(Unfifersity),i NA$A,.

DOD

:Aaboratory and,field.

research
.

Large aisle tscliciea
,

Teams (large)'

Accumulation' of deailed

advancei,

last publication

Mtesioe oriented

Extellent research ,

Envitonment

Product and program'

matrix organization
.

bawd stops at

prototype etage,

4

Education

Relatively small

amount tf edu=

cation practice

,is,based On.re=

search; At rather

more intuitive

Poor definitionS.-of

questions,

,Low rigor; inadequate

grounding in t'6Ori.

Methodology.issues

Problemst

Cooperation lidtveen

dilplines
Determination of '

priorities receives

'relatively little

support

_Ethical issues

Control of researCh

autonomy

Mostly field resiarch

Resesrch moving out

of university

Idessi,orieinater Rki.

madly in the! R4D

lab, marketing, or:

market research

They aig developed

in the R. lab,

eithertlirough

searCh or research'4 ,

1.eam efforts predgmio7.

ate as does applied

-xeseatch over 'basic'
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Health

Done pn human patient

Sicle effects

Done in hospitals

Velfare patients

Clot testing

328

Law Enforcement

Difficulties in

maroialitation

impede development

Important potential

role of small

prodcers

12i Develo medc

lian Avia4

Most complex

High cost

Prototype

itical stage

t alwa-s olea

output

Complex multi-

department.

protean

Ends with Eight

testing

High technology

transfer from

military

cultural meet

Education

(a) Use the engineering

model in formally

defined deVelopment

(h) But lot of infermaI

(c) Follows formal se-

quential steps t

field

Large ,scale, expensive

proJects

Much practice-based

development; not

rigorous development

' model; little field

testing; little

syStematic evaluation;

,,often not packaged

for generalized usa-

bility; less expensive

LILLE

Characterized hi), em-

phasis op reduction

of risk and .uncertain-.

ty due to high costs

atd long work cycles;

cost and time over-

runs in both the

government and com-,

mercial sectors; and

parallelism and over-

lap of project com-

ponents through sche-

duling to reduce com-

pletion time



glealth

prodUtion =Wend

45:

1) manufacturing sup-

plies & equipment

and

2) providing services

directly to consumer

Quality primary. concern

of production - note

than cost or price

Several sources Of

quality standards

and evaluation:

1) nA

2) )0partment of

Woerce

3) Professional Stan-

dards Review Doarda

4) American Hospital

Association
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Law1ofottenett

Producers generally

cautious about

making commitmnt

to L.E., especially

for:innovations ,

Lg. market size may be

suited te small pro-
,

ducers to match the

limited productiOn

fazilitiesi bv the

distribution require.

Alents exceed small ,

firiz' capabilities

Production, standarCs

not so important

Very fey production

standards or spetifi-

cations for most

product areas

Most producers of 14:

innovations Are in '

I.E. as a secondary

market

13, Production

Civilian Aviation

Prandial is in

custom-shep envi.

ronmett

Production control it

customer oriented

in design adapta.

tion, delivery, etc,

146g, lead times in-

volved it production

scheduling

Production of major ,

product (airplanes)

involves one prime

producer & many sub-

contractors for sub-

assemblies and sub.

units .

Quality control of'

central interest

Complicated by com-

plexity'of produCtion

and assembly processes

EdUcation

Most.producers of

education product,

are not primarily

education oriented

(sitilar to 1..E,) 4

Production not 4 major

issue area in edu-

cation

Production capabilities

(printing, etc.) really

available ,

Indt_25a

Dominance of mass pro-

dation syitema de-

termitd organizatiOn

and management tech=

niques through World

War II. Emergence
,

of science baSedligh-

technology firas with

limited production' '

emphasis in post WWII

era. Unit or small

batch prdcessing tends

to be development

oriented; large batch

and assembly line, is

production,oriented;

and continuous

processing, is market-

ing oriented:

3



Health.

'Health industry hao

experienced growth,

no prospects for

short-range drops

in growth rate.

Increased risk-avoidance

pay put greater pres-

sure on prepurchase:

testing and evaluation,

Changes in goal-orienta-

tion of medical practice

,from corrective to pre-

ventive feeds back to

producers in form of new

needs end requirements ,

and possibly, in market-

ing strategy ,

Drug marketing relies on

personal,contact with .

physicians by "detail

user" ,

User almost exclusively

dependent,on producer

for information

Producer provides both_

the information content

and the information

dissemination function

Large hospitals are the

innovations andaearly

adopters

14._ Marketing/Dietrihntien/Dis eminaiion/Di fusion

Law EnfOnnent

Market highly frag-

mented in slze

variability and

goal orientation

of users

Fragmentation impedes,

entrance of FIN

producers into

the market

Producers do not

(generally) find it

economically feasible

te sell exclusively

to

Many different distri-

betion channels exist

Differences ate often

product-specific

Info6ation passed on

informally, especially

from large to small

user5

Process not well insti-

tutionalized

Requires considerable

initiative on part of

small users 6

Diffuse purchasing process

presents formidabie com-

plicating picture to po-,

tantial suppliers

Labor intensive-very small

percentage,of user budget

goes to equipment

Civilian Aviation

Market as a whole,

characterized by

growth

Users relatively

sophisticated

,customers

Individual users,

highly variable ;

ih adoption be-

havior in timing,

creating, fluctu-

ations

Market needs segmented

creating hanging

needelfor innovative

products

Close customer contact

by producer sales

personnel required

to generate interest

and commitment LO

justify production

of innovative pro-

ducts,

User commitment must

precede investment

in production

Innovation adoption

aided by ability

to dispose of function.

al current produets

with after-market

Education

Funetion includes:

disSemilation/dif-,

fusion, marketing,

distribution

Overall impact on

system: weak

All receiving current

, interest by sector

planners and policy

makers

Dissemination activity

shifted from trans-

ferring of bodies of

knowledge (research

results) to informa-

tion about packages

products or developed

practices:

Information dissemina-

tion aided by ERIC

for researcher; less

helpful for practi.

N timer

Federal funding support-

ed organizations

directly involved in

information di$semi-

nation

Current NIE interest in

dissemination aimed

at up-grading user adop.

tion behavior, StrategY

IS: proactive, inter-

personal, user-oriented,

field-based network

Industrt

Marketing iS the focal

point of industrial

innovation. Markets

exist ih all phases

of product life cycle.

In general, consumer

markets are highly

saturated and sub-

ject to product mod-

ification and dif-

ferentiation, not

basic changes. Oc-

'casional introduction

of major new products,

112 hig'lly sensitive to

market requirements;

elaborate organizational

and management tech-

niques to insure

continuous monitoring,

evaluation and feed-

back: Emphasis on ,

risk reduction due

to high product

mortality rates

Industrial marketing

makes extensive use

of technical personnel

to work with clients1

determine requirements,

provide technical

information and as-

sistance

1.4



Health_

Market character-

istics for

diffusion of

innovative

equipcent ic

tot well

understood

l4i_ Marko* Distr bu

Law Enforcement

ion/Disseminnion/Diffus on

Civilian Aviation

dinned

Education

Political and economic Distribution system

environment of the undeveloped

sector important =

factors in the

adoption p ocess

Indust_ry_

231 2' 5



Health

Concentrates on

hoapitals in

aquiring new

,technologies,

4. factors affecting

acquisition decision

Uteeds of local popu-

lation

2)present services

structure.

3)stAtus,,

4)aVailability of

funds ,

Statts a major factor

Funding geaerally

availa4li-controlled

by'stat6lanning

agenciea .

Large hoSpitals are the

:innovators

Little is known about

the adoption decision

proceis in the hospital

Standardt for equipment

are well articulated

andlegulated

Increased risk-avoidance

by purchasers (hospitals

and phyaicians) will

emphasize pre-purchase

test and evaluation

Law Enforcement

Activitie0 included:

1)pre-purchase ovalu-

ation

.2)testiag

3)seleetion of specific

product

4)purchase decision

User agencies lack

resources and technical

capabilities for pre-

purchase test!eg and

evaluation'

Specialization of funetion

(e,g,: communications)

tends to improve evalu-

ation

Standards are generally

lacking,for equipment

where they exist, they

make ,evaluation more

effective (e.g*: cem-

municationa)

Purchasieg tied to bidding

thereby requiring stand-

ards for specifications

Bidding also places great

emphasia on price or cost

The purchaSe decision is

based more on admiai-

strative and financial

factors than technical

Purchasing also complicated

by'being integrated with

purchasing function of

other governmental agen-

cies, such as fire,

sqeet, ete,

Aquisition

Civilian Aviation

Search fOr innovations

(new airplanes): ia

,well,atticulated

futctien-held to be

4 critical function

Pre-purchase evaluation,

and testing well

established as process

activities

New aircraft adapted

for both'

l)optimal fit with

present operations

2)develop competitive

edge as "launching

purchaaer"

Sophisticated buyers

COSt of new airplanes

and system c effects

of adoptio are

forcing pr ca,o to

be even more critical
.

.

and analytical

Education

Acquisition functions

virtually ton-exiatent

aa institutionalized,

activity - not an ar-

ticulated and 'assigned

responsibility

No syatematic link between

suppliers and potential

users

Very little,evaluative

Information regarding

available products

Quality control not well

exercised

Standards geneolly lack-

ing

, "Potential targets" for

acquisition decisions

must be better defined-

teacher, principal, cur-

riculum specialist,

superintendent, or, com-

munity interest groups

Some evidence suggests

linkage to external

resource systems are

important factors

NIE proaction -

11 Consumer information

unit

2) R6D utilizatiat unit

3) Development Of catalogs

of Available products;

funding programs to

provide evaluatioe in-

formation

4) Funding organizational

development apd other

projecta to upgrade user

ability to adopt innova-

tions

Industry

Acquisition proceaSei

vary by market type-

government, industrial,

institutional, and

consumer* Government

and institutiopl

markets have more

complex acquisition

Ptocedures - highly

bureaucratized, long

. delays*
'

Wide atariations in pro-

ducer-user interface

characteristics based

ourelatiVe level 0:

technological develop-

men,' scope of contrast,

and area negotiates*

Result is 4 variety

of mechanisms te Offset

producer-usar interface

Caps

The critical acquisibian

skill variea with the

industry sector: in

aeroapace, concept

definitionl in building

construetioa, pro-

curement and scheduling;

in retailing, quantity

and cost negotiations;

and in steel making,

acquiring new sources

Of raw maiterials,



With

Highly skilled user

population

Professional vs,

administrative

staffs affect

implementation

Differentiated ad,

option characteristics

4 large vs. small

user organizations

(hospitals)

ptaid ..litilization

Lav En.forcement

USer problem low

level of tel.

nological soph-

istication

Producer assistance

minirAl-too risky,

given low potential

for sales

Civi1ian Aviation

IMplamentation has

, effects throughout

jie usef system and

in all phaseltf the,

organization

Barriers:

=customer acceptance

-political/legal

constraint

-.user. Structural Qr

technological

'butriers

-cost

Education

One of most, neglected

fnnctictS in ed-

acational

Discrepancy between

adoption rate end

use of innovations

Caused by:

1),Oser norms and

resistance

2) LaCk of tecjInological

sopistication nem-

.8a0 to implement

More known about 1 than

2

Linkage organicatiods

have,evolved

,halOing educational

organizations become

more adaptive---

Industry

Implementatidns acti- e

vities are character!:

ized,by a high ltwek,!,

tf development of

product organizatio-
,,

.actavaties to assi

user0 Industrial

users are, best

geared to accepting --

innovations; govern

mental and instituttoni

at users aro less eff

tive: Consumer marke

form an Organizetion

indiVidnal interface,

5
i

0

0



st always svail-

le

cost-sensitive

ort services are

acentrated within

sector itself

a.hospitals,

search,. phar-

ceutical cam-

at suppliers).

ry little pther

pport from

urces external

these.groups

ent

General sources! Fedeal

agenties

L.E.,professiona

assOciations

'Outside ionsultants

Need ID: 'some users

more by producers

Generatioq/Rescarth/

Development some

efforts of direct

subsidy from Sedera .

agency to encourage

entry of new firm

Generally lacks hdequate

supporting function

-PrOduction

Most producers are support

oriested

Marketing/Distribution

IACP susports.by "equip-

ment lisEing" distribu--*

lions; support is passive.

.Implementation and

Utilization ,

Reletively unsupported

.university institutes

support manpower de-

velopment

Evaluation

I.E. associations support

development of standards

Outside consnitants directly

evaluate or tp-grededn-

house evaluation

17. Support Services

:Civi=ian Aviation

Some suppdrt functional

-Oub-contraeting for

components,,equip7

nent, and urgent

services

No information on

extent to which

these organVzations

are in or out of the

aerospace sector

Education

Equipment service

organizatiens

Printing and-Publish-

ing organizations

Survey research organ-

izations

Relatively little pub-

lished literaturq

about support

functions

Industry

Pull array of support

functions available

in all industrial

sectors

Internal, suppott,Activ

ities include test

laboratories, tech-

nical publication ser-

vices, technical

library and'infarma-

tion services, drafting

and computer services

External support activities

include above services

on commercial basis;

also supplies and goVern-

rent laboratories, CpU-,

tract research institute,

laboratories of industrial

trade associations and

cooperatives, consultants

and consulting engineers'
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Health

Eveluatinll criteria

.iffectivenlis=

oriented rEher

than cost or ef-

ficiency oriented'

Evaluation standards

vary at diffarent

stages of the R/D&I

process

3 2

Lav Enforcement

Evaluation mot a prime

characteristic of

users

Lack of standards and

ikill level of user

personnel prevent

development of evalu.

ation Is, an effective

function:

Hvaluation Resesrch

Civilian Aviation

Equipment evaluation

methodology fully

deve oped - high

credi ility, rigor=

0115 s =lards, sub-

stntl centrol by

federal agency

Education

Most rapid advance of

all educational R/D&I

'function blast IQ

years

Federal funding demanded

evaluation-generating

specialization of

evaluation

Specialiration'takes

place in private

seCtor as well as

academia

Methodology one aspett

pf speciallratiod

EValuation research

knovledge becomes

tore sophisticated

Evaluation research ,

function has acquired

,increased olitical
decision making

influence: still

idespread as

b. is for decisions

In spite of the' develop-

ment, evalUation re-

searth.funetion stIll

in growth phase

Evaluatibn methods and

credibility based

essentially oh social

science methodology

industrl

Syitematic evaluation

at all phases of,

R/D&I system,

Initial evaluation

and selection,re4

sults in reduction of,

candidates ideas',

proposals or ptiojects.

Many formalized R&D

project selection

techniques

Mi5SiOn oriated,CVAlq

'WO techniques are

based on agency per-

formance criteria;

market oriented

techniques identify

innovatins capable

'of producing 'intone

343



Rea lth

Little or co

, relearch on health

11/Dal

feMe'desitiptions of

Components but

datctre not coi=.

'parable. ,

344

Law Enforcement

4

Very little just

he inning

1 Resurch R

Civilian Aviation Education Industry

No previous descrip- Much analysis and IC trial le is the

tiohs of overall research because: aJor source of

RID&I system 1) Negative political rrett research

Systems and techniques climate ma gement litera-

for management of 2) Self-conaciousneas ture

ma of social StittCOS Thioreti al, tmpirical

in 60's and wi don literature

3) International in-'' develo ed cOvering

fiuence ell ma or topic areas

Sponaora' interests Most re arch-on-research

in evaluation re- manage ent initiated to

search for policy cover large-scale high-

formation. tec ()logy sectors

Much literature buti,

1) Directed at seg-

tents 'of the

system

2) Relatively little

empirical data

3) Atheoreticel

4) Little used'

Defense and space in-

dustries required de

velopment of new

planning, organizational,

'.procurement, and control

techniques
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INSTITUTIONAL HASS: _THE NETWORK OF R/DOI_INSTITUTION§

OF THE INSTITUTIONAL BASE FEATU_

II. DETAILED SUB-ISSUE ANALYSIS: R/D&I SYSTEM STR
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1. Narrowing the Focus of Analys
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2. An Initial Analytical Analys
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Specialization and,

s of SpecIalizst_on.and

Clustering of R/D&I-Functions as a Focus for Analysis
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to Three-Contextual Features

5. Selecting a Set Of Clustering Dimensions and Contextual
.Con4itions for Detailed Analysis

Developing a Detailed Apalysis Of the Clustering issue

7. Scenario Case Analyses of Emergent Clustering. Resultini
Different Contextual Determinants

Case A'
Case B-
Case C
Case D
Case E
Case, F

InitialAnalysia of- the Implications of.Contextual Determinsn a
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Contextual Analysis of Clustering of R/D&I Functions

Selected Dimenaions
Selected Contextual Conditions

of Clustering as Determined by

:Use Characteristics of Selected Management Approaches
in' Varying ClUstering' Conditions
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CHAPTER SIX

INSTITUTION BASE: TnE NETWCiRK OF R/D&I INSTITUTIONS

OVERVIEW OF THE INSTITUTIONAL BASE FEATURE

A discusalon of R/D&I institutions (i.e., the orgenteations-in.which the

Various stages of the R/D&Iprodess occur) could'encompaSs the totAlity of

issues-with which a researcher or policy maker tight be concerned. In our

case, hpWever,,wa, use the tntelity,of features id a-contextual Analysis ta

provide such comprehensiveness. Thus, the institutional bAse.feAtute, focuses

in on R/DIII system structure and prOcess the network of institutions

Why,is it, for example, that R/D&I systema exhibitsdiffetences in their

structures, the type and roles, of the institutions involved in the system

network, and the charecter'of the relationship's between the constituent

institutions? To be more specific, why do we:observe in some contexts

a very,axtensive division of activities with-considerable specialize-
,

tion of roles and in others we observe a mudh higher level of role Integra-

tiOn within multi-purpose institutions? In some cases the institutions in

the system seeM to be linked together in a neat set of linear relationships

with each institution being responsible for a well-defined set of steps

within the R/D&I process and with these then handing programs on to the

next staga.tIn others,we see'loops recycling, 'institutions that combine

ides genetAtion and implementation yet not development, and ao bn. Why

is cooperation between institutions common in one,context but rare in

others? It is to such institutional network issues thAt this section

devoted.

There are:five main issue areas which must be analyzed In order to gain a

comprehensive understanding of the institutional base feature:



R/D&I System Institutions:

- 332,-

1. Wha_ are the role functions of the various 'institutions within

the. R/D&I system, ,

2. What are the characteristics of these institutions?

R/D4 System Structures:

How are 'the R/D&I functions structurally'configure (clustered)

withimthe R/D&I _ystemT,

What are the nter-in-

System?

onal linkages within the R/D&I

5. What are the characteristics ucture of the R/D-T aystem?

Additionally, of course, we will,want t- identify which institutions forin

the institutional base of the R/D&I system. Figure 7-summarizes and

expands these five main areas.

In analyzing the role functions of the institutions within the R/D&I system,

the ohjective is not to detail the tasks performed in each of the R/D&I

functions (e.g.: the development function). This is done in analysis of

other features. Rather, the objective is to deal with such questions as:

In which institutions do we (or should we) find development work goingbon?

Is it in the knowledge producing, distributing or user organizationg% or in

some-combination of these (and whether in a differentiated or duplicative and

redundant manner)? To what extent do we find institutions specializing in

one or,more of the R/D&I system function's (for example, see Figure 8). We

would also wish to know which institutions are part of what we could call-the

NMI superordinate system (providing system resources and constraints and

accepting system outputs), the R/D&I coordinate system (part of or parallel 7

to the RAW system)- or subordinate systems (institutions provi4ing suppor:

C., (7,
A_



Figure 7

Institutional Base

(Network of Inst tutiOns)

Institutions

Institutidnal roles withIn the R/D&I system
,

Specialization of institutions

Research/engineering/development/production, atc.

Role in suparordinate/coordinate/subordinate systems

Sector spanning institutions

Institutional characteristicb

internal strudture

Configuration

Integration'

Centralization

Formalization

Articulation/v sibi

Stability

Internal processe

Decision.making

Communications

Authority/status

tOoperation

Dimensions

Size

StatUs

Level of matura=ion

System Structure

System configuration clu er_ng of R/D&I unctions

Linearity

Parallelism .

Looping/contiguousness

Continuity/gaps

Redundancy

352
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1_ er-in _itutional linkages

Linkage characteristics

Strength

Permanance

Formality

DirectnesS/mediatedness

-Visibility

IUterface structure/liaison Mechanisms

Boundary tbnditions

Open/cloged

Fixed/variable

Linkage=

Functicca-l/dysfunctional

Cooperation/conflict

Joint ventures

Characteristics

CentrlaIization

Formalizatioh

Diffuseness

Stability

Visibility

Appropriateness

Balance
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ce6)4 whether'Inatittitions perform multi7 ystems level roles (e.g.:

pr-oviding both resources and support services); whether institutions are

sector-spanning (providing services,to several fieldB education
_

and health); whether in a given context the:institutions ate specialist or

generalist (with reSpect to R/D4.1 :functions).

In snalyzing the characteristics of the'institutions within the R/D&I system,

we' would'went to know about their internal structures (type of configuration,

degree,of centralization and formalization :etc.); abont their internal

processes (decision making, commUnications, authority, status, etc.); about

various d mensions such as size Jeve f maturation or develOpment, etd:

.

In the,process of analyzing the structure ef the-R/D&I'system, we will want

tO know whether the structural configuration Of R/D&I functions is eharac-

terized by linearity, parallelism,- looping, clusterings of R/D&I functions

(which:functions?) xeduridancy, etc.

. .

In the process of examining the structure of the R/D&I system, we will also.

, want to understand how the institUtions are linked together. We would want

to know which Institutions are linked to which other institutions. We would

be concerned With whether the links were srong or weak,, permanent or tempo-

rary, formal or informal, direct or meaigted, cooperative or conflictive

The nature and qual,ity of:these linkages and interfaces, and the boundaries

across which they occur are of central importance.

Inanalyzing the charatteristics of the R/1151 system's structure, we will

be asking such questions as: Is the syStem's structure centralized or p

decentralized? To what-extent is the system's structure formalized? id the

system's structure well articulated and stable throughout the system or is

it diffuse and changitig?

In Figure 8, we Provide-two-illustrative examples of how R/D&I system

Might be concretely structured. As these exaMples indiCate, we do not

assume either that all R/D&I systems will he structured similarly'or that

all-R/D&I systems are "complete".
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In example A, we find an Integrated producer performing all the generic

anetlons romneed-identification through produotion. Marketing is

handled by distributors (jobbers). Purchasing, implementation and util

zation as well as participating in need identification and generation are

user institutiOn functions; and evaluation is carried out by an indepen-

dent organization (e.g- federal government). This might describe some

aspects of the hospital equipment field.

Inexample El, producers have only weak:linkage to user needs and work only

up to the development stage. Prototypes'are purchased by an organization

that is separate from the users. This happens, for example, when city

governments centrally purchase for their operating Units (e.g.: police or

fire departments). Evaluation may be virtUally non-existent. In fact,

this process describes our findings in a recent study of the innovation

process in law enforcement equipment - - with special reference to voice

identification equipment.
(2)

We now turn to mord detailed illustrations of how our contextual analytical

framework can be utilized in relation to various feature issues.- To do this,

we have narrowed the focus of our analysis by selecting sub-issues from among

the list of issues in Figure 7.

II. DETAILED SUB-ISSUE ANALYSIS: R/D&I SYSTEM STRUCTURE

D INSTITUTIONAL ROLES IN THE R/D&

Narro in7 the Focus -f Ana

SY

--cialization and Corif igurat ion

In this detailed sub-issue analysis, we have chosen. to focus on the R/D&I

functions. To sharpen this focus Jurther, we have selected two sub-issues:

specialization. of institutions (with respect to the R/D&P functions) in

relation to the,emergent structural configuration of_ fhe R/D&I system (in

terms of the il/D&I functions) . In the "confiAuration" we aro

specifically interested in how. the R/D&I functions arc clusterod (i.e.,
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grouped together) in the, variouS institutions. This dual per 'tive

(specialization and configuration) of the institutional base of the R/D&I

functions should provide a rich base for analysis. The process for

narrowing the focus of the analysis to these two sub-issues is illu ated
,

in Figure 9.

Initial Anal tieal Anal of SecializatIon and Con i

4re now ready to begin our first attempt at contextual analysis for the

institutiqnal base (network of institutions) feature of the R/D&I context.

The questiOn at this point is: Do we observe,, (as we look across various

contexts) differences in the way that institutions operating in tha 11/D&I

system Specialize in various R/D&I functions (from need identification to

utilization and evaluation research) and in the way in which these R/D&I

functions become clustered in the emergent configuration of the R/D&I

system? This is shown in Matrik 1 in which the specialization and con-

figuration variables are interacted with each of the contextual features.

As always, there are interaction effects between the various features in

terms of their impact, as well as second order issues. For example, Matrix

1 enumerates a whole complex of cpntextual requirements which will lead

to the configuration of the system network taking the particular form that

it might in any specific case (thereby moderating the generic requirements).

But the emergent configuration itself, immediately and over time, generate

a source of continuing variance. Thus the configuration may generate inter-

face issues requiring management and policy actions. Depending on how these

management and policy options are exercised, there will be a feedbaFk

influence on the configuration of the cystem. One example would be the

,creation of- liaison mechanisms to help overcome interface problems and

sometimes leading to the appearance of actual liaison institutions in the

network of institutions. .Another example has been the emergence of business

incubator departments and organizations whose s1,cffic role is to overcome

the interface difficitLes that are common in the R&D to commercialization

linkage. This general issue is diagrammed in Figure 1 0.
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Another interaction effect of sopae relevence is that between teclanplogy and

institutionalization (i.e., relating the environmental and historical features).

'In some of our own recent research
(3 ) we have.demonstrated how an increase in

-he scale and investmentoin experimental technology can act to further the in-
.

tutionalization Of a field of science (in that case high- energy physics)

defined in terms of its industrialization, bureaucratization and shifts in-

professional norms from cosmopolitan to local values. Such phenomena would

-be related to the "technological imperative" and "sunk cost" effects already-

noted in Matrix 1. By such conqepts we refer to the hypotheseg whichlee

scientificchoices and specd.alizations as being driven by the demands of the

in-place technologies of experimentation, whether by its inherent constraints.

'or.by philosophies requiring exploiftation (and/or amortization) of previous

investments in technological facilitieo and equipment.

1
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Returning to the Matrix 1, it i/a evident, that the historical and environ-

Amental: features of context weuld; be.a starting 'point of rich potential.
,

Examination of the issues to be found in these areas indicates the

centrality of such qUestions as the nature of theLstate of the arts and the

legal/economic/social norms. In the light of ourMiscussion above .coUtern-

ing specificihterdependencies between features, it would therefore appear

-necessary to connect.any-consideration of-the impact'of-historical.and

environmental context on specialization and configuration with a conaidera

.tical of ,tbe professional skills and norms of the personnel involved in the

process. The question of skills requited for_specialization can be seen to

be,.a perVasive issue in this analysis: Tn selecting, therefore, a narrower

area for comparative analysis-we focus in on-the subset of Marrixl area

represented by the above-features.

R/P&Iunctions as a Focbs for _nalys s

Further, as. anOther siMpli ying step in the analysis 9it would be'helpful

to attempt'-- link the twin dependent variableA:of specialization and con-iw -

ration. 'The questiOn is ' How de various patterns of LEmilalization,reflect

thethselves in:the s2Eliguration_patterns of R/D&I systems? Another way of

vartous-sReeia4tiestlusteT-togetheL

thin specific institutions in the R/D&I network, hence genersttng the
4

emergent eonfiguration7 In practice, of course, we do not encounter a

near infinite variety Of institutional frms eAch with- its own cluster of

specialties. For most practical purposes the clustering With which-we

are concerneds at tl=le more' macro level.of the R/D&I -functions that wo,

<and most others have described as "development", "production", etc.'

although it Arco be borne in mind that a specific speOialty that is to be

found in "research" in one 'context may well be found in "development" or

"implementation", in another'. However, fc- our purposes, At leaSf in a first

analys,is, it is reasonable to concentrate on the question of how ;the R/D&I

system functions are groupe6 together (clustered ) in the network or insti-

tutions. "Clusfering" is an" issue that captures much of'the specializ

flon issue. It now becomes tpe focus of our continued an
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MATRIX 2

#

initial petailingLsgAtions Relevant to the Clusterin

Sub-Iasue in Relation to Three COntextual Features

Contextual Feature

, I ironment

Political/Legal

Econom c FactOrs

Clusterin

Are there any political/legal deter-
minants oi clustering of R/D&I functions
e.g.: legal requirements that basic

resiarch must be controlled by prOfes-
sional practitionerS, i.e., professional
regulation)?

Has there been any pat ern of economic
support, that has permitted certain
R/D&I institutions to, grow and absorb,
functions previousay,,performed else-
where (or not at all)?. Has the over-
all level of economic support permitted
the full development, ofil/D&I system
functions? 'Ewe the soOrces of economic
support legislated the cIusteiing of

--functions-10r yeaSens-of-zconomic-cen,--
trol and'cos- efficiency)?

Scientific/Technological How does the nature of the knowledge
Factors 'base (state ef arts) defermine the

emergent clustering patterns (e.g: the
effectiof the ability to cadify th
knowledge on interface transfer dif-
ficulty)? Does increasing certainty
of knowledge permit greater speciali-
-zation? Are craft (as opposed to
Science) fields more'or less likely
to exhibit &tailed specialization and
differentiation of R4D&I system func-
tions into separate institutions? What

,types of technology provide opportunities
for-economics of scale.and how does this
weigh against interface costs in de-
termining functional clustering?
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Institutionalization
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What ii the relationship between the
level of institutionalization of an
R/D&I system add tneway in which R/D&I
functional specialties are clustered ift
specific institutions? Is there a. ten-
dency towards more specialization. with-
maturation? What is the effect of in-
stitutionalization on the evaluation.
.process?

Critical Events. Legali Have(there been any specific legal/
'Political .political events 'requiring (or for-

bidding) specific clusters of functional

State of the Art

Time 'Effects

Personnel Base
!

specialties?

Have there been any state,of the art
developments that havosignificantly

,modi4ied the nature of the various
R/D&I system functions and hence how
they are clustered together in insti-
tutions?

How has any, gradual change in thenature
of the fields of knowledge influenced
the way the specialties operate and in- .

terrelate between each other (for oxample
through-increasing codification of the
knowledge base)? .Have patterns of co-
operation emerged:over time? Whet is
the impact of institutional growth and
decline on.the clustering of R/D&I
cys-tem-functons?.

How do professional norms career pat-
terns, etc. determine the combinations
of specialties that are found in.the
field with consequent impacton the
clustering of R/D&I.functions (e.g:
do the ns-ers insist on participating
and even controlling the knoWledge gen-,
eration process)? ,How ith the flow of
personnel into and outof fields af-
fecting the viability of speeific
institutions,and hence the clusierin
What is the effect of differential
obsolescence of personnel in various
fields? What is the effect of personnel
in some parts of the VINA 'system being
only partially committed to their spe-
cific functional roles (e.g.: 'part-
timers or having multi-function con-
cerns)

3
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An Initial Contextual_ Anal sis of Clusterin inLRelation to Three

Contextual Features

Matrix 2 develops our analysis around the focal issue of clus er ng. In

Matrix 2,- we become somewhat more specific on the issues than in Matrix 1

but we how.concentrate only on the historical developmet4 environment and

personnel base features of the context as they iMpact the clustering of

R/D&I functions.

Examination of Matrix ,2 would indicate that the three contextual features

(environment, historical development and personnel base) are being operation-

alized under a number of main areas. These could he'coneolidated as followt:'

1. Effect of the institutionalization of the field of knowledge and

knowledge apolication

Legal/political/socia economic regulation.

Tolitical/socia /eConomi_ 11,22_(2 for various institutions and

-functions.

. Effects-of-zee-ohne-log-3T,-

5. Nature the knowled base (state of the art).

the maturation of specialties.

7. Professional characteristics of personnel.

The above could be consolid _ed furtiet into issues concerning:

1. field of knowle_ and lication I and ,

2. R/p&I institu-_-_ons_ (3 and 4);



-.functions _ and 4);

knowledge base

5. personnel (7).

Further, a review of Ma

below.

Contextual
Conditions

Environmental
Personnel Base
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and 6); and

eveals the implicit model diagrammed in 'Figure

pire

( Operational zed
as the consequences
on the: )

Nature of:
Field
Institutiona
R/D & I Functions
KnoWledge Base
Personnel

act ontextual Condition

---41-Clustering
Issues in
the R/D&I
System

Clustering
Issues

on R/D6,1 tom Clusterin

The dependent variable (the clustering of R/D&I function

is relatively simple in

R/D&I.functions

into institutions

this case. We are concerned with how the genetic

are translated into sets of activities being performed in

the various real in4titutions of a concrete R/D&I system.

specific sub-issues would be:

Some of the



How much specialization do we find within R/D_I functions?

2. To what extent do we find sev 1 R/DISI functions clustered together

in single institutions or institutional arrangements (cooperation)?

In what function location in the R/D&I system (at knowledge generation,

production,:knowledge utilization, etc.)' do we observe any such

clustering?

Do the clusters tend to occur by the joining of contquous or

adjacent R/D&I functions or of 1oppe0 (non adjacent) R/D&I functions?

Are the clusters linked in serial or parallel networks?

5. Do .we observe gaps in that nowhere does a given R/D&I function seem

to be fully carried out?

6. Is the observed clustering stable or I!liptaEla?

7. oi fotna1 and visible is the observed clustering?

8. To what extent is it legally and socially sanctioned?

Selectin a Set of Clusterin Di-enions and Contextual Conditions fo

Detailed Analysis

takes our analysis a step further by relating the above dimensions

of cluStering to the previously discussed contextual conditions. However,

while Matrix 3 in its entirety is a framework that weuld be'.proper for a full

analysis of a specific case, it is still too large and requires too specific

a level of knowledge to be useful for a general illustrative analysis: Speci lc

events, regulations, etc. would be of great importance in a given case but

cannot be generalized for.useful presentation. It becomes necessary for us

to further simplify Matrix 8.
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We ean do this by ftrst selectin- a subset of dimensions of clustering which

we will examine. These are:

.1 specialization levels;

2. the extent to which clustering of R/D&I _une ions takes place;

whether the clusters are of contiguous or looped R/D&T functions

(i.e., level of contiguousness);

the degree to Which gaps in R/D&I functions are to be found in

R/b&T systems.

Secondly, we can also elect to examine-a set of contextual conditions that

captures several critical dimensions but not all the richness. Thus we can

look at time effects in terms of the impact on both the system and the

ration of specific apecialties. Therefore, we shall use the idea of the

tutionalization of the field to denote such effects on both the system

and individual specialties. Support and regulation are often interrelated

and have an enormous variety of possible aspects in terms-of who, how, when,

why, etc. For illustrative purposes we will limit ourselves ta-a simpler

____isAue,___namq,y:_,Does_support_and/or_regulation in_the_sistem_come

producers or.users of knowledge and products? Statea in this way, the issue

also allows incorporation of an important aspect of the professionalism con-

dition; ise., whether the dominant professlonals in the system are to be

found in the producer or user functions or both (i.e., where they exert

controls). Technology will be considered only in terms of the effects of

economies of scale. The knowledge bsse will be considered only in terms of

its level of certainty ( ncluding notions of science vs. craft).

TheA.intersection of the selected subSets of clustering dimensioriS and

contextual conditions are reflected in the shaded columns in Matrix 3.

This is not to_imply that the other clusteringdimensions and conrexttial

corlditions are -not important, but rather,that these seleated do-perMit a

useful first level of illustrative analysis d insight,-and capture well

the two original aspects of specialization and configuration.
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Develo a Detailed Analsis of the Clus Issue

We can now-reformulate Matrix -3-into its Aimplified form as in Matrix 4.
,

The "x'a" in the cells represent hYothesized relationships between the

expected type of clustering amIthe selected contextual conditions. Those'

Cells.for whidh no relationships have been indicated cannot be predicted by

the Individual contextual variables alone. The limitations, of two variable

propositions is alSo recognized. It is our assumption that such analyses

are but a first step .in an enrichment process permitting the construction of

more elaborate theor es and models at each step of the analysis, as-is found

necessary and useful.

SELECTED
CONTEXTUAL
CONDITIONS

SELECTED DIMENSIONS OF CTUSTERING

Level of
Speci lization
Hi h Low

Extent
Clustering
Hi-h_

,

of

_Low_

Contigutty
of FUnctions
Hith Low

Gaps
System
Hi_h

in

Low
Institutionalization
of Field . lif_l________

Low__
x

Regnlation and
Support Do
nated

Pr oducer
. _- X
User_

Technology-Er
of scale

-ITIY

High T X

-,--

Low .

Knowledge Base
Certainty
Sci/Craf

High X
- -

X
Low

Matrix 4. _aele_c_=LPLUIIDILLaraL_of Clusteri as Dete ined
12y_5g_lIContextual Conditions

Matrix 4 can also be presented in the form or the model as shown in Figure 11.

'A complete discussion of this model ancLthe adMittedly- ebatable-relationships

indicated would he beyond th'e scope of this study; and, ci;:n 'the final analysis,

validation and modificatipm will have to await empirical testing. It is a

poignent coutuientay that the literature has nbt to date focused a-tention on

the:complex of variables in Matrix. 4 encl./Figure 12,
/
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pecialization
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versus User Support
and Regulation

Other
Facto]

40 Economies
Scale

Contiguity of
Clusters

Certainty of
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L47--
,± represents High
- represents Low atrix 4

Figure 1.

Contextual Determinants of Clusterin Model

For now we can argue thdt as institutionalization progresses, there wil4 be

a tendency for specialization to grow as tasks become learned artd as programmed

procedures and assotiated facilities are developed, thereby facilitating the

division of activlties. Further, as specialties mature over time there is

a tendency for sub-specialties to crystalize, even eventually leading to new

economies of scale make specializationspecialties aha disciplines. Increasing

more efficient. Increased certainty of knowledge facilitates.and stimulate-8

specializatil'm by permitting codification and easier stage-to-stage"transfer
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As user pdwer (in the forms of support and'-regulation) grows: in'the system

we might expect tofind users exercising control Over-more R4O4I Tunctions

in the system - - resulting in larger clusters of_such functiOns. Economies

of ;scale tend to generate the larger institutions that 4an exploit these
-

oppOrtunities, and.-they, in turn, are able to absc;rb'easocistea R/D&I

.,functione, thereby reducing technology transfer.-cpets and aupporting- the
e

-large Scale operations. On the other hand a more certain knowledge base
2

makes it less vital that interdependent R/D&I functions:operate. out :of the

same institution.

The previously mentioned issue of increasing user power would tend to gene-

rate looping rather than:contiguous clusters as users,resched into theneed

identification and idea generation stages. A more certain knoWledge base,

, would facilitate interstage technology trangfer, but the concurrent special-

-ization would tend to stiMulate a step-by-step linkage process- Similarly,

interstage gaps would tend to become filled, especially as the field became

more institutionalized.

The model in Figure 12 indicates another important aspect, namely the inter-
.

dependence between the.cántextual conditions. Thus the type, of regulation

will.tend to.be relpted to the level af institutienalization as well as- the

extent to which economies of scale become e!tploitegt-_jn_turn_thefX.at_e

institutionalization will-be partially determined by the problems generated

by the uncertainty of the knowledge base; and so on.

The above discussion can also be presented intthe form of a series of propo-
,

sitions

Proposition 1. -The more institutionalized a field is (i.e., the more

formalized, stable and mature are lts institutions ahd

specialties), the greater the specialization of activi-
,

ties and the fewer the functional gaps in the system.
4 .

8 0
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Proposition _2. The more that regulation and supPort (legal, soefal,

political and ,economic) is,determined.by the users (as

opposed to producers)', the, -reater the extept to which

R/D.&I functions are clustered into specific, ifigtitu

tions and the more_likely are we to fi.nd such clusters

taking the form of non-linear loops.

Proposition 3. The more the technology:crytes economy of scale op-

portunities and requirements, the higher the level oil-

specialization and the more clustered are- the.various

R/D&I functions in speti,fic,institutions. .

Proposition 4. The less certain i.e., raft-like) the knowl dge base:

a) the lower the level of specializatiott;
4

b) the greater the number of function's to,be found,

clustered intb institutions;

the less likely it'is,that these functions' represent-

adjacent stages in the R/D84I systems model; and

the more likely it is that there will .be functiona.1

gaps.

The-MOO-a in- FIgdre'a2 hlsd-pointt-to'affotter-congidura ionl-

indication that the four selected contextual conditions, while potentially

very important, are nOt,the only detenninantS of the clustering.dimensions:

Thus, the level of institutionalization of the system and the level of certainty

of the knowledge base contribute, to but are surely not theexclusive determin-

ants of the appeatanee of gaps. .In this, case we are:dealinkwith a variale

that can be changed by deliberate and direct policy and 7.1anagement action.

.1.1e can act to fill the gaps that tend

A further review

emerge in the giv4n conditions.

the -elationships in these propositions and the,m del in

Figurel2 indicates four additional considerations.
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The relationship are 1,mi-directional. The level
4

of certainty

- of the knowledge'indeed;.-helps to detdrmine-the ek ent Of gapS

in the R/D&I system, but a change made by filling these gaps will

not, a.t,least directly, have any impact on the,na

ledge base.

uip of the know

The contextual conditions (which are the independent variables ) afe

essentially non-manipulable, at least in the- shortrun. The

econoMicp' of scale are there or they are not.

These independent variables can vary oVer a wide raAge (e.g.: from

very hip to:Very low levels of institutionalization) and at this',

point, we-,,have no measurPs of their,parameters or relative (4.eibit
,r

, in the relationships.

-

There, are also a great number of cnbinations th _tare possible

between the variables, and w6:noted, earlier there may,be other

determinantil of the dependent clustering conditions. It is there-

fore not possible to take a giVen-clustering configuration and

identify a unique contextual condition that produced

With -tlie-§-e- our----f-acturs---in- 17E- Teco-grit2-e a the uttllry -svf the-

ust come from_its explanatory rather than its martipulatoq poWer.

'can-better understand why a given R/D&I systemllas the clustering (bi- more

broadly,,configuration) thar it doesi then we can avoid attempts-to build or

retainrinappropriate system str.uctures. Furthermore, we-can determine policy_

options and madagerial strategies that are properly,adapted _ the funds7
:=

mental constraints ot the -context, rather than working at cross-purposes with

natural characteristics,-

4

could pursue twq different analysis strdlaegi s from this point. on

would be to search, both dedurtiyely aMd-inductively, tor other detemainants

of the clustering dimensions, This would udouhtely be procluctive and

fascinating, and could lead to atich_theorctical understanding of the issue
4

with importnt potential policy.implieationls. It would however depart from

the cope of this liLted illustrat(ve- Wnatyais,
-



: A sedone and More 11rnit'strategy is to fo-low the partial i4plications o

4arious*.Configuraaons of cdhtextual determinants into theemergent Plug
. .

ng
. .

. .

and then ,on tol-the_mattagerial. and policy strategies that would seem to be_

cOggruent with that emergent cenfiguiation, giVen these'antecedent contextual.
-

0 .

,ccinditions.:. We will4pursue this latter approach.

Scenario Case Anal ses of Eme
7 ,----

Contextual Determinants

-As a fikst Step let us exaMige a number of hypotietical yet realistic ca e

alternatives in which we will establish contextual profiles and "derive" the-

emergent clustering. Since it is our objective-here to be illuEtrative

rather than C-make a more formal cross sectoral comparative-analysis we will'

s to a relatively casual level-of linkage into actual reallimit _ursel

world _atiohs. Thus, we\-wi-.11- or now need.to do a.Minimum level of such -
,

1 g to illustrate our-points. We must'aleo reiterate the points noted

the appropriate weighting of effects acetss the'coh-
:

textual featurps ntjr do we imglY that theseare the onrY vaxiables influehcihg

the emergent cluster. Thus the following analysis should be tfiderstobd as

.above: we do snot know

an examination of partial effects that would tend (although - would expect

sigoiylcantly), to influence the observed clustering in appr imate the,

''clerivdd" direction. We will,then go on to:discuss the imp]Jieatio'ns in each

case fpr management strategies: :These cases are shown in Figure 12.

A simple analysis method has been used. A sirmple rating system om very

high.to very low and,using equal intervals) was set np for.e40 contextual

condition and the relative weighting across variables web assumed to be
, .

-equal% This latter assvmption appears as reasonable as any other at this

time. arid would need to await empirical investigation to 'be modified. A
,

series of h- othetical ease examples (A through F) were set up and thamet."

. scores lor eacii of the clustering dimensions was calculated.(usingthe
'-relationships indLcated in the model-in Fi$ure 12 and simpke arithmetic

computation). Th se net scores were Converted back to 4 mery high:to very,'

low scale according to tkle table shown (which allows for the:fact th(t..some
,

of the clustering dimensions arejnfluenced by two.and Some by three-Con-

textual variables). The resultant (or hYpothesized) dimensions of

clustering -are indicated in each case in Figure 13.



Cnntextual Conditions Cases

b

VH1. HI Med Lo.

42 1.1 ., 0 1 -

,.

1nOtitutionfilization Vito 72.,

V -2

VLo -2

VHI 42

Viii +2

VHI, +2

Vat +2

Med 0

VHi +2

iii +1

VH1 +2

Mtd _

Med 0

III +_

Lu_ 71

Med Q

VLO 72

VLo

Mad 0

Lo 471

Viii +2

Hi

FrodUcer,(v0. User) SttUlation,
-.-=7.- .

EvonomIcs of Stale

Certainty19f Knowledgt Ease:

-
DeriVid (hypothesized)

Dinensions of Clustering*

Specialization

1

_ entof Clu n_
A.' .

Contingnity of'Clusters

Extent of Gips,

VLo -6

Hi 42

VLo 4

VHi +4

VIII 1-6

Lo -2

VHi +4

V -4

Viii +5,

Mcd +1

Hi +1
,

VLo,-3

Hi

M4 1

VLO

V1.0 -5

Med 0

Lo .72

VHi- +3

gi .+3

+2

Mcd 0

Mad -,1

. -
*
Duei.to the poSsible range of ratings and the varying numb qf independent
variables.the ranges across cluStering ditpensions will Vary The follow-
ing1;.conversiontable has been used.

For, Dimensions yHi 11.i ed Lo

,

VLo

._
,

Specialization & Extent of,c10b.torin +6 to +5 +4 to _ +2 1 to -1 .-2 to - -5 to -6
-----

contiguity of Clustering & Extdnt
of,Caps i :

4 PO +2 to + -1 tO - -3 to ,4

Figure

paratiye Hypothetical CaSes.-a Clustering Characteristics

as q7*Consequence f Vafying Contextual COnditions

7?



We muatxecall our previous Cautions.-

can ghly'be_ennsidered indicative and
=

demonstrate, provide same provocative insights

The indicated c ustering dimensions

iIlListrative.:but can, we we will now

Case A

'Caae A -and B represent the two extremes. In Case A.we see what we, could
_

term a hi6ly underdeve oped R/D&I context. The system has hot proceeded

in becoming institu ionalized. The knowledge 'producers lack any Control
1

Sconomics of scale have developed in.aAnd regulation ,over the system, no

raft-1iiie field (i.e. a field with a highly uncertain knowledgejbase)

While ugdoubtedly oxaggerating in some aspects (partitularly as r4-gards the

extremes of low institutionalization and user control) one cannot .but help

thinking that.the eddcational-R/Mici system until.Very.recentlynlmost fit,
J

.

, this'description., .(Though'as We will note, Cdse E.--perh4S.mbre closely'

\.refleots ticie educational R/D&I system). The criminology aspects-of:the law

enforceme ,11/D&I syStem also- mightalmost be included in this:Category, --

--J-
....

If we move down- Figure 13 to examine the implications for theR/D&I system
1-

clustering for-Case A- Ve would:be hypothesizing a very low level. of'special=

_zation b
iti

CA very high degree of cinstering toge her.of R/D&I functinns

ntoa Cc;nsequently small number- institutions, HoWever, these institu-

ions- wonld
,

be involved in setsof ajacent roles from basic r search
,-

_hrough devel pment thrdugh production to ithplementation, etc. but

w uarather _end toUnite combinations of (for exaMple). development. and
. ..

lizat on _ even basic research And utilization); or development,
,

rketing and evaluation,research; and so on -- and importantly, would be
.

.
_

le ying many R/D&T,functioRal areas virtually undealt with (i.e., there

wol_ld'be:many gaps).- Such an R/Misyetem structure would indeed seem to

beIcongruent with the "underdeveloped" description we gave: to the on-

eex ual environment, and, again in many (though not all) WaYsremi_ds Us

me-parts. of the education and law enforcement sectors mentioned-above.

east then, in terms of a relatively casual empirical, basis, thereAt

14oul appear- to.be some- fate validity to our sale= as far as this.has

emS ed from the Case A discuosicn.



ease'Bi by contrast1 represents a highly-institntionalized system con

trolled- by-the knowledge producers. EcOnomics of scale and.certainty:of

-knowledge base are high.- These condibions remind us athose to be,found

the'industrielized high technology hardware secters .a tomqtive

_aft,' etc. Alsotharacteristic of the types ofAndustrias mentioned

.abeve ere the hypothesized clusteringeharacteristics of high levels of

specialization in a relatively large hUmber of institutions fGllowing

highly linear progresaions of functions and leavin- or no saps.'

Case C

in-

Case,C varies,fram.-Case B only in that there'is a relative balance between

users and producers intheir level ofcontrol over the R/DO system as.com7

pared to the very clear Producer control of:the previous situation, and. a
=

somewhat reduced level of certainty in the knowledge base. The consequences

for :the emergent clustering are found in a diminished:linearity and a some-

what reducedAiumber of inatitutlees. Withthe very high.level. of institu;-

tionalization, the high economrce of scale, ond a ageming balance between

the powerS of prodqcera and users, this case mfght remind us of the more

industrialized-segments of the bealth seetor _.g,: the 'drug industry)..

The high but net total-level of certainty of the knoWledge.base'may alio.-

The hypothesized..high specialization and the low gaps left-by. the medium

sized and-modestly looped institutions again fits the drug industry.

iv. Case. D

Case D varies from Case C only in taking the economics of scale to a lower

level with the effects generating somewhat smaller clusters and insti-
,

tutions with:a little less specialitation The difference might be explain-
,

able by reduce& markets of less develpped production technologies <e.g,:

,dven the sam6 drug.indastr ea.in less dev& oped edonomics; :er perhaps the

-agricultural ndustry).

386
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The context for Case E.possibly-reflec s that.o the:educational sector

better than our=speculation for Case A., Economics of 'scale and certainty
0

4

of knovIledgabaseare still very' low, but we obaerve 4.,-less pOwerful user

group,though-asomewhat higher (thOugh still Underdeveloped) leVel qf
-

' ';' -,-
institutionalization ef the'll/P&I.eystem in ita sector. The hypothesized

:clusters are dtill looped rather than contiw.ious but in.net quite_as

extreme a Manner as in Case A and the sizes'of the institutions are'Somewhat

smaller.- Again these characteristics seem to represent an even better

.descrition the actualeituation in education, and the nology'

example given-Above.

r
Case D, was described As a_form,of Case c, but'operating n 6 possibly less

developed environment.- Case F cquld also he seenas a -.less developed form

of:Case C, but this time in terms ef a low.er level of institutionalizatidh

--and reduced level of producer power in the system. pne_could readily see
/ , ..-

7how a Case F context could mature over time into a Case C profile. Wt

could therefore e tilking about either an-earlierratage of developmene..or

a less.developed segment of a sector Thus we might'assediate Case F with

the medical procedbris or the preventive medicine R/D&I programs of the

health' field. The hypothesized level of specialization is lower, the

extent of clustering greater, gaps art mete common and the configurations

-far less clear and linear -- all characteristic sign; of a less developed

condition. The differences as opposed to the preVious drug segment of

the health field, at least in'a preliminary way, do seem to coneUr with

ohservation.

1:

, So far, then, we have been able to demonstrate that the selected centextual

coNitiOns do seem capAble Of providinva realistic and rich description

'of varying real worAd situatiOns and, mere importantly, that the hypethe---,

sized c,lusteraiconfigurations do net depart dramaticallyfrom those/that



seeM to be observable-in the same real-world siivations. Furthek%.the moie .

realistic we make the contextual descriptions, the more realista seem,to.

become the descriptions of the configurations. Finally we have-seen that
.=

the model realistically reflec s that as-dynamic developmental changes in

ontext occur Over timethese changes are reflected in emergent structure's.

Evin while.reMeMbering our,previous cautions', these are encodraging find

ngS. . If. we can hope to develOplouch a level of insight from comparative

centextual snalySia, we may-hope to.c"ontinue'productively Lb the next step

of exploring some managerial' and policy-imPlicatfons for R/D&I austema.

Initial Analysis of the Implications_of Conteitual °Determinants of

'

Emer ent Clustering for Management/Polic Strategies.

A number Of managem6t issues can

vaDua-R/D&I system configuration

Ripu ispue is that of determiniag

prOgrams in the,werk flow seqdence

be identified which relate to these

patter. For example, a key generic

appropriate startsand'stop points for

Frequently, resZamcbpersonnel are

loath to let so of,the. project"children" to whom they- have,given bArth.
_ .

Sometimes they tear' be observed holding on to programs well.into prOddc-

tion and even marketing stages, long after theY shoUld beve either passed
LP

the project tn to others for deVelopment, etc or abandoned it. -Issues

1 of judgment appropriateness,of skills and ef clent use of talents are

involved: While this is'alwaYs'a problem, it would be:likely to*appear,in"

different' forma in the varions above,cited eases. InCases B, C3 D and to
4 -)

a,degree F such behavior Is likely to be more visible and'clearly more

,incongr'nous to the role of researcher thaa in the Cases A and E, where

definition is far *less Clear.' ThuS3 in CaaesA, C34'D and F, it may be

easily recognized and managed. In tu n such behavior may even be seen

virtue in the Case A and E contexte (although the prNviously mentioned

role

more

as a

Assues,are likely to remain ). We will'return to this question again. A

related question is the classic Not-Invented-Heresyndrome whicti is ,likely

tg appear in mire-aggravated forms where R/D&I fanctions are highly

specialized and differentiated: (as in the Cases B and C).-



#

. Another example of a pdttinenr management questipn could 8e-in the differen-
t

tial Utility And4applicability,of various maiidgement-Cechniques Such as,

The%high degree of task, functift and role definition to he found,in the

Case B'atid C-contests makd theLappIiCation -of such a:method very r tional.

Tasks Can be specifiedand depliniateal NesOurce and time recidireme tscan

be estiMated to a reasonably acceptable.level'of aceuraeyand,reliab

Such any be far from the eale for Cases A and E. As-a-consequenee, emptar

-tp transfer this,technology:(which,mas develoied in the moredefini

adrospace/militarylinduserY contexts) to the!wOrld of education (for .exe ple

without aPpropriate,review and redesign for:the ehanged cOnteXt Vas bound
-

-did) to lead to'misapplication acid- disappointment,,
-

The use olDelphi:techniques to obtain dstimates of cemplex and uncertain
-

.phenomena (frequently of an environmental nature; e. ler forecasting.

purposes) .within institutionsis another good example.:'The problem-is go

find a series of R/D6I "experts Who can see beyond theit-lemediate task

and time environments. In cases such as,B and C, this may not be,so-
_-'

easy, because R/Dgelpersonnel are all ton often limited in their perspective
.

by-the very specialization ehat makes them productive. -En cdntrast, in cases
2

like-A and E there is a'much greater tendency for personnel toloe generalists

- in fact, the normal decision processes ate essentially Delphic, thereby

making the use o such'an approaCh (while relatively easy) almost pointless.

The.management of functional interfaces Wanother area o, comparative interest.

In highly specialized and differentiated institutiona, there are many inter-
,

faces toeross between groups with relatively well definee ad impermeable

boundaries.-'Coordinationhecomes &major jasue,' often calling for.liason

mpehanisma etc. This would seem to be likely,to7acCur in.cases such as E

and C. In contrast', Cases A and g would h larfpwer interfaces tib cross,
r

many functional overlaps, and generally fuz yhoundaries between nctivities.

Potentially offsetting these helpful effects tqould,be thefactor ,of lad(

of linearity, whtch might make interface:differences (of perspective and

discipline) larger to over- - - with the existence-of-functional gaps,

ereatingtransfer prob1es between certain R/D&I functions. As we saw



earlier, such shortcomings usually acCompany the very same cases hap have

the lower number of fnte'rfaces to deal with, as in Cases A and 8. In sum-

mary, we wquld tend to find differing types'of- ntarface Troblems across

varying R/D&I contexts, but not necessarily any overall greater or'lesser
1 .

problems; and thi-s indeed seema to be the general experience.

Deta led Anal sis of the IM ationa-of-Contextuar_Determinants o

Emer ent Clustering_for Three<Selecbed,AreaS of Manaement Concern

Similar discussions could be presented to cover a wide spectrum,of MEd

. management issues And techniques, bdt':tbd.'s Would-be beyond our present

illustrative purese. Rather, we- now Select the above noted management'

iaaues and methods which we will-examine somewhat' more formally in terms-

of our-present concerns with,the-importance of the context/clustering.nexus.

These-were selected because they appear to cover a broad speetrum,of areas

of Management concern. The selected areas are:

i-- .

1 MetiTods of -Program Jontrol including such techniques as PERT

as discussed above). 'This area deals with,the control of work

and actiyity flow within an.R/D&I institution.

2= Interface Managementi.which is concerned wlththe linkages .ithin

institution's.

-

The use of ,DeiphI type teciniques in felation

stitution's relationship with its environment

and forecaa__

ues pf an in-

n terms of geels1'

Theee three topics provide ue with a wide rangingsample of managerial issues

of both an'internal and extL-nal R/D&I system nature.

_r_x 5 is an attempt to relatethe ease or difficulty'in using or dealing

with the above tiree R/D&I management approachea and issueato the four

dimensions of clustering previously_discussed. the oNter-simplification is

*



rix 5. Use-Characteristics of Selectedlianagement
Approaches in. Varyles-pustering Conditions

-e f Selected
iriagewentApproacbes

_

Program_Control
Difficult

D of Clusterin
Spec a
iZation

Clna'tering Contiguity Gaps

High Low High' -,Low High Low Hiih Low

.agatn recognized and call or both entichMent and validation by empirical

reaparch..'* Thts should b carried out, buthe indicated relationships have

face valiJty.

For exampl Program Control israted as being difficult under-conditions

of low spec 7altzattonrand vice versa, As was earlier implied,'the lack of

certainty attached to stage-by-stggetasks in an R/DE.I process makes it .

difficult to define the task requirements, etc., and-hence to use Methods
- _

such as PERT. The more R/D&I functitins'that can be found clustered to-

gether within a single institttion,%however, the easier it becomaa .t4v

develop and fnta1n -a,program plan, since one is dependent on fewer

difficultto control and foreCast external Agents-(often a major:problem

in PERT systgr). The more.linear the relationships between R/aT functions

(high contiguity), the easier to plan and'predict the progress of the stepl--

by-step.progression. .Finally the .1.4reasing'incidence of syitem gaps.



ively'adds uncertainty to

ficontrol more diffidUln-

-
We have, already d±scuaaed most of the relationships concerning Interface

AUnagement. 'AO regards the extent cif -clustering, we could expect Plat

Interface-problems wouldbe relatélyeasierlwithin rather then betWeen

instiirtiOnS,'And3Lence favorable for the case of higher clustering levels.-6

Also:Delphi methedA would, as we -noted, be eiaier in low specializatiOn
. P

,organiistions, and we-would expect similar experienCe in larger-, looped.

(1:0:91-contiguous) institutions with few gaps,(1 .S., those inatitutions havl.ng
,

broa4er, moreInterdisciplinary and complete Perspectives amongpe onh,1).

Using the above relatic

for the six previousl

Figure1.3 and Matrix 5, and once again:gsing a simple, -computational
- _

approach, we cAn combine tite -Various ratings of the clu,steilng(dimensions

(in Figure 13) Wi.ththe suggested hmplications for the manágetent issue's

in Matrix 5 (using the same scoring pro dure:- V Hi :F 2 to'--V L - 2). -

Thus in Figure 13, Case A was

iris we can now examine the varying_impltcations.
,

scussed cdses (A through F). Referring back to
.

Shown As, V. LOion speai044.ation, which would

lead via-Matrix 5.p-O a "very difficult" (VDi) -rating on Prdgram,Control

with a -2 score.. Simi14rlythe High,extent of clustering, for,CaheA.A

generates an "eaSyn (E), implicaion with a sco're of-1-1,'and so on. Th5/net
"

sceres are then rgeonvertedjor each manageent issne for each case.

Tha'regonversion is ihown th 'Vigure 14: We have also computed the over-

all acores and raVings a's an attempt to es,timate the extent of the "manag

merit prehlem" for each case.

'-From Figure 14-we observe that Program Control.a rated'as easy for Cases

'B
!

C, and D (egseneialiy the high.specialiCation, low gap cases) and dif-
'\
ficult in gases A and E (the converse caseg). That is, the highly 'deveiñped

WD&I systems whlch as we suggested could be descriptive ofrhe automotiv:

ajrcrft and drug litdustries) were ideal environments for such methods s'

pERT. We had described.case D as someWhat le8s develoaed, and although _fte

4diffe ences were small, the slight change would indicate a po-sible'degree

1



Use of Selected

Oanage.POURProches_ _

393

1., Program Con,trol +5

2. Loteiface Managemen,t- +1

Med

). Delphi Methods

41 Overall Management

Problem ,

Items

.4

.Med

Di

+3

Med

+1

Med

+4

Med

-5

Di

1

Med

0

Med

0

Med

+5

Med

-5

Med Med

E, Med Di

1-3* +8 to +6 +5 to +3

_

+2 to -2

k

-3 to -5 , -6 to -

4 to +16 +15 to +6 +5 to = -6 to -15 -16 to -24

Easy'

Di Difficolt

.*
(Product of 4 Variables

** (Product of 4 variables by 3 cases)

Piguye 14
,1

Thd 0 e of Selected Mana:em nt Approaches in Six Com tiVe Case
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hf greater dif.iculty. The less 4eveloped R/D&I sySteM,s,in Cases A and E
,

(education Irr law enforcement perhaps) are seen as being much,less suitable
.'

environments for such approaches, with the intermediate Cdse F- .g.:ktpre-
,

a

vehtive medicine program0 beisg a quite unsuitable environment- In general,

thip-seemS'to cancut with experience.

9

:When we.turn to Interface Management, no such differences.appear. As we

suggested earlier the hffsetting factors in eadh Situation generate a net

'balance in each cage (although this may be an.artifact of our equal weighting

procedure - - this woUld require empirical study). While we are not con-
. .

fident of,the meanjng 'of a medium rating across the board, toile relative sim-

ilarity Across the cases is as we tend to observe it. Experience tells us
1-

4

that interface management is a problem evetywhere;\ and it has not been

our experipnce that it is an -especiallY'greatex problem in,ahy particular

,context'as compared to others. ThuS,'instead of being concerned with dif-

ferences ih the weight of the problems -across cases, we would:be mere aon-

-cetned With differendes in the specific issues and the points where the

issues occur as these relate to differences in. contexts,

'The use of Delphi reflects neither of-the first two patterns. Cases A anci

B (the extreme caaes) show the gteatest difference (as expected),-butXase C

with ita larger and legs linean,cluaters- proviOes a better environment than
-

Cas,e B, (a differenCe not to be observedjfor,Program Control) Case D is a

better environment yet, reflecting the lower specialization. The difference

between Cases A-and E appears to mirror the shifts between Cages B and- C...

Apart from the shift between Cases A and B, the overall impression.is that

the Delphi approach is usable in most environments, to a degree, but does

better asTthe contexts become "fuzzi It -s many proponents 'of the methods

have contended - aS for example in recommending its ,pplication

government policy makingY.

The ratings- fc_ the overall management problem _specially interesting

in their uniformity, with a gingle possible exception, case D (although

even there the difference is 4 dramatic). The'common language and
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practically stated'interpretation of Ws result could be: "While the

,
specific'management problems aCrosa the:various situatiO'nsmay be different

from eachkether; in total they'wdo noE add up to's e-bstantially greater

or lesser problem." Whether such,an hypothesis con stand up under em-

,pirical Study is-still. An open question, but the.sugsstion-ls,provocative-
,

and One that We halke not seen spelled out in this(ot Any other such)

manner before.

Finally, we must link back to the contextual conditions that generated the

case clustering cOnditions. The clustering prefiles that we used to

q!lyze theimanagement approaches issue ware derived as a product

contextual conditions profiled in the top half Of Figure 13. Thus

the,

in

fact it is to those contextual profiles'that we ate connecting the above

management implications. That is, we could say that'in contexts sucll as

Case A (i.e., with low levels of institutionalizaeion, high userilow pro-

ducer regulation, few economics of scale and-an uncertain knowledge base),

'formal Program Controi-methods snch as PERT will work only with difficulty;

Delphi Methoda With relative ease; and intlerface management will present

no unusilal problems (beyond the norms).

This process of linking of contextual conditions wihh manageMent implications

could:be repeated lot,the other cases, In the'model in Figure 15 we show

hoW the eontektual conditions link into the applicable Management processes

through the profile of the clustering of R/D&I functions in the instttuions

Wthe R/D6=1 system. The model also indicates one more point that was made'

earlier, and with which it is appropriate to conelude this discusSion.

This,is that unlike the contextUal conditions which,acted es relatively

unchangeable,patameters, the management processes used could have a,

nificant impact on the clustering (configuration) $af the'R/D&I systtm,

creating the earlier discussed dYnamics. Obviously this does not apply

eqnally to all management actions, and in the cases reviewed it would

be Interface Management that might be expected to have the,major iffipact.

The point to be made is that management actions can influence the situ-

ation, but these must be selected's° as tebe appropriate to the context

,in which they will be used.
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CHAPTER SEA./ErN

ENTREPRENEURSHIP:

-A14 ISSUE OF THE HISTORICAL _DEVELOPNT FEAT

In the preceding chapter, we illustrated phe use of the contextual\

. analytical framework in relation to the contextual feature: institu-

tional haee. in this,ohapter,A will similarly I1T4'Strate the use

of contextual analyeical frameW;ork in relation to=a specific 'issue

of the hittdriCal develOpment feature: ;the role of the entrepreneur,

.in'the_ historical development of:R/D&I sys_ems.

.ThL Issue s selected through a process of prog _ssivelY narrowing

down fromthe historical development feature.
e

'eained.in the fullteport. Essentially, this involvedthoIdentification

f-eter that has been-observed to be of critical importance in the

asseMination, transfer and implementation of innovations, especiallY in

lessIthan fully matured R/D&I syStems. Thus in th_ earlier phases of ,

the.life eyele of R/D&I systems the need for "prod et champions"_or

"entrepreneurs" has'been shown to be of vital importanc4 in Ulf "success-

_ew product and process innovationjntrocluctions and adoptions.(2' 3' 8)

That discussion is con-

The issue 9f entrepreneurship is presented as one illustration of the

several such'issues analysed_in-the full- report. Our purpose is to

demonstnate,the process by which such a question can be examined from

the generic perspective, leading into a potentialcomparative analysis

across several contexts. In this analysis the contexts will be hypothetical,

but the exteASion to real wotld donditiong shOuld he relatively self

evident.

3he analysis will follow a "reduetionist" methodology. ,On a step-.

by-atep basis, we will gradually narrow the focus of the analysis of

°the "entrepreneurship" issue until we have reached a level of analysis

which,i6 limited enough for an analysis to be manageable yet Still

rich enough for meaningful illustrative volley analysis. In Elle,

403
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'process of narrowing the focus of analysis, we shall "carry along"

significant as-pects of a-fuller contextual analysis 'enrich a,more

.specific illustrative policy analysis. .Additionally, we .Shall 1;ave

created a hfdtfpath" whereby a more specific il trative policy

analysis may be "led back" into an interaction w th the fuller con-
.

textual analysis.

To fufther enrich elle specific illbstrative policy analysis, we will

provide a comparative analys across three sectors from empirical

cpse studies.

To begin our narrowing of the focus 'of analysis, we will limit our

analysis to the followine-

1. -the producer (or developer/producet) as entrepreneur recognizing

that entrepreneurs may also be users, disseminators, etc., but

omitting these from this analysis);

the early phases of hiStorical development-of R/D&I system

(through a very limited-comparison will be made with a more

mature stage of the innovation process).

TkE PROOE8S_OF CONTEXTUAL FEATURE _ISSCHANALYSIS: NARROWING THE

_FOCUS

A " -llrt Contextual Feature Issue Analysis

We have defined "Context" as the interactive effect of the whole set

of R/D&I system features. To permit full analysis of the feature

issue of "entrepreneurship" in R/D6i1 systems as a function of context

variation, it would be necessary to interact this feature issue with,

each of the R/D&I system features and feature issues. That is to say,

we would initially explore the set of research and policy questions

that emerge from the interaction of entrepreneurship as an issue with,

10
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example: , historical develo ment the role entrep eneursh_p plays

in the instftutionalization Process;- bow it functions in ttle

del:relopmental *ages; .what happens to entrepreneurs over time; etc.);_

environment (what 'are some of: fhelegal/pblitical constraints that

may operate on the entrepreneur); comparing the development, production

,andimarketinF/diesenination ,sub-systems (how might the type of skills

required differ across the various functions of,gn R/D6I system). Thus

a.complete apalysis across every feature of an R/D&I systeM'context

. Would be -necessary tu establrish a basis for the.full contextual
anal.rsis .

ThiS is illustrated in outline form in Matrix 6.

Matrix.6 provides an illustraiion, in outline form, of how sudh a full

contextual analysis could be done- In this first instance, Matrix CiS

first cut at. the.process and relies oh the knowledge and experience of

the analysts

improved thro a se'ries of iterations, as more

with the recognit_ion thatthe ysis is likely to be

learned. There are

clearly,- therefore edirantages to the use of interdisciplinary and inter-

sectoral teams in- the,process. From a pragmatic perspective, it is vital

avoid becomihg bogged,down at this,point by concerns with exhaustive

ness or the desire to include everyone's favorite perspective.

Delinea Issue,-rid çha.racteris tics

Ke ssues fro Full Contextual Anal sis

A complete and systematic analysis of each cell uf matrix

would be grounded- in the literature is beyond the scope of thI

review. Furthermore, such an exhaustive approach would not bg

practical for policy making. In order, to focus in on questicrs

both high priority and of general applicabilit,y to the area of '

particular concern (in this case entrepreneurship in R/D&I systems

it is-necessary to narrow clown theran of issues to be analyzed.

0 5
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MATRIX 6:

.,, .._
.ILLUSTRATIVE FULL CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS-- ,

REPRENEUTSRIP ISSUE
2- -, ,

-FEATURE

Environment

2. Historical
Develo ment

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Legal/pOlitical-,tonstraints
Impact of norms.ankValues
Economic constrai_
Fundpg prioritie
Technological reuirenents
Knowledge base

Role in inetitutionaliza
Which phase needed
Establishment o* institutionS
Impact on e.dceptance

_Institutional'Base Entrepreneur as_linking agent
(,%.a.,7tork Institutions ) Effect of boundaries - slcills required

Effect of StrUeture, configuration, size,
varying entrepreneur role legitimacy
Level of sponsor support

Policies/Strategies Effect of goal setting
Time horizon of goals
Perception of-goals

5. Administrative
Processes

Pepeonnel Base

Contrdl of
Mobilizing suppprt and resources

Recruitment and selection
Career patterns
Professionalism,
Obsolescence
Training and development
Distribution of expertise
Status.
_Mbtivation ana satisfaction



FEATURE

Info tion Flow

Innovations

la. Need Identifcat1on

1 . ene ion Res arch

ENT

Constraints on use
Level (support

Role
Information sapking skills

Life Cycl
Impacts and benefi s - role
Effect of character of the inno-
vation (or product)

Role
requi-ted

Responsiveness to usar4deMands,

Institutional base
Position
Personal characteristics

Role
Search skills
Tech transfer role
Information flow role

12. aevelonmant Rola
Skills

0 7



FEATURE

13 Production '

EmREPRENEEJRSRI p,

Role'
Skills

14. Maxketing/Distributiont 4* Role

Dissemination/Diffusion Ski ls

15; Ac uisition

lumentstion/
Utilization

17. 122.29rt_ Services

18. Evalua on Research

19. Research. R/D&I_

gore- of key Personne
Product ehamRiOns
Skills of uSdr-personn.61

7,Ro1 e of key personnel in implsmen a
Producer/user relationship
Producnr characteristics

ImpleMentation dapabil! y
User,characteristics

Innovation entry points
Barriers- (hvercoming)
jn-house capability

Role of entrepreneu in utilization
User relationbh s with sources of
innovation
User characteristies_influencing
acceptance of innovation
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by ex racting those key issues which surface from the

Atrix 0, in the sense of being either critical or

across manydimensions of the R/D&I syStem context.

tep towards iEe:definition of key policy istpes, .it Would:

onable-to condentraterur further effort Oh these issues.

_case,we,can identify al'e, following:

1. the role of the entrepreneur as thisshiftsacross the

various-funetions of the R/DEa ayatem (development,

marketing, etc.);

2, the skills and charac eristics of-entrepreneurs;

tfie entrepreneur as a link between the:knowlQgge producers

anlonseis (with special reference to the problems of

need identification, impleMentation4Ond-utirization)..

We must reiterate, that these are certainly not the only .issues that

might be of'concern to the researcheri manager or policy maker.

Others.can and (as neceisary) Would be selected. These are, however,

issues that from our analysis of Matrix 6 appper td be ofgeneral

and suatained Lmportanco across R/D&I Aystems; and.hence worthy of

some priority for a first (and illustrative) analysis.

:Selec--: of Key Entrepreiur Characteristics

To provide a sharper focus for analysis of these key issues,,it will
,

now be useful to desexibe a set of entreproneurcharacteristies for

more.detailed consideration. We seledr..(from Matrix 6 in a 813- 4*

ized'form) those,five,entrepreneur characteristics which'it

appear have a critical impact on the key issues as we have identified

them:

entation is the focus of the entrepreneurship local

cosmopolitan

Live_,- Is the emphasis A theoretical or applied;
,

innovation or on-utilization? 4
140 imacy'of.origins .= What is the impact on legitimacy if

the sour'ce of entrepreneurship is ekternal to

- the user o ganization; whether the Sourceis

peripheral or core?

409
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Inotitutionl Role location_in eystem 7 Where is the primary

_ entrepreneurial activity to be: found: in the

core or at the periphery:of tEi-producer

organi4atiOn.

Skills - What type of skills are required in performing

entrepreneurial functions: need,identifica

tion, marketingr consulting/service,

development:

Interac ve Analysis of Key-Entrepreneur Characteristics

Further, it will now be helpful to examine the interaction between

the entrepreneur characteristics tO determine their independenCe-,---

robuStneas and general causal direction -- ae is illustrated by

Matrix 7.

-Th- implications of the Matrix 7 are that

1. Thexe is a mutual interaction between orientations,and perspectives.

In fact, these would seem likely to be highly Inter-correlated

concepts which are (for our policy purposes) of only marginal

difference. Thus we can elect to collapse these into a single

compound variable: "orientations/perspectivee.

Ski ls (which were defined in terms of need identification,

search, R&D (developmental), marketing and 9onsulting service

skills) seem similarly to be likely highly correlated with

orientations and perspectives; but on both theoretical ana

practical grounds (manipulpility), it se0ma desirable to

maintain this variable Separately in the analysis. This

possibility of manipulability of the skille variable (thro.ugh

recruitment and'training) may be particularly significant.

it)

410



THE INTERACrION OF-__KEY_E

Or-

CTERISTICS

0

Or entationa

Porspectives

Legitimacy

Location

Skills
.

Legend: general causal direc on*

Tnstitutional role lotation seems moat clearly to be an ind-ependent

variable in.determining orientation/perspective and legitimacy.

The impact of tole location must be seen in terms of the types of

akilla that are Tequired in'a given role location as well as in

terms of skills that might be acquired. It is also possible to think

in terths,of role location having been determiried in response to

available skills and orientationsiperspectives'of personnel

although this seems -less likely-from a pragmatic polic per-

spective.

* The gdneral causal directions indicatedin Matrix 7 are

our general knowledge of the relevane literature. In a

amaly6is, we would,discuss the relevant literature from

causal directions are derived. To.do so here, however,

our intention of providing an illustrative analysis

411
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The legitimacytd the entrepreneurA.s likely to be determined'

by orientationa/perspectives,:skills and rble location. .Thus _o

most users, hn entrepreneur-with local/applied imPlAmentation

orientations/perspectives, having the perceived necessary

skill's, and working-from an acceptable institutional role location

is likely to be invested with the necessary legitimacy to Per-
, .

form the tole. An acceptable role location would be detetmined by

the history-of,prior success-and trust[geterating relations,

and perceived authority and appropriateness-

5. In general the variables in the matrix (allowing for the col

lapsing of the orientations/perspectiVes set) appear robust

and this encouragea us to take die next analytical step.

3. Contextual Analyais of KeNrEntrepreneur Characteristics

we are now ready for a:"seCond cut" contextual analysis in whith, we

will again consider the implications of entrepreneurshik.across eadh
,

'of the features of the R/Dta system. This time, hAwever, --,-wather than

considering entrepteneurship in general (as we die(in Matrix 6), we will!,

consideva much more narrow issue. Specifically, we will Consider the

implications of the interaction between each of the key entrepreneur-

characteristics (orientations/perspectives, legitimacy, location and

13kills) and each of-the eontextual- featukeS. At this levelnf detail,

we will begin to

the analysis, altho h some further narrowing(infocus ma still be

helPful. Matrix 8 resents- this "second cut" contex al- analysis.

the potential for policy options emerging from



CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF ORIENTATIONS /PERSPECTIVESI LEGITIMACY LCCATION AND SKILLS

Orientations

PerspeatIves Locatioo

Skills:.

Developdental

Harketing

Need ID & Search

Consulting/Service

L Environment
1

Interaction with

norms & values

of users

rf

Interaction with

horms & values of

users

Economic & polit-,

,ical regulations

& -onstraints

,
r i

Impact of telhno-,

lpgical requirements

and knowledge base
,

2. Historical

Development

Change over time

and phaAs of de-

velopment

Change over time

and phases of de-

velopment

Observed changes

over phases of de-

velopment

Changing requiredents

over time and phase

. Institutional

Base '

,

,

__,

,

Variation of role

legitimacy across

institution type

.Sponsor support

Producer/user co-

tlitiont_________

Effect of bound;

aries, configura-

,tion, size
,

Organizational and

inter-organizat4nal

s1A requirements

.

4 Goals/Policies/

Strategies

,

ImPact of goal per-

ception differences

and interaction with

perceived value of

the innovation to

users'

Impact of goal

setting-processes,

goal conflict

Impact of goal dif-

ferenceln various

locations

Skills required for

varying goals

.

413
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5. Administrative

,Processes

AbiUty to control

'Ability to mobil .

ize resources

,-...

onnel-Base

Funding

,

otivation &

satisfaction

Effect of avail-

-ability of user

resources on

entrepreneur

motivation
,

,

,

,
Effect of level'

of funding con-'

straints on use'

Effect of level

of funding con-

straints on, use

.

Information

Flow

Innovations

..........., _

,

-.4..._

Effect ofdocation

on placedn com-

munications net

Inforiation seeking

skills. Effect of

OR skills needed

,

_

-----,-----,,......_

10. Need ,

Identification

0

Personal character-

istics. Perceived

need for innovation

Responsiveness to

user demands

Institutional

base & posdtion

and abilify to see

needs,

Skills to recognize ap-

plication needs and po-

tential means of saiis.

faction

..........

11. GeneratiOn/

Research

Constraints on tech.

transfer

Location in infor-

mation flow

Search skills

Tech transfer skills

12. Development

13. Productionacross
14. plarketineetc.

.,

Differences

functions

Differences ,

across

functions

Skills required

15. Acquisition
.



Impletentationt

Utilization

. Support services'

"IS. Evaluatidn Relearch

19. Research on

RiD&I

Entrepreneur/user

interaction of _!

orientations/per-

spectives on la- .

plementation/util7

ization

Importance of

legitimacion

implementation/

utilization

Expected barriers

Impact on linking

role'. Relation

,40-nser entry

.points

Skills required

Interaction with

. user skills

417
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A prelim nary-review of Matrix 8 indicates areaa that appearespecially

fruitful for comparative contextual analysis. 'Thus environment, goals,

institutional base, need identification, implementation/utilization and

personnel base seem tO provide a rich basis for contextual variation

across the four areas of entrepreneur attributes under examination.

Further, while Matrix 8 has peen developed in terms of each of the four

selecte4Lentrepreneur attributed, we must retognize the interdepan-
.

.deneies indiedted in Matrix 7.

ipelineation of_Key Faetors

,
With the above comments in mind; we can now:identify several unifying

factors (or themes ) which appear_to he critieal sourcesof contextual

difference.and which can be extracted across all the contextual features,

as analyzed in Matrix 8 -- but with special attention to environment,

goals, institutional base, need

tion and, personnel base.

--1. Enttepreneur7user interaction in the values realm

Differences

ferences,(or congruence) witH user in perceptions of,

.
need for: and value of a given innovatioh (in the light

of available user resources)

Diiferences (or congruence) in orientations and perspectives

ntification, implementztitn/utiliza-

congruence) in gOals

(e.g.: j'elative to pragmatism,Jime horizon, local/

cosmopolitan)

Entre reneuri uS nterhetion in the.kno led e/skills realm

Skills for need identification,- search, implementation, and

utilization

Relativeness to the nature oethe knowledge base g.;

scientific vs. craft, level of certainty)

Environment context of resources and support
4

Availability or limitations .g.: amounts, stability, etc.)

of funding, personnel, information

Sponsorship and constraints

Ability to mobilize resources

Conflict/cooperation e.g.: available coalitions fer lementa on:



4. $tructural "Context of entrepreneur/user relations.

Linking roliS

Nature of boundaried and organizational configut ion

InStitutional Size

From this analysis, we C'an see that our focus is nowupon:

interaction:between entrepreneur/user attributes n the

value and skills realm; and

Z, the resourceisOpport and structural con e

preneur/user Interaction

In Matrix 8, we engaged,in an exploration o _any of the

factors that might he e pected to be of impo _ance in an analysis of

entrepreneur attributes. The above discussion has acted both to capture

some(butnotailhe richnes of tho analysis and to permit ,40=to

focus in on a mord lim4ed mum tiy relevent.contextual issise

contextual

areas. ,These isdue aye sytas determinations about:

1. when and urial activity might be desirable

(taking in oa_ andvaine differences between

potential s and potential innovation users;

is that aveTbd djaking into account the-entrepren-

r/uset'skiV fit);

3. requirements: (in the area sources and support);

4, - institutional and structu aracteristics.

5. Interactive Analysis Ireneur Characteristics

The concerns we haVe just listed would p ideothe outline for a number
.

of analyses relevant ta'a series af policy options and'ProgriMs.- How.
, .

:

ever, for the purpose af providing a,single illustrative analysis here,

,we must yet take two more st one to further narrow our focus and

one to -add an extra, dimens

ik
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5.MATRIX

ANALYSIS OF SEVERAL ENTREPRENEUR ATTRIBUTES AS DETERMINED

BY SELECTED CONTEXTU&L DIMENSIONS

.. -,.,

Sele--ed Dimensions_ of
.

En e,preneu Attributes

Shills

:Con extual Conditions
.

Orientations
PerspettiVed 'Legitimacy' ',1:15catIon

-..

1., User Attribute!

.

Er Values
a) Goals-perceptions

of value of in-
novation
Orientations/.
perspectives

1.2 Knowledge/Skills .

,

a Skills for: .

7Implementation/
utilization

-Need igentif1ca-?
tion and search

, !for:the innova
tion*

_ fiowledge base
.relation

.

,

Resource Support
Context

a) ReSources
, b),Support:

-Sponsorship
'-Conaiet/
'cooperation

Structural Context
a) Linicage roles
b). Bcondaries
c) Configuration
d) Size ,_.

*This implios the skills
need can be satisffed_

knowing what i!.,needed and howand where the .



-rix 9 would provide the,framework for an interactive analysis of the

key factors and entrepreneur characteristics to which we have thus'far

marrowed.our focus from the original larger set of contextual conditions

hich we haVe pos ulated as being:g.-neric to all R/D6I systems

A Complete analyais of the issues implicit in Matrix 9:would-be very

desirable and enlightening but beyond the,scope of ourpresent il-

Justratjve effort,- Matrix 9 unquestionably contains a_sufficient

4:10maitl for A-Subatantial dissertation. We*have therefore. refrained

rom attempting to fill in the.cells of the whole-mat x="but rather
_

will.concentrate now on that smaller portion that has-be m Shaded in:

the matrix. This represents the interaction between-entrepreneur-,
olft

skilla 4nd user attributes, but with special emphaiis on,the skillJ

are'as being potentially specially .susceptible,to po,liCy initiative
E k

e as i Dimension for Interactive

In.addition to.the above
_ -

one other aspect that we

entrepreneur And user variables,:thre is.-
,

have not yet considered: the substantive
_ .

content:of' the Inmovation'that 16 the subject of the OntrepreneUr'a,:

activities. In the interactiOn between the entrepreneur and the user,
,

:the-nature of the product (or innovation) isa potentially critical

parameter Tor the analysis. In this specific case it would, for example,

make a great difference if the entrepreneur was promoting a new in-

novation or a more matured product; Whether.the-product was simple to uke and
,

its benefits relatiVely self evident., or 4 difficult to asp product of uncertain:

benefit., Thus the innovatiOn (our'R/D&I feature 19) 1n this case id A key

factor in this Anelysi6;: At a generaa level of analysis, we might,

conceptualize the interaction as follows;

Entrepreneurship Attributes

Produ6 Type (Innovation)
,

Contextual Conditions

(other than ProduCt Type)

421
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c.to our purposes here, the interac -n would be:

En iepreneur SkIll

Product Type

User Attributes

II. ENTREPRENEUR VS. USER INITIATIVE IN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT:
4

AN ILLUSTRATIVE,TOLICY ANALYSIS OF THE EN7REPRENEURSHIp ISSUE

We have now reachPd the point where it, becomes feasible to under-,
,

take detailed theoretical, but policy-directed analyses. We have

thns achieved our stated objebtive of following a reductionist meth-

odology (i.e., narrowing our focus to a manageable level), while at

'the_same tithe pulling with Us those critical contextual conditions

that wilt providerich level of anaLysis thereby permitting us

to,deal with a focused (and thereforefolicy And manageMent actionable)

iSsue in the larger frame of reference.

,Further, we have followed a procedure that would enable us __-trace

back any implications into the to wholistic framework. This has

be-en indicative of a deductive approach. It is j.mportant to emphanIze

that in practice the selection of an issue area (or areas ) might be

arrived at inductively. ,The primary purpose for the matrix analyses

in such cases is to fit the analysis into a comprehensive framework

and relate it to its relevant context features and to other issues.

Also, it shou be noted'that the _general guiddline for determining when
, I

sufficient detail has been achieved is a pragmatic one -- El

detailed as is useful to identify and/or deal with' specific tssues of

pgAicy and management concern.

The illus ve Pollc Issue: Entre: reneur vs, User Initia ve

in New Produc- Development

Let un now proceed by an ing a significant policy isnue that involves
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the consequencea of entrepreneural behavior in the innovation area.-

Considerable,interest has been.recently focused in.studies of R&D and

innoVation on whether the entrepreneurial initiative for new producf t.--
- ,

1

development and introduction derives fromthe initiatives of producers

or from the:initiatives of users (see for example the work of Radnor
(6) (10) (1)Hippel and Abernathy )Thus, in the technical

instrumentation case Von Hipple has identified the users (customers) as

thv prime stimulus soOrce. In contrast, RadnOr found the produeer to

be'the prime mover in certain law enforcement equipment cases', With

rando ess almost seeming to be the most.reasonable description of the
vr:*

procs in most other law enforcement equipment cases. Abernathy has

coiented on the fact that as a Product area matures (as in the Case

of automatic machine tools ), there maybe a shift.from user to producer

(supplier). Many examples can be .cited from the health field of fully

coOperative ventures between producers and ysers (e.g.: Schermerhorn(!)

Of-pOurse, -we must allow'for the possibility of external-imposition of

ovations.

2. ATypologyof Entrepreneur/User Relations

From the f6w examples noted above, it seems possible to construct a

typology of nrOducer (entrepreneur)/user relationships in terms of innovativa
initiative. Since we are focusing our 5nalysis on the producer as the entrepre-

,.

neur, the typology in Figure 16 below (and subsequent discussion) will use the

term "entrepreneur" to refer solely to producers.

1. Entrepreneyr demina ed

2. User dominatvd'

2. . Cooperative '(entrepreneu usil

4. Externally imposed

. 5. Serendipitous

FIGURE 16

TYPOLOGY OF ENTREPRENEUR/USER INITIATIVE IN INNOVATION,

423
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Given wpoitcy objective:to intervene and manage the innovat on process,

knowledge of the conditions that might lead to and influence these

processes would be vital. We 4re now in a position,to connect our

analysis thus far to:this issua area of innovation, initiative in A

demonstration-of our indnctive/deductive process.

Fromliatrix 9 and our earlier typologi of product dimensions, we may

see our-analysis as involving:

User Attributes

ImpleMentation/btilization,skills.'

Need identification and search-skills

Perceptions of the value of the innovationw th respect _o resources

P oduct Characteristics*

Maturity of,the product'

Complexity of the product with respect to user knowledge base**

,Entre reneur Skills

Need idenlifieation

Developmental

Marketing

Consulting/service

Illustrative Anal sis of Outcome under V-r in Use

renenr Conditions.

Ent re-

' The abpve schemecan be illustrated by selecting several varying sets

of conditions (cases) drawing the partial, implications that could con-
. ***

tribute to a total study. The seven cases we have chosen for analysis

are summarized in.Figure l7 These seven cases illustrate some of the '

likely outcomes that can be expected under varying user/product/entrepre-
,.

nepr conditions.

*Only twa dimensions have been selected to simplify the analysis - as
relevant otherswould_be_required-
** ,Product complexity here implies complexity in acquisition, imple-
mentation, utilization, maintenance, etc. - Thug it paptures the issue
of the nature of the knowledge base that provides the criterion for=

-
relative user/entrepreneur skills-.
***It ifs important to keep in mind that the analyses and later derived
policy implications are only partial and contributory to a total analysis
in that they are limited to.the sub-set of Variables we have chosen to
examine.
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Conditi Cast

User

Need Lb and search skills

Implement/utilization skills:

Perceived value of innova,'

tion

Product

Maturity

. Complexity

Low

Low

High

Entrepreneur.

Need idenUfication skills

Developthentgi

Marketing skills

Consult ing/serV ice sk ill s

---
COnSaaltnctS

Innovation domination .

Entrepreneur opportuni.

ties,

Problems encountered

Low

Low

High

Low Low

High High

High high

High high

high high

14w High

High

High

Hi h

Low

High

',1ariable

ow

gh

High

High

Lgh

Medium

Medium

High

High

high

Low

High

Low Low High Medium

Variable 7ariable High Medium

Variable iigh Hijh High ,

Variable ow High High

Entre. Entre- Hsir

, preneur preneur

Hi h tor

rec tivity

to.product

ow success

with imple pendencecn transfer

mentation g entrepre- to other

utilization neur for potential

High de'pen. both inno- uSeS. Size

deuce On vation pro & generali-

entrepreneurPosals & ty of mgr-

for innova. for imple- kets

tion Propos.mentation,

als, Leads Can lead

to frustra. to captive

tin relations

(Monopoly)

High user Receptive

redeptivity user with

to product well de-

& service fined (de.

signed)

product

(innov)

needs

iariable

(Serendipi.

tous)

Naive

user

Ide-ecnoog pro.

bability

ofind..-,,

ing fit,

attempti

to imple.

ment np-
propriate

innovations

highly re-

sponsive to

external

pressures,

Entre. opera.

preneur in tive

large mar-

ket, other-

wise coop-

erati e

Receptive Receptive

user with user with

well de- well de--

fined ;fined

needs needs able

to accept

help on im-
plements.

tion

ow

ow

iigh

i1gh

igh

igh

1 h

ooperative or ,

-mtrepreneur

or diffused

era

igh user

reeptivity

to product

rkets

can be-

comeVery

competi,

tive."Not

invented

here"

.L4

14rlimit

technology

transfer to

other uses,

Entreprenu

teed ident

fication

skills may

not deVelop

jltrepteneur

mgy sell us.e.t,

on innappropriat

products, Market

may become vety

competitive
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A. The Cases

Case A
_

In Case A we have an entrepreneur with Well developed need iden7

tification, developmental and marketing skills in-relation to the

-nature of the product, A new and complex one. The entrepreneur

understancFs the es-problems, knOWs what products are needed, and

can deliverthem. He also knowi: how to reach and make the sale

to the customer but can,do little to assist in the_imptementation

and on-go ng utilization problems of a user 14ho is weak in these

same area and therefore needs the unavailable help. Additionally,

the user lacks the competence to-be able to identify (or to dif-

ferentiate between):what and whose products might (or might not)

solve his problems -- but sees a hith value to any innovation

that'could help.

AS a consequence it ih the'entrepreneur who'dominates the innovation

prodess. He takes the initiative both as to determining the char-

acteristics of the innovative product and as to providing the link--

.age With theuser. In this, an important service is provided to

a relatively helpless user a tser who'(because of the great

perceived:value of the innovation) is found to be highly receptive

to the entrepreneur's initiative and prodUct. UnfOrtunately, that

is where, matters dome to.a halt. With A complex product (and given

bOth the.user's and the entrepreneur's lack of implementation/utili-

zationakills) we are likely to encounter failures at this stage of

the innovation process.* Adother continuing problem is that the

user continues to be highly dependent on the entrepreneur for future'

innovations in the same area. ,The inevitable long-term result is

great frustration4

The above-is a very familiar scenario. It is interesting that case A does

*For the sake of illustrative simplicity we are restricting these cases
to two party situationa. In the complex real world there areoften
more,than two key parties to a relationship, e.g.: in thiS case a
partial compensation could come from the existence of c6r'npetent -consultants,

4 !'"7
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well represent our observations of the two-way radio market for

police departments id the case of the u successful (or very much
(4)less successful) producers.

U._ Case _B

Case B, hoWever, represents the condition for the extremely sue-

ceSsful entrepreneur in the:same market one that has come to

capture -the bulk of 61e business'in the field. And yet, interestingly,

-the two profiles for A 'and B show only one point of departure.. In

Case B, the entrepreneur has strong (high) consulting/service skills,

as Compared to weak (low) skills in Case A.*

As: in Case A, the entrepreneur is the dominant innovator to a ree

ceptive_ User market -- but this receptivity extends to the service

as well as the product area. The entrepreneur now is capable of

.providing.the vitally needed help in-implementation and utilizatitin

- possibly setting up techicical service functions in an equivalent

of an "extension service". As a consequence, "success rather than

.failure attends these efforts; and instead of frustration,

observe a growing productive interdependence. Other users,

trated by their experiences elsewhere,.join the relation, even

though they might not prefer to be "captured".by the'growing.giant.

And capturea they are. The very "success" of this relationship

illustrates its probleMs. Capfiive users'may become resentful of the

increasingly powerful-entrepreneuy, who sees no incentive to help

upgrade the skills of dependent customers. This tan lead to re-

sistance and may reduce the,great service providedAn the field

situation ilpon which the siaccess is founded.
0

ii Case -C

The same type pf product (new and sophisticated) is fpund in se C,

*This is not to imply that there may not be other important: differences
beyond this nalysis framework.

'428
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but this -time it is the user that posessas the critical need

identificatjon, search and implementation/ucilization skills ra her

than the entrepreneur. Now nothing moves until the user: (a) re-

cognizes a need for a specific innovation precisely defined (some-..

mes even designed) by itself; and (b) initiates a relation with

potential producers (possibly in the form of a request for a bid

to produce a-specified product). Even though,the entrepreneur's

marketing skills may be valuable in helping to land the contract,

it will be the, uset: that will dominate tht innovation relation.

The entrepieneues task is made easier, but his ability to make a

technological transfer of the innovation to other applications

=, may be limited both by his,own possible lack of skills in develop-

ment and/or need identification and by the control that the user

y exert over products of its own initiation and design. Thus,

the entrepreneur may be limited in expanding the marke.c..size beyond

the original user, and the limited market acts as a further consraint

on innovation. This is often the situation where highly sophisticated

users (e.g:: the large automotive companies or high technology

federal agencies)contract out to machinery or instrument makers

for a highly specified new product.

iv. Case D

In Case D, we once again find a naive user faced with a new and

complex innovation, as in Cases A and B. In some respects, the

user is in an even worse condition because he is less clear about

the value oL the innovation. However, in Case D, the entrepreneur

unlike Cases A and B) cannot compensate for the user's need identi-

fication weakness -- he too, is ill-informed on which users need

what. Even his developmental Skills are suspect; and he can give

little bnplementation and utilization assistance. Under these

conditions it would be surprieing that users and entrepreneurs

manage to find a-proper fit. That this does occur of occasion is

best ascribed to serendipity. (7)

A problem of significant magnitude is that the considerable marketing

4 2
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skiils of the entrepreneur in Case D can lead to users.acquiring

inappropriate innovations (gadgets and fads) that may squander

scarce resources. Outside pressures (for example,.from political

and lay sourcea) may be difficult to resist because the -User lacks

justifiable alternative programs. The world of education and many

areas of local government seem to fit this context in various product

areag.

Case-Emirrors Case C in terms of product and user.characteristics

excePt that we now observe a mature rather than a new product

situatiQn. The difference is significant. The entrepreneurs have

had time to learn the blisiness in.all its aspects and to become

appropriately adapted. This permits them to assume the dominance

of the innovation environment and allows them to entrepreneur in-a

wider market. This is a commonly observed phenomenon as is the

case where a machine builder is able to evelop a general purpose

(as opposed to _pecialized) product that can serve a variety of

applications areas. Under large market conditions, problems of

over-competitiveness can develop. Many entrepreneurs can learn the_

business and the highly receptive large market is a major attraction.

'In some other cases, thie constraints of the original application

area or the original innovation limit such generalization. In those

oases, the entrepreneur lacks incentive and the relation tends towards

one of limited entrepreneur/user cooperation.

Another potential problem may arise precisely betause of the soph-

istication of the users. To them, nothing produced on the outsIde

truly measures up to their perceived needs, nor Ole quality of the

product they could produce themselves (but for the constraints of

time and cost). This often-surfaces in the "n___-invented-here"

yndrome,_with users feeling obligated to rework products that are

acquired: to set up idyosyncratic spe:ifications demanding high.

priced "speciarS" as opposed to off-the-shelf standard products;

and so on.
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Cage

Cases. F and B are moreialike than'they appear.at first glence on
,

paper. -The overall: level of available skills between entrepreneur

and _user are not greatly different, but they are significantly dif-

ferent in distribution in two areas: need identification and im-

Plementation/utilization.

In relation to need identification under Case F conditionst the

user and entrepreneur find their fit because each has some'degree of

capability to seek out the other in an area in which innevationis

needed -and not generally well understood. (A high/high combination

for heed identification would also have this result, -but would

generate a greater level of 'potential independence of the parties

-than occurs in Case F, Where-4 fit is established.) The parties

in Case F need each other because they.each have some difficulty

in identifying,appropriate alternatives, :This may.be true even

when the relationship is less than optimal (e.g.: there may be

more competent entrepreneurs around, but a switch may be seen as,

difficult and/or risky by the user).
A

Additionally, the user needs some L7plementationiutilization help

which the entrepreneur is in a position to provide -- but

has a suf icient level of in-house competence to be able to accept_

help in a productive manner.- A cooperative relationship is the

obvious consequence. The very comfortableness ofthe relation may,

however, act to constrain technology tra -fer to other applications

and may reduce the incentive for the-entrepreneur to sharpen its .

need identification-skills.., Long term consulting relationships often

have theae qualitied.

vii.. Case

The final, Cabe (G- ), unlike the other -.involves a mature-product of
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low complexity, but with users and entrepreneurs having the same

chatacteristics'as in our first Case (A). In this instanee, the

simplicity of the product and the long user and entrepreneur

.experience both facilitate the selection'and implementation problems.

The technically weakeat user can adapt to the product requitemInts;

the relationship becoies more cooperative; and the entrepreneur's

dotination leSsens. This does not guarantee that the user is

adopting the proper products,- only those to which he has become ac-

custoted The-formof the "coOperativeness" could be a combination,of

Market-research (what does the user want) and persuasion-(marketing/

advettising). The simplicity of the product may invite competition

from small, sometimes low skill entrepreneurs (alley shops)

unless scale.considerations prevent this. In the high volume, mast

us,er cases (consumer industries), the entrepreneur maintains dota-

ination due to the diffuseness of the user population.

Matu ation and the DILLA.TisalLture of the Innovation Process

.Case G and the previous Case E are important in our analysis in

another respect. Both-represent cases of mature rather than new

innovations. As such they depart from our original perspective

for this whole analysis, namely that we are exploring the entre-

preneur/user relation in the eatIy.developmental phase of ah

R/D&I situation. The comparison of Cases A and G emphasizes the

importance-of the time dependent maturation process. The learning

and mutual adaptation that go on lead to modified outcomes. EVen

the difference in product complexity between cases A and G could

be interpreted at least in part, as being a shift in perception
. _

resulting from learning and adaptation. 'While it Is not.necessarily

so, one way of looking at Case G is as a more developed or matured
_A

form ofCase A,"with some(though not all) of the problems having
!

'become ameliorated. This recognition must reinforce our understanding

that the innovation process must be examined as a dynamic phenomenum

in which tie changing_role of the entrepreneur in relationro,the

user may be of crieical importance.
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al Comparative_Case knalysIs of_OR/MS_ as _au Innovation

Some Further,Considerations

A Contributory I/lustrative Analysts

-Before going nn it is important to keep one point in mind.

.Entrepreneurship was sected for illustrative purpooes

out of'a larger set ,of isues. The matching of entrepreneur'

skillo with those of the users was similarly. selected. Our

'purpose has.been to illustrate the insight and-explanatory

power that-can'be derived,from our analytical procedure. It

has not pretended to completeness, but rather to being con-

tributory (perhaps importantly) to a total-system analysis.

The Complexity of Skill Level Variations
A

Befo we leave the analysis of these cases to go on .to con-.

sider the policy options and Management strategies available

to deal with the emergent problems, sothe enrichment of the 7

anal3mis would be helpful. For simplicity we have categorlz

users and entrepreOurs as being high, medium,or low in any

given skill area. In practice it is not quite,that simple.

A user may have generally high implementation skills, for

example,,but-lack experience in a spedific spplicatiens area, ,

Such a user is not in the same condition as a User who latks

such-skills in all areas,, Including that of the specific ap-

plication.

3. Behavioral Consequences of Differences in the Skills Balance

We have also not-given full recognition to some of the behavioral

consequences of the differences in skills balance. Thus while

,high entrepreneur to low user immaementation skills can be

seen by the user Ss helpful,- thebalance could we noted)
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also lead resentment, mistrust and resistance. In turn

low entrepreneur skills could lead to lack of legitimacy in

the eyes of a highly skilled user (although we did not have

such a case among the seven presented in relation to the

implementation/utilation skill area),

B. The Adoption of New anagment TeChnology: OR/ME-

The specific case involves the adoption of new management tech-

nologies in the 1960's to early 1970's -- specifically, oper-
.

ations research/management science (01I/NS and associated methods

This case is taken from empirical-observation. In this case the

issues just noted above will appear) -- as will the dynamic nature'

of the innovation procesa which we noted earlier. The case,is

also interesting in that it deals with an exaMp.l.e of entrepreneuring'
a aoftware (systems or service), application as'opposed to a hardware

product, within institutions (i.e,: through internal entrepreneurship).

The case is given across three sectors: industry,.law enforcement And'

aerospace.

C. Co arative User/Product/En repreneur Conditions A- ross Sectors_

In,the three sectors, the comparative user/product entrepreneur

conditions relevant to the introduction of OR/MS as an innovation

wouldtbe approkimately As in.-Figure 18 (using,the categories in

Figure 18). It should be kept in mind that the empirical studies

found considerable variation across institutions,in each of the

three sectors. Thus, we recognize'that there may be a potential for

variability from these ratings in any_catemgory,



User

Need ID/Searc

IMplementatibn/U

Perceived

'PrOduct

Maturity

Complexity

Induatry Law Enforcement Aerospace

'Medium , -Low- Medium

on Medium. -Low High

5qtrepreneur:

Low. LoW High

Low Low

High , 'High

F/

Hgh

Need ID, Low Low Medium

Development (Technology) High Medium High

:Marketing Low Low. Low

Consulting Service Medium Low High
_

, Figure 18

COMParative User/Product/Entrepreneur Conditions

Acros- the Industry, Law Enforcement and Aerospace Sectors,



industry, the entrepreneurs of OR/ME methods were (by

large) highly skilled piactitioners of 04/NE technologies,

re weak in their understanding of user problems, poor i

arketii competence, and at best fair in their ability to

ass t in impleMentation. (5) In contrast, their clients

the ultimate.users -- were relatively utafa liar with OR/MS

methods,4although many of them had considerable knowledge and
, I

experience with alternate techniques and approaches to Braving

the problems involved. They could, fairly quickly, develop

an apptsciation'of application methods, expected outcomes,

(importantly) see the weaknesses of new techniques vis a vis

t eir needs. Initially, users (often with the support of other

competitive high skill professional groups -- e.g.: ac

tountants) tended to react. more to their perceptions of these .

weaknesses than to xecognize potential OR/NE benefits. The

result was an initial clash between the OR/NE entrepreneurs --

followed by an intbnsive (and generally successful) period of

mutual education of users to OR/MS'and of OR/VE entrepreneurs

to user needs. This led eventually to widespread and relatively

succe-ssful adoption of OR/NE in the larger industrial firms,

with the technologies coming to diffuse widely within these

firms.

La

In

Enforcement

L-T

he case of law enforcement, the internal,entrepreneurs of

OR/MS Were themselves., in general, also

their technologies. Their clients were

:their industrial counterparts in either

lent techniques. As a result the OR/MS

off the ground, and it took the infusion
,

3 6

not very sisilled in

even less skilled than

the OR/MS or.equiva-

"revolution" hardly got

of skilled external
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consultants in a major role before noticeable progress was to

beobserved. Until the skill level of the entrepreneurs was

upgraded in this way, little in the way of transactions was to
4

--be-effected in thie even =ire-extreme example of Case D above.

-respace

In a case 'crossing industry/government lines (aerospace), both

OR/NS entrepreneurs and clients were technically very skilled

An a result there tended to be a high level of initial agree-

ment and a limited pet of applications were implemented in

mutually agreed areas. However extens on of OR/NS to other

problem areas, was limited to continued acceptance and util-

ization in the early agreed areas, somewhat like the result

o_ the previous Case F situation.

E. Implications

From these cases we might observe that a small entrepreneur-to-user

skikl gap can, have very different results,,depending on whether this

occurs at mutually low skill levels (as.in the law enforcement rase)

or-with mutually high skills (es in'the aerospace case). Further,

where the entrepreneur has a large skill increment over his clients.
*

in the general industry case); if the-clients start at'a high enough

level the potential tay be excellent for adoption:and diffusion, even

though there may be considerable initial problems to he overcome

the clientele is essentially educatable as long as the entrepreneurs

are-flexAle enough to mutually adapt to educated user needs-.
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anaement O.tiona Under Va-

User/P Oduct Entre reneurConditicine

The earlier analysit of seven case situations ,(Cas _ A - G) generated a

number

i
o policy/management relevant issues within each cage situation.

rr-ThiS a alyais can be pursOed further to illustrate some possible policy

and manaFement strategies available to the various parties in the R/D&I

system. Figurel9 illustrates tote of these potential actions which

nould be taken by the uters the entrepreneurs (producers) and by

uper-ordinate (general level ) policy makprs (e.g.: top management in

ancorganization or, in the madto case a federal agency). This figure'
,

shows in each case the results that might be expected If the potential

option or strategy is exercised.

The problem in case A was low sk lled user dominated by an

entrepreneur who was unable to assist in the implementation/ntili-

_zetion_of-an-innovative and complex-product- and implicitly assuming

the unavailabilitY or of third Par

sultants).

e.g.: assistance from con-

The user's strategies fall into two general but interactive categories:

(1) upgrading its own skills and (2) switching producers/entre-

preneurs, if thts latter option is featib16.

By improving need IdentificatIon and search capabilities (which pight

be done directly or in fact:through some form of contracting out as

with consnitants); the 6ser would be better able to know What produc

are needed and where to obtain them, thereby creating greater user

freedom viz a viz potential entrepreneurs. Improving implementation/

utilizatioh'skills could increase the success of the, innovation

acttvity an& again supplements the user's independence. In turn,this

independence'and the 'associated imRroved need identifiaation and search

8



FilDre 12 Comparat_ive Cases: _POliCY Op _one and-EXpected Results
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siills makei it feasible for the user to switch to an entrepreneur
,

(if such an,alternative is available) that can better supply its'

needs, with similar consequences for success. If the switch takep

place without the prior improvement of user skills then,the.danger

of becoming captive (as in case p) arises.

,-

Thestrateg es for upgradil An-house user skills would usually

inVolve some combination of training and recruitment cif new person-

nel and contracting out as nOtech A:partially similar result-can

be obtained throughrimproving the flow of product-and process

information on availabilitY, applications and performance evaluation.
,

This is'not Usually withinthe power of the user to influence

externally.- The 'user canthowever, attempt to insure utilization

of information whith is available (although unfortunately most

such.users that need the help cannot differentiate between poor

and good quality information). Informal relations:with other

trusted and more competent users is frequently another souree of

need _identification and search information,'and properly exploited

this strategy can be of great assistance.

The entrepreneur tan 'attempt to upgrade the service,and consulting

provided by itto users. This would have great benefits to the

pier making it less tecessary to either build individual skills or

1ook elsewhere (although the former response has the already--

Mentioned problems of leading to
in 7!

situation this could be a dif icult, costly and slow-to-aChieve

user captivity). Depending on the

strategy_(e.g.:-- it might

service network). Inth07

a change of style of,cAperer

a possibly more-feasible,if

resisted) option.

-e irathe setting up of a-national'field

a-organizational case it' may call for

and, the number and type of personnel --

-itimes uncomfortable (and hence

A top level policy group or a government agency attempting to inter-

vene in the case A context should be aware of the leverage opportuni-
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ties that exist ln supporting users in their atteMpts to up

themSelVes through training and recruiting efforts. Other policy

options might lie in supporting the emergence or deve1opment of

-departmental,- local or regional:information services.' 4 special

sub-issue-involved7in-improvingthe-quality2ofAmformation flow

to users which lack necessary need identifieation skills is the-

creation'of some form of propct.standards, thereby simplifying

the user's decibion problems'. The creation of improved infor-

mation services;and standards programs afe, as we noted'above,

outside the sphere af,influence of moSt Users, but is a most

appropriate policy option at the governmental level and even at

the organizational level for large institutions.

Support could so be provided to entrepreneurs attempting to,

build up their skills. Within institutions thiS may not be a major .

prOblem, but at the macro revel, governments may beConstrained,
!

In supporting'oneproducer over another in terms of the effects .

on competition. Even so, 4Mple opportunities.may be available.

These could involve the support of model programs designed to

assist users on implementation problems, etc., with obvfous self

training and_system_spini-off effects. These:opportunities CoUld

also involve the promotion of joint ventureS; e.g.: between or-

ganizations with strong development skills b4t poorer service

capabilities and other organizations having complementary strengths,

and weaknesses (e.g.: insisting that largeprime contractors Sub-
,

contract out implementation and service roles to smaller regional

institutions that may survive only because of their strengths in

their specific areas). Even th6 Strengthening of a single entre-

preneur v.Irr :he aeeded skills could act as an incentive to the

others to make similar improvements if they'are to prevent erosion

of their position with clients and customers as these gravitate

towbrds the unit providing the bet service.

We must also not lose sight of.the fact that, as _ noted earlie-
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we ar6 dealing with a dynamic phenomenon with.tims-dependent

characteristics; we are lOoking at4n iseue that involves

an histerical developmental process of innevation.

degree the problems we are discussing exist because,

and developmental character of the R/D&I process.

time and a low rate of-new intreduCtions of innovation, considerable--

although

To an-important

of the emergent

With suffieient

learning,and adaptation,can and usually does take place

me (or much) of this can be melaclaptive andAysfunctional.

Hence one policy option is to de nothing. Over time, even without

much help, users %gill tend to work out a tolerable'degree of

implementation and utilization (or else disappear), -- and many

will gravitate

neededllelp.

of a'limited

critical the

to those entrepreneur/producers that can provide
a

the

Entrepreneurs will gradually learn about the problems

user group, and become more helpful Depending on how

probleMs are, what other priorities exist and the

feasibility and cost of alternative action strategies, the detision

will have to be made to deal with identified problems or neglect

them -- with these censiderations applying to users, producers

and higher level policy makers.

We recognized this earlier when We noted that'Case G could be con-

sidered as eynenemous with case A but in a maturedform. The

differences in context and outcome could be ascribed to the effects

of learning and adaptation over time. This strategy (if we can call

it that) does lead tb solution of some of the implemehtation/utili-
,

zationproblems; and more cooperation between producers'(former

entrepreneurs) and usera tends to develop', even though some of

the basic structural 'weaknesses remain (possibly to haunt ua --

.we still see users making inappropriate, product acquisition decisions).

Case B can also be viewed as a development of A over time. If the

outcomes in A are sufficiently fruStrating,, then some users will

also find their way over to a Case B conteXt prior to any real

learning.and adaptation if this is fess ble there.may of



course not be an entreprenerh ,case,B characteristics available
,

'in any given.context). As earlier indicated, to the extent that

this tan and does occur, it will Create an incentive to other

entrepreneUrs to upgrade:their own Skills to counter/let snch.a:

trend, although as we heiled,this May not always be feasible.--

The disduesion of policy optioni and strategies: for case A above

based oh a perspective that is.very different from the'one:

whiCh can be observed in the making of much of current federal

government R/D&I policy. Here we typically encoUnter the situation

,wher; an observation is made that a particular context has shown

ellistory of lack of successful innovation. Whether this has been

dbe to an insufficient flow of innovations er a, record of poor

implementetion,on the part of users is often less clear. That

both, of these problems may be derivatives of poor interaction

between producer/user skills relative to the novelty and complexity

of the applications is almost never considered.

Instead the problems tend to be define&as the result of;
A

1. a lack of incentive on the part of producers to innovate

(to be solved-by creating more competition;, by subsidizing

innovationactivityl e.g., by the special purchase'of

innoVative products by governMent in the hope that=this

will lead to:more general application and diffusion

as in the BTIP,program 61 the Nationat Bureau of Standards);

2. a lack of capability of pro-ducers to

by having government doing it for th

programs of technology transferand

Technical Utilization programs)

innovate (to be staved

through various

ilization e.g.;

3. a lack of incentive by users to adop innovation (provide

subsidies);

4. an inability to Pnnovatedue to lack of resources, information

and skills (r6vide subsidies, pre-packaged programs and

model programs);
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a resistance to adopting innovatin (to.be overcome by

types of enforcement And sanction processes,

Inspirational' treatment-s, and behavior influencing And

moditioation programs: e.g., use of participation and

-- feedback etc.).-

various

This is not to ay that the above analysis of problems are neces-

sarily wrong or-the proposed solutions useless. To the contrary,

it is our position tha.t a complete analysisof a situation looking

at issues of funding, incentives, capabilities, 'information flow,

problems of implementation/utilization, etc. (as would be the

product Of a complete study using each: of'the dimensions of-our

analytical' framew 10 would turn up the same issues as Above, and

many more. Rather it is to reinforce our position thatonly

through,Such'a total R/D61 system analysis eau one hope toreach

Into the-real eausal fsctors and develop appropriately balanced

option nd management strategies.

It is there ore. the objective of our present illustrative analysis

and policy srivation effort to demonstrate that there may be critical

perspectives that can contribute to the explanation and solution of

frequently ;6er1enced problem situations -- and that these critical

perspectiveS that tend to be missed without the type of systems

perspecti4 and contextual analysis we havebeen illustrating. 'It

is in this:light that the4above discussion of entrepreneur/user

Skills interaction has been presented as a partial contribution to

the analysis and solution of outcomes in the innovation procesA.

In the cotplete Analysis the findings and recommendations above

would have to be weighed against and combined with,alternative and

complementary explanations and strategies.

ii. _Case B

Case B, as daSeV bed in Figures 17 and .19, is tn most ways t e same
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as.Catie A: -- and most of the-previou_ discussien ofCase

need not be repeated here. However, there is one basic difference.--

In Case B, the enOrepteneur is already: skilled in'the service/

consultingskille,-which are lacking in Case A.

one sense, no action is called for in Case B. The situat o_

already favorable to the entrepreneur -- so he wifluot want

to "rock the boat". ,HoWemer, the "monopoly power" pcattion of

the entrepreneur leads to user dependence and t4n8 to user resentment

and,even potential resistance. The'alert entrepreneur might thua

withfn,a broader and longer time tiltrizon,'attempt to asaUthe the

roleof he/ping the user improve Its own skilld -- thus moving away,

from a 'Encinopoly power" based, relationship. The entrepreneur is even

more likely Co assume this role where there 4re signs that users

are becoming receptive to such help and/or where other sources

(e.g:-: the federal government) are initiating programs te make

such help available. 4

Case C involves a highly knowledgeable uset controlling the in-

novation relationship for a novel hnd complex product with an

entrepreneur.with weak need identification skills. The problem

here was:_centered in the-limited domain of the innovation base

with limited technology transfer to'other applications and wider

markets. Under some conditions this would be ideal for the User

who preferred to be the sole beneficiary of a.partiCular tschnology.

However, the cost might be higher prices for the very specialized

product, in monetary and/or personnel effort terms. ,Thus, to lower

cost6v a user strategy would be to work with the entrepreneur to

make it possible for the entrepreneur -Co tske on the demolopmental

-burdens (from the user); to supplement its own innovstive efforts

with those of the entrepreneur; and to increase the entrepreneur'-
,

efforts to reach a wider user iroOp -- hence creating a larger,'
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:qpVeneur _and potentially lower casts to thd

The-.entrepreneur could (if it Saw the wider Opportun _y) seek to

upgrade its skills, Including earning from the ueers_(possibly;

by putting in more,than the minimum manpower effort to'satisfy

the contraCt)-. 7MA-should resUlt in a gradual shift in the

balance of the relationehip, pd Acularly if.a Qider market were

emerging which would permit the entrèpreneur to invest in relevent

comPetence at : much higher rate:

Superrordinate level policy makers, especially at the governi:ental

level, could,seek to build up entrepreneur competence by providin

incentives.to develop R/D&I programs and assist in the Creation

of information diffusion (technology utilization) programs. This

coUld help widen the innoVation base and stimulate greater dif-

-fusion of the innovations generated by the user,

iv. CaSe Da

Serendipity was our description,of Case.D. Naive Users were being
,
Served by,entreprelfurs-whose only-clear competende was in Marketing

in A complex and innovative,applications area. .Clearly there-are

maior benefits to be derived:by. both users-and entrepreneurs in

generally upgrading their ekills, leading to a better,fit between

user needs and products and Services providedlUsers might=make

special. effOrts .to be in contact with other more competent tilers,.

-thereby gaining the benefite of their-experience With sources.and

proddotb. With,such relatively hej.pletis users) the entreprneur

which:,-dOes..:build.up its abilities to,provide relevent and needed

servidC'e. can hope to win the long term loyalty (and evendependence-

of user5 .-.1Wfact coth-ertingto a case B type situation..

,Suppor for training.pp45.2rame for users and en cpreneursjincluding-v-
._-

possibf 'joint pro could be, a useful etrategy for super-
,
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ordinate level policyJmakers. Other options Would include ehe

setting up on infhrmation diffusion systems (newsletters, maga-

zines, STI systems, etc.), the establishment o -tandards programs

and systems to create common product and performance criteria, and

(potentially very,important) the creation,of consult,Ing and service

ganizations and groups available to both entrepreneurs and users.

One of'the indirect benefits of such efforts might be to make

Innovation programs mdre defensible and less subject to pressures

from outside groups (stockholders, the citizenry, etc.).

v._ Case E

. .

Case E can be looked at as the end product Of the various policy

and management programs and the effects of maeuration. All skills

are high, ehe product i matured, although in this case (unlike G)

' still seen as complex. However, as there-are no perfect solutions

in orgpnizations, the key problem is that of a potential insularity,

. and provincialism that could develpp with the Non-invented-Here

syndrome. Each group believes itself too skilled to need the othir's

help. The objective of policy programs, especially from the pet-

spective of users and super-ordfnate level policy makers, would

be to encourage personnel and information interchanges to combat

these potential problems. Government policy makers and top managers

might be especially anxiouS to diffuse the benefits of the available

skills to other areas again through the interchange and technology

transfer mechanisms. From the perspective'of the entrepreneur, it

is vital to maintain an active R/D&I program to stay with or ahead

of users and so maintain posit on. There are other streegies

between such entrepreneurs (such an collusion) that might help

them, hut these are not usually acepetable (or even illegal in

the

Case F

The cooperative s L tula t inn in Case Kis cOiliforta)le hilt limiting.

Usern and entrepreneut. ch other (1 tt) thei r ituiLtil short-
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comings but are not necessarily performing at an optimal level.

The-Amprovement in'need identification, search and deVelopmental

skills (as appropriate ) can lead the user to wider andpossibly

better. options -- and possibly at,the same time-stimulate com-

petition and (for the entrepreneur) open up wiser opportunities.

To the extent that the entrepreneur can assistFthe user in skill

development, this may help to-generate future user loyalty. The

pollcy requirements at the super-ordinaterole are to help broaden

the bases of the innovatiVn activity for both users and entrepreneurs

through supporting.or creating inal,rmation diff6sion and technology

transfer programs.

vii. Case G

Case G represents a potentially matured condition of case as

we earlier noted. The user's needs now are to grow-beyond its,

present limited perspectives that, make it susceptible to the

acquiiition of gimmicks and fads thrOugh development of its dis-

crimination (need identification ) skills. Improved implementation

skills would add to its independenPe. These thoughts would be

very appropriate whether we were d4cuSsing institutional or mass

consumer users (the purpose of much of the present consumer educ-

ation efforts). FrOm the point of vienof the entropreneur, im-

proving service skills could enable the entreprennur-to lead users

into more complex applications and prOducts and thus put of

the matured, low complexity product areas which are likely to be

highly competitive. The ro/e of top level.policy makers, especially

government, would be to upgrade the quality and relevence of

.plications by assisting users to upgrade their skills, by the

creation of consulting and service organizationm,(e.g.: consumer

advice bureaus), and by the creation of product lAnd service standards

(e.g.: Underwriters Laboratories, Consumer Reports, Product and

Performance Standards in industry, health, food etc.).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

As we noted in the Preface, this report precedes (and includes materials

to be included in) later volumes, which will be more comprehensive and

Will be written for selected audiences: R/D&I system researchers;

policy analysts and policy makers; and the educational R/D&I community.

In this report,,our intention has been to lay the 00undwork for under-

standing innovation as a total knoWledge production/knowledge utilization

process; to describe .a comparative contextual analytical approach to

RID&I; to provide a basic framework for contextual analysis, and to illus-

trate how the contextual analytical framework might be utilized to ana-

lyze, describe and derive research and/or policy/management relevant

implications.

:Since the discussion in this report has intentionally, been illustrative,

there now remain two tasks to be done in order to conclude this report.

it will be prudent to "overview" briefly the contextual analy-

tical approach in order to place it in proper perspective. The contex-

tual analytical approach recognizes ttrat innovation involves a total

process of knowledge production/utilizatiL ' that the various aspects

(features and feature issues) of an innovation process interact with

each other and thus cannot f.:-ydequately understood apart from this

interaction; that there are b4th generic and sector-specific character-

istics of R/D&I; and that a concrete real-world R/D&I system emerges

from the interaction of generic R/D6d characteristics and a specific

sectoral context. Thus, comparisons of R/D&I institutions, systems,

and sectors must take into account both the !imilaritios and (MA:crone
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that a _ the result of an emergent" proces

cifie R/D&I institutiOns, systems

the interactive totality of their

We have in rhis re-pert suggested

'inter3'ctive totality of contexts

searchers And by policy/decision

that this framework is just-that

does not "give answers or "make

and analysis of spe-

and sectors must take into account

contexts.

a framework within with such an

may be "captured" for use by re-
.

maker's. 'It is important to emphasize

-,- a framework, a methodolagy. It

decisions". Not does it substitute

for knowledge about R/D&I, ,about a specific R/D&I sector/syqem/inti-

tution, about specific R/D&I functions, or about the specific R/1154I

issue which is of concern to a researcher 'or policy/decision maker.:,

Quite to the contrary, such knowledge is a critical ingredient for

feetive utilization of the contextual analytical ftamework. Further,

the framework specifically allows the utilization of the various per-

spectives, models, etc. wh ch may relevantly be brought to bear on a

particular area.

Chapters Three through Seven o&this report have attempted to illus-,

ate the use and utility of the contextual:analytical'approach. The,

fact that these discussions have been illustrative presents the second

task we must complete in concluding this report -- namely, to give

some preview of the usage of the contextual analytical approach in

more specific, concrete situations. To accomplish this task, we have

chosen to include in the Appendix the following materials:

1. First, we haye included a selected excerpt from a recent

policy analysis which was prepared by CISST for the National

Institute of Education and which utilized the contextual

- analytical approach.

Second, we have included hrief -summaries-of recent or

proposed applications of the contextual-analytical approach

to a varJety of R/D&T issues in several sectoral contexts
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The overall implication of this report which We would emphasiza

in these concluding remarks, then, is simply that specific k/D&I

research an d. management/poltcy ibsues need to be understood in

terms -of their'interaction,ith the totality of their contexts.

r""
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PREFACE

I. THE CONTEXT OF THE ISSUE

Before beginning our analysis of the appropriate balance be-

tween "Field-Initiated and Agen -Directed" R&D, it will be impor-

tant to frame the issue in its proper cOntext. This can be intro-

duced by a brief discussion of'some central questions for NIE today.

What are NIE's responsibilities towards U.S. education in

general and educational R&D in particular? How can the Agency

utilize a very limited budget for the best short and long term

effect, and how might it justify a proper increase in this budget?

These are central policy questions, as are such related issues as:

the number and types of personnel required within the Agency; the

proper place of an in-house Research effort (if any); how NIE

should relate to the "Field"; the current priorities for NIL in

the "Field";- and NIEls relations with oth'er Agencies that may be

playing roles in either educational R&D or in.educational practice.

Any attempt to deal with these issues must begin with a re-0

Ognition- of their inter-connectedness. For all looseness, i

inadquacies, there is an educational R&D system to be dealt with

and NIE is a critical element of that system. What is done in one

area or in relation to one i_ssue will likely affect other areas

and have iMpact on other assues. For example, the buiLl-up of

development efforts in the past has had implicatfons for the state

of Applied Research and the needs and opportuntes for Dis mina-

t,ion now. What the Agency adopts as

budgetary priorities and in turn how

the Field.

The recognition of the current

mission will determine its

should and could relate to

f educational R&D (in-

cluding the total innovation process) is as critical as the rec-

ognition of its systemic character. It is loose; gaps are

characteristic; and inadequacies are all too common. In short

is a Very "immature" and weak R&D system. What then are the im-

plications of those two chara(7toritic:1 of being a nyntem and Hoing

immature and .w
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be served by a quality R&D system, two major

/requirements will need to be satisfied. TheSe involve (a) system build-

ing maintenance and protection and (b) system orchestration.

Only futility and frustration can come from policies that ignore are

state of thd educational R&D system; policies which implicitly assume:

viable Research/Development/Dissemination and other instLtutions which

are reascinabry well linked)to each other and to practice; pelicies which

assurae that Users are able to adoilt quality R&D outputs, able to properly

generate and implement their own significant innovations and able to iden-
C

tify and feed forward their real needs to Developers, etc.; policies which

assume that the provision of funds to procure R&D outputs ahd programs are

the primary requirement for success. We suggest, in contrast,,that system

building, institution building and rebuilding, and personnel development

are top4purrent priorities for educational R&D.' Further, it isonot enough

merely to build. A fragile politically exposed"and weak system must be

maintained and protected.

A mature R&D system orchestrates itself. Relationships are well de-

veloped. Participants know what to seek and to deliver, from and to where,

and what to expect and trust. An immature system needs help to grow, to

learn how to achieve such a self organizing state.

These are the needs. NIE may not be- the largest governmental contrib-

utor tO the educational R&D establishment, but it is the lead, the-core dis-

cretionary agtncy. NIE must take responsibility for the systeirr 'building

and orchestrating. No other body-can or will. NIE couid walk away or be
-/

preVented, politically, from assuming this mission; but the need would

remain, as well a5 the ensuing frustration. In our analysis we have taken

-the assumption of this mission as a given, along with our premise that

there is an educational R&D system, albeit immature and weak.

This sets the scene for our analysis. If we.are to underst nd the

factors that determine the what, when, how much and how of the "Field-

initiated vs Agency-Directed" R&D issue, it must be in terms of our under-

standing of the total educational, R&D system as it now is% as we might

wish it to become; and as it varies across the differing elements of th

system .g. as between Research and Development). To.do thir; we need ;In

appreciation of what is fundemenial and generic in R&D and what ir; charac-

teristicAd the present educational R&D cOntext.



"Such understanding will° need development and presentation if
,

we are to be able to deal with the issue at hand. It may, inci-

dently (because of the aforementioned inter-connec edness of

system issue also provide some insight to the type of questions

raised at the start of this preface. Some very brief thoughts on

those questions may be a fitting introduction and entree into our

analysis-.

$QME RELATED ISSUES

The limd.ted size of NIE's budget in relation to the needs,

seven in comparison to what is being spent in total on educational

R&D, is well recognized in the,Agency and in the National Council

611,=Educational Research. What,are'some tnsights that may be help-

ful in developing parameters and guidelines for budgetarr_planning

that may be derived from the analysis,that wejlresent below?

This is clearly a large policy issue an&we can only hope to

suggest some,useful perspectivts in these few cormients.

We would need to begin with an evaluation of the capacity of

the R&D system, overall and across its parts (or functions as we

will be terming themBasic Research, Problem-Focused Research,

Development, Dissemination, etc.). What is there now (in terms of

capacity, product inventories, etc.)? What can be delivered? What

is needed (capacity, outputs ) now and over the longer term? In our

analysis we wila point out the needs and requirements of the diff-

erent functionsand how these may differ olier time:

Specifically, in our analysis we will note that because of

funding policies in relation tia the Development function, there"are

some quality Development organizations and an inventory of Devdlop-

ment products. What has been missing have been the quality control

func ion, the Developer/User linkage and theUser/Product matching'

(and tailoring) fnnctions. We will,further note ii our analysis

.that the Problem,Focused Research and (until recently) the Dis7,.

semination functions havenot bnea well developed and Are weak.

We 1-4i11 note, that overall the educional R&D system is relatively

immature.
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G-ven these conditions add,che consequent reteoPlor systerm-build,--
. ,

ing, how can NIE b'est. allocate its financial resources? To answer this

question requires Consideration of several factors. For ekampre:

1. T4ere are inherent differences in funding rewirements ,ertweert

fi'nctios. For example, both institution building and-project

costs°an -Basic Research tend to be lower than for Problem Focu

-.Mseatcbr. .which 4 turn tends to require less fupding than-

Development__-; i.e. the incremental iimpact of funding additions

and reductions is variable.,

The time rqired te build a system will vaty across functions.

,For example, the time required in Basic Research would be quite

signIfaittly greater than for Development. Relatedly, de are
J

the tim brizon needs and impact of funaIng changes. Skills

-take lonr to.,build and the disruption caused by funding

variation.. have much longer consequences.

As Sieber (1975) has noted, in the system building process there

needs to be a balance in the total system among functiens, per-
,

sonnel,-institutions.decision makers, and supply and demand.

N 4s neither the only not the.iargest source of fundiag for
,

educational R&D. Thus, on the one hand, NIE could attempt to

increase its leverage through coordiriatibn and orchestration ,

With other agencie8 to-achieve multiplier and synergistic effects.

On the other hand, NIE.budget allocations might focus on gap

filling in aread not funded by other agencies. Thus, it is

possible for the NIE budget to reflect cross-agency opportUn-

ities as well as!NIE priorities`and levels of effort.

5. Consideration must- be given to the minimal (floor) level

funding needed to maln nin qUality and stability within fui

tioA, and to the maximum cejiling) level of funding that can

be absorbed by a function (given ibs

.notc,,Aesearch.system building r
1

funnt prodActively is limited b

centers of exellence. *elatedly( funding Wr utitem building

may need to be concentrated rattier than scattered, A7nund.

cdrrent state). As we wi

and the ability to dpend

tent of the existing

1
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To illustrate how these budgetary parameters might be applied,

let us consider what a "bolsriced" funding process for Research,

Aevelopment and Aissemination might be, given the existing state
-

these system functions.

As we noted, a_relatively large amount of funding has been pro-
.

vided in the past for Development, utile Problem-Focused Research

and (until recently) Dissemination has been relatively, less developed.

Thus, a "balanced" budget plan might be:

1. Sinte there are now a sizeable number of Development

products available, reduce current Developm4hefund-

iftg--to that minimal level necessary to maintain the

existing high ,quality centers.

Since Dissemination has ,15etart do--ecently fragment-

ed direct significant gut-Wing to Dissemination-Abut

not so muph as to build a system`-that would overwhelm

Users. At this time, quality control, sorting and

technical sdrvice would likely riemi to be a part of

the.funetion.

Since /arge scale roblem-Focused Research has been neg-

lected, provide major funding here-for system'buifaIng--

but not at a level greater than the,Capacity of the

function to absorb productively.

Provide moderate funding for Basic Research, for long-

term system-building Purposes.

-4 A funding strategy, such as the'above would, of-course, have
.

conaider existing funding realities, political conditiont and the,

.par-iicular current needs of Users.

Additional considerations will be important for such a'ystem
buiaping" budget and policy orientation. For example:

1. There must be funding stability -Over time. System

building is a sustained rgther than an "in-And-out"

process. A three to five year perio&would be minimal

for any kind of sydtem bunding--Minwould be com--
0

Pletely inadequate in the Research -function. Var .tota

system building, a much longer tij iame is required.
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2. S stem buildin is different from rocurement of a product,

and-this fact has significtInt implications for funding .

policies. For the procurement of a product, opn competi-

tive bidding is often a systemically valid stiategy because the

product (not an institution) is the concern. In.system building

ing, the reverse holds true--the institutional (and personnel)

base is the primary concern--not'a product.

From the political point of view it may be vital to attempt to

educate the relevant communities as to the state of the edu-

cational R&D system and to the fact that the next few years

have to be seen as a period of long term capital investment--

if we are not to be burdened in-the future with the errors of

the past as we seem to be today. Perhaps this is the only

meaningful justification that can be used for ad4ed Agency

funding that will not return to plague educational R&D in the

near future.

These last points warrant further Consideration. As we -ill note in

the analysis, system building requires continuity and concentration. Di-

rection and orchestration.must be provided from seine system-wide agency,

such as NIE. Thus, Agency efforts cannot be scattered and non-directive

and still be effective. This, in turn impli%s a, tighter degred-of selec-
.

tivity and control by the Agency than would be possible under-standard REP

and competitive bidding procedures. Thus, there is a dilemma--there are

legal and political constraints involved in a "sol source" approach (which

would be a relevant mode of funding for system.building,purpdses).

Thus, as our analysts will indicate, it becomes important for,NIE

know what is needed, to be aware of the legal/political constraints, itia to

find ways to mediate the tension between needs and constraints"i.., meet-

ing the needs without violating the constraints. Perhaps one Mode of such

mediatiOn would be for 14TE, acting in Consort wit4 other agencies facing

the same tension to Awprise the COhgress and other relevant groups of the

long-tarok requirements for system building as contrasted.to procurement
a

approaches to funding, given the current system seate and needs. ,

In the above discussion, we have touched upon.two-other issues relevant

to NIE which are discussed in our analysis: inter-agency coordination and

internal NIE ataffing (especially the questionoof an internal NIE Research

ca ability).

- (i 5
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Although a detailed analysis and discussion would be beyond our

current scope of effort, our analysis indicates that inter-agency

coordination and orchestration is a key NIE role--both because NIE is

the lead agency in educational R&D and becauswmore funding of educa-

tional RAD is provided outside of NIE than hy NIE. As we noted

earlier, this may at times mean that a significant portion of NIE

efforts maybe applied toward a specific critical area even though

relatively little of NIE's-budget is applied to this same area. Stated

another way, NIE's focus of concern shoufd be with needs, not only with

the implications of its budget per se.

Our analysis also suggests that the way NIE provides,for its °-

internal staffin- will.have a Oritical effect on the direction and
.

effectiveness of the'institute. For example, the NIE role of .orches-

tration requires personnel who have skills in orchestration and in

facilitating collaboration between people and/or between institu-

tions and age es. Additionally, NIE will need some personnel who

have "politica savvy"c For another example, our analysis will

suggest a need to build'the Research function and will further sug-

gest that only by having an internal Research casabilit will NIE be

able te orchestrata the building of ,the Research function4.

We Might also comment briefly on the issue of NIE "rules o

t only-off e--a -grants competitIon-when- a tnt al of--

one million dollars can be provided and when you camlifund 25% of the

proposals submitted"). We would not be concerned with'the amount

and the percentage figures per se. Rather we would note that there is

-an inherent system lcgic in such a rule of thumb--i.e., it is correct

that the expectations of the field should not be raised beyond

reasonable levels of potential for fulfillment. We would further

nOte, however, that "rules of thumb"-tend, too often to fall into the

trap of ignorins; critiLal system or function dynamics, conditions,

needs and requirements. In the above case the danger would be that

such a grants competition would bensed in an arca so lacking in

Excellence that the funding of 25% -f proposals at the one 'million.

dollar'totel level would tend to trap the Agency into indeed proVid-

ing the funds,- to low quality, low-success-probability projects.

466
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One final comment. Our analysis may at first glance appear overry-

extended for such a "simple" problem as the Field-InItiated vs Agency-

Directed Issue. Our point is precisely that this, is not a simple question--
,

it is embedded within other more fundamental system issues, and NIE's re-

sponse will have system-wide impact. Thus, the only appropriate analy.ls is

a system analysis. Additionally, this analysis has shed light on other

issues confronting NIE--a good illustration of the "multi-purpose effects"

concept we will introduce in this report.

III. REPORT ORGANIZATION AND PREPARATION

the pages that follow, our report will:

-describt our Imethod of:analysis;

analyze the NIE/field relationship issue from both the generic

and edudational context perspectives in four major functional

areas of educational R/D&I--Research, Development, Dissemina-

tion, and Evaluation Research;

outline potential implications at tht analysis for NIE pol-

icies and strategies In each of-the four functional areas;

provide hypothetical,acenarios to illustViate the impllcations

of potential policy and strategy decisions of NIE.

The policy analysis is framed within the overall contextual issue

of the relationship between a mission-oriented federal agency (NIE)

and the operative R/D&I community in a specific sectoral context (edu-

cation in the United States). The specific issue of Field-Initiated

ors. Agency-Directed Procurement is treated as a sub-issue of the larger

Agency/Fie reiationship issue.

Reference

,Seiber, Sam D., "Tbe Requirementa of a National Educe ional R&D S-

in EducatiOnal Researcher, -cember 1975 (p 3-6).
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This policy analyis has been prepared by staff members of the

Northwestern University Cehter for.the Interdisciplinary study of

Science and Technology under contract # NIE-C-400-76-0110.

The Center is an interdisciplinary Research center t at e ists

to focus the broad and varied interestslbf a number of Northwestern

University faculty concern'ed with-the moral, philosophical, cultural,

social, economic, and political siunificance of science and technology.

An area of special concentration is on RO management systems and

problems as they are encountered in a variety Of sectors .g., in-

dustry, law enforcement, anti education). The Center bring together'

interdisciplinary talents from such diverse fillds as management,

economics, history, philosophy, education, journalism, thewphysical and

biological sciences, engineering, psychology, sociology, anthropology,

and religion. Faculty and staff associated with the Center are drawn

from several organizational units of the University, including personnel

with appointments in the graduate Schoor of Management, the School of

Education the College of Arts and Sciences, the Technological Insti-
.

tutu and_ others. Center Associates -re affiliated with universities

and Research institutes across the country and in a number of'other

nations.
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DEFINITION-OF ISSUES AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS

. ISSUE DEFIN _ION

1._ Initial NIE Concerns

As presented to us 'by NIE, the concerns of the Agency focused on

two questions of procurement policy. FOemost was the question of

-determining the appropriate balance between "Field-initiated" .versus

"NIE44)irected" R&D. The Agency had been receiving considerable

criticism from the field, reflecting the view that..too limited a role

was permitted the field- in the depign of either broad programs or

specific procurements. Many of th se unhappY with the present charac-

ter Of procurements were suggesting that'the Institute commit,itself

to a predetermined funding percentag& for_field-initiated R&D. The

expectation was that such a predeterMined setaside formula would,

create a larger flow ofTunds intofield-initiated work than had recently

bee he case. The National. Council on_Educational Research; in its

desirelti be responsiue to-the field; requested a r view of NIE procure-'

ment policies and some careful considdration of question of hows-
Agency policy might be developed on the matter of the appropriate

balance between Field-Initiated and N1E-Diretted R&D.

-rented- 'c-Iiit-cia1I--Tiliitined--dutermining-Fthe '4ipropriate--

mechanisms for procuxing Field-Inftiated and N1E-Directed work. Of

particular concern were questions about the nature and extent of

direction that an agency could justifybuilding into procurement

mechanisms, specifically with the requirements and language of REPs

(as these might constrain project conception, design; execution, etc.

and most particularly whether the RFP should be used at all in the

ROP funding context.

'Reformulation of the I

1n:thinking about these ques were struck by thb rather

fundamental and broad-ranging iMplications of the question's raised,

especially when viewod fmm the framework of our understandingThf
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systems and pro esses. in order to deal-with these far-reaching issues

in a meanin-ful way, it seemed to, us that there .were some critical

i:mior questions to be addressed and clarified:' Therefore, we_proc-eeded,

to-reformulate the queStions of concern to the institute in d manner

that we felt-would best permit us to shed some-light and suggest some

directions for policy development.

Our, consideration began with recognition of two defining features
ss

of the Agency's character: fir8t, that NIE is a mission-oriented 11,0D

agency; and second, that NIE is the lead agency for federal actiVity

with respect to Research and Dwelopment in education: Given that

role, its funding policies would have to'be urlderstood in terms of its

purposes as these impact-on the total education sectors Research,

Development and innov'ation (R/D4I) system. .What the balance of differ-

ent types:of funding should be and how an agency should relate to the

field with which it worked wOuld depend on the purPoSei the .agency Was.

trying- to achievp ,across all aspects ofthe [VDU system. The nature

of this.behavior. would need to be fitted to whatever it was necessary

for NIE to do,if it were.to achieve-its mission in all its R/DU. system

aspects. Percentage of field-initiatedprograms arid type of procure-

Ment mechanism used could be viewed in_this light as indicators or as

symptoms of Agency/Field behavior rather than as direct policy lover-

age poin,ts. Therefore, it seemed to us, our analysis could'lio-IY-fikd-
4-:,.

most fruitfully on motelfundaMental questions concerning NIE's mission

and purposes in relatiOn tothe field's needs an&conditions. Answers

to-those prior questions, if seen as de6i!rmilignts of necessary Agency
-

behavior, wOUld-suggest what the appropriate Field-Initiated/Agency-

Directed balances should be-atTany_particular time, and-would suggest,

too, the most appropriate procurement methanisms_ for each individUal
- _

Case. WiXh this set of assumptions a oms,starting point,-weXhen

began to formilate our analytical 7-trategy.

3. The Relationship of this Analysis to Current NIB Analyses of this

Issue

In carrying out our an- ysis' he resultsof recent in-hous NIE
/

3



efforts (spetifically the Duffy et dl.1976 memo were made available
-

to us., We deem it appropriate to point out the areas'of similarity

and points of departure between our analysis arid the NTE in-houSe

report.

Review and Inte -etation'of the Duffy Re

From our perspeCtive the NIE study was a rich; oh-target

discussion but one- that was acutely limited by its narrowness of focus.

We make this Criticism on two grounds.'.

) The report lacks an overall R/DU.syStems peripective,

casting its arguMents in terms most relevant to the Reseal-Oh function,

but far less appropriateto the-NIE purposes With respect-to, and the

generic issues inherent in, such other functions as Developme_t,

DiSsemination, 6tc.

b) The discussion was, in our view, More than necessarily

couched in terms of a Field/Agency dichotomy (an "us" versus "them"

perspective) Rather_ it.will, aswe will show, be vital to recognize

NIE's integral place as a part of the educational R/DU system, Despite

these criticisms we would be remiss if we failedto comment on the

quali y of the analysiS within the above stated constraints.

By contrast, our ipproadh grow out of an-11-1IiiTifc-i5fFa-Sygt-ems------------

perspective, with NIE's mission being viewed in terms of itsimpact,

as an integral part of the system, on the educational R/DV systeW.s

health, functioning and outputs. Further, growing out of this systems

perspective, and, as is inherent in our general analytical method we

engage in a broader, more systematic analysis of R/DETI functions and

the range of conditions affecting the system. Finally, we note that

procurement is but one of the range of behaviors available to NIE by

which it can influence the system and that behavior must be evaluated

in its total ty.

Thus-i-the_essence of th--4,17 as we- se'e it is: how does NIE

achkeve its purposes through procurements and other Agency actions,

/'117 ;
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the field?

Central in deterMing ME's proper modes of behavior must be its

mission in relation to the/educational R/D&I system. While NIE can be-

conceived as seeking many individual.goals:.these can be usefully grouped

under, the following-general systems dimensions::

Substantive outiuts of the R/D&I s stem (knowl dge, products,,

services, etc. ) The systems throughput dimension.

Systeildin- institutions, linkages, personnel,

dtc.) - The level of maturity and capabirity of the system

itself.

3. Affecting th system environment support, presti e legiti-

macy, etc.)- _The system environment._

Proturements tend to be thought of prima ily 4_11 terms of the

first of these categories, the direct purchase of RJDI activities to

generate. ,knowledge, Produce programs, products, etc., or to provide.

services. Occasiohally, agencies-procure capability-building activi-

ties directly, as in the provision of institutional support, or the

funding of training programs or graduate or post-doctoral fellowships.

But for the most part, procurements are designed and managed by

agency_ e sonnel'as individual projects or programs.designed tUpro-

-4...duce specific output= for the use of the operational system or the

R/D&I system itstelf.

What tends. to he overlooked is the extent to which these mani-'

festly single-purpose procUrements tend to have- multi-purpose impli

cations: in almost every procurement (or,other'Agency- behavior), more

than one Of -hese purposes will be involved, whether iMplicitly or

explicitly. Thus, the awa d Of
y
a grant to an R&D institution to

support a specific project may also have an impact on ar:0415: utien's

capacity-to perform in*the future (0g. by permitting
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additional personnel, by theadded experience that may reSult),

Similarly, ,the provision of an instftutional support grant may result

in the conduct of R&D programs Whose outputs may-not have been speci-
.

fically sought but which at4-of consideraSle-value,- and at the same

time act so as to increase that institution's legitimacy vis.a vis

various of its publics.

Consequently, it becomes essential for an agency .to be very clear

about its'purposes those entailing system bUilding and affecting the-

system environment as well as the use of system:capacitytto- produce :

substantive outpUts. And too it seems importantto develop somp

recognition of the' legitimacy -of,latent as well as manifest purposes
_-

for procurements as well as other Agency actions.

B. nifest and Latent Purioses

The legitimacy of latent as well as manifest urposes of Agency

ac c:ins is a point'that merits some elaboration. The manifest reason

for supporting a particular project may haVe little relevance to the

real reason, which is latent, implicit,,and infrequently made clear

to members of the R&D community and/or relevant publics. A particular
a

project may-receive funding net so much because of the immediate

payoff expected from the project Atself but rather becauseof the support

type_gr group-of-graduate-students,' ar_

because it is expected that if a certain Researcher is supported Long

enough he is,hound to make very substantial contributions tp the,field.

In such cases, .defending a project in terms of-its manifest purpose

may'be difficult, but justifying,it in terms of long-terM capability-/-*-

building needs may be much less of a problem. Or to consider a some-
,'

what different example,-an agency ma be subjectec to cOnsiderable

pressure to support a particular kind of'pregram, and the-pressure

may be substantial enough to.have serious enough raMiftcations to

jeopardiie achievement of important objectives. In such a 'case,'

agencY may have little intereSt in themanifest purpose of a project,

.

but may.support it for the*latenf'Turpos-e of relievine undue stress

en,the systeM.



The essential point here that procurements 4may,provide the
.

greatest long=range pairoff if they are .designed with-multi-parposes in
,

mind, and if Agency.persopnel can design them creatively to'qerve

latent as well as manifest purposes. What would seem to ben&dted-, the

are deilberate Agency strategies to.capitalize on the multiplicity of

consequences from specific Agency actiohs to maximize,Tossible gains

and minimize possible costs from potential multiple and interaction

effects across the latent and manifesCpurposes of given procurements.

C. _Interaction Effects:

Thls issue of interactioir effectS is one of the most critical
v f

points that-seeps to be ovQrtVoked in the development of-Agency policie:

Once an Agency comes to view its-behavior in terms of interactions

among seemingly discrete actibns, an entirely different kind of

understan ing eme ges of the potentially-far-reaching systeMic impli-
-

cations of indivi al decisionland-policies. Different purposet can.

interact'with one another (a point we Shall return to shortly). Pnr-

posolf can .interact with procurement Mechanisms e.g-a mechanism.'
-

used to procure Rasic Research outputs can have major implications

forlong-term-Capacity-building. Purposes.and mechanisms Cant-dnteract,

wit ht contextual-conditions, e.g., the state'of development of the

maY-be

highly successful in- achieving.certain.purposes now tenyears from

The point j.s,perhaps made:most clearly by'examining potentiS1 i

_interaction effects aMong purposes, both wihin a single procurement
V

andacross the totality of procurements made by an Agency. A procure-

meht can lead to the creation of-outputs andlead to an iMprovement

in the systemenvironMent. 'Or, it can lead to a deterioration in the

environment if, for example, that particular output is seen as

offensive to certain key elements.. rt could also lead.'to a (Istruc

,
ofR/KI system capacity by, for eiample, m6ving'critical resouices

, .

away from their,most produCtive areas of 4plication.
A

. 4
When-one exami patterns.of Agency actions ac oss. procu ements..-

, .,,

i_on-
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.

i.e., when one contiders potential iuteractions among the d'screte

_procurements-that make up an agency'S "portfolio" interactionsaof

an'eVen less- Obvious naturWbecome apparent. Across progr_
__.---

the

outputs may reinforce each other (synergistic effects). Or they may

counteract eabh other in the manner of what might be called "ipti

purposes" -- i.e. , taking a specific actiOn in pursuit of one purparse

may make-more difficult the achievement of notJier purpose._ The use

f RFPi to procure certain kinds of Research, for instance, might
- -

well have anti-purpose effects if a by-product'is turning off the

best Research talents, suggefting to theM that Research funding in

the ld of education is unlikely to be forthcoming without.untenable

constraints. Such effects may be.immediate in their interaction oi

observable only in lagged and in second- and third-order manifestations.

If an agency decides to design procurements that are deliberately.

multi-purpose in nature, if becomes essential for .agency personnel.to

have a clear understanding of the kinds of procurement "add-ons'" that

'tend to be congruent vs. incongruent wi h eaCh other unctionai

dysfunctional.

Portfolio effects may be discernible within itituns As well

/as across institutions. It is oommon to observe how RR inStitutions

becothe shaped by the patterns of funding that become available to them.

If a single ageAdy provides a particularly large share of an organiza-

7,tion!S total funding, -agency actions-can have the effect of molding,

or changing the Very character Of such organizatiOnsf

In summary, then, interaction effeets will need

in'terms of their:

synergistic effects

-\eongruency/incongruency with each oth r

lagged (and indirect/second and third-order ) ef ects
*

cuMulatiVe effects within and on institutions and-personnel

to-be conside ed

The.'essential point is that multi-purpose effects are inevitable.

The issue is not whether there should be multi-purposes but rather
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wheth6r they are to.be recogniz d or ignored, and if Tecognized to.be

dealt with and capitalized upon or anti-Purposes minimized.

The Functional Context of NIE2apom

Up to this point, we have conSidered three sets of purposes that-
,

can be affected hy procurements and other 'Agency behaviors. We turn-.

noiv-to,consideration of the second mayor building 'block of our'inalyti-
,

cal- approa,,

NIE's purposes are achieved through the carrying \put of various

activities thatsdan be 'categorized by RiD4I functiOns: ReSearch,

Development, DisseMinationetc,:_Achi:eving the.same purppses (e.g.,
=

institution building or affeCting-the system envirenme- may call for
\

different Agency behaviors in rel tion _o phesedifferelit. fundtions., "
Building,Research institutions m y demand strategies v iy different

from those required to build Development organizations. \The mechanisnm

that are appropriate for procuring Development productss may be quite

inappropriate for procuring Basic Research studies, and so forth.

Similarly, thentypes of skills and experience required within NIE

to work with personnel and institutions involved in Basic Research are

likely to be rather different from those required when working with'

those involved in the Dissemination function. Therefore, it follows

that the determination of Agency behaviors (of all kinds),are likely

to be highly dependent on the R/DU functions with which they are

inyelved,- and this consideration must be reflected in our polity

analysis.
/

To make such- analysis possible, it -was necessary forAm te,select
,

a set of R/DU 1&mctions that seemed to be reflettive-of the bUlk:of-7
.,

the activities t go- en within-educational R/DU and-that become the

,Object.of NIE:Procurement and other Agency activities.. With this 'in

mind, we selected the following R/.bO functions (or groupings of

functions)to become the,focus of our analysis..,-

* In,the R/DU syStemrs analysis scheme we use generally, we treat Need

IdentifiCation AS' a discrete ,f)gi-ction In 6ducationtowever, where,
specialized Need Identification mechanism's tend to be lacking, Need
identification is'earried out as an integral part of eaCh function. We

have therefore treated' Need Identification this way in our polity ,analys

419
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Research can vary alongia series of multi-dimenskona

-generally categorized as-going from Basic tO)kpplied.: We fUlly

recognize the debate involved-in- sUch Categorization and'the

culties invelved in the-usual_over-simplification so implied. Never

7-theless there are, for Ourrpurposes in relation to'discRsSing,appropriate.

Agencibehavior. imporfant potential differences,between what-is

required to dial with Basic Research, which is largely involved in ther/
,

search for knowledge for-its own sake; and what is required_for applied'

work that goes ondnyelation to well-defined problem areas. We will

therefore.examine these two types of Research,as 'being representative,

Of the range of activities with which.NIE may become involved jn:0'

thinking through the implications of our analysis for the particular-

kinas of,Researeh NIB procures, Agency personnef can make the necessary

accommodatiOns to variations encountersd between these two extemes4,

The .two sub-functions therefore will be:

1. pasic Research (the seeking 6 nowledge forr'its.own sake)

'Problem Focused (or Applied)Resedrch. As used here and

later in this analysis "problem" refers to,a social or',

practice-centered pr em rather than, to the kind of

intellectual or discmp ine-based problem that is central
j

tO Basic ResearCh. /

7

B._ .-Develo ment- Cr)

Whereas what we-are balling Problem-Focused Research is iented

towar4 problem areas within education, Development work tends to be
_ ,,

focused on the design and elaboration of products, processes, prOgraMs,

procedures, practices, etc= that attempt to deal with identified

i
problems or needs. For-simplicity of usage, we will gen rally use the

term "products" to describe the outputs of the Deveopment process.
-

Fleviever, it should be understoodclearly that we have-the full array

of Development outputs in mind -- programs, procedures, strategies,

practices, etc= as well as the narrower category of outputs generally
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ementation/Utilization

The functions within this-cluster are typically treated separately

in R/D4I sygteis analyses (at least as between Dissemination and the

other two). We will link them in this anajysis since'thii is a

characteristic of 'the educational R/D&I'system: its relativelk low
-

level of maturit Y and the generalabsence of institutionalized integral

User change agent functions Make this a necessity. The focus of.our#

analys.is will be placed on the Dissemination function, since it is:here,

in system-level linkaies (rather than within the User setting that

shapes Implementation/Utilization), that NIE efforts'-can have more

substantial impact. However, it should be noted that any future ex-

/pansion$ of our analysis should'involve specifiedetalled, analysis of

the Tmplementation/Utilization functions.

D. Evaluation/Policy Research

Eva uation and Policy Research are often grouped together.

education this seems particularly fitting since Policy Research in

education so often involves one or another form of Evaluation Research.,

However, there are important differences between Evaluation Research.'

and Policy Research, and thek May require some extended separate

treatment. Since,it appears that the bulk of NIE's efforts in these

areas are more directly involved with Evaluation Research., we' will

focus on this function in our analysis. Again, 'further work could

expand on the specific issues related to Policy.Research.

6. R/D4I System _Context

lk

have seen up to this-point in the analysis that achieiVng the

same Agency ptirposes may require somewhat different Agency behaviors

inrelation to different R/DU functions.. But beyond this,'for BYDU

functions and their, generic requirements to be understood in terms

that seem Congruent with concrete emp icalreality, it becomes im-
,

portant to-see each function within,a4total R/DGI system,context.
/

1
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We Oefin

three-elementsl-

R/E4I'system context as the joint interaction of

ctions, as described above.

operating Conditions within a particular. 11/DU system

'(e.gt., the, maturity of the systel-; the'types andt'qualkty

of personnel,available; the typei and 'quality .of the insti-

tutions available; the state of development of the know-
,

ledge/technology base; the natuie of the information

sYstems and flows among key elements in R/D61 system

journals, invisible colleges, conferences, etc etc.; the

very nature of the innovations Olvolved ).

the system envitonment (e.g. the political/social environ-
.

ment, +especially its supportiveness or lack of support for

the system; the economic environment; the nature of the

knowledge base of the field -- whether it is a natural-'or

. social-science -base; etc.).

Theisefore, in determining appropriate AgencY behavior for achiev=

*ng acertain purpose it becomes vital to be cognizant of both the,

system function to whieh it applies and the manner in which the generi,c

characteristics of a given function are mediated by and

environmental conditions. It is this joint efftct that we 'term the ,

11/IAI system context.

rum of Agency Behavior

Behavio

'While an agency such as NIE can engage in a Wide vaKiety ot be

havior in relationto itspurposes,.- these can beusefully group6d for

analysis under three head,ings:

1 ProcUrehents

An agency's ust of the funds available to it to procu e specific_

outputs, institution building, etc is geneally seen as the prime

forum fbr Agency action. .
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on-PrOcurgment System Behavior.
P

The potential range of Agency behaviors isnot necessarily limited
_

procurements. It may also play a potentially.imortant role i'3.1 the

System through a variety of other kinds of actions. These may inalude:

working with other agencies to as to ieve synergistic and.multiplier

effects from joint (additive and/oT supplementary.) activities; having

its personnel play an-active role as members of the R/D&I communitk--

as Researchers, as participants'in-conferences, as influences T1

thinking in various informal interactive modes et by making in-

formation available; etc. .

,NIE Internal Actions

fiow"anagency relates to a field will be importantly determined_

'1) what goes on within the agency. Specifically, the strategies_and

modes Of behavior required.will be constrained.by.the extent to which

NIE has the number and type (skills, experience, stature) of personne

n'eeded and the organizational and 'budgetary structures that permit'

appropriate behaviors.

es of Strategies
_

Within-the above three areas for NIE behavior, there.remains a

wide-and multi-dimensional variety of behaviors in WhiCh anpagency .

can engage. These.can be condensed along three dimensions:

I. -De ree of A ency Control

NIE might see the need to maintain a greater or-lesser degree

-of C'entiol over what goes on in the field, in terms both of extent
e

(level) and of doMain (program selection, methods used, personnel

--Involved, nature of relationships, forms of reporting,etc.).
1

2.:Degree of.A ency Involvement

=-NIE W.ght choose to be mere or lest directly invol'Ved in what

was occurringin the field--för example: N1E participation in the

various functions (e.g,, undertaking Various types-of Research,

Dissemination, Evaluatiqns, policy ahd REID systerksiudies )- plannin

for and monitoring of the R/D&I system; determining what work to carry
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dut infernally; and what activities tc

tracts or gradts.

A Strategy,Tontinuum
t

-cure thronet external. to
,

Seen the above ways, it is possible to array very roughly th

types of itrategies by which an agency can relate to various aspects

of a field. Such an array could/be the following:

Initiate activitY for a held-
. 4

Zupplement what is already goknwon

- Modify what'is alreadylgoing on
_

Select from-among what is already-tn a field.

- Educate thefiela to operate differently

a

Mediate external pre4sures en specific field elemen s or

programs

Integrate programs institutions,and systems t c be found

in the field

COPperate =with other programs (e.g. in other agencies ) or

'1,0ith field programs

Faciataie activity already going on

Execute activities init(atedlby the field

Ev-aluate actities that have ocbarred in the field

Monitor what is going on

This array, while admittedly rough, represents jointly, a

diminution of Agency,control and,involvement in what is gOing oh

n the held, in both-pragmatic and syStemic terms. The order is

not,noweVer, especially important. Tp the_extent that it goes

array a variety Of possible strategies., t4emon strates a richness

ated vs. Agency-Directed

continuum. From our'perspectiv ;the Fl
4=-
eld4nitiated vs.

Agency-Directed continuum is.liker to be MoSt'meaningful in

relation to individual projects. and prograMs rather than system-
. 0

based purposes14. and in relation to those functions in Whi6hprogr_mffatic

activities can'b separated easily from system activities, at least.
4

in the short rt, as in the case of Research, especially)3asic_Research.

.

that goes well beyond the simple'Fiéld-
,
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(And even then the extent to whibil the FIS vs N E cpn .nuum applies

seems related to the extent to which Agency Personnel focus on their

own individual projects father than the system as a whcile.) The Field-
.

Initj.ated vs. NIE-Directed con'tinuum is likely to be far leSs meaning-

ful for such inherently systemic4unctions as Dissemi nation, or for .

-
system.building purposes. Seen in tids Way a-determination of the'

proper proportion of NIE's budget-that should 'go to Field-Initiated

activity could only be made in relation to NE's agenda, a5 if played

itself gut with respect to the Agency's purpose's, as nianifested in

the various R/D4I functions (Research, Development, Dissemination,

under:the prevailing contextdal conditions. (peiAennel, funding,

maturity of the system eic.). As an overall index it would therefore

not seem to provide much meaning, and hence not represent a Pro per

actionable policy eriteriehr.

A General Ana ical Model

As implied above, our analysis will invollre .the specification'ef

the behavior appropriate to the achievement of AgeneY purpo ses in the

context of ihe-functionalsystemic and other-enviro

that prevail. Dia lEimatically, this can be illustrated Rs in pigur

nmental co

1. This model also indicates,that NIE's Purposes will themselves be

influenced bY what is going on.in-the educational-VDU' context and

that in turn this contexi will be importantly influenced by how NIE

does actually behave egral part of the educational It/DUas an

system.

THOD OF ANALYS

LGeneralMethodolagy

A complete analysis would require examination Qf hew the inter_

action of NIE'S up=el, as manifested in the R/C"U 'functions, 'and'

Ifiediated by the SyStemic and environmental conditiOns, determine

api)topriate Agency behaviors and consequently strategies in,relatian

to tge field. -The above sta ement would imply at lOast a EoUr
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dimensional analysis, As '''simplifying stgp, we have e eCted to
s

Consider each of ,thell/EAI functdons separately in relation to the .4.

combination of 11/DU &ysteMic-and enifironmental cOn4ititns,' as sh

in-F:igure 2-

ifk.b&I Function'

r

§L..1 211 lified Anysis Matrixt-

The cells of this matrix are the appropriate N1E behavio_ -which can be

'%built into strategies.that the Agency coUld pursue.

Having conducted the individual,analyseS foreach R/b4I funciion,

it becomes possible to consider the implications for,NIp strategy
,

across the functions. Vinally, the strategies can be converted intO
,

,

seenarios in which patterns of hypothetical,.,or actual past or con-
,

,

aplated NIE behavior, are analyzed to suggest likely impacts

implemented as originally formulated, or'as reformUlited in alternative

ways that take into accoUnt some of the points we liave triekto under-
,

i
, '

score in our analysis. In the
1

final analysis, elle- uld:conceive of

converting NTE's' total-programmatic akenda into an tegrated set ofIli

scenarios, determining the various ilatterns of appropriate Agency

-behaviors (a fallout-of which would Ue an estimate of the percentage

f all procurements that would be Field-Initiated-7though as we have

stated this, would not be an index of great significance in an' ot%itsel

and suggesting likely impacts._

S ecific Analysis e hod

Within Ithe framework of the above generai-appoach, the procedures

be followed will be as follow's:



. Funetional,Analysis

4th:selected 11/641 funct o Re
. _

earch-,Basic and ProblemFoCusedr-,

'Development, Dissemination, Evalba ion
-N

ing manner:

Generic.0 racteristicS' of the Function

will be anaryzeil iA the follow-

We will begin eath funct onal analysis with- a riview of- those
eneric,issues inherent in the filnction which are likely to be ok

relevance to educatibnal WO and have implications for NIg behavior.,

A complete generic review of each. function woyld inevitably deal with
.

many issues that-are of relatively lesser concern in educatiOn at this_.__-
. _

time. Given thee constraints-of...time, Volume and salience implicitiil
,

a policyanalysis, we have attptdd te be judicious_in- our sel ction
--

of issues to\be.diScussect:

2. The Educational:Context of Ili--1Function

We then censidel.-the cdtrent state of affairs in7the educational

R/DU system as it relatel to carrying out this-particular function.
A

Me examine contextuil issyes pertaining to the-state of development of,

the releVanf knowledge base, the institutional base, the personnel

-base,' thp climate'of suivort for funding its activities, etc= As before,

the implications for NIE behavior are drawn-, Mbere' feasible, this

section concludeS with some general guidelines for NIE's.operatidg mOdes
_t

and strategies. .

In *his final section of each,functional'anarysiS we attempt to

summarize the requirements fof NIE.behavier,* relation to---the-parti-
-.- *

tular function in its present cOntext, buildTh Up some recommendations
,

for Agency strategy.

ss-Functional Analysis

'In this critfcal chapter- we take the'snalySis and aterU--
, . ,

building a step higher-by attempting to draw_the ctoss-func ionaI

im01.ications tor NIE dt a total Agenty leVeL

e
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C. Scenario Analyses

Two illustrative scenar os are then bnalYzed. Each scenario'

consists of a description of a hypothetical NIE behavior

'(e.g. a particular procurement prOgrapi, its objqptives, the manner

,of its implementation), an analysis. A its wide implications (ifsany) ,

and 'likely impact, our recommendations as to what changes might

(or should) have been made, and the likely consequence of these

recommendations. The thinking behind this process is depicted .

graphically in Figiire 3.

A specific NIE action (usuglly a procur -ent), with its intended

purpose, would reSblt in some consequences. The effects or imiacts

would be a ConSequence of the NIE action interdcting with contextual

conditions; and would have to be understood in,terms not only-of the
/ 4

intended and manifest purposes of 4n action, but also any other

(poSSiblY latent) purPoses. These iffipacts wOuld be ei/aluated and

-appropriate strategy alternatives recommended. Such,recciaions
Would lead to NIE actions inVolving-procurement,-non-procurement and

internal NIE, behaviors, in-relation to the whole range of possible

purposes Then, in turn, the effects of-these,behaviors would'be

analyzed.

-----The-Ittnarias -ate-intended to suggest an analytical approach we

:view as apPropriate for internal A ency Use in designing procurements

and relating pro6lrement strategies to other, possible non-procuremen_

courses of action. The strength of this approach,,we would argue, is
r 0,

the manner in which it orients Agency personnel toward syste*-level

Ainking:

1. It requires the analkst to think in terms of the

multiplicity of pprposes implicit in procurements and

Agency behaviors, and suggests the legitimacy of

designing courses of action in terms of latent_as well

as manifesc prposes.

It requires consideration of interaction effects among

purposes, between purposes and mechanisms, and between

1190
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purposes and generic cNaracteristics of R/DAI functio

as these are mediated by systemic and environmental

conditions.

It calls for Agency personnel toestimate potential

impacts of cOntemplated courses'of action on key dimenskons

of the system.
1 \

it $uggests a series of questions that enable the analyst
,

to generate alternative courses of action ,wi.th' potentially

different impacts, and tO use thege alternativeS,,Along

with 'their own'estimates of potentlil impacts, to reformu-

late and refine contemplated strategies.

We offer the analysis which follows as a first-cut at what we

believe can evolve over time int.() a highly useful approach.

REFERFNcES

Duffy et al., 1976.
We had access to several internal memos, in various states of their
development, in August and September 1976, including: a) an August 2,
1976 Ago written by Susan Duffy.and No.61 Brennan entitled "Status
Report On FIS"; and b) a somewhat later set of materials providing

"workihg definitions of Narrow and Broad FIS, elaborating the relevant
dimensions of each, and 'considering some of the implications for NIE.

#
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STUDIES AND ACTION PROGRAMS ON THE LAW ENFORCEMENT

'EQUIPMENT R&D SYSTEM _EVAIDATIVE'STUDY,

OF THE E UIPMENT SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

41

h s pro ect represents the initial efforts of CISST to develop and
tilize a contextual ahalytiCal,approach to R/D&I. Thus,' it was the

ecursor to the contextual analytical framework we later developed
nd Which is presented in this report.

his project was a nationwide, 1-1/2 year eimpirical study of the R&D

ystem for innovation in law enforcement equipment. The project
equiredi(in the first phase) that we familiarize ourselves with the

enforcement, context in-oMer tp Obtain a general perspective on
he key issues,that wer to be investttated in the main empirical
liaSe. In this first rase, we established a 11.8rary of se eral hun-
red items (as well as accessing materials available in phe North-

,

Western Uffiversity Transportationk.,Library); consulted with ome
twenty persons knowledgeable-about law enforcement equipment and F

conducted sprvey rsesearch through'interviews and general que ion-

naires for userS;,' producers and distributors of law enforcement
equipment. This initial phase of the research culminated in a work-f
shop attended by ESIP advisory board members'and NILECJ-ESIP per-
sonnel ag well as CISST.project members from all Over the country.

The main empirical phase:was conducted in the following mannerA Cr

tical policy issues and specific problems in the'law enforcement
equipmert R&D system were identified from the research of the first
phase a-d Were synthesized into eight issue areas. With the asSistance
-of law enforcement equipment specialists, ten,lawAnforcement equip-
Meht iteMs (repTesenting a broad range of both laW enforcement func-'
tions and equipMent,types) were selected for intensive, ln-depth case
analysis in a matrix format across the eight issue areas. InterView
survey questionnaires were tbon developed for producers, for users,
and for intermediary,organizations and distributors ,Interviews were

then conducted-with: 71 of 111 identified producers;,,, 47 User'organ-
izationsi 12 intermediary organizations-;' 8 distributors., Interviews
were conducted nationwide by CISST personnel 12ocated throughoutthe
country. From thb surtirey, relevant R&D issues and 0 licy options were
identified in terms of the selected eqpipment typed.; the selected
isaue area- and the.law enforCement R&D system.'
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P OJECT AND PROG DEVELOPMENT BASED ON A 'CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF ENERGY

CONSERVATION A D&I SYSTEMS: A POLICY ANALYSIS FOR THE ENERGY RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION INDUSTRiAL ENERGY CONSERVATION DIVISION

This,ataly s hsit origindn an NSF funded project in cooperation with
thes,Division o ndu_itrial Energy Conservation of the United States Energy
Rea&rch.ahd Deve op ent Administration (ERDA). The initial objeCtive was
to demonstra e feasibilicrof using the comparative R/D&I syStems
framework developed in analyzing two policy-dssues in the area:of indusT
trial_energy Conservation R/D.SI. The specific policy issues for-Amalysis
Were'defined by staff members of the Industrial Energy'Conservatien
Edon pf ERDA: in cooperation with NSF's Division-of.Pblicy Research. and
Analyais and'the Northwesternvesearch team. These were as fo11t:A.1S:

1. What are Ithqienergy conser'vation R/D&I system factors whicb
,ERDA should consider in eValuating specific proposed new .

technology programs?

What are the dimensions of-,ventureanalysis (Ormimpact
analysisn which eADA shouff,consider in evaluating
specific new:technology programs?
:-

Ibis study is being organl.zedA.ntwo parts.:: The first concerns itself_
with the analysis, plannin-g,-jand implementation nf industrial: energy
eonserVation the second tarh the,paraliel flow of projects
within,these programs. A-program is more accurately defined as an
en6rgy conservation opportunity area- (ECOA) sufficiently broad so as
to encompass,several distrete projects.. :1'hese'projects, in turn,, may
Sncompass ope ormore phases of tbe R/D&I innovation.cycle from initial
need identification- tojinal utilization. The projects in a given ECOA
may also vary considerably in the extent to which they are'linked
together.

At the program level, t.he basic strategy of the industrial conservation
effort is, visUalized as being fortulated so that projects may be selected
and contracts negotiateddn accordance with ERDA objectives. Similarly,
mith regard to iM-Olementation, at the program level the'gUidelines and
methods of 'executing projects and ailiting their results in industry ere
concegtualized as being developed so that at the project level fhey may
be utilized to monitor and evaTuate projects. This Conceptdalization is
-rbughly in accordancs with the way the thvisi6n of Industrial Energy Con-
servation .is now operatin, acept.that Olere is considerable variation
in the extent to:which these phasesand levels of managerial and organ-
izational activity are systematically.designed and integrated'in an-over-
all acheme. Inessence, it has betome a matter of developing a contex-
tual:system analysisat both,the protram anil project level through all
phases of technological innovation requiring an input from the DIvision
of Induatridl Energy 'Conservation.

4 9 5
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DES NPIESTING OF SURVEY ITEMS ON ORGANIZATiONAL

'CAPABILITIES FOR R/D&I FUNCTIONING

This contract required'that we 4 thecohceptual.and design Work and .=

A
some field testing for'a set of settbr-Specific auivey instrumentd
to Assess leveAS and distribution Of ovganizational capabilities'for
specific kinds of'11/D6J:activities.: We 'conceptualized each of,foul''
areas of R/D&I functions,rescareh, evaluation research, development,
and,diSSemination/utifizatiOn) in terms of key dimensions-useful for
distinguieling qmong types of work respondent organizations had:,
:carried out, scale and.écope,of operations within each txpe of Activity.
We then. detligned Sector7specific variants oif the basic instrument','
geared to differences.in functional emphases among sector6 surveyed,
(acidemic Private, SEAd and ISAS)4., Informal,field teseing of the-
instruments was conducted,,using respondents selected from these ;,

sectord. Based onthefield-test results, redommendations were made
about: (a) additional conceptual .64 design work titi be done;_and
(b) howthe instruments might be used in g re§eareh program focused
on asSessing organizational capabilities for educational KPU and

,policy planning for system capaeity'bui1ding
A

'ASSISTANCE TO NIE IN P TION OF

THE NCE ANNUAL REPGEN TO CONGRESS

tinder the terms of this short-term contract, C1SST personnel drafted
a ehapter'for inclusion in the NCER annual report to Congress. The
chapter,describes and'issesses development of the educational R/D&I
system!S, capabilities over the past two decades {Its instituticinal
base, personnel base, outputs, linkages tdedUcational practice,
funding, knowledge/technology base, and R/D&I management/policy know-
how); analy4es the current status cif key K/D&I functions (resestch
development,-dissemination and'evaluation research);. and suggests

_-
critical system needs that mighk be addressed through federal policy
initiatives!
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A POT4CYSTUDY OF THE EDUCATION R&D

DISSEMINATION AND FEEDFORWARD SYSTEM,

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMW EXCHkIGEX

This projbet;involved CISST providing'cohsultant services over an appro-
ximately fivd month period to a planning gronp--for NIE's program for
developing a Dissemination/Keedforward System (Research and Development
Exchange). V,le planning-group chnsisted of pprsonnel from NIE-sponsbred

-educational labdratoriessand centers and staff of NIE'sSch6ol Practice-
and Service Divl.sion, DissdmiaatiOn'and Resources Group. The work
required a multi-pronged approach, including: c.reatIng _a conceptpal
scheme that would aid NIE'and the planning gronp.in-analysis of the
syStem being developed, in-identifying critical 'issues and in generat ng
policy-option6; meeting with and making-Vputs to the planning group
during their,planning meetings; developingra -cOnceptual scheme that

,

would permit NIE.to'mgnitor%the hualtE 'add functioning of the system;
deve,Inping an overall analysis of requirements for.educational R/D&I
dissemination and feediorward (using onr cont6xtuAl analytical frame-
work); jointlY selectitig with the planning grouP a-sub-set of .issues
for' further in-depth analysis; selecting'and monitoring a group of
consultanta (with-known expertise in the selected issue areas)otó pre-
pare analytical papers, on the selecCed sub-set of issues preparing a
final report Lnt.egrating the Aove work.

=
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IMPLICATIONS OF REGIONALISM:AS AN/APPROACH
_

TO:EDUCATIONAL R/D6cI: A FOLICY_ANALYSIS

FOR THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF-EDUCATION

This project .(currently in process) is another project being done to
illustrate the utilfty of the -CISST contextual analytical approaal
for-policy.analysip of Assues of curient importance to the National
institute of Education. ,The.issue,was jolntly selected by NIE and,
CISST. The analysia:will requirecollection,and examination of
current activities, policies and other relevant materials'from
Various actual Or-potential participants in regionalized education -

R/D&I (e.g..: NIE, NIE,-sponscired educational Top labs, SEAs) and field
' interviews with variods participants., The pr.Aect will reqUire emi-

t
paretive contextual analysis of the plication of,variOus types-of
regional'approaches'(e.g.: developme t/suppartof informal regional
networks and:collaborative.activities; creatiom/support of NIE-spon-
sored'regional organizationa7 e4.) in rel4tion tokey educational
R/D&I issues; in relation to specific R/D&I functions; in relation
tp the current state of development of the educational R/P&I system;
in relation to eonteitual operatil"re Conditions (e.g.: funding, the

:personnel base, currently existing educational g/D&I organizations,
legel/politiCal environm6ntal conditions)-; in relation to the misgion
of NIE. The -ProJect will require development Hy CISST of the con-
ceptual framework within which information may be gathered, contextual

- analyses may be made, and policy/strategy implic5ftions mgy be made.
CISST will Suggest potentialpolicy/strategy options for considaration
by NIE., .

)
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A COMI3REHENSIVE CODUEXTLrAL

APPROACH'TO DEVELOPMENT AND .

E ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN

. DEVELOPICNT

,

The issue 'Of, development has been receiving increasi4 attention ever
the past few d6cadesjrom governftlents-(in.developing and,develbped,
countries),: agencies and other organizations. ',-varietY'of inter=
active Causes f this-interestfcan be identified, including increased
population (aec mpanied-by increased unemp LoypIp!nt and endernmploYment)

and Oecreasaper capitayncome(acCompanied by increased incoMe dis-
tribution:disparities) . Other dynaMics contribueing to this growing
interest have been the attainment of independence byeumerouspre-

'vtously colonial status eountries(with cons equent increasee,ic'ss-'
pirati,ons and roles in intepational affairs),!international"tr ade
and labor systems, rapid teehnological grotith in:the peet half
century, 'andincreased confidence iii the potentidi of technelogY
to:contribute to the solutiOn of develo Pment programs

- . . ,

On the one hand, the isS6a of development may be Perceived as aris

from the-fact that, there are signiLicant differences between the
ustrialized" or "developed" countries 'and-tHe "developing"_

or "lesser developed" -countries.
a

On the other hand; howeVVr, it is alsO important to recogni the :

severity of the economieconditions of'the,LDCa themselves - - 'ePart
,from anycomparison with the DCs: ThPse Onditfoons both Pres -_- ahuman
problem of major dimensions and constitute-a Serious- threat t =he

political.and economit-stability of these nation tates (which in turn
does'have implieatipns_at the international level)\- - not to mention
implications forthe social/cultural fabric of a societY.

The development problem has been approached-frPm a va jety of.perspec
th

-

tives and disciplines, each wiits,own we limitationssknesses a:.
In recent years thP concept of Appropriate Technology :as- been reeeiving
increased attention by those who are conCerned with teeeDlogy utili-
zation in d6Veloping countries. The Appropriate Technol gY concePt doe,s,
take us a step in the right direction of recognizing the, mportanee of
the specific contegt relevant to development and the role

,

tl-::liol"t 71:*However, we must recognize that the Appropriate Technology :O
A

itself a specifid, particular type of a pproach which,has si-_nificant
limitations.

Thus, there remains an imperative need for the develo pment of e compre_
, hensive contextual analytical framework in order to avOid the miStakes
that have occurred in past efforts to relate technology R&D, transfer
and utilization to the development needs of developing e9i4nOties -

mistakes which have resulted in accusations of-economic PxPloitation-,
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And domination of the LDCS.: Many of these misfakes hai -resulted from
inadequate jautlyses both of the situation in'the I.DC's and of the role
that DC'S can.plaY in the process of development which inturn
hat been due tO a lack of_a comprehensive analytical framework that
-simatFneousiy istrile to the existing realitk arid permits theYgener-
ation of policY relevant infomation in thp context. Yhe CISST con-
textual analytiePl framework is wel/ suited for indepth contextual
analyiB.of situationS such as development (and of iisues_sYch as role
of technol.ogy in development) which require consideration-of..a complex-
set of intereetivenfaetors ahd dynatica; oyr contextual Analytical
framework providea" a itithodology which can be utiltied by an: agency
to identify and a-Valuate pOlicy/program levet'-iasues; and :options, as
jwell as ideñtjfyin g areas wilere further research-is needed.

A

"rhellistoricarevOluti.on and Current issues of development Ancrthe

work
rns indiqw theethe-CISST contextual analytical frame-

72t 4ppli.bie to the problem of development and thus would
be relevant and useful: to agencies .concerned with such issues.

&.
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